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PREFACE 
IN this book an analysis is given of the incidence both 
of partial income taxes, that is of income taxes which 
are levied on the incomes arising from particular lines 
of industry, and of a general income tax. The scope 
and arrangement of the book is shown in the first 
ohapter. An analytical table of contents is given, 
showing in detail the topics which are dealt with: it 
is hoped that it will facilitate the task of the student 
who may wish to use the book as a text. 

My interest in the topic commenced while attending 
the lectures on publio finance of Professor W. R. 
Scott. Embarkation of the inquiry was encouraged 
by Mr. J. W. Nisbet, who afterwards did much to 
assist me in it. I was subsequently much indebted 
to the kindness and assistance of Mr. R. H. Coase, 
Mr. J. K. Eastham, Dr. A. L. Macfie and Professor 
J. Morgan Rees. The distinguished reader for Messrs. 
Maomillan sU&gested certain alterations and exten
Biolls in the manuscript; and his advice. I believe. 
led to a substantial improvement in the- final form of 
the book. 

Numerous references have been given in the foot
notes to di1Ierent authorities. This has enabled me 
to acknowledge my main obligations to other writers. 
among them the great Italian economists De Viti. 
Barone. Einaudi and Fasiani. It may also assist the 
student in his further reading. 

Part of Chapter VIII is reprinted. by permission. 
of the 'editors, from TIM &utA AjriaJ", "Jountal of 
ECOfIOtftics. 1937. 

D. B. 
yii 
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THE OLDER THEORY OF THE INCIDENCE 
OF A GENERAL INCOME TAX 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORY 

• FOB a considerable period it has been held byeco-' 
. nomists t1!,.at the incidence of a generalmcome taxI' 

is not shifted, and that such a tax has no tendency. ' 
to raise or otherwise alter the prices of commodities! 
The most careful formulation of this theory, which,! 
for convenience, I refer to as the older theory, can, 
be found in the writings of Professor Seligman 1 and·' 
~and a view in some respects similar, w~s·i 
adopted by the.£:olwyn Cominittee_o~ational Debt, 
and TaxatJo~wliich drew u'fits Report in 1927 . 

. In December of ~7, ho,"ver, a very impo~nt 
article by Mr. D. H. Robertson appeared,' which, 
made it plain i'ilat the arguments on which the" 
economists had relied to show that the incidence of· 
. a geooral income tax is not shifted, were erronebus. 
The whole matter was seen to require furthet iU
vestigati<md • 

The following chapters of Part I of this' book 
outline the older theory of the incidence of a general 
inoome tax a,p.d go on to criticise this theory. When it 
has been made clear that the older theory is no longer 

. . 
, E. R. A. &\igmaD, .. Inoome Tuea uul the Price La .... ", in his 

SWiet ... PtobliG 'i_ P. 69. and "'publiahed .. Appendix XII, 
..1""""",,* 10 Me R.,...,. qf Me (~) c __ .. N ........ DtM 
..... T............· . 

• W. H. Qoaleo, "Mem ....... dum on the InaideD ... of the Inoo_ 
Ta" ", AppondiJ: XI in the __ volume ptapponm.... 

• D. H. RobMtaan ... TM Colwyn Committ .... the In ........ Tax and 
the Pri<e LneI ", ,,_it Jo_l. 1m. 

" 
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tenable, instead of proceeding direct to a reconstruc· 
tiqn of this theory we deal in Part II wi~h the incidence 
,of partial income taxes, i.e. taxes assessed on the, 
earnings of particular lines of industry. These taxes 
are interesting and important in themselves; and 
an insight into their nature helps one to an under
'standing of the incidence of a general income tax. 

In J?art III the, problem of the incidence of a 
general income tax is again taken up; to construct 
a theo of the incidenoe of a eneral income taxi 
is the main 0 ject of this book. Part goes on to 
suppl~qtent Part III and deals wit some related 
questj6ns. ' 

'Any of the Parts I; II, III, or IVan be read in
dependently of the others. If the tudent's inter t 
is mainly in the incidence of a neral income tax, 
he may omit reading Part I or II; or better, he 

. ht read eha ter II and t ass on to Part III. 
Or, if he wishes to examine the incidence of partial 
income taxes, he can read art II alone. 



, 

CHAPTER II 

THE, THREE ARGUMENTS OF THE, OLDER 
THEORY OF THE INCIDENCE OF A GENERAL 

• ~NCOME TAX 1 

• 
1. DOWN to 1927 it was generally held by economists 
that the inoidence of a tax on income is not'shifted 
but remains where it has been 'placed • ....such a tax, 
they believed, leaves the prices of commodities and 
the rewards of the factors of production, at the same 
levels as it had found them. The only difierence 
introduoed into the situation by the tax, accordingi 
to this theory, is that each person hands over a, 
portion of his income to the Government for its usesj 
instead of using it on his own account .. 

The theory, that the economists had' put forward 
can be summarised as follows, in a way which shows 
the ~Jationship between its difierent parts. ,There 
are three arguments in the theory : 

(i) An inoome tax which has been imposed, l~ves 
each producer still a producer in the in<!~ 
in whioh he had been to begin with . 

..(ii) The number of firms in each industry ~!Uains 
constant. 

,(iii) Each firm places the same quantity of goods 
on the market as it had done to begin with. 

l The ...-0' ohap .... io much iDd<>bt.od 10 D. H. Ro ........... 
..... .r-ie J---. 1927; 10 <:abiaU·. up.,. _pile aleUDe 
& empty bone' linanaiarie". 0icJrMIe .". &cc ;&. 19!!8; &ad to 
FubiDi·. " Sull' inti ...... dell' impoota IIIIIIa clomaDda e outr oft.a ". 
OiarMlo....,i • '.illi. 1-' 

• 
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Hence,. the theory concludes, the total supply of 
each commodity is unchanged by the WoK. Thereford 
the price of each commodity is unchanged. 
. Let us state each of the arguments of this theory 

in turn; afterwards we go' on to examine and criticise 
them. 
. : (i) The first argument, as the economists who use 
it are careful to point out; only applies to the case of 
a.general income tax, which is iffiposed on all branches 
of industry.' When a general tax of this kind is 
imposed, it will riot pay any industrialist to transfer 
his business from one branch of industry to another; 
because he could not escape the tax by doing so. 
Let· us suppose that. the ,entrepreneur's income in 
his present braneh is R; and that after payment of 
the income tax he is left with 8.9 per cent of R. Then 
80 per cent of R will still be a ter net income than 
It is open obtain in any ot er branch. He 
will, therefore, remam m the same branch as he had 
been initially .. Thus the tax sets up no tendency to 
~ transfer of resources between the di1Ierent portions 
of the industrial field, but leaves each producer still 
'a producer in that industry in which it had found him 
to begin with. • 

(ii)'fThe Marginal Firm or No-Profits Firm argu, 
"inent is stated by Seligman as follows: ". . . the 
question [is] how the marginal producer, the producer 
at the margin, is affected. .'. . A tax on income is 
a tax on net profits; anLne!.'profits are not cosj;, 

but the surplus over cost. ~_~ "on profits ~nn~t 
reach the mal!- who mak~ no profits. ]Jut tEe man 
at the margin who makeS no profits .. ~·pay~ _D? 
tax because he makes no ~~fits. . . . IT the man at 
the margin who at any particular time fixes thep-nc6 
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for the e!ltir~ply of oommodities that is sold in 
the market pays no tax, how can the inoome tax be 
added to the prioe 1 \ The tax on profits is paid only 
by the man who makes profits, that is by the intra~. 
margmai -produoer, nor by'the marginal pE,oducer.· 
But the tax paid by. the. intra-marginal producer 
osnnot affeot the price which is fixed by the marginal 
producer who pays no ~' . 

The skeleton of this argument would be : 

'C.I>rioe is' determined by the' 'marginal or no
'profits fum. 

This_ fiIom IIlII.kes~oprofits and therefore pays 
. no income tali.:. Since it pays no income tax'i 

its ,E?81tion i~ __ unafillC~d by the tax. Price, 
therefore, is unaffeoted by the tax. 

That is, although a general income tax be in\
posed, it will leave the price .structure un/, 
affected) • ' 

(iii) The Marginal Unit argument of this theory 
completes the proof. In addition to there being a 
marginal'. or price-determining firm. these theoristS 
hold, there is for. each firm a margi»al or price
determining wut. of production. The marginal linit' 
fo. any fum is the laSt wlit of prodUCtiOIl that the 
firm is just induoed and no more to place po the 
market. .• Sir Walter Layton states, the, argument 
bril'fly and effectively thus : G£ we consider any fum, 
\" ~roduction under com~titi0Jl contin~ea up to that 
\POIDt where the llloSt urut of Qutput makes no con
Itribution towards profit and thl)refore.nothing toWards 
~e revl'll)le of the State. This is the wlit of pro
ruction whlch detl'rmines prices, which should there-

• Seligman, "'" ...... 04,,-0- .. lAo Cohop RrporC. P. Ilil. 
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. fore be unaffected by a tax on those units whic}t 
yield some profit. On the same re&!ng, the amoun~ 
of output should rem,ain ~change ." 1 ~ I 

The argument can be illustrated very simply by 
the curve of marginal costs Me in the diagram. H 
the fir~ is producing in a competitive market, the 
price of the commodity remains unchanged whether 
the firm increases or reduces its output: price ther~ 
fore can be shown by a horizontal straight line. 

fIUCl 

Me • 

r---------~~----~u~ 

DIAO&UI I , 
The producer, it is known from economic theory, 

will in these circumstances continue production j~ 
!Up to the point at which marginal cost is equal to 
price, and no further. If he were to produce beyond 
M he would incur a loss on the extra units that he 
produced:. if hll were to produce less than OM units 
he would forgo a gain on the units he had refrained 
from producing. The OMth unit which he produces, 
fetches a return shown by the area of the very thin' 
rectangle in the diagram: and the cost of production 
rOf this unit is given by the sam! area. . This unit· 
just ~overs its cost of production' and no more: It 
yields the prq!ucer no profit over and above its cost . 

I Minviu 0/ E.o.u- "'"" be/ON 1M (Col...".) c......mu.. "" NtUimoal 
DebI and Pamlion. p. 177.lll. 
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of production. 5 The producer makes no payment o~ 
income tax on account of this unit, since he mak~ 
no profit from' it. Hence the production of this unit 
is left unaffected by the income tax; the OMth unit 
will continue to be produced after the tax as it had 
been before it. But if the OMth' unit is produced. 
the firm's output must be unchanged,because the 
firm had initially produced OM units of output. 
, Thus the economic theory which we outline, seek1 

to establish that when a general income tax is im1 
posed, there will be no interchange _01 resources be
tween the different branches of industry, that th~ 
number of firms in each branch will remain unchanged, 
and that the output of each one of these firms will 
likewise be unchanged. If the logic of these argu~ 
ments be correct, then the theory holds· itself to have I 
established that commodity alld factorial prices will 
be left unaltered by the tax. '\ !But are the arguments 
of the theory valid' That is what we must discusi;:,' 

2. (i) The first argument of the theory we aredescrib
i,ng affirms that since the whole of the economic field 
is taxed, each manufacturer will continue in the same 
line' of production as before. 'An assumption under
lying this argument is that the gross income of each '. 
person in the new situation. '.e. his.income before he 
pays the income tax, remains the same as it had been 
initially., Let us, to begin wit'h, grant this assumption .• 

Even then the conclusion which the argument 
purports to arrive at will not follow. FThere will still 
be some tran.sference of resouroes from one p8.rt of 
the fiehl to another. One reqnirement which must· 
be fulfilled in order that a condition of equilibrium 
should exist, is that the .. net_.advantages" offered 
t1> a person by his occupation, should be the highest 
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. on his scale of ;references which it is open to him l( 
llttain,' when not oruLthe .mqn.etary reward of th~ 
occupatjon ·but also' the social esteem, leisure, et4 
attaching to it are counted among its net adval 
tages. 'The income tai _reciucesonly one form ~ 
the net advantages of difierent occupations, th. 
monetary advantage: Consequently,la person ~ 
was formerly hovering in choice between two O~II' 
tions, one whose net advantages are largely m~l'J' 
and another whose advantages are largelY- JUllf' 
monejiaft, and so not taxed, !!ll!,y now tend to t'allOJ!1 

more stronglY the class of occUJlatic)ll 'affor~:!~tt 
net advantages more larif'!y'n the non-;;ru;tary 
.~. Or even, as can be shown,' it is possible that 
th!l individual will, in these circumstances, be broug~ 
by the income tax, from a state of indifierence i . 

. choice to a decision favourin the occu atlOn w ch 
'Willafford him the rger monetary income. Agaut 
g"'person,of certain psychological tastes m~ be"led 
to retIre ea~r from business as a result of an mcom; 
tax whichSWallows uP. part of his . eaniings: thf 
effort may then seem to him not worth while. Yet 
the same tax maYfuduce ariotherman to eXrend h~ 
business life 'oyer a longer period, until he makes thai 
acciiimulation of "apital on which he has set his mi~ 

Changes and shifts of economic resources we know 
that there will be, even"tho~gh w,e were to grant th~ 
assumption that the gross earnings of the factors of 
production would be left. unaffected by the tax. ThE! 
direction of the ~hanges we do nQj; here need ro inCIl!ire 
into: it is snfficient for our'purpose to establish th, 

I fact of chaage. Thus, even granting tIle&8sumptio~ 
most favourable to it, the contentioD of the first 

I See Chapter XU ;n/",:, 
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argument of the older economic theory of the income\ 
tax would not be true. 
---:A-~ore-ob~~us set of causes exists, which makes 
the event differ still further from what this argument 
contends it would be. If we' look at the matter from 
the side of demand, thos~ayerSJwho have handed 
over a portion of their income to the Governmen~re 
now ill possession of a smaller sum of moneji' to spread 
over their saving and consuni'ption. 'For this reason 
th"ir demands for consumptioD goods, and also for 
productIOn or capital goods. will undergo s.lteratioB/ 
Moreover, !the Government of the country has now 
come into ossession of alar er spendin . ow~thE< 
goods whic are dommantiy consume y the Govern-

, ment will be in greater demand. [Corresponding to this 
altered structure of demand in the communIty, there. 
\ViII be a' transference, of resources between different 
~~ches.of indust?tJ AS a result of this, an intricalje 
system of changes m the rewards of the factors of pro- ' 
duction will take place - the very thing that had been 
assumed away by the first argument of the ol~er theory. 

Thus we see that the first argument of the theory . 
which we are examining, must be regarded &8 errone
ous: the conclusions it drew did not follow from the 
premises;' and the premises themselves had been 
unsuited to discussion of the case. 

(ii) The ~ent of the older theory which re
lates to the ~o-plOfits firm also appears to be very 
defective. It ooll~_together into itself, a"num, her" 

of mistaken ideas. ~.!!larginl\l fuqLoLeoonoroi..!l 
theory is not, &8 this argument alleges, & no-ljrofits' 
~. ~e marginal fipn_ is.l..!t.is tru!l>-a~_~ clt is 
just undecided.. &8 to whether or not it should continue 
mita present line Of pJ:O!l.uction] a slight in~}n 

B 
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the favourable &ctOlS woWd deiennine it to c-onbna>, 
and a slight diminuiioo. to cesse ~ n-e 
profiU of the fum at the -t, and in the short rum, 
OOWe'TeI', are by no meaDS d~ in detennininr 
whether or not a fum is at the maJgin. me ~ 
fum may, at the moment or in the short run, ~ 
earning no profits; but it may also be a finn ... hich • 
earning Jarge profitiJ or perhaps even ~ negative 
profits, that is, be making a comiderable Joss:. The 
ease last mentioned might, for example. occur ... hen! 
a fum 1!"as newly established and expecting for some 
time yet to suffer losses,. as part of a proce5B of build
ing up a business connection. Only, in thil> case the 
finn would look fonnud to a period in the future at 
... hich it expected to ncoup these Iosses out of profits. 
once it had become fuDy established. Indeed, ... hen 
the upholders of the ugument that we examine 
pointed to one set of finns;and held that because a' 
the moment their profits or their 1_ were of a 
certain amount, therefore such and such was the 
ease - when they did this they were mpping counter 
to a fundamental tenet of economic! theory, namely, 
that.the facts of the past, even of the immediate past, 
do not in themselves matter '" bygones are forever 
bygones "): they haye no significance except in 80 

Car as they are a guide to future expectations. It is in 
tenus of expectations that our theory should reaaon • 

..The position of faIse eminence to which, in some 
writings, the no-profits finn had been mised, grew out 
of a misnnde~diIIg of ~aJ:S.}laWap docttine; and 
it wasa m.iSiilidelii3Dding which at the time was very 
widespread. ,.JIarshall, however, had never de.picW 
the marPnal firm 88 being the n<>-pmfi ts firm. Hellld 
intended his doctrine of the margin", wh~ USed to 
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trace price and production .ihanges t~ugh: time~.!2 
be taken in conjunction' with., his doctrine of the 
"representative finn ",·a conception totally difIe~ 
from that of the no~profits finn. "Our representative 
firm ", he said;" must be one-which has had a fairly 
long life, and fair ~ccess, which is IDaiiaged with 
normal ability, and which has normal access to the 
economies, external and intemal~ which telong to that 
aggregate· volume of production; account being 
taken of the class of goods produced, the conditions 
of marketing them and the· economic environment 
generally." 1 The representative firm wo~ cover. 
~~ng other costs, .. in~ and_insurance on all the 
capital", and "~!J:8' gross earnings ofl!lanagement 
(inclurung insurance against loss), of those who under
take the risks, who engineer and superintend the 
working "." • " 

Marshall would Ilave disliked saying that the mar,gin 
determineS price :he always considered the marginu 
being itself determined by thf forces of demand and 
supply, and as altering when ei~ of these altered." 

He was, again, much more concerned with the 
economics of the long period than of the short period. 
and. had in ,view chiefly the ultimate· results of 
economic forces. It may be conjectured'that if he 

, ManhaII. 1'riw:iplM ttl." ..... P. :SIT; and ~ .".. 
ell. P. I56&. • . 

• ~ p.:s.&:s. The l'OiD' ia -U m-&ed by ... dia; • 

01 a "'" OD printmg ~ ;,,;,t. P. '16. An expianatioD 01 tba ...-
01 tba ...... &II""" &nil and ita pIaoe in Maroballian cIoc&rine _ be 
foomcl in tba Iollowilll: RoboriBan. _ oil., • > J.--l, 1m; 
~. Sbo ... ·..ad Srah, U ~ ~ and tba &epr. 
__ ti ... J'ina: a Sympooiulll n. "oa •. , J.--l, 1930; Robbino, 
.. Tbe Roopr-.&IItiT8 Finn -.... , ., J.--l, I~; and Da_ 
pm. TAo &-i<o of .d~ • .,.,., P. 35lI f. 

• I'riwi .... P. '10. 000_ wida daia Utitude tba .... b 01 

~n and La""" q ...... 
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hag been dealing with ~e 4>ooblem ·of the income 
tax he would have considered long-period influences, 
certainly from the side of costS', and, less certainly; 
from the side of demand: among long-period costs he 
would .have included. "interest ahd insurance' on all 
capitale.nd the gross earnings of management". Once 
he had discovered :what long-period effects ,were going 
to be, shon-period effects could have been handled 
with more firmness, being the first steps from the 
initial position towards that of the long period: I VTh~ 
writers whom we 'are considetmg, on the other hand) 
sho~?~ttle o~ no. concern for the IQng period. r . 

J®- The third argument, that of the margmal 
unit, gives a correct definition or-what is }i!eant by 
the marginal unit. Thi(a'rgument could be stated in its 
correct form'as follows: if demand remains unchanged 
(i.e. all deman.q curves in the systemretpain unchanged), 
and if all factorial prices remain unchanged, then the 

. unit of output which h~ been the marginal unit before 
, ~he tax lIVill continulL,to Jle the inarginal unit after the 

tax has been imposed.l • Let us illustrate and prove that 
this is so by means of a diagram: ' 

O~--------------~M~~-+-~' 
Du.OB411 n 
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We draw Mel> the curve of ma~ginal costs fOf a 
firm selling its commodity in a competitive market; 
the average and marginal revenue "for the firm ,will 
be the horizontal coincident lines AR lnd MR in 
the diagram.' If there were-no tax, the OMth unit, 
corresponding to the point of intersection of' Mel 
and MR, would be the marginal ~t: fat this unit, 

. marginal revenue and marginal cost to . the firm are 
equal. The firm's output, were there no tax, would 
be OM .. ' 

'After the tax the new curve of margi~l costs 
must be of the shape Me. shown: because the. income 
tax absorbs a portion of the profit from each 'unit of 
output sold: On the OMth unit of output sold there 
is no profit. trence the new curve of marginal costs, 
Me., still outs the curve of marginal revenue in the 
point Q, corresponding to the output OM. The firm, 
therefore, will still market OM units as before .. 

. An hypothesis on which this conclusion depends . 
is that the supply curve of each factor of pJl)duction 
remains unalterefJn map'e. This is .equivalent to 
supposing that, despite the tax, the factors are willing 
to accept the same gross rewat'ds as before for the 
same services·as before, even though they have now 
to pay to the Government out of these gross rewards 
certain sums by way of income tax. .An assumption 
of .this kind is very far-reaching indeed. But, and 
here is the 'point, so' far as practical application of 
the argu~ent is concerned,' there is no reason to 
~lieve that in actual life the supply curves of the 
iaCtorsofproducuon .remam unlilt~~sll1ipewh~n 
a challge-intne ht'ight of the tax takt's place.l lnde.il. 
as 'we ~ on to-show, there is reason to belie~ tli~ 
contrary.' Let.us sup~ that a general income tax 
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has been imposed. It is then no solution of the problem 
to state what would have happened had it been the 
case that the supply curves of the factors had re
mained unaltered, when in fact (as we show later) they 
will have altered. What the solution of the problem 
does require is that we should find out the changes 
in the shapes of the supply curves of the factors of 
productio¥::: which acc?mpany a given alteration i~, 

-the tax. tFrom the sIde of supply the shape of the 

(
curve of marginal costs to a firm is a function of the 

, height of the tax. It will alter in a determinate way 
when the tax alters. 

So also from' the side of demand: the shape of the 
, curve of marginal revenue of a firm is a function of 

the height of the ta"'@ 
What the argument that we have examined proves 

- and it is in this third argument that the kernel of 
truth of the older theory is to be found - is, that if 
we . know the shape of the curves of average and 
marginal, revenue fora firm in the new situatioll., 
and also the shape of its curves of cost-excluding- , 
tax, in the new situation, we already know, without. 
taking the tax into further account, what price and'; 
output for the firm will be (and §lince for each firm,:' 
.h~ce also for the ind1l8try). Vrhe influence of the'J 
income tax, on the situation is already sufficiently taken 

i into ilCcount when we have determined the alteration 
i that it induces in the shape oj the demand CU'rve8 and 
eurves of cost-excluding-tax. This theorem must be: 
borne in mind by the reader throughout the whole of 

I the sub~uei}t discus8ion . 
. "'~e truth of this theorem can be seen by. ~erence .. ur diagram III.. Suppose that, for any .:firm, after, 
·the tax has been inIpoiled, the curvll.f inar~' 
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re~enue and curve of marginal cost, when cost is 
reckoned 80 as to exclude income tax, are MR a~d 
MC. respectively. The diagram again presuPiloses 
perfect competition in the industry, the curve MR 
being shown as a horizontal straight line. An output 
of ON units equates marginal revenue to marginal 
cost, if we disrega.rd the tax. 

-
~--------------~-------

o N 

Duo ..... ill 

When the income tax whioh hs.s been imposed.is, 
taken into account the new curve of margina.l cost to 
the firm, when oost is reckoned so as to include the 
tax payment, becomes MC I, The tax a.bsorbs a 
portion of tJ:!e profit from each unit of ou~ut sold, so 
that the !!hape of the C!!JlVe is as shown. The ONth 
unit of output yields DO profit; and the curves MC, 
MC 1 therefore 'coincide at a point oorresponding to an 
output -of ON dDits. AAd An output of oN" units still 
equ14tea marginal revenue for the firm to its marginal 
cost, :when the talt is ta.lren into aooollDt in its cost 

: reokoningJ' Hence if, in the following pagt'ti. we can 
lind the inlluence w.hich a general income tax exerts 
on the shape of the JIlarginal revenue and· marginal 
cost cunes for the difl:~tlines o[jndustry, this will 
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be sufficient to determine the effects produced by. to 
tax on prices and outputs. iNo a4ditional'al~~c 
need be made for the p~layed in costs by ~. 
,gen:ral income tax jtselL \Il!.~tl!~ 2nly affec~8 Pr!c 
and outputimPliC}itly" b'y~a!1Bing an a)teration in th 
Sha.£!.S of t"he.curve~orrev:~nue Il:nd of c08t-exclu~~ 
taJt,. 
-" 
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, , 
MR: COATES'S THEORT AND STATISTICAL 

INVESTIGATION; 

1. ~E most thorough-going attempt to show thltt the 
incidence of the income tax is not shifted in the form 
;;r a rise inpric-e!-is-~atof M~. w. H. Co~t~- Be~~~se 
his view is contrary to the one which we go on to 
express, and also because he attempts a statistical, as 
well as a theoretical investigation, his treatment of the 
.problem appears to be particularly worthy of examina
tion. The examination will, I think, help us to und,er
stand lhe limitations attaching to a direct statistical 
approach td the guestion.. '" 

The statistic~l investigll.t~~1!.. niade by Coates was 
one of the greatest thoroughness. It was carried out 
by him while he was Directdr of Statistics and In

. telligence in the Inland Revenue Department. .Over 
a ,quarter of a million hading accounts had been 
voluntarily furnished to the Department by firms; of 
thl'se ,Coates made an investigation by sample; the 
bfl'3(ith and ,compl~teness of his statistical inq~iry 
has 'dffieorvedly received praise from all who ,have 
co~dered it~ . . , '. 
'. L ~tes's theory is a variant of 'the " theory of thke . . . . 
, I v,:. H:.Doateo, U UNoorandum on tlu> Incidl\lloe of tho Incoine 

'l'u V. A~,.....lioeI"1Ao /hpo<I 0/1Ao (Co/"'Y") 00 ____ }i........, 
De6f.mtd 2'-...,...,' Appendilt Xl. Ooates·. M .... OI'&Ildllm is DDIIlinod. . 
by ~ .... til. • .,d by Einalldi, up"" nna .......... BUlla tn.sJa,. 

, aion. ~. impoetadrriehMu doW" ad in uken- critic.. ~ Jll'CI6'II"'O 
Rij;n ....... o Ri,forMe &rifIo, 19i7. '-
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arguments') which we have just examined; ana it 
coptains the~~1!l!cc~ of that theory. COne of th,p 
essential weakilesses of this type of theory is tha~ 
although it has set out to-trace price cha~es through 
tiine,i~ ,wbole"technique is ~nsuited to thepuip~; 
and"this becomes very clear.ill the present Memoran
d~m. The inquiry must coricern itself essentially, he 
says, with the ~hort period; and for him the short 
period is very Bhoi'i illdeed, sometimes concerning 
merely" the'facts of.the moment",' If it were merely 
the' moment with which we were concerned, price 
could .not change: and later on we will see that - if 
we exclude alteration in demand conditions - the 
shorter the period of time chosen, the smaller is the 
'price change within it likely to b'll-- • 

Coates attacked the business men, in partiCUlar' 
Mr. P. D. Leake,. for considering, in their theorising, 
what would take place in the " long run ". But their, 
procedure had at any" rate a certain amount of reason' 
behind it, inasmuch as each lapse of a short period of 
time can be 'regarded, if progress is made by atl even 
process - an important proviso - as an additional. 
step from the initial point' towardS the long-period 
result. t A theory of the long period will, in these 
circumstances, teU us something valuable about the 
short period.; (The theory of the short period is, of 
course, important also: and it would be of. Ipost. 
service if developed in conjunction with the theory of 
the trade cycle - not an easy ma..tter ~t the present, 
day, and much less so at t'he time when Mr. Coates was 
writin"g.) • . 

.2.\:!\B a result, probably, of the .weakQ.ess in his 
treatment o~ the time factot to which we have alluded, 

J II Memorandum n, I 7 and I 36. 
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!Woaies's theory is specially J.lllS_at~~I~ when deal-
. ing with savings, interest and capl e points O)lt 
that the bulk of the co=unity's savings is made by 
the rich and that the volume of their .saving is cut' 
down when the income tax is raised] 'Whether. or not 
this wiUcause a rise in the ra~ of interest will. depenli 
~ the use which is mane of the additional yield pf 

, the tax.' '~' In sum ", he concludes, "it is probable 
that the rate of Income Tax has a consequential.effect: 
lIpon the rate of interest." I He excuses himself froml 

8. consideration of the effects of a rise in the rate of 
interest, however, by saying that "As the number of 
steps in the causative chain between rate of tax and· 
rate of interest increases, so do the possibilities of 
disentangling the effect of the tax from that of· 
numerous other intervening forces become. more 
remote" .11 This is a line of theorising on which the 
position taken up by Coates is quite unsatisfactory, 
but which ought to fit harmoniously into a completed 
theory. 

3. "Once he has decided to concentrate his attention 
on what happens auring the ~h()~J)erilld' it would be 
most natural for Coates to regard the larger possi
bjlities of variation as coming from the side of demand;: 
because the shorter the perie<i of time the more nearly 
fixed will be the cost faotol'll in .proWu:tion. As, he 
himself puts it, ':tDemandprice,is a creat~ of the 
~el!!' SU.EPI;yprice! O!l the.oth.er hand, 'is the 
present effect of .numerous forces set in motion in 
t!te,~t." -. - - --- -- ' .. . . .. ." 
- Let liS place in relation m this ~j of ·Mr. 
Coates's argument, another, which relates io the use 
which the Government makes of the money that it has 
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collected in: taxation. Here, obviously, is a· case 
where demand conditions which are comparatively 
easy of short-period treatment, can be taken into 
l"ccount. What isRJoates's positioiiJhere.~ fWhen the 
tax is levied on the profits of a firm) he .says, "As for 
demand, it is often'hastily supposed that the purchas
ing power taken by taxation simply disappears into 
the void. The national balance sheet makes it clear, 
however, that all the revenue collected is. disbursed 
again," i (JYhen the Government collects the money 
from a fir:ii:t and then spends it, the whole process, he 
points out, is just the s~me as if th~_nuIl1bElrof. share
~(iers jl!the fum had been increased:) At this point 
he has drawn a demand and supply diagram and holds 
that "Certainly. no change in the various forces 
,resulting in the equilibrium of price indicated by the 
'diagrairi would be anticipated from an increase in the 
number 'of shareholders in the companies concerned "." 
Yet surelfCoates'stneory is here ~ntially ill con
tradiction with itself. If the number of "share
holders" in the companies has been increased, the 
scales of preferences of the new shareholders will be 
difierent from those of the former shareholders; and 
so th.eir money expenditure will be distributed _ over 
tge ~var!0us ~oods;iD. a,.difIerent way from form~rly. 
ftIteratlOns ill the demand curves for the vanous 
co=odities"will take place. even in the short period. 
Price cfiangeot ought, therefore, to be expected. But 
on Coates's view the income tax leaves prices un
affec~ 

4. Mr. Coates's general approach to the problem is, 
first, to repeat the arguments of each of the two 
opposing groups who had expressed views on the 

1 Ibi4. § 37. • Ibid. § 37. 
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matter; that of the group of economists to which he 
himself belongs, .who held that the incidence of the 
income tax.is not shifted, and that of the group of 
business men who stated that their opinion was that 
the income tax_halLrepercussions causing prices to I 
rj$e. He then states that he believes that the correct
ness of the arguments of the two groups can be tested 
by a statistical examination of the profit situation in 
finns, at different dates in time."\ To do this he chose 
as statistical variable the percentage of profit per unit 
of output earned by a firm,\ The significance of this 
variable is that if the average size of the variable 
inoreases (falls), at one date as compared with an 
earlier,date, then we know that at the later date the 
manufaoturer is charging more (less) per unit of 
service at the later date, than at the earlier.' The 
periods of time over which the variable was examined, 
were the incoine tax years 1920-21, 1922-2a and 
1912-13. The exam.iD.ation covered eaoh of the seven 
industrial groups: Cotton, Wool, han and Steel, 
Metals, Food, Wholesale Distribu.tion and Retail 
Distribution. . 

GIr.· Coates states that the issue between the two 
schools, the economists and the business men, is· 
.. largely a question of fact. Are the industries of the 
oountry mainly in the hands, of representative con
oerns. whose normal cost of production determines 
price. as the business school contends. or,· on the 
oontrary, are they in the hands of concerns whose 
varying circumstances and abilities show, in com
petitive oonditions, results varying from losses, or small 
profits, up to large profits, per unit of businessI!' • 

1 """"'" AI ..... 0/ ..... Qu ,. ... 8961-3. 
• "Momoraadwa ".117 .. 
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This appears, to Coates to be ~he crucial issue~ 
The form w\!i.ch' the issue has for hts mind can b~ 
stated thus. lIs the dispersion_of the variable small 
and its frequency curve of the type A shown in the 
diagram 1 If so, he will conclude(tbat business is for 

PERCENTAGE OF 
TOTAL nnurovf.R 

_

~=::::::=------<~..L ___ ~~--=:::::::=-_...:!.PEReENTACI ", PROfiT 
o ON TURNOVIA 

DuolIAJI I 

the most part in the han~ofrepresentative concerns, 
all of about the same standard of efficiency, and that 
tte view of the business men is correct. If, on the 
contrary, the dispersion of the variable is large and 
its frequency curve of type B,. then he will conclude, 
that the financial cirljumstances of firms in each 
industry vary very widely, and that the view of the 
income tax held by economists (that its incidence is 
not shifted) ~ correc}) - Why h!lJ~ _the prob~em 
can be resolved to this form, Mr. Coates does not 
exillaiii; Let uaortlie-momeiilpass over this diffi
culty.' 

In fact tl\e dispersion of the variaql'e turns out 
to be very farge for each of the indfistrial groups 
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examined; and the frequenff curve of type B.' By 
analysing the statistics rE)lating to the pre-war period, 
he showed that this 'ae dispersion of the variable 
was not a pheno non confined to the post-war 
period alone, th gh by this time it had 'ecome 
greater. The ssential features of the statistics for 
both the pr ar and post-war periods are contained 
in the following table. 

I 

PROFIT AS A PERCENTAGE OF 'TURNOVER· 

(Aggregate of Seven Industrial Groups) 

I 1919-13 , 
Median . HI 
Mean deviation from median '. ' . 3'09 
Lower quartile , 2·53 r 
Upper quartile I. 7-67 

1922-23 

HI 
6·01 
1·24, 
8·46 

\)mce the frequency c e is of type B, Coates is 
led to conclude that the' eas of the business men were 
mistaken, and those the econo~ts co~cy 

He uses these tistics further, to reak down 
the contention of the busines;t, men. In 1912-13, 
he points out, the standard" rate of income tate 
was Is. 2d.; in 1922-23, 5s. in the £. In 1912-13 
the net rate of profit on turnover, therefore, was 
226/240 x 4·61 per cent-4'34 per cent. If it were 
this net rate which hoo. to b6 maintained, then the 
gross rate of profits would have required to have 
risen in 1922-23 so as to be sufficiently large to yield 
a net rate of 4·34 per cent. Suppose the gross rate 

I Enept the ourve for Ret.il Trade which abo ... & tendency to 
become of type A. For the quarter ~diug Much 1923 ita __ 
pen>oIltage of profit on tumo ..... is 6-411 per ..... " and the m .... deviation 
110m \he mediaD 11·7:11 per Gent. 

... Memorandum ". Po 82, ppbo I and n. • 11M. § 311. 
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of profit in 1922-23 had been . This would hav~ 
meant that 180/240 Z=4'34 cent, giving Z=~7q 
per cent. But the gross te of profit had not iq 
fact shown an increase the order of 1·2 per cent; 
This, 'Mr. Coates says, Hords further evidence of the 
wrongness of the bus' ess view.' 

On the other hand" the statistics, in Mr. Coates's 
opinion, afforded positive evidence in favour of the 
correctness of the economic theory which he had 
expounded: because," even in the most profitable 
period here analysed . . . there is evidence that in 
practically all groups some part of the total turnover 
was sold at a loss. . . . The existence of marginal 
concerns is clearly iRdicated." • 

5. Although the technique which he displays in 
analysing the statistical materiaL~lllost admirable, 
Coates'sinteipretatioiiOflhestatistics is open to a 
number or-criticIsms. -Hestates tllat the issue be
tween the two VIeWS he is examining, can be re
solved into the question of whether the shape of the 
!reque~ curve of profits is of type A or of type B. 
But he in no way attempts to substantiate this,state
ment, the truth of which appears to be n;tQre~than 
!1oubtful. 

1I~!.e, indeed, Mr. Coates has got himself into an 
awkward dilemma. {Either, in the statement that 
we have quoted, ~ is usin~ the term representative 
firm in a non-Marshallian sense; and to modify the 
existing terminology in this way -without explicit; 
warning would be bad' and confusing. Or else he is: 
using 'the term in a Marshallian sense; in which case 
what he says would seem to imply that Marshall 
would-have held that the incidence of the income tax 

'-- - -

• Ibid. 127. 
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i~~hiftedJ- but in the absence of any pronouncement 
on th,\shbject by Marshall himself this must remain 
mere assumption. (It is even possible, so to speaki 
that Mr. Coates is caught on both horns of the dil.emma, 
at once: that he uses the term in a nOlyMarshalliaq 
sense, though believing the sense to be that of Marshall) 
There is some evidence for this view.} 

C~ates ,expresses the view that representative 
concerns are .. concerns equipped with appliances 
and ability, more or less on the same level".' :When 
he has· completed his stamstical investigation he
neglects to state definitely whether he concludes that 
the representative firm does or does not exist. But 
since he states that the dominant feature, of the 
ststistics is the magnitude of the ~ersion of the 
variable, we may safely infer thatl he regards the 
representativLfirm as having no real existenc~ 
Einaudi, who, like Coates, upheld the marginal firm 
argument, was quite definite !In the matter: he 
referred to the investigation as being .. the ~t to 
show to us the non-existence of the repres£tative 
firm "." Mr. Keynes, with Coates's evidence before 
him, expresseci the view that the magnitude of the 
dispersion .. is so considerable as to do some damage 
to the conception of the Representative Firm "." 
Robertson, however, believed that the shape of the 
frequency curve obtained .. would not greatly have 
surprised Marshall ".' Robbins in his discussion of 

. the oonoeptf.lhe representative firm:' pointed out, in 
agreement with the position of Robertson, that while 
the representative firm is in some sense an aVeTage 

1 Ibid. AnDon U. § 3.. 
• Art. ciI.. Rif .... 8o<ia/e, 1m, p. 272. 

.• ~ Jow-l, ~,p. 205. 
• Art. ciI.,." _it Jow-l, 1m, p. er11. 
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firm, the average is not one whi<:h can be directly 
apprehended from the statistics of an existin~ situa
tion. "It is an average which would only emerge 
arithmetically under conditions when all present tend
~ to chQ3!ge had reached a state of equilibrium." 1 

From the discussion of Robertson, Robbins and 
Davenport it appears that Mr. Coates had misunder
s¥>od the nature of the Marshallian doctrine ~of ~t]le 
r~p!~(l!l!at!~ firn!l-Nor can it be said that ~ issue 
between the two sc:!J.ools of thought on the mcome 
tax, the economists and the business men, boils down 
,to a question of fact, that of whether the disper
sion of the profit vlliriable be large or small. Jhe 
theoretical foundation of Mr. Coates's work crumhles 
and his statistics can throw but little light _ on the 
i>i'~bl~1Il at issue. . .. ~ ...- . 

Again, in the arithmetical example. of Coates's 
which we have quoted, he seeks to discredit· the 
argument of the busitess men on the score that their 
argument would only have been true had it been the 
case that the rate of profit on turnover had increased 
by roughly It per cent between 1912 and 1922. Yet 
if it had been logical for him to use the figures in this 
way, it would have been logical to have made still 
further use of them: the figures would have been 
equally capable of showing that the rise in the income 
tax which had taken place between the two dates 
had in fact caused a fall in the rate of profits, so that 
business men were now content to accept a smaller 
gross share of profit per unit of turnover than they 
had been formerly. Though Coates stopped short of 

I Arl. cil., Ecmoomi<: JuumaJ, 1928, p. 390. Robbins'. jtaJjea. See 
also Davenport, Robertoon and Shove,loc. cil. on p. 13 above. CoalAlll'o 
U Memorandum" did much to .timulate the important diBcU88ion on 
the theory of ocala which took place about thio time. 
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thi's use of the statistics, the use that he did make' of 
them v.as no more logical. 

A more obvious interpretation of the statistics was 
given by Sir Alan Anderson.' He pointed out that 
1922 as compared with 1912 was a year~f very J>ad1 

trade. "What you have proved is that the· net 
return per unit with a heavy Income Tax in tha,t very 
bad year was the same as the net return per unit' 
without the same Income Tax in a normal good year." .' 

The interpretation of the statistics suggested by 
Sir Alan is simple and unforcsd.' He uses in support 
of the view of the, business men, the same set of 
statistics as Mr. Coates had used to discredit it. ThiS 
illustrates the dangers which beset economists when 
they are dealing with a complicated piece of theory 
involving a number of variables, and they have to 
place reliance on the evidence of statistical series. 

v.s:.. the lummary of the .tatiatioo that .... have given in the tabl~ 
OIl p. 116 ... pna. . 

• CoI"'Y" M itt. of Ev. Queotion 9388. 



CHAPTER IV 

. TWO MAIN SOURCES OF AN IMPROVED DOCTRINE: 
THE COLWYN REPORT AND DE VITI DE MARCO'S 

FIRST PRINCIPLES 

SECTION I 

The" Colwyn Reprm" (1927). 

1. AN appreciable portion of the Colwyn Reprm is 
devoted tolsustained and difficult reasoning investi
gating the economic reactions produced by an income 
tax., In the course of this some improvements are 
introduced, which must be retained in any analysis 
which is made subsequently. Ail the outset of its 
treatment, however, the Rep()1'(; £9mmits __ I!.Il.. error; 
'.and, rather ungenerously perhaps, we will give"atten
tion to begin with to the t~_ main deficiencies of 
the Reprne, only referring to its imporljl.nt positive 
achievements later. ,: 

A cardinal point in the Committee's treatment of 
the problem is the meaning it giv~ to the words, 

Jncidence and effects of taxation. The Committee 
defines-ItS use of the terms in the following passage: 

" Vie may now pass to a discussion of the incidence 
and effects of tlie several existing taxes. By way of 
preface, we may explain the meaning which we think 
it convenient to attach to 'the· term • incidence of 

, taxation' .. In general usage the term covers not only 
!h~~t~l ~urden of a tax, but also the whole range 
of~onsequential effects. Economists, however, have 

so 
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given it a narrower meaning. For them 'incidence ' 
is only concerned'1Ijt~,the question on whon;l. the 
more immediate burden of the tax as a. tax rests.' 
This ~s th.6 first thing to be· decided aboiit· any tax. 
It is to be distinguished from .the question of further 
~, which may be exceedingly important. F& 
instance, the burden {)f a tax may rest upon an 
employer, and in consequence he may cut down his. 
staff; in such a case the effects of the tax may be 
more serious to the employeeS -than to' anyone else .. 
but the incidence of the tax is not said 'to be upon them. 

" For the purpose of analysis we think it useful to 
follow the economists ~ using the term fnoidence of 
~xationin this narrow sense, distinguishing it 
sharply from the further effects of taxation, and 
dealing separately with the latter." 1 !! 
. Now unfortunately the deficiencies of this vitat 

passage of the Report are numerous and deep. ,The 
suggestion of the phrase tha.t incidence has regard to 
" the 'more immediate burden of the tax ", is that the 
Committee is going to refer to ~e consequences pro
duced by the tax in th~_s~ort period as being its 
incidence, consequences produced in It. longer period 
as being jlart .of its effects. _ And this, it is true, is 
roughly what the Committee has in mind. 

But if so, the sentence which holds that if a tax 
which is imposed on an employer causes him (in the 
short period t) to dismiss some of his workpeople, 
then the reduction in the number of his workpeople 
is not part of the incidence of t e tax, becomes not 
merely confusing, but wron . \. t introduces . 
tinction other than t at 0 time, a distinction which 
• 

• Report qf "" (CoItop) C ;Il00 .. N""'-' DoW ..... T-a.., 
po 101. 
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appears to depend on whether the person concerned· 
is, or is not, himself liable to payment of the tax~ 
Such further explanations as the Report gives, leave 
tM position still obscure. ~' • 
,The Committee, we take it, means by its definition, 

,1i'hat the incidence of a tax refers to the price and 
other econorrllc consequences brought about by the 
tax after the lapse of a short period of time. But, in 
fact, the incidence of a tax has not been taken by 
economists, as the Committee alleges, to refer to its 
short-period consequences. trhe classical school of 
economistS JIleanthLincidence, the economic conse
quences produce~?y the tax after the lapse of the 
lung period; 'while Marshall and Edgeworth used a 
time analysis, in which incidence referred'to effecj;s 
produced by the tax either, after the long period of 
time, or after a short period of any given length! I 

That the Report should err on a point in the history 
of economic doctrine, is in itself quite unimportant. 
The difficulty is, that when it makeli the error, the 
Committee says it is ~oing to use the word incidence 
in its usual meaning; but it really is going to 1f8~ it in 
an unusual and abnormal meaning; and this goes a 
100~g way to mislead students of the Report. If, as 
many of them probably do, they attribute to incidence 
the meaning it has i,n the writings of the classical 
economists, they dra~ entirely wrong conclusions 
about the Committee's findings. IThus the meaning 
19iven to incidence in the Report has created a great 
Ideal of misunderstanding; •. '! 

For the sake of clearness we will express the Com
mittee's meaning as we have Jiven it above (that 
incidence refers'to short-period, and effects to longer-

1 -cr: in/ .... _ Chapter IX, 1"-
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period, results of a tax), in the alternative non
Marshallian fashion, which speaks not of periods of 
time but of supplies of the factors of production. 
We can then say thatEFf~factorialsupplies are taken 
to be fixed, the Committe8 '18 going to refer to the economic 
~eq~ of thi income tax as its Incidence.: W. 
factorial supplies are taken to be variable, the conS8-

~ences_ of the tax will be referred to as its Effects.1lJ 
Weare now clear as to the meaning tW the 

Committee is going to give to the words Incidence 
and Effects. We have criticised the, Committee's 
definition of I~cidence on the ground of '<u>!!ctriity, 
that1t !iep~rts from traditional usage;' and that it will 
mislead readers: but, and this is important, these 
criticism« have been levelled against the use to which 
the word Incidence has been put;. the me~ning of 
Effects we consider to be quite plain.) , 

'In fact, and apart from the nicer pointa in de
finition, does the meaning which the Committee gives 
to Incidence greatly reduce the value of the Report 
as 89- economio document' The first feature to be 
notieed is that whereas fifty pages are devoted to 
1Ireatmimt of the Effects of the income tax,- only ten 
pages are given to a discussion of the Incidence of 
the tax: So that the value of only a small portiod' of 
the Repori is called in question by us. 

Wit should regard detailed'briticism of so small a 
portion of a valuable Rtport as being niggling ahd 
unnecessary, were it not that we believe that readers 
can only benefit from the Reporl's treatment ~ the 
income tax, after they have clearly realised the defects 

• For u.e remaind .. of \his chapter when u.e words Incid....,. and' 
EIf ... t ..... uaed in u.e m....mg of \he ClolwynCommit~, ,,",1 .... 
Ptintod with .... pita! "'ttera. 
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of the initial PQrtiQn which deals with Incidence!' 
ahd since they WQuld; we believe, be unlikely to 
discQver these. defects fQr themselves after even two. 
Qr three perusals of it, we will PQint them Qut in SQme 
detail. . 

2. The sectiQn Qn the Incidence Qf the incQme tax r . 
Qpens thus: 

" The questiQn Qf Incidence is Qf speci~ractical' 
mQment in the case Qf the IncQme Tax. rThere are 
two ~urrent views; accQrding to Qne a general IncQme 
Tax cannot be __ ~~d by the perSQn Qn whQm it is 
laid:-;'hile accQrding to the .Qther it~!!_be shifted, and 
is in fact shifted, in the fQrm Qf an additiQn to price. 

" If and so. far as the latter view is cQrrect, the 
fncQme Tax must abandQn part Qf its chief claim to 
Virtue as amethQd Qf taxatiQn. HQwever carefully 
graduated, it can no. lQnger be said to satisfy the 
canQn Qf ability to pay, if the burden is indiscriminately 
shifted: if this happ~ll.s, no. Qne can tell hQW muchi 
t~x he really suffers. This implicatiQn is usually nQt 
develQped by thQse who. advQcate the view that 
IncQme'Tax is added to price. They mQre Qften 
pursue the argument that IncQme Tax is resPQnsible 
fQr raising prices~nd is therefQre a PQtent factor in 
depressing trade.~ • 

It admits Qf little Qr no. dQubt, hQwever (in the 
viE!'lv Qf the present authQr), that the Incidence Qf the 
incQme tax in the sense in which Incidence is defined 
.hy the Couimittee, ~I!.very little" praci;ical mQment". 
,Weare to rule Qut while discussing it -.. if the abQve 
view Qf the CQmmittee's definitiQn be CQrrect -I any 
chfl.nges which take place in the supplj schedules. of the 
factors Qf prQductiQn. We are a18Q, it will be fQund by 

• Reporl, p. lOS. 
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'eading this section, to rule out any changes taking place 
n the demand curves for commodities.' And Incidence I 
.n this sense of the word is not vel'JJ impo~ 

After the passage from the Repdrt which we have 
just quoted, jhe Co~ttee goes on' to criticise th~ 
)pinion held by business men that the income tax 
leads to an increase in the prices of commodities. (As 
igainst the oontention of the business men, the Com~ 
!nitte, e sh~s that the_:w.~ce .. oLtheta~, canno~ 
be.~llifk<!'1 But is this legitimate 1 fThe business 
men were considering the influeade of the tax on 
prices over a period of time of a number of years -', 
they were considering, that is, the questioJ;l of real 
practical importanc' - and to show as against llhem. 
that the incidence of the tax ~ not shifted,' is to 
attempt to refute them by disproving something they 
had never believed. ' 

The difficulties of reading and seeing clearly the 
drift of this section of the Report, have perhaps been 
8ufficiently indicated by now. At one point in it the 
Committee comes very near to defining Incidence in 
the way in which, we have suggested above, it really 
intends to use the word. (It 8Upposes that there are 
three. dealers, each Be,lling the same commodity, and 
after describing the individual circumstances of each, 
says: .. Let it...also be assumed that, apart from the 
raising of the Income Tax, the ~I!ditions affectillg 
8up}lly and demand remain'the same".' And it, 
proceeds to show that the Incidence of the tax onl 
the dealers cannot be shifted. 

rThe section on Incidence reaches the conclusion 
. .. ;,,' 

I If this ....... no' the _ the Oolllllliltee oould .. M poasibly ....m.., 
the 00Il<1oaioa it dooo, dIM doe IncidtIIloe of &II ~ tu ill "'" shifted.. 

• Report, po I UI. :x...m po liS, 
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that 1 the br()adeconomic argument is true oyer 
practically-the whole ~eld and for practically the 
'l'V1Io1e of the tiine, any _ exceptions beiylocal O!'. 
!emp()rary and insufficient toinvalidate it '.IJ . 
r The" broad economic argument ~, however, is not 

designed by those who use it, e.g, Seligman and Coates, 
to apply only to the very short period of time after 
the tax has been impoSed, to which alone this sec
tion of the &part should refer.' Itrhas reference to 
a wider context than this; and its holders believe it 
enables them to show that the "inCidence" of an 
income tax is not shifted either in the short or in the 
long periodJ But this section of the Repart should 
have no reference to the'long period of time at all: 
it should lie regarded as covering no cases other than 
those in which "apart' from the increase of the 
Income 'Taxi conditions affecting, supply and demand 
remain unaltered". I Coates and Seligman spoke in a , 
context much more general than this and of much 
greater practical importanc~ Truly the definition of 
Incidence adopted by the Repart h8.11 raised a hornets' 
nest of troubles; 

3. The other feature of the Repart which may give 
,me to difficulty, is its treatment of the financial 
resources that the income tax yields to the Govern
ment. The committee feels the importance of this 
aspect of the problem and alludes to it, rather un
comfortably, on a·Bumber of occasions .. 

" In particular," it says at one place, .. 80 far as it 
is applied in payment of pensions, unemployment 
relief, etc., it I~~e Income Tax] SUpp~)l:ts the purchasing 
power of the worKer and increases the total effective 
demand fOJ: necessaries." I 

I Ibid. p. 119. • 11M. p. 165. 
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. Again: "Especill:Uy in the lower ranges. of lia
bility [to the Income Tax], the in<!ividuaL!!.nd __ hijl 
family may benefit dire(lt!y trom~~E:~.~~p'enc!i~~1l ~n 
.health, pensions, education, etc.'~ 1 

And in another place: "The Income Tax clearly 
levels down the higher incomes, although ther~ is a 
counteracting movement so fai as it is. applied m 
payment of ,debt interest, ThUs, to this extent, it 
redistributes saving power in favour' of the moderate 
and lower inoomes." , 

[But it fails to give any~li!lmatic aocount of the 
expenditure of the tax prooeeds' in its theory of 
Incidence or of Effects. ( Had the Committee been 
more fully aware of this aspe"ct of tll(l. ~tuation~ha.ng.
ing dem~nd sche®Jes, it would not have amved at 
the cono U810ns which it did eventually reach. The 
Incidenoe of the income tax..is.not shifted, 'it con
cluded, meanmg liDhis that in t!le very short period 
the supply schedules of cQmmodities remain unaffected 
by tI1e"-taX:-But manifestly, even though this should 
be BO,_in the very short period the demand schedules 
for oommodities will be altered, and Bome price 
reactions will follow. Likewise had the Committee's 
treatment of the expenditure of the tax revenues 
been oorrect. its analysis and conciusibllll in regard to 
the Effects produced by the tax over the longer period 
would have bQen diffeientl 

4. By far the longer part of the Reporc relating to 
the income tax is the eection on .. The Effects of the 
Income Tax", with which it would be difficult to 
disagree. It traces the effects of the income tax over 
a period Of time on the "Saving of the individual and 
its quality (e.g. whether the individu&l becomes less 

. -.. • l6& P. 1.. • l6& P. 141. . 
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or more willing to undertake industrial risks in his 
investment); and whether he will be likely to extend, 
or curtail his output of .personal effort as a result of the 
tax. The effect of the tax on the savings made by 
joint-stock companies, i.e. on company reserves, 
receiyes detailed consideration; as does its effect on 
the willffigness of these companies-to bear risW 

The CoInIillttee also took account of an aspect 
that is not mentioned at all in this book (which 
deals only with a closed economic system) -+ the 
influence of the tax in causing individuals to live 
abroad, or companies, public or private, to transfer 
their headquarters abroad in order to avoid liability: 
to the British Income Tax) In this inquiry the Com
mittee was assisted by figUres supplied by the Board 
of Inland Revenue. which ~howed that transfers 
abroad down to the date at which the inquiry was 
made (1924), had been on a relatively small scale.' 
The main factor causing companies to transfer their 
headquarters abroad appeared to be not so much the 
height of the British Income Tax, as the occurrence of 
double taxation by the British Income Tax and the 

• income tax of a foreign country in the case of share-
holders resident abroad.' The high rates of income 
tax in most foreign countries after 1918 would be a 
sufficient d.eterrent to prevent any appreciable move
ment of individuals abroad. It is possible, however, 
that the removal of companies abroad may have 
become more important since the date when the 
,Board of Inland Revenue presented this report. No 
later figures have been published on t£e topic. 

Its ,concIll~ion in regard to the" Effects produced 
1 Appendieu 10 1M Repori oJ 1M (Col..,..) Comm"* "" NalWMl 

DtlA tiM TazalioII, ,Appendix No. xm. 
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by the Incom'e Tax " the Comriiittee states thus : 
"We have seen that, with unimpOJ;tant excep

tious, tE-.e J'!.corr.!e TlLx is notJl.a~ed directly jnto th9 ; 
price of goods and se~ces. W)!ether prices a!II' 
indirectly affected is another question, depending 011' 

the total effect of the tax on saving and en~rpri8e: 
&lving and entel'£rise are undQllbtedJrdimi~hed to-: 
some extent. ':. : So far as the Income Tax, operating. 
iii these ways, has any tendency to reduce the volume 
()fp!.o~ll~ion,TfmUst alSo have a tendency to increase
prices. . . . It appears to us thatf6ver. t~e whole field' 
its. influence on prices has been of little relative im
po~nce.") 

"I ''''''' ....... ~ r cVt.t' 
.M . SECTION II 

~ De Viti de Marco: .. First Pri1iC&ples 
of Public Finance" (1928) 

5. De Viti introduced one o~~wi most significant 
im'p!'Oveme!lts into the theory of incidence. In a 
celebrated passage he points out thatleffects prQdu~ 
~m the sidll_o{.!i~m&lld_must be taken.i1!.~acyountj 

'.' The current th!lOry [of incidence]", he says" 
.. rests on two traditional errors of classical economics .. 

.. The first of these is the practice of considering 
the problems of Publio Finance as if they were com
pletely independent of the phenomena of Private 
Economics. As a result,Jlo attempt is made to see 
what,happens to the.~once it.has left the budget of) 
~e_ta.,-':Pl\yer; on the contruy, there is. general 
disposition to suppose that the tax repiesents • 'loss 
of wealth for the taxpayer and for society • 

.. The other error consists of treating all economic 
1 Bqort. po 14K. . 
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phenomena, and therefore also taxes, fram the point of 
view of the producer, who Js directly subject toth!; -tax 
a.nd transla:fes itmro anmcreaseiii·costorll, diminution 

..§.Eroffts'0vliimce-lt-iSsupposedthat thei1nniediate 
~ffect of the tax is to increase p~, through a 
reduction or a threatened reduction inJilupply." 1 

And he goes on : , 
" In no case is the immediate effect of the tax such, 

a!~ modify the exiSting supply of goods .... 
" The supply remains, for th!l moment, as it was., 
" The same cannot be said of demand. . . . The" 

immediate and necessary effect of the tax ... is that' 
lit chaI!ge.!Lihllprllvi()usly prevailing demand curves 

!for. private goods Q1} the part of the taxpayers and 
,the State. . . . This implies variations, upward and 
'doWnward, in the previously prevailing system of 
pnces .... 

"The producers of goods the demand for and 
price' of which have increased, shift the tax; the 
othilrs feel its incidence. . .. " 

« But", he continues, "these phenomenll are not 
definitive. . . . . 
. "On the abstract hypothesis. of free competition 

the following results will be .realised: 1!!!t,_ th~ pro~ 
ducers.who, as a result of inCreailed demand, have 
shlfted-,ihe -ki- ~i ~nd to increase production; 
second,~eprodu~is ~ho,_as .a result o(decreased 
demand, have borne the incidence of the tax will 
ieiid to dec~e their own production, transferring 
their actiVities to industries of the first group; third, 
new savings and new labour-power, ¥ they become 
a"vailable, will strengthen 'the two-fold. movement of 
the first and the second' groups." J. 

I O,p. cit. pp. 148-9. • lIM. l>p. 152·6. 
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.Numerous attempts had been made to take into, 
1iccount the reactions of taxation from the Side of 
demand ,before this passage was written; 'but the 
endeavour to make ~xpeIldij;ure, of th~,_tax proQeeds 
Ullrt of ~he general theory of incidence was g!~tl~ 
str.engthenedby De Viti) :w()rk, and the U!J.PJ2Yill!!!lnts 
that EI!-,,-e ~ilsulted h!\Y~l!een_y~ry~~~ic!.er!bl~~ 'l 

6. Another aspect of his theory, one wmcIi .should 
not pass unnoticed by the student, is that De Viti 
makes use of the methods of general ~b.riiun 
I!-nalysis an4 insists that, in discussmg the incidence I 
of a tax, we mnst assume that the system COf1llllences 
~t ,a position of ~quilibri.JlDl in which the tax which is 
imposed is the only element prod~cing cllange; and 
the system can again come to rest in a position of 
equilibrium, only after aU the forces towards change 
'have worked themselves out,and each individual 
consumer and producer has attained the. most desir
able situation which it is, open to him to achieVEI-. A 
similar oonception of equilibriUm has been used by 
m_anY.:'..Q!;~er writers in 'publicfinan~~,R1!t_theil; use ,of 
it ,lias nearly alwaYI!.be~njmplicit; i!1_pe Viti's' 
hallQlIlIiemethod is made explicit. 

filis conoeption of' ~eneral equilibrium, too, is 
sllfficiently wide to, ~braC& ~. thl}ory of the State or 
Govl'rnment, in 80 tar as it gatherS revenue which it 
devotes to ends such as road :construction, main
tenance of the army and navy ~d.the social servic~ 
As Einaudi remarks, De Viti's concept of the State 
makes his the~ry. \lPOCiaUy suita.!>le as a starting point 
foithe 'inquiries of otpers, who l while they may not 

. be able to agree_ with the !lIltire working~ut of his 

.. theQ1~, will yet be able to aceept all its,.essential 
assunlptions7 
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, 4'hus, a number of theorists in public finance have 
found it possible to start 'off from. the same premises 
as De Viti;, they have incorporated those results of 
his analysis that had been satisfactorily' established 
and have gone on to establish others which their' 
successors will find it possible to' accept. This ex
plains - among other things - why De Viti's work 
'should be held in such high esteem; Jit can be made 
the basis for an exact theory of public finan~ 

7, Conclusion; \Cone of the main virtues of the 
Colwyn Repart, we pointed out, was that it took into 
account ,the.variahility of the supplies af the factors 
of roductlon induced b the imposition of the 
income tax ; while one of its main e ects was Its 
inabllity~o, tak~ into ,acco~t, changes ~rought about 
from the SIde ofdemanq;) In the converse fashion,' 
although De'\Titi;s theory makes allowance for changes, 
from the side of demand, it will be found that his w?;k " 
altogether overlooks changes .brought about by the' 
tax in ~lv~supply.of savings gr of labour, and treats 
t~ese importan~ aspects of the problem as j£ they did 
,no~e~£})In Our attempt to obtain a more complete 
picture of the incidence of a general income tax we 
must have regard to the manifold effects produced on 
the demands for cOnlmodities, and as well effects r 
produced in Jhe supply schedule of the factors of 
. proauction. [1'he main ingrlldients for a satisfactory 
theory of the ,income tax seem to be provided if we 
combin~the Colwyn Report's treatment of the effects 
anne'tax in pr04ucing variation in the ~pplies of the 

. C~ctors of production, with De .viti's treatment of the 
demand aspect,' and' make use also of his economic . . . 
conception oLthe State) 



II 

THE INCIDENCE OF PARTIAL 
INCOME TAXES 



CHAPTElt V 

A TAX ON THE INCOME OF A MONOPOLIST 

1. LET us consider the case of a person who has a 
monopoly in the manufacture of an article, on whose 
income a tax is imposed. We suppose that the mono

.. polist is confronted with a pe.rfectIy defipite demiUd 
sc~dule for his commodity, and that he knows the. 
sIlape of it in the UneighboUrhood of the point of 
equilibrium; also the shape of his cost cuhe ~ the 
neighbourhood of the point of equilibrium. 

We can conveniently refer to the factors which the 
m!clnopolist himself supplies as his priva.te factors.' 
In this paragraph we consider the case in which the 
;~ivate factors of the monopolist in the business con-, 
cerned are in a sYllp\y which is fixed and cannot bej 
altered. 

If the tax. imposed i!. a Qroportional one and is 
constructed so as to fall on the reward to the priVate 
factors of the monopolist, then very simple reasoning 
shows that the ~ of the commodity will remain 
u,richapge4. The monopolist had fixed price before 
the tax sO.as to get the maximum possible reward. 
Let the tax be one of 2O»er cent. If he leaves the 
price unaltered, his net reward will be 80 per cent of 
the maximum gross reward. But this is greater than 
80 per ~t of any otlier reward. By leaving the price 
of,the commodity unaltered, therefQ1e, he will get the 

• Thia IerminoIoRv is 1I8I!d by .1. R. Bleb, a Annual Suney of 
EaDoomio TIl-,.; Tb-:F of MonopolJ", 1'==&iQr. 1935. 

• • • 
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greatest reward that it is open to him to achieve, 
. Hence in the case considered.Jl.'-proportional talC has. no 
ljeffect on either the p.!ice JlI the 'output of the comJ 
fmodity. 
~ Next, let us sUllPose that the tax which has been 
imposed.i§. not proportional, .but is progressive in 
amount. In dIagram I let AR and MR be tb,e average 

. andIiiarginal revenue curves respectively, to the 
monopolist, and let ACI and MCI be his curves of 
average and marginal costs before the tax. 
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~ver the range 0 to V curve Idel i8 dratrn ;",:....;.-:!-- - and Me, &8 

~ .... _. In the range beyond V both curvea are,coincident.ow to 

In order to maximise }he revenWl ~.~ private' 
factors the monopolis\; will fiX output at thtt level O~I 
given by the futersection' of the marginal revenue and' 
marginal cost curves .. "The price corresponding tQ' 
this output is !,M.. . , 

In the diagram the Olth increment of output i, 
, shown as affording ,a return kh. to the mOllopoliRt. 
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Of this return the tax absorbs a portion~. This 
occurs for the reyenue from each unit of output, and, 
·the ciilrve of Illarginal costs to the monopolis~ becomes 
displaced into the po~tion MO.. Since for the OMth 
unit of output, marginal cost had been equal to marginal 
'revenue, the 'monopolist had gained n_o return on this 
unit. Therefore he will pay no income tax on it, and 
the curve MC. will intersect the curve MCl in the 

: point' Q. Thus the ciuve of marginal costs for the' 
. monopolist after the tax has been imposed, will still 
intersect the curve of marginal revenue MR, in the 
point Q: and an output OM will still' ;maximise the 
revenue to the monopo~t's private factors. The 
corresponding price remains unchanged at ~~. Price 
and output are. the same for the monopolist after the 
tax aA they had been before it. 

Hence we see that, ~en the private factors of a . 
~onopolist are in fixed supply, a tax on his income 
1~4ves the price and output of his commodity un
changed, whether the tax be proportiona~ or progres
sjve in amount. In the diagram'the net revenqe of. 
the Dlonopolist before the tax had been equal to area 
AQH. After the tax his net revenue is KQH. The 
exchequer has absorbetl an amount of revenue AQK.l" 

,2. The ;upply of·the monopolist's privatA factors 
• A ..... IIOt envi~ in the above is di..,uaood at oomo length l>y 

Amoroooo. 'vi., .. h .... tho IlUU'{tinol rato of tho tax heoomea lufficientJy 
b41h .. to aboorb tho wholo of tho mooopoliot·. profit from oaob addi-. 
Hon'" unit of .... tput: In'this _ th .... will be .... equilibriom output 
to tho 1.1t 01 tho point M ia tho diagram ..... d aIoo, ... 0&Il be aeon from 
bon.id.mHoDB of 8yt11motry. an equilibrium output ... the right of M. 
He m~ .hOCMe either of th_ two points of equilihriom. ct. Amorooo, 
.lA:iOlli di E __ ia M._o';"'" p. U6 f., 

Th ...... which ...; have _ted .... d 0100 the _ discuaood by 
Am.....- are both .. ""nod by the following mathematiool proof : • 

Lot the monopoliot'a total ........ ue from .... outpu' of " anita be 
R( .. ) and his total ooot be.q,,).' , . 
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to this line of production, however, may not be fixed. 
: To see what is meant let us Isuppose,!to begin with, 
(hat the nature of the industry is such that the mono
l>olist's private factors have to be applied either 611-
in-a-Iump or not at all. I An instance of this might be 

The reward to the monopolistic factors. which are in fixed 8upply. is 

I(z)=R(z) - O(z). 

Denote the total tax payment. which is a function of I. by T(I). 
T is also a function of x, 80 that we can write it T(x). 

Before the imposition Of the tax the monopoli8t maximises I. In 
ord.r that equilibrium should exist. it i8 required that 

dRdO 
;k = dz' . . (1) 

with the corresponding condition for a maximum, of diJlerentiaia of 
the second order. 

After the imposition of the tax the monopO~t maximises his net 
rev.nn. I(z) - T(z). The n""""""'"Y condition 'for equilibrium. th ..... 
fore, is that 

dI .rr 
dz-dz=O. 

i.e. ~ (1-::)=0. \ • (2) 

In equation (2) there are two factors : 
them should he equated to zero. 

II 

then 

it is snfticient.that either of 

This is the case discnesed by Amoroeo, in which the marginal rate I 
"f imposition of the taxbecomOl! 8ullicientiy great--ro-abeorb the iOta~ 
profit from each unit' of output. The curve MCo in diagram I. would 
fiife .... t MR to the left~ e.nd again to the right. of the point Q: . 

In the text we do not envisage a malginal rate of taxation of over 
100 per cent, such aa this would require, aa heiDI! possible. Hence. 
for equilibrium in the cue there diec1188ed, it must:be the other factor 
dI 
dz that is equated to zero. This gives 

ciR dO 
. (3) 

which is the same as equation (1). Therefore in this case output and 
price are the same alter the tax aa before it. 
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, where the monopolist had to superintend a process for 
ten hours a day, say, or not at all. 

In this case the net reward to the monopolist's 
private factors is equal to area KQH after the tax 
instead of AQH as initially. (See diagram I,) The 
net return to his private factors may now h~!llallen 
below the return that they could get in some other 
part of t1le induStrial field; and if so he will withdraw 
,entirely from the original tine of production, T4e' 
!llonopolised good."9illno 19n~t.be manufactured. 

The more general case, however, is that in which 
the monopolist can vary the supply of'hisprivatJ 
factors, labour and capital, as between the production' 
of the monopolised commodity and ()ther commodi'; 
ties, This is also the more important case for practice. 
,Let us illustrate it by a diagram: 
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The curves AR and MR in diagram II are the 
curves of average and marginal revenue respectively 
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to the monopolist; MCI is the curve of marginal costs 
to him before the tax is imposed. In the case we now 
deal with, ~he monopolist's private factors are in 
variable supply to the production of this commodity,' 
e.g. he may be able to transfer part' of his supply of
lab0ut from thjs to other lines of production; and 
may be, .e:ble to devote his bapital either to this or 
other liries. -,We assume that it is the whole of the' 
monopolist's revenue from this line of production' 
which is taxed. " . 

'When he is. draWing up the schedule of costs of 
production for his business, the monopolist must take 
into account the cost Qf his own labour and capital. 
Each unit of these he will charge to the firm at the' 
figure which the unit would fetch in the most profit.., 
able other use open to it. In the case of his labour, if 
the 7th unit of it, say, which he exerts per day, could 
fetch in its most profitable other use a sum of seven 
'shillings, he will charge this unit of labour, in the 
c~st schedule of the monopoly, at seven shillings. 'In 
the case of capital his system of costing will be the 
same. If, e.g., the competitive rate of interest be 
4 per cent, then he will always charge his capital, to 
the monopoly at this rate. 

Since the cost curve MCI includes payments to the 
monopolist's private factors in this way, it is not 
possible to read off from the diagram wnat his total\ 
revenue is before the tax is imposed. He gets the 
return that his factors would yield him if employed 
'in their most favourable uses outside the busineSs; 
and in addition he gets a surplus return OVer and 
above this, equal to AQH (diagrm II). His output 
before the ~ is OM, at a price PM. 

When the tax is imposed the curve of marginal 
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costs MC" "to the monopolist, will undergo two separ
ate and independent displacements. In the first 
instance the cost he charges to each unit of labour, 
and each unit of capital that he devotes to the busi-! 
ness, must be raised. Suppose, for exaJ?1ple, that the 
tax be one of 10 per oent. Then 10 per cent o,f the 
return that he gets on tile 7th unit of his labour will 
be absorbed by the tax. He had formerly charged 

. this unit of labour in hi, costing, at seven shillings to. 
the firm. Before his reckoning will be complete he Will 
now have to charge the unit to the firm after the tax 
at 7(1 + 10/100) shillings, that is at seven shillings, 
8'4 pence.l SiInilarly each £100 of capital which he 
employs in this line of production he will now have 
to charge to the firm at 4(1 + 10/100) per cent, that is 
at 4·4 per cent: because he has now to incur an 
additional cost on behalf of each unit of labour or 
capital which he devotes to this line of production, a 
cost taking the form of a tax payment on the return' 
he gets from the unit. (We are assuming that the 
rewards to' the resources in the most profitahle 
alternative oecupations remain unaffected.) 

In this way the .monopolist's curve of marginal 
costs. M~, is made to lmdergo an upward displace-' 
ment into the position MC .. as shown. Since the costs . 
incurred in the production of the OMth unit of output 
have increased, the new curve of marginal costs Me. 
will not pass through the point Q. but will lie above it. 
E,:ery .point on the curve in fact must undergo a 
verti~ displacement. 

In addition the tax absorbs a portion of each 
increment of monopoly surplus that accrues to the 

1 TbroU!lhou\ Wa chapter _ are dioregardiDa \he ....... &ion of \he 
oupply of elf""' in _ of inoome. . ... 
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producer, this being the revenue from his factors when 
employed in their monopoly use over and above wha~ 
they would fetch in their most favourable outside 
employment. The effect of this is to raise the position 
of the curve of marginal costs, MO .. into the position 
Me.: If, after the previous displacement of the curve 
into the position MO., it had intersected the curve of 
marginal revenue at the point D, corresponding to all 
output OE, then since the monopoly surplus from the 
OEth unit is zero, no tax is paid on the zero surplus. 
cQrresponding to this unit, and the. curve MO, will 
also intersect the curve of marginal revenue in the 
same point D. 

In this case the producer's output, given by the' 
point of intersection 9f his curve of marginal costs 
MO., with that of marginal revenue, will be OE instead 
of OM as initially. OE is always less than OM. His 
output will have contracted and the price of the 
'Co=odity will no longer be PM, but the higher 
amount REf 
(The extent of the resultant contraction in output 

1 Using the same terminology 88 in footnote, p. 47, 8UfWCI, the mono
poli.t'. coots are now a function both of output and the height of the 
tax; 80 thst we may write tota.! coots now as 0(.,. T). 

The monopolist'. gross reward 
. I=R(.,) - 0(." T). 

. H P be net reward after payment of the tax. 

P=I-T 
=R(") - 0(.,. T) - T. 

His net rewa.rd is a maximum if 
tIP dI ctr 
d:r =0= d:r - <k 

dI ctr dI 
= d:r - iff ik 

=:(I-:D· 
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and rise rh price depends on the amount of the 
~ertical displacement which has taken place between 
the initial and the new position of the curVe of ·mar
ginal costs. It depends also on the slope of the de
mand and cost curves of the firm} The more gent~e 
the slope of the demand curve, i.e. the more elastio.'is 
the demand, the greater will be the falling' off in out
put. If the monopoly operates under conditions of 
falling costs, then the steeper the slope of the curve of 
marginal costs the greater will the contraction in 
output be. If the monopoly works under increasing 
costs of production, the more gentle the slope of the 
curve of marginal costs the greater will be the con
traction in output) The truth of these statements can 
be shown by drawing the appropriate diagraInB. 

3. In the case where~nc~rta.iIt~ exists the above 
treatment requires modification.) The monopolist's 

.... if either of the facton in this equation is ...... 

dT 
IiI =1 

only if the marginal rate of tax is 100 per oento 

·If IiI ,;;=0. 
then fIR ac ac dTliI .= a", + aT fii ;;.;. • (4) 

The vaIu. of '"' .. y Sa .... ti~ equation (4) is I .. than the value of 
s. "'Y "1' eet.iafying equation (3) on P. 48 ... _: beoawoe the .urve 

,= ~ baa • D"!!,,tive gradient, and the two c........ ,=: and 

CQ ac dT IiI ~_ _ __ ~ t ·.L__ .. _." _._ ,= as + BT IiI .... ve -- go ........ a poIltive "._ent or _ a 

n"ll"tive gradient s-tor than that of ,= ':: and for every value 

• acacdTliI. 
of " 1_ than " .. the curve ,= bi + IJT rI( • liee abo~ the ........ 

de .= •. 
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reward will then be in the nature of profit~ lFirst let· 
us suppose that the private factors of the inonopolist, 
are in fixed supply to the firm. \ . . • 

(a) The monopolist will not know the exact shape 
of his curve of marginall'evenue; and perhap's neither 
will he know the exact shape of his ·curve of marginal 
costs. It is possible that he will make an estimate of 
the most probaBle curve of marginal revenue and the 
most probable curve of marginal costs. Then corre
sPQnding to each price which he may charge, there will 
be the profit which he believes is most likely to accrue 
Itt that price.1 Now if before the tax he believes that 
the price P will probably render his profit a maximum, 
after the tax (so long as the marginal rate of tax is 
less than 100 per cent), P will still be the price which is 
most likely to yield him the maximum prdfit. And 
the monopolist in these circumstances will leave price 
unaltered at the height P after the tax has been im-. 
P<1sed . 

. (b) The monopolist, however, .may have regard not 
only to the curves of most probable marginal revenue 
.and marginal costs, but may also take into account 
the shape of the entire uncertainty schedule of net 
profits corresponding to each price which he might 
charge. For example, before the tax he may estimate 
the probability schedule of gains corresponding to 
the prices PA, P B respectively, to be as shown in 
diagram III. Without the tax he would, let us 
suppose, have chosen price P A' • . • 

Now the effect of the tax is to absorb a ,portion of 
whatever size of gain accrues: it alters the shape of 
each probability schedule. Hence although without 

• See R. H. Coaae. iii Some Notes on Monopoly Price", RetMID oj 
Economic Slod .... October 1937. pp. 20-22, , ' 

t 
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the tax the monopolist would prefer the schedule 
corresponqmg to price P A, it is quite possible. that 
when the tax alters the shape of each schedule of net' 
gains, he will prefer the new schedule corresponding to . 
price PD, rather than that corresponding to price PA • 

Un this case, therefore, even though the private 
factors of the monopolist are in fixed supply to the 
business, the imposition of the tax may cause ~ 
change in price to take place) It ilI/'not possible to say 

-

TCmP.L IlI'I'UIUI L-....L...L. ____ --....:~..;:::=___...;::.( ... Of 
... _ TA><I 

nU.olWl m 

• whether the tax, in this case, will cause a rise or a fall 
in price) For the same monopolist at some dates in

J 
time it Im\y cause a rise in price, at others a fall, if his 
attitude fbwaros risks should alter between the dates. 

4. Next let us consider the circumstances in which! 
uncertainty exists and the private factors of the 
monopolist are in variable supply and the return to' 
them is taxed. 

(a) As before, it may be the case that the mono- ' 
polist has,regard to what he believes to be the most 
probable curves of marginal revenue and of marginal 
cost, and fixes price to give him the greatest net return 
which, on this basis, he expects to accrue, His curve 
01: margillu.l costs, if he knows this curve definitely, or 
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his curve of most probable marginal costs, if he can 
only estimate it, mn be raised from a position Me, 
into a higher position MC.. (See diagram II.) The 
curve of most probable marginal revenue will remain 
unchanged in position. <.. The monopolist's output of, 
the co=odity, therefOl;e, mn be reduced, and th~ 
price of the co=odity l'itised as a result 'of the tax.) 

(b) It may not be, however, that the monopolist 
considers only the modal or most probable outcome ofi 
each price policy. He may take into account the whole 
probability schedule of estimated profits correspond-i ing to each difierent. price. If so, there exists the 
possibility of an adltitlonal movement in price being 
superimposed on the rise in price which we obtain 
from consideratiorl. of the curves of most probable 
reveliUe and cost. 'This second moyement, as we 
have shown in the previous paragrap,h;\may be in the 
direction of either a rise or fall ip price, and mn 
perhaps sometimes tend to raise price, at other times 
tend to loWer it; whereas the effect of the tax in 
'raising the known or expected curve of marginal costs 
is constant in its direction, and always exerts a 
pressure to a price rise.) As a rule,~t would seem 
likely, the resnltant and total effect olthe,tax wouliI 
be to raise price and curtail output -. the same 
result as when the private factors of the monopolis\ 
were in variable supply and there was no uncertainty:) 



CHAPTER VI 

THE INCIDENCE OF A PROPORTIONAL INCOME 
TAX ON THE DIAMOND MONOPOLY IN SOUTH 

AFRICA 

1. THE romantic story of the discovery of diamonds 
in South Africa is well known. Exploitation of the 
diamond fields had begun before 1870. By the early 
1890's, due to the forceful personality of Cecil Rhodes, 
all of the important producing companies had come 
under the control of De Beers Consolidated Mines,· 
Ltd., which has always pursued a policy of restricting ( 
the output of diamonds, so as to maintain their' 
prioes.1 From that date till the early 1920's nearly 
the whole of the world's annual supply of diamonds 
came from South Africa. In the early 19l!0's, how
ever, the monopoly of the De Beers Company began 
to be encroaohed upon; and before the end of the 
decade its monopoly had definitely been lost, import-' 
ant new scaraes of production coming into operation' 
in the Belgian Congo, Brazil, Angola and British· 
Guiana. 

2. For a considerable time, extending down to the 
present day, the diamond-mining co .. mpanies of South1 
Africa have been subjected to a_higher rate of tax 
than the other coptpanies in the Union (if gold-minilig 
oompanies are excluded, see Chapter VIII, infra). 
The extent of the difierentia.l taxation of the diamond-

I A. Plant, .. Eoonomio Deve\opmeDt, 1796-1921 n, TAo Ca-.-.tge 
H~ of 1M BriIioIo Ewtpin, ~ viii: &ooIl Africa. 

11'1 
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mining companies has varied in height at diHerent 
times. In the Orange Free State a tax of 7 per cent 
was levied on the profits of diamond mines in 1907, 
and Cape. Colony taxed -these profits by 10 per cent 
in 1908. Uniformity of taxation was achieved with 
the formation of the Union of South Africa in 1910, 
and a tax of 10 per cent was levied on the profits of 
diamond-mining:- Ih reckoning the profits assessable 
to this tax, an allowance was made for amortisation 
of the wasting asset, the diamond deposit itself: and 
also small or unprofitable mines, whose profits were 
below £1000 per year, were exempted from the 
taxation. During the war ·the rate of tax was in
-creased to 121 per cent. . And the Income Tax Act of 
1925 furtheimcreased the rate of taxation on diamond
mining to !l!ger cent, with a lower rate of 10 per cent 
on payments of debenture interest made by the 
mines.' These rates of taxation still remain in force_ 

Let us inqUire into the economic effects that a 
proportional or .fl.!Lt-rate income tax would produce in 
the South African diamond-mining industry over a 
long period, during which the industry retained its_ 
monopoly of world production. For the ssk~ of 
definiteness let tIS inquire what effects the IaJ; of 10 per 
cent imposed in 1910 would have produced aver a long 
pericd during which the De Beers Company retained its 
fTIO'fI(J]JOl y . 

3. DiamondS are a luxury article and it has' re
peatedly been found in the experience of the industry, 
at funes when competition broke out among the 
amalgamated companies, t~t the demand for dia
mondS is very rigid. They are, in fact, a favourite 
textbook example of a commodity demand for which 

1 See De Kook, Fi __ 01 ~ Ullioa 0/80wJA AI';"'" chap. 9. 
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is rigid. No doubt while they- remained· the only 
producers in the field, the benefit derived by the De 
Beers Mines was very great. 

To examine now the conditions of supply of the 
factors of production to t'he indus~ 'the following 
table gives the average number of men employed per 
year in the diamond mines and the average annual 
value of purchases of stores by the mines during two 
periods: 

Por\od AvcrRK8 No. of Man 
employed per Year 

A veraao PurohRSll 01 Stores 
per Year 

£ 
1911-14, 1\8,000 1,400,000 . 
191,...26 41,000 900,000 

, 
Of the total niimber of employees, about 1 in 5 were 

European or of European extraction . 
• Both native and European labour in the industry; 

Would, over a long period, be fairly interchangeable, 
with that for gold-mining: both ind~tries, inside this; 
period of time, would be drawing on the same reservoir 
of labour for their supplies. An increase or fall in the· 
much small&- source of demand, diamond-mining, 
whether. for European or for native labour, would 
leave the long-period wage rate for the factor little 
affected. 

In a shQrt period, an expansion or contraction of 
'the industry would exercise some infiuence on the 
wage levels both of European and non-European· 
labour, lowering wages in the short period if .the 
indnstry contracted and tIice versa if it expanded. 

The conditions, then, appear to warrant us BMIlm
iug that the long-period supply curves of European 
and non-European labour for the diamond industry, 
over the range of variation relevant to our present 

. , B 
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inquiry, are perfectly elastic; and the short-period 
curves are less than perfectly elastic. 

The annual value of the machinery, food and other 
stores purchased by the industry, as the above table 
shows, is not very great. These stores are supplied by 
a variety of outSide industries, which, if the demand 
made for them by the diamond industry were to 
decline somewhat, could place the resources they 
employ, to a variety of other uses. The supply of 
stores to the industry over the long period we there
fore regard as being perfectly elastic; and over the 
short period as being less than perfectly elastic. 

The diamond-bearing land itself is of little or no 
use in other lines of industry; and if the diamond 
industry were to cease production, tne mines, or vast 
pot-holes that were left, would remain as no more 
than geological curiosities. We can take it, therefore, 
that the supply of land to the industry when the tax 
of 10 per cent is imposed, will not, either in the long 
or in the short period, fall below its initial level: it 
will in no circumstal',pes be bid away from diamond
producing by other industries, even though the .rent 
payments it secures to the shareholders in the 
diamond-monopoly should decline. 

Capital resources for the diamond industry were 
mostly obtained from abroad. It was suggested in 
1937 that 70 per cent of the dividends of diamond
mining companies were paid to shareholdem residing 
abroad.' Thus we can regard the capital invested in 
the diamond-mining industry as being a small portion 
of the international supply of capital which is suo-

I Landsberg, .. South Africa'. Importa of Capital and the Balance 
of Payments, 1932-36 ", 80ut/0 AJriaJ1& Journol oJ E_iu, 1937, 
p.290. 
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scribed at the competitive rate of interest. That is, 
~he supply curve of capital to the industry can be 
~ken to be perfectly elastic. 

This view, it istruej disregards the presence of 
Ilncertainty in the subscription of capital to the 
industry. But we have shown in the previous chapter 
(§ 4) that even although uncertainty exists, the effects 
produced by the imposition of'an income tax on ,a 
~onopoll can probably be obtained accurately enough' 
from ",n analysis in which uncertainty is disregarded; 
Ilnd we will take no account of uncertainty in this 
chapter. 

Any special effects which may arise from the fact 
~hat diamond-mining is an extractive industry in 
which the process of production is not continuous 
Ilnd the deposits become worked out, will be dis. 
regarded. 

The revenue raised by taxation .of the income of 
diamond-mining companies in the period 1910--25 
amounted to only £320,000 per annum, or to less 
~an 2 per cent of the total f'overnment revenue.: 
W e ~ould expect that the effects produced by the, 
eXpenditv..-e of this sum would be spread thinly over . 
the entire industry of the Union; and that any effect 
produced on the supply of diamonds would be of the 
second order of small quantities and of negligible 
importance. The demand for diamonds, the market 
for which lies almost entirely abroad, would be quite 
unaffected by the expenditure of the proceeds of the 
taxation of the diamond monopoly. 

4. The long-period analysis. 
Had there been no tax, the diamond industry 

would have employed capital up to the point at which 
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it yielded a return equal to the cpmpetitive rate of. 
interest, which, for the sake' of definiteness, let us 
say is ·5 per cent. After the imposition of the tax, 
the industry will only employ capital in each direction 
until it yields'a gross return equal to 5(1 + 10/100) = 5f 
per cent, so as to leave capital which is subscribed 
to the industry from o11tside, or provided out of the 
resources of the diamond-monopoly itself, with a net 
return of 5 per cent. On this account, therefore, a 
contraction in the output of diamonds will take' place 
over the long period, with a corresponding rise in 
their price. 

As the contraction in the output of the' industry 
,takes place in the long period, less labour, both 
European and non-European, will be employed; but 
since the supply of both types of labour to the industry 
is, in the long period, perfectly elastic, eventually 
wage rates will be unaffected by it. 

Stores supplied by other industries to the diamond
mining industry being perfectly elastic in supply, 
th~y also, in the long period, will be unaffected in 
pnce. . 

If we refer back to diagram II of the previous 
chapter, it is as if, over the long period, the curve of 
marginal cost to the industry had, through the change 
in the cost of capital to the industry and through the 
imposition of the income tax on the industry's surplus 
over. costs, been raised from the position Mel into 
the final position Me.. Labour and stores costs are 
unaffected by the tax and play no part in the dis
placement of the curve Me, into the final position 
Me •. 

Since the price of labour to the industry has re
mained at the same level, while the price of capital 
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to it has risen, a certain amount of substitution of the 
use of labour in place-~f ~apital will take place. The 
more readily is labour substitutable for capital in the 
industry, the smaller will be the eventual fall in 
output and rise in the price of .diamonds. Again, we ' 
have said that the demand curve for diamonds is 
fairly rigid: this will be an influence tending to 
curtail the contraction in their output, but not the 
rise in their price. 

Since, as we have found, over the long period the: 
elasticity of supply of labour, stores and capital to; 
the industry is perfect, these elements will share none 
of the tax burden of the industry, which in the long 
period will have come to rest entirely on the owners 
of the diamond-bearing ground and on the purchasers , 
of the diamonds that the industry produces. The 
owners of the diamond-bearing ground, however, are 
the shareholders of the De Beers Mines Ltd., for the 
monopoly of the company had depended entirely on 
its possession of all the known diamond-bearing lands 
which seemed likely ever to be worked - that is, if 
some. diamond-bearing lands existed "hich the com
pany did' not own, they seemed too poor in diamond 
content ever to be economically profitable. Thus the· 
burden of the tax comes to rest eventually on the 
buyel'S of diamonds and on the shareholders of the 
De Beers Company. 

5. The short-period analysis. 
In the short period, we have said, the supplies of 

labour and of materials to the industry will be less! 
than perfectly elastic. As a result of the tax, therefore, 
during the short period a lower price will be paid 
both for labour and materials: both these factors· 
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will share a part of the burden of the tax along with 
the purchasers of diamonds and the shareholders in 
the De Beers Company. 

The rate at which the output of diamon.ds will 
contract, and the resultant rate of rise in their price, 
will depend on the elasticities of supply of labour and 
materials to the industry in the short period. The 
more rigid the supplies of these factors, the quicker 
will be the falls in their own prices and the slower the 
rise in the price of diamonds. As well, the rate of rise 
in the price of diamonds will depend on the facility 
Or difficulty of transfer of the plant that had been 
used in the industry, to other 1iD.es of production after 
the tax had been imposed; and on the rate at which 
the plant in the industry wears out. If the diamond
producing plant is of but Httle service in other lines 
of production and wears out only very slowly, then 
the i.le in price of diamonds and the contraction in 
output will tend to be the slower. 

The shareholders in the De Beers Company in 1910 
own both the land and the machines of the industry ; 
and the tax reduces the joint remuneration of these 
two factors, land and machines. So far as short-. 
period conditions are concerned it is not possible to 
say definitely to what extent it is the rent of their 
land which is -reduced, and to what extent it is the 
quasi-rents of their machines.> 

1 In the long period the machines which had been in existence in 
the industry in 1910 will all have worn out, and the reduction in the 
annual dividenda of aharejloldera in the monopoly will be due entirely 
t<l a reduction in the renta that they receive for their di.amond-bearing 
Jand •. 



CHAPTER VII 

THE INCIDENCE OF A PARTIAL INCOME TAX 1 

IJIAN income tax which is imposed on the income of 
a particular industry may be graduated according to 
either a personal or an impersonal criterion. If the . 
criterion is a personal one, then the income tax will 
be graduated according to the income and family 
responsibilities of the person who comes into receipt 
of the dividends paid by the industry. If the criterion, 
is an impersonal one, the tax will be assessed, not on 
the incomes of the persons receiving dividends, but on , 
the incomes of the firms themselves. In this QIe the 
height of the tax will depend on the size of income 
earned by the firm. The tax levied by the Govern
ment of South Africa. on gold mining, for example, is 
graduated in this impersonal way. II 

We )Till suppose, to begin with,( that it is in this 
impersonal fashion that the tax we discuss is gradU-i 
ated: the rate of tax depends on the size of income 
of the firm.) 
• 2. The (ollowing are the assumptions we make: 

That firms in the industry are working under 
conditions of perfect competition. I 

I Some .. peela of the theory of .. pMtial inoome _ haw been 
Iinp1y _tt.t by Fasiani in his article .. Oontribulo ad alouni pbnti 
dt'Ua t.eori. della trMlaaioDe df'lle imposte aui ' pm6.tti ' e aui • redditi • It, 

publishod in 8ttodi ~ for 1931 """ 1932. 
• We do not ... ~ the production function ... being hom~ ... 

IIIId of the 1., degree. 
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That the tax is imposed on the income of each firm) 
in the industry and the marginal rate of tax is either{ 
constant or progressive. 

That in both the long and iI;1 the short period of. 
time after the tax has been imposed, entrepreneurs in 
the industry affected are able to hire factors of produc
tion at constant prices; that is, that the supplies of " 
factors of, production to the industry, in both the 
long and in the short period, are perfectly elastic. 
This assumption we afterwards remove to make, 
provision for the important cases in which it would. 
not hold good. ' 

That the revenue collected by the Goverument 
from the tax is spent in such a way as not to affect 
the demand for the commodity which this industry', 
itself is producing. (If, in the case of a partial income 
tax which is levied on a particular industry, the de
mand conditions for the commodity which the in
dustry produces are affected by the expenditure of the 
tax proceeds, this will require to be taken into account 
in examining its incidence.) 

It follows from our assumptions that the (cost and 
supply conditions in the industry on which the tax 
has been imposed, will be unaffected by expenditure 
of the revenue.) 

3. ~t us consider how costs of production of any 
firm in the industry are affected by the tax. The 
firm hires ita factors after the tax has been imposed, 
at the same prices as initially. .!a cost for labour 
and for land for any unit of production aiWr the 
tax, if the technical coefficients of production of 
the firm remain unchanged at each scale of output, 

. are the same for that unit as they had been before 
it. Let;-u&-8Uppo8e-Uiat the-tecbnical· coefficients of 
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~he firm remain unchanged in this way.l 
In diagram I, A Vel and MVel are the curves of 

average and marginal variable cost, respectively, to a 
firm in the industry, !tnd ATel is its curve of average 
total costs. This firm had, before the tax was im
posed,· been in equilibrium at the output OM, when 
.the price of its co=odity was OP. This price and 
outputl had just enabled it to cover its variable costs 
of production OM.QM in amount, and to earn over 
and above the normal rate of interest on the fixed 
capital it employed. The normal return on its fixed 
factors had amounted to OM.RQ. 

,alCl 

o M 

» .. 0 ..... 1 

The tax takes away part of the return to the fixed 
factors. To give an arithmetical example we may 
suppose that the tax imposed on the industry con
cerned ill' at a flat rate of 20 per cent. Then in the 
period during which the firm whose cost conditions 
are represented iii -diagram I, expects the price of 
its co=odity to remain unchanged, it will expect 
the tax to absorb a portion AQCD, 'of the return to 

I For • good cIiM>wooioIl of !he _Ding of """'oW coeIIicleato of 
production _ H. Schulte, .. Marginal Productivity IlDd !he Genonl 
Prioing ~ ", J __ qf PoliaoJI ~ 1929. 
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the fixed factors, equal to 20 per cent of their total 
return AQRP. 

4. A fuller representation of thiS case can be given, 
and in a way that applies to either a proportional or 
a graduated tax. This is d~:me in diagram II, which, 
like the previous' diagram, supposes that the price 
the firm expects to receive for its commodity, at the 
point in time under consideration, remains unchanged 
at the initial level OP, and that the technical co
efficients of the firm remain the same at each scale 

•. L--*o~.----------------~.~------~y~--~~ 
DUOBAJI n 

The producer's expectation is t.hat the price of the commodity will Dot have 
changed at the point in time under consideration. 

The poeition of the average and marginal CIUVI!8 after the' tax are ehoWD 
by broken lin ... 

Area A= area. B. 
eurv .. MVe,. ,MVe, coincide 0_ tho range of producti"" 0 &0 D. So 

a .... for AVe,. ,AVe,. 
Area GHRI= area RTK. 
Ovor roago of output D &0 V ",,"eo MVC,. ,MVe,; A VC" ,AVe, are 

separate and diatinct. 
For output OV and over """ .. MVe,. ,MVe,; AVe,. ,AVe, are ogaiA 

coincident.. 
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of output after the tax, as they had been before it. 
In the diagram MYCl and A VCl are the curves of 

marginal and average variable costs initially; and 
,ATCl is the initial curve of· average total costs. 
Initial price is OP. Area A = area B; the firm does 
not begin to make 'any return over and above its 
variable costs until its output has reached a level 
OD. .Mter this output has been reached, each addi
tional unit of output fetches a balance over and 
above the variable costs for the unit concerned. It 
is on this return over and above variable costs 'that 
taxation has to be paid; an amount of taxation 
FGHJ being paid on the increment of output DE, 
and soon. The total amount paid in taxation when 
output is OM is shown by the area GHRJF. This is 
a cost which the firm must incur; it is an addition 
to variable costs. The marginal curve of variable~· 
costs therefore is raised as shown over ~he range
DM, from its initia.l position MYel. into thE!' new 
position ,MVc". To the new marginal cost eurve 
,MYc" there will correspond a new curve of average 
variable costs ,A Vc". 

Th~ subscript i is used in regard to the two curves 
,MVc", ,A Vc" in order to impress that the positions 
shown for the two curves are the positions that they 
take up, at the end of a short period during which no . 
reaction towards a higher price level is expected by 
the producer to have taken place. When it is ex
pected by the producer concerned that there will be 
a higher price level at the end of any given period, 
the positions of the new curves of variable cost.
including-tax for the corresponding period of time 
will be difierent from ,MVc" and ;A Vc" and will Ii, 
above them; because then, for the increwent of 
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output DE say, in diagram II, the labour and other 
costs are expected to be the same as before, but the 
price received for the increment is expected to be 
higher and therefore to bear a greater amount of tax 
payment. As sOQn as the price expectation alters, 
therefore, ,MYe. itnd ,AVe. are no longer the curVes 
of cost-including-tax to tlie firm; . ~ew curves have 
to be drawn. 

The curve of average total costs is referred to as 
,ATe" because the position of the curve shown is 
that whicP. it occupied before, and not after, the. tax 
was imposed. ' 

Referring to the state of affairs shown in diagram 
II, after the output OM b,as been pa!\Sed, each addi~ 
tional unit of output brings a net loss to the produce" 
instead of a gain. Each such unit in the new circum
stances secures him a diminution in his total tax 
payment, because of the diminution which it creates 
~ the revenue to the fixed factors. Thus for' an 
output greater than OM, the curve ,MYc. lies below. 
the curve MYc,. 

Shareholders in this industry now get a less re
muneration from capital invested in it, than they 
would have got had their .capital been invested· in 
other branches of indtistry. Part of the plant orlgin
ally in the industry will be transferred to other lines 
of production, and of the fixed capital remaining in 
the industry, part, when it is worn out, will not be 
renewed; until a reduction in plant 1uu UJ.ken place, 
su.fficiently large to enable a new price to be established 
for the commodity which will afford the rwrmal rate of 
return on.fixed capital inve8ted in the indlU$try. . .. 

The expected return to the fixed capital of the 
firm in diagram II is now FJRI instead of FJRI + 
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FGHRJ as formerly; the part FGHRJ has been 
absorbed oy the income tax. It will be for: the fum 
concerned to consider whether, taking this and other 
periods of time into account, it would not be possible for 
part or all of its plant to fetch a higher return in some 
other line of production. If, costs oUr~nsfer being taken 

o,~--------------g-----~~----~~~ 

DuOlWl III 

into account, such a higher return could be obtained, 
then the transf!lr will be made. The higher the retUl'll 
which the plant will fetch in other lines, and the lower 
the costs of transfer to such other lines, the quicker 
will be the fallillg-ofl in the output in the industry and 
the quicker the riSe in the price of its commodity. 

Diagram III depicts the other possible case of the 
same phenomenon as is shown in diagram II. It 
shows the slightly eimpler case where the curves of 
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marginal and average v¥iable costs do hot cut the 
price line in the downward part of their movement. 
The curves are named by the same. symbols as before, 
and the reasoning is exactly parallel. 
. Further, if the technical ,coefficients of the- firm 
remain unaltered over the long period, ,either of the 

-. 
o~.~-----------------.~.--------~w~--~~ 

DuOIlAJll IV 

diagrams II or III{can be taken and amended so as 
to show the highe\ price level that finally results.' 
Diagram IV refers to the cost conditions in the long 
period and after the rise in price has taken place, for 
the firm to which diagram II' had referred. The 
curves MYC .. A yo. and ~TC, are the 8&me in each 
of the two diagrams. . 

er'he price which the firm receives for its commodity. 
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in th-;; position .of long-period equilibrium, must be 
sufficient to cover the variable costs of prodll-ction and 
to afford at the ame time the normal rate of remunera
hlon; net of income tax, to the fixed capital it employs, 
This fixed capital, by hypothesis, is the same after 
the ta~ as it had been before it; and:' so the total net 
remuneration on the capital must be the same as it 
had been initially:> ' 

To see how the gross reward to these factors must 
have increased a.s a result of the tax, suppose that the 
reward to the fixed factors had initially been K; 
then K must also be their final net reward. 

Let the final gross reward of the ·fixed factors be 
K+I. 

I will be the payment of income tax made on the 
firm's total.gross reward. 

If the tax imposed on firms in the industry is at a 
flat rate of 20 per cent, tQ.en I must be such that 

( 
20 

(K + I) 1 - 100) - K . 

. '. I - ~ K - 25 per cent of K. 

In general; let the marginal tax payment by the 
firm'On a gross reward (profit) of i be at the ratef(l). 
If, before the tax; the total fixed costs of the firm 
had bjlen equal to K, then after the tax they will be 
equal to K +I,'where 

/

1t+1 

(K. + I) - 0 f(i)di - K, 

that is, 
/

ltH 
1- 0 f(a)di, . • . (1) 

an equation in K and I and therefore sufficient to 
determine I. 
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The curve of average final. total costs ,ATC. will be 
raised .correspondingly above the curve AVe,. The 
new, price of the co=odity must be at a .level OZ 
(see wagram IV) sufficient to cover fixed costs to the 
firm on the new higher scale K + 1. Unless price does 
permit it to cover costs on this scale, the firm will go 
out of production. Thus in diagram IV, the rectangle 
abo ON = K + I, where I is defined by equation (1 ,. 

It is important to notice, when diagram II and 
diagram IV ha~e reference, as we suppose, to the 
conditions of the same firm at two points in time 
after the tax has been imposed, that the curves 
MYC" A VC, are the same in the two diagrams: the 
curves ,MYC., ,A VC. in' diagram II represent the 
curves of marginal and average variable cost-including
tax to the firm at a point in time when it.,is expected 
that no price reaction wiiI have taken place: and the 
curves ,MYC., ,A VC. in diagram IV represent' these' 
curves of marginal and average variable cost-in
~luding-tax w.hen price ;has attained its final equi
librium level. 'The curves ,MYC., ,A VC. in diagram 
IV, are higher at all points over the range LN, than 
the curves ,MVC. and ,AVC. respectively, in dia-
gram II. . , . 

Thus the diagrams II am! IV afford some concep-. 
tion of the dynamics of the shifting process of the 
tax. Of we assume that the tax is imposed suddenly 
and unexpectedly, then at the initial moment in ti,me 
after the imposition of the tax, the price .level of the 
commodity will be, expected to show no change over 
its previous level: diagram II will give a picture of 
the state of affairs at this initial moment and for ~ucn 
subsequent points in time as 'price is expected to 
remain unaltered. The--ooJulition 1)L~aii8 finally 
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ruling will "baJi.a . .s'hOWli itt diagramIV. 
,If a time axis were to"be drawn perpendicqlar to 

the paper; say, dia.gram II would give a cross-sect~ori 
of the resulting three dimensional figure at time 
zero; and, at the other e~d of the axis. representing 
the equilibrium situation, would be diagram IV. The 
total rise in price is seen by a comparison of the two 
fig!1res. The rise should, of course, be pictured as 
taking' plac~ grl!odually through time. In the same 
way the curveS, of variable cost-inchiding-tax: should 
be pictured as gradually moving up during the period 
.of time occupied by the 'shifting process, from the 
positiollll ,MVel and ~ Va.. into the positions ,MVa. 
ana ,A Va. respeCtively. 

5. The diagrammatic treatment that we have 
given • .rorms. as it were, a skeleton of the theory; but 
some of the assumptions on which this treatment 
proceeds are fairly drastic; and may now be gradua.lly 
relaxed so as to get a more realistic treatment of the 
case, 

• An assumption which' we made was that the 
technica.l coefficients of production at each sca.le of 
outputw;ere the same after the tax as they had been 
before it. The effect of the tax, however, has been 
equivalent to increasing the cost of capital to this 
industry, while the prices of the ,other factors to it 
remain unchanged. In' these circumstances, sub
stitution oCland and labour for capital in this industry, \ 
will to some extent' take pla.ce. The greater the 
extent to which it is possible to carry this substitution, , 
the sma.ller will be the resultant rise in the price of the 
commodity., That this is so will be evident if we reflect 
that the rewards to labour and land are untaxed. 

A limi~ case will occur when the degree of sub.. 
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stitutability between the tax~d' factor capital, and 
. the untaxed land and labour factors, is infinitely 
great. In this case the final equilibrium price of the 
co=odity will be the same as the initial price; but 
meantime a radical change will have been introduced 
into the method of manufacture. An infinite degree 
of substitutability of land and labour for capital in 
.this wise, would never exist in practice: some amount 
,of capital, of such a kind as to' be subject to the tax, 
would, in practice, be needed in the manufacture of 
the co=odity. . 

Some firms in the industry will be able to sub· 
stitute the. use of land and labour for capital more 
readily than others; they may enjoy, for example, 
advantages in the employment of labour which others 
do not have. As a result of the change in factorial 
prices, such firms will come to occupy more important 
places in the structure of the industry than they had 
done before.' . 

In the process of transition between the initial 
and final state of the industry, some firms, due to . 
luck, .or errors in judgment, will make fortuitous 
losses; others will make fortuitous gains. From this 
cause again, some firms will find themselves better 
placed in the final equilibrium than they had been to 
begin with. 

If the tax is graduated upwards according to the 
size of the firm's profits, the smaller firms in the 
industry receive a difierential advantage in the new 
state of afiairs as compared with larger firms. (Small 
firms will tend. to capture a bigger share in 'the total 
volume of the mdustry's trade.1 ." 

• Compare the arithmetical .:mmple given by Ricardo. PriwQplu 
Polilical &"""""'11 "Ill T_""'" Goon .. '. editioD, pp. ISS-9. 
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6. Initially and' finally, the industry we are con
sidering is supposed to be in a state of equilibrium, 
with uncertainty existing in the industry during the 
intervening proceBB of change. When we take into 
account this uncertainty which is created by the tax, 
there will be two trains of consequences to consider. 
Consumers, for their part, will cut down their con
sumption of the commodity which has been affected. 
by the tax;, some will diminish their consumption 
abruptly, others will only diminish it gradually. 
Most of them will, for a time, experiment with sub
stitutes, until their consumption settles down again 
to a new optimum combination of commodities. 
Likewise produoers of the commodity will be experi
menting. They will be running their works at new 
levels of output; only gradually will they exploit 
all the possibilities of substitution among factors of 
produotion in the new condition of affairs, and manage 
to arrive at a new optimum set of relationships with 
other businesses. 

The demand curve for the commodity, therefore, 
will not remain unaltered in position as we had 
aBSumecJ; during the period of transition from the 
initial to the final state, its position will be altering 
throughout time. When the purchasers of the com
modity discover, or anticipate, that its price is going 
to alter, then. they will form estimates of probable 
future movements in its price, and adjust their 
subsequent purchases of the commodity accordingly; 
e.g. they will accelerate their demand for the com-· 
modity at any moment if they expect a rise in its 
price just after this. The less perishable is hlle com
modity, the more play will be given to such anticipa
tory buying by purchasers: and this will be a force 
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tending to even out the course of the rise in price. 
In the same way there will be a changing llux of 

producexs' expectations as 'to the price that the com
~odity Will fetch at the date in the future when it 
reaches the market. His expectation as to price is 
one of the determinAnts of the output of any pro
duc~; .. and producers' expectations, along with the 

''technOlogical and economic nature of the plant in 
the industry, will play theiJ: part in determining the 
course of the price and production changes that the 
tax brings about.' Over the longer period of time, 
producers' expectations will be superseded in im
portance, and determined in pattern, by events and 
by objective factors, such lLs the actual historical 
course of price. Only, in the earlier stages of the 
process, i.e. during the shorj; period, expectations may 
exert a very strong inftuence on pJ:ice and production. 

7. When constructing his theory, Adam Smith! 
makes one exception to the doctrine that a partiall 
income tax is shifted . ...:Phe exceptional case is where 
'the tax is levied on the profits "of stock employed 
in agriculture". Such a tax, Smith considers, will 
cause ~o ~e in the price of agricultural C?mmoditi~,,! 
nor will It be . borne by the farmer himself, wh • 
. must have his due profit; instead, it will be borne bi 
the landlord in the form of a diminution in rent.' 

This example of Adam Smith's corresponds to a. 
case not envisaged in the preceding treatment - that 

1 WheD both the c!emyd MIl ouppiy ..... <ruyiIIg thzough time, 
tho path traced out by tho reoultMt prioo chaDge will depend on tho 
veIooity of tho _, of tho cIemMd ........ nlatively to that of 
tho tupply curve. See Faaiaol, .. Velooi~ noDe variazioni dellA do
mODda e dell' oJIOlta e punti eli equih1lrlo otabile ...... bile". All> 
tItlla Beale AcaJ<IemiG tkIlc Bcietuc ... Torino, 1932. 

• W""'" oJ NtJIioM, Cuman'. edition, 901. ii, po UO. 
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in which the industry which has been taxed employs 
an appreciable proportion. of the total supply of one 
factor of production. Should this be so, when a rise 
takes place in the price of the commodity being 
produced, less of the factor of production concerned 
will be require!i to place the smaller output on the 
market. A fall in the price of the factor will therefore 
take place j and the fall will be greater, the greater the 
proportion of the total stock of the factor which is 
employed by the industry, and the smaller the sub
stitutability between it and other factors in outside 
industry. In these circumstances the industry will 
partially avoid a rise in the price of the commodity, 
and a fall in the quantity of it produced, by sharing 
part of the tax burden with another factor. (The 
longer the period of time allowed to elapse, however, 
the greater- will be the tendency for the factor con
cerned to move into other industries, and for a rise in 
the price of the commodity, and a falling off in its 
production, to take place.1 

8. If the tax is graduated according to the earnings 
made by the firm (as also when it is graduated accord
ing to a personal criterion), typical phenomena of 
tax-capitalisation will be called into existence. (The. 
tax on each firm will be capitalised or amortised, in 
the form of a fall in the price of the firm's shares.) 

Later in the book it will be seen that changes inI 
capital values are also brought about by a generaJj 
income tax. 

None the less, Einaudi suggests l we should not refer 

, .. Oooonuioni oriUohe intomo alia teoria doU' .... ortamen"" dell' 
Impoota • """'. d..ue "IViuioni Dei reddiU • Dei vaIori capitali ..
guenU all' impoota ", .Ani della R_ .A .... ia .. sn.. ... T ...... 
1DI8-111, ... _ ziY. 
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to the changes in share values which take place when 
a general income tax is imposed, as being instances of 
tax capitalisation: we should refer to them less 
specifically, he says, as being "changes in capital 
values". The grounds for distinction between the 
two cases are purely pragmatic. .For the term 
i' .capitalisation of a tax" to be appropriate, says 
Einaudi, the fall in capital values should be concen
trated on one group of firms; and the rate of interest 
should be left unaltered by the tax. 

This usage would restrict the term "capitalisa
tion" to cases where the phenomena are clear-cut. 
To effects that are wider, and less clearly articulated, 
it would apply the less specific term " changes brought 

• about in capital values". The suggested terminology 
does call to mind a useful distinction between the two 
kinds of phenomena and deserves to be adopted. 

When the partial income tax is imposed, only one 
set of share prices will be affected: the share prices 
of other firms will be unaffected. It will be an in
stance of taX capitalisation. 

9. We have already mentioned that a tax may be 
graduated in either of two main fashions. Graduation 
in the case that we have considered has been in accord
ance with an impersonal criterion, the size of the 
firm's earnings. The criterion may, on the other hand, 
be a personal one, according to which the height of the 
tax is ~de to vary with the income and family 
circumstances of the recipient. With both types of 
tax, the phenomena of tax capitalisation will come 
into existence. 

If the tax on the industry concerned is graduated 
in a personal way and is progressive in ailount, then 
it will fall more heavily on the richer shareholders in 
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the industry concerned. There will therefore be an 
immediate sale of shares by these richer shareholders 
to individuals in lower income strata. The sellers of 
shares will, in each transaction, receive an amount 
equal to the former value of the shares minus the 
capitalised value of the tax; not, however, of the 
tax capitalised at the rate payable by the richer 
shareholders, but at the rate payable by the marginal. 
buyer or seller; that is, the rate payable by the 
richest person who is just induced and no more, at the 
existing scale of taxation, to acquire or retain the 
shares. This rule will lLPply whatever proportion of 
the whol~ block of shares in the community the taxed 
shares may coustitute. 

Thus a tax of this kind might prove an excellent .' 
instrument for a Government to use, which wished to 
cause the transfer of the capital in a certain industry 
to the ownership of a less wealthy section of the 
population. ' 



CHAP',r,ER VIII 

THE INCIDENCE OF A PROPORTIONAL INCOME TAX 
AND 'OF THE PRESENT INCOME TAX ON SOUTH 

AFRICAN GOLD MINING 1 

1. 'SoME prelimiIi.ary explanation of the situation of 
the gold-mining industry of South Africa in the period 
after 1932 seems essential to the following discussion. 

Gold mining occupies a position of cardinal im
portance in the structure of the national economy of 
the Union of South Africa." Without this valuable 
resource the national income ~f the Union would be 
considerably lower than it is. Gold mines, however, 
are a wasting asset; and the rate at which this asset 
wastes is such th;lt, given a continuance of the 
existing trends, it had been expected, before the era 
of monetary .disturbances set in in 1931, that the gold 
yield of the country would reach the peak of its 
development in 1935, and thereafter would enter on 
a period of decline.' This, from the point of view of 
the economic structure of the Union, looked to be a 
very serious matter indeed. . 

A vital element in the determination of the length 
of the economic life of the Union's gold fields was going 

I Sut.quent inveotigationa on the incidence of tau~n on gold 
mining must be indebted to W. J. B..-bau'. work, TAo T'-l/ oj Goltl 
Supply; and to his two articlea, .. Gold Mining Taxation, • Method of 
Analysis ", SovIII AI""- JovrrtIll oj E_iu.. 1936. and .. Tbe Future 
of Gold Supply". TAo J1UDrpCmlttl A""""""'" JOfIF7UIl., July 1936. 

I See "The Rand'. Vast Reso1ll'Oe8", by J. C. lawn .. in 00l4. a 
reprint of the Special Number of TAo TiMes, Tuesday. June 20, 1933, 
~~ . 

82 
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to be the mining of marginal ore,- i.e. ore whose gold 
content was relatively small, or else ore whose content 
was fairly high but which had high costs of working. 
There were wide areas of ore' which were of a grade 
just a little too low to render 'their working a paying 
proposition. Means, therefore, were frequently dis
cussed of the most feasible method of rendering the, 
low-grade areas' of the Union economically workable .• 

The suggestions put forward fQr assisting 'the 
Union's gold industry, and in particular for helping" 
to raise the low-grade section of the field above the 
margin of profitability, need not be considered now, 
for chance came to the assistance of the Union
Great Britain left the ,gold standard in September 
1931, and other countries followed suit. In December 
1932 South Mrica, after experiencing a period of 

, indecision as to monetary policy, during which the 
eoonomio position of the gold industry ,gained no 
.added advantage, took the step of devaluing her 
ourrency and pegging it to the £. The country's gold 
industry received a tremepdous fillip. . 

The reasons for this can be seen from the following 
arithmetical example. 

Suppose that initially the value of the South 
Mrican £ had been £ - $5; and that it is devalued so , 
that finally £ - $4, while the gold value of the $ re
mains constant. . 

We suppose the internal price level for South 
Mrica to remain oonstant. 

Initially let 1 oz. of gold be worth £4 ( - $20), and 
oost £3: lOs. to recover; the company's profit from 
the recovery of 1 oz. of gold -lOs. - $2.50. 

After the £ has been devalued by 20 per cent, the 
costs' of recovery of the gold (from our hypothesis of 
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an unaltered price level), are the same as they had 
been initially. 

I.e. costs of recovery of I oz. of gold = £3 : lOs. 
But the value of I oz. of gold is still $20 =£20/4 = 

£5 at the new ratio of exchange. 
The producer's profit from the recovery of I oz. 

now = £1 : lOs. in place of lOs. initially; or in terms of 
foreign currency is now $6 in place of $2.50 initially. 

For reasons shown' by this arithmetic, the gold 
industry of the country derived a great advantage from 
the devaluation of the South African currency. 

As a result of the currency devaluation, mines that 
were already in existence earned profits from a given 
gold production, on a much higher scale than formerly; 
and also much ore that had formerly been below the 
margin of production now· began to be exploited. 
New shafts were sunk to open up low-grade mines; 
some mines which had been closed down were re
opened; existing mines extended their workings to ore 
of a lower grade; exploration and prospecting for 
new gold areas was quickly begun. 

The Gold Producers' Committee of the Union had 
estimated in the pre-1931 situation that a 4s. fall in 
working costs per ton would double the amount of ore 
. economically workable.' Later Sir Robert Kotze 
calculated that if an average price of 106s. per fine 
ounce of gold could be maintained, this would be 
equivalent to a lowering of working costs by the 4s. 
per ton that we have mentioned, provided costs for 
labour and materials for the industry did not in
crease.· In fact the costs oflabour in the Union and 

• Reporl O/IM LoUJ GnuU 0... CommiNion, 1932, p. 26 . 
• Sir Robert Kotze. .. Tho Gold.Mining PooitioD ", SoulJJ A/ri",n. 

J"""",i 0/8_;",1933. 
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the wholesale prices of commodities have moved very 
slowly si~ce 1932. Between 1932 and 1937 wages of 
native labour rose by. only 2 per cent, wages of 
European labour by 6 per cent; the wholesale price 
index rose by 10 per cent, which was much less than 
the rise in wholesale prices in the United Kingdom 
between the two dates, viz. 32 per cent (Economist 
index number). Meantime the price of gold, which 
used to be 85s. pep fine ounce, has, since 1934, scarcely 
ever been below 140s. per fine ounce. This has been 
equivalent to a fall in mining costs of 6s. 6d. per ton 
and has been estimated to increase the ore reserves of 
the Union, as compared to the period before 1931, by 
150 per cent.1 

Some of the altered circumstances of the industry 
since 1931 can be seen from the following figures 
which relate to the gold industry of the Witwaters
rand, whose output is over 90 per cent of the total 
output of the Union: 

TABLE I 
TOB GOLD-MINING INDUSTRY 01' TBB WITWATBRSBAND, 

1931-36 

-~~~- -~~,-- -~":~-~·I--~:!t~-Dl..rn:vid:~ 
Y- -."u ..... Dn" OL. V.lue I huu 001) per ..... (milllooa) (mlll1ou) ( looa) 

1931 33 6·' -Io.' £43·9 £8·0 I 
1933 M 6·3 11~1 £47-2 £8.' I 1933 3'1 11·7 104 £6H £12·' 

,19M 39 11·0 9·8 . £67·0 £14'5, 

1_ ~= !~ .. .1~ !:: .. ~J~ ~~'2_.~~" ... 1 

The table shows that in the later yem a larger 
quantity of ore is being treated, and ore of a much 

• c. W, B. J.ppe. .. The Future of ~ Rand Gold,MiniDg Induatry ", 
.'IoarlA.tJNaa Miai", }'_ Boot, 1936-37. p.!Ii. 
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lower grade than was treated in 1931 or 1932. The 
physical amount of gold recovered in each of the years 
in the period, is Jlbout the same as it was in either of 
these years; but the value of the gold in· the later 
years is much greater; and the total dividends paid 
by companies in 1935 were more than twice the figure 
of 1931. 

Many old mines have been reopened, and new 
mines sunk, which will become gold pr9ducers within 
the next few years. It has been forecast that the 
number of mines producing gold by 1947 will be double 
the number of 1932.' These facts help to impress 
both the prosperity that the South African gold 
industry has enjoyed since 1932, and the very con
siderable extension in life that has been given to her 
gold industry by the monetary changes which have 
taken place. 

The finances of the South African Government 
benefited considerably from the prosperity of the 
industry. The Government had for a considerable 
time before this levied a special tax of 15 per cent on 
the profits of gold-mining companies, raised in 1932 
to 20 per cent." So great, however, was the pros
perity of the industry and so rapidly did the situation 
develop, that after 1932 the Government altered its 
tax legislation in the industry year by year, and 
sometimes, in order to better adjust it to the ?evelop-

, Jeppe, ibid. p. 26. ' 
• In addition to ita increaaed tas "lVenue, the Government derived 

benefit from ito direct participation in mining profita. . .. Beeidee 
receiving a large revenue from the mines in the form of direct and 
indirect taxation, the State owns valuable mines and mining claims on 
the Far East Ra.nd. Th... properti .. it _Iy allOw. adventurous 
oompanies to develop and work. on a leasehold buia, recei'f'ing • 8hare 
of the profifAl--i> method which eombinee profitable retoma with entire 
absence of capital ri ...... (W. H. Dawaon, 8ovt1a A/rica"p, 272). 
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ing situation, even during the course of the financial 
year. The Government well realised, for the com
plaints on the score were numerous, that rapidly 
altering tax measures were in all likelihood doing 
harm to the industry. It appointed a Departmental 
Committee of six persons to go into the question of 
taxation of the industry and devise a system for 
taxation of gold mining which would be able to stand 
without amendment for a long period; and it accepted 
the recommendations which the Committee made. 

The tax on gold mining down till 1932 had been a 
proportional income tax; that suggested by the Com
mittee and adopted by the Government in 1936 was 
an income tax graduated after a special fashion, which 
we later go on to explain. There is doubt and contro
versy, however, as to whether a proportional tax 
would not be better than the present form. We will 
examine in the follo~g paragraphs the incidence of 
a proportional tax, and then of the present tax on 
the gold-mining industry in South Africa. 

2. For the purpose of analysing the effects of these 
taxes we are able to regard the gold-mining industry 
of South Africa as being a competitive one. There 
are a fairly large number of companies in it: in 1931 
over thirty, and considerably more now. All of the 
companies, with few exceptions, fall under the control 
of half a dozen large corporations. But despite this, 
the most important decisions relating to the affairs .. 
of each company appear to be taken by its own 
shareholders, only a small degree of coercion being 
applied from above by the controlling corporation.> . 

1 J. Marti ..... Group Admin ..... tioD in ~ GoId.Mining InduaUy 
of ~ Witwatennnd "0 ... ad.u- before ~ Eaonomio SeotioD of ~ 
Britiah A.lciatioD in JobaDnesburg. 1929; ~ic J--. 1929. 
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Moreover, even though the number of companies 
in the industry were small, no monopolistic restriction 
would occur in gold mining, for each mine is pro
ducing a comrilodity, the price of which in the short 
period is fixed irrespective of the output of the mine 
itself: the demand for the output of each company 
(and of the industry as a whole), is perfectly elastic. 
In the long period it is less accurate, but sufficiently 
accurate for our purpose, to regard the demand for 
gold produced in Sou,th Africa as being perfectly elastic 
over the relevant range of production, i.e. over the 
range lying between the output of the industry when 
there is no tax and the output of tl1e industry when 
the tax has been imposed. 

What is the position relating to the supply of the 
factors of production to the gold-mining industry ! 

Funds supplied to the industry from home sources 
will probably be in less than perfectly elastic supply: 
because the industry forms an appreciable portion of 
the total of South African industry; and local patriot
ism, a believed superiority of local knowledge, as 
well as ignorance of the opportunities of the wider 
market, will render the curve of supply of home 
capital to the industry an upsloping one. 

On the other hand, investors abroad have so wide 
a market in which to invest their capital that only a 
small fraction of the supply of this money will be 
absorbed by South African mining, The supply of 
capital to gold mining from foreign sources 'will, 
therefore, be perfectly elastic. 

The larger part of the supply of capital has, in 
the past, actually been provided from sources abroad. 
Thps the Low Grade Ore Commission state in their 
Report: "The Commission is informed that about 
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three-quarters of the dividends, ~ay £6,50(},OOQ per 
annum, are paid to overseas shareholders'''.' 

As regards capital invested in the industry since 
1932, Landsberg has made the following estimate: • 

Total for From Abroad PercentalIO of 
Period Ca¥:otal 8ubscrlbed. Oold M.inea tor Oold lfinea mAbroad 

1933-86 £3',700,000 £26,000,000 75 

The sqpply of capital from one source (foreign) is 
perfectly elastic; ~he supply from the other source 
(home) less than perfectly elastil!; it follows that the 
supply from both sources taken together will be 
perfectly elastic. 

TABLE II 
AVlI:RAQIII No. O. EHPLOYEES (EUROPEAN AND NON-EUROPEAN) 

AND VALUE O. S'l:9RBS CONSUMED BY THE GOLD-MINING 
INDUSTRY IN 1936 

Number or Bmployeea 
Value of You 

Euro_ ] NooaBuropeu S_C00aum04 

1936 38,000 32',000 £27,000,000 
---------- -~----- ... 

The industry employs an appreciable fraction of 
the to~l labour force of the Union (see Table II), 
whether European or non-European. Even in the 
long period, therefore, the supply curve of labour to' 
the gold-mining industry will be less than perfectly 
elastic. The short-period supply of labour to the 

• RtpOrl (1932). p. 22. LohfeIdt had thought that tha proportion 
in whiob .-pita! ..... aupp\ied to the industry hom home eo .......... 
~ter than t.hia. .. h is otaled on good authority that more than 
holf of the dividendo from gold mining DOW go to South Afrioana" 
(TAo No"""" R_ of SOOIIA Afriee (1921), P. Ill). The eatimate 
of the Lo" Onde 0 ... Oommilleion, howe_, is pn!IIUmably baaed OIl 
information from o8i.iol ...........' . 

• A If. ell. p. 30&. 
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industry will" be more rigid than that of the long 
period; and" tlie shorter the period the more rigid 
will the supply be. 

Even though the value of stores consumed annually 
by the industry is large, over the long period their 
supply may be perfectly elastic: at any rate we 
should expect their elasticity of supply to be quite 
grea.t.' In the short p~riod the elasticity of supply 
of stores to the industry will be less than that of the 
long-period supply. : 

Since these are the circumstlrnces, the technique 
of the previous chapter appears quite well adapted 
to dealing with the incidence of the income taxes 
levied on this industry. In three major respects, 

, however, the analysis of a partial income tax given in 
the,preceding chapter, and the analysis that we give 
now 'of a tax on gold II)ining, may diverge from the 
reality of conditions through over-simplification: 

(i) An assumption we make is that the productive 
process in the industry is a continuous one: in gold 
mining, actually, the process is not continuous, but 
'gradually runs down for each mine as its ore becomes 
e:ir,hausted. 
, '(ii) We assume that both initially and finally no . 

'llncertainty exists in the industry, and that un
'certainty only exists during the intervening process 
of transItion from the initial to the final state. In 
reality' uncertainty plays an important part in gold 
mining at all times. • 

, If, it should, in fact, be the case that, while un
certainty exists in the industry, yet gold-mining firms 
mainly have regard to the most'probable values of 

1 Cf. Sraff ..... Th. Laws of Retuma under Competitive Conditiooa ... 
Ecmwm;" JmsnI<Il. 1926. pp. 540-41. 
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their costs and revenue, then the analysis we give 
~oomes fairly satisfaotory, if the ourves whioh we 
draw are taken to represent the most probable values 
of costs and revenue, as antioipated by the firms 
conoerned. But the manner in. whioh gold-mining 
Ill'DlS take account of their probable receipts and 
costs may be more oomplicated than this. . 

(iii) The theol'J' of the inojdenoe of a partial inoome 
~8J[ was. dlweloped in the preceding ohapter, on the 
assumption that the industry. affeoted was small 
enough, or suffioi~tIy indep~ndent of other industries, 
for an alteration in its scale of produotion to leave the 
level of aotivity in other industries, e.g. the railway 
in!iustry, praotically unaffeoted; and it was assumed 
that the effeots produced by the expenditure of th~ 
revenue from thttax in eaoh other line of prodUction. 
would 'be fairly small. But tIte proceeds of the South 
African tax on gold mining, as Table III shows, 
constitute .. considerable portion of the revenues of 
the Union. 

TABLE III 
RBnNUB "BOlli T&XATION 01' bOOIllB 01' GoLD MINING AND 

TOTAL REnNu. 01' TB. UNION 01' SoUTH AI'BlCA, 1933-36 

I- I ....... 1- J 
ReTell"" &om \aDtion of 

£9-;milli-i . In ...... of .,.td mln_ £9-7 million. £8,3 million. 
ToW .. _ ... of she Unloa iS7 .. .. £lIII'7 .. £39-'1' .. ' 

• 

1Ie_ ... &om ... tion of i 
inooma 01 pld min. 1M ! , 
_ ..... of ... W . 16 21 lM 

• 
In addition to the.revenue which the South African 

Government derives from the taxation of the profits 
of gold-mining companies, a not inconsiderable portion 
of its revenues - variously estimated between 10 and 

G 
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25 per cent 1 - derives from taxation of (a) salaries 
and dividend payments of workers and shareholders 
in the gold-mining industry, and (b) salaries, dividends, 
etc., of people engaged in other industries whose con
tinuance and prosperity is directly dependent on the 
gold-mining industry. ~s, when considering the 
incidence of any given alteration in the taxation of 
gold mining, which will produce a rise or fall in Govern
ment revenue, we ought to take into account the 
inHuence of the tax on the scale of production of 
related industries; and, from the side of expenditure 
of the tax proceeds, not only effects produced by 
expansion or contraction of governmental expenditure 
as its total receipts from the taxation of gold mining 
rise or fall, but also the effects produced by the increase 
or reduction in governmental receipts from taxation 
of the additional classes (a) and (b). 

The procedure we actually follow will be a very 
simplified one in comparison with this .. We will 
neglect all effects produced by a tax on gold mining, 
except in so far as they relate to the gold-mining 
industry itself. And we will disregard all effects 
produced from the side of expenditure by the Govern
ment of its revenue from taxation. We do so in order 
to avoid the difficulties entailed in the more proper 
and more adequate treatment; and in these respects 
the procedure we follow will only be of qualified 
accuracy. 

3. We discuss now the incidence of a proportional 
income tax on South African gold mining; -and for 
the sake of definiteness we suppose that the tax is 
one of 30 per cent. 

In exact terms the question that we ask is this: 
I B .... hau. op. oil. p. 108 f. 
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r~ there has previously been no income tax on the 
outh African gold-mining industry, and if, after the 
ldustry has attained a state of equilibrium, a partial 
lcome tax of 30 per cent is imposed on it, what will 
e the economio effects produced 1 

The new capital entering the South African gold
lining industry after the tax has been imposed, must 
,e able to obtain the competitive or normal rate of 
eturn, which is, let us say, 5 per cent. New capital, 
herefore, must be placed in lines of sufficiently high 
lroductivity to yield a gross product of 5(1 + 30/100) -
. per cent. 
The volume of output over the long period, there

ore, will now be cut down as compared with what it 
~ould have been without the tax. The lands which 
ore now worked will not be worked so intensively as 
hey would have been had there been no tax. And 
lome lands, in part low-grade lands and in part high
:rade lands whose costs of working are also high, 
~hich, in the absence of the tax, would have been 
~orked, now will not be worked at all. 

Let us consider how the curves of cost and of 
:evenue of a gold-mining company are affected by 
;he tax. Since the demand for gold is perfectly 
!lastio, the horizontal ourve of marginal revenue to 
ilie firm. MR. will remain unaltered in height after 
ilie tax has been imposed. (See diagram I.) The 
ourve of marginal variable costs to the firm before 
ilie tax is ,MVc... of average variable costs before the 
t.ax is ~ Vc... These variable costs include all costs 
entailed in the produotion of the commodity (among 
others the cost of land), with the exception only of 
the cost of fixed capital. The return to the fixed 
capital of the firm is OM.RQ; and, since no un-
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which source, therefore, can the tax payment to the 
Government, CRB, be forthcoming! 

We have said that over the long period the supply 
of gold-bearing land to the industry can be taken to 
be perfectly rigid. This land will, in fact, consist of 
a number of clliIerent classes of gold-bearing land; 
ilie supply of land in each of these classes is perfectly 
rigid. Labour to the industry will be in a supply that 
is less than perfectly elastic: and stores to the in
dustry in a supply that, over the long period, is 
probably nearly perfectly elastic. 

Let us suppose, for the moment, that labour and 
stores to the industry are both in perfectly elastic 
supply. This will enable us to make clearer, by 
assigning definite magnitudes to the other variables, 
the main effects which are produced by the tax over 
the long period. 

The factors labour and stoYe8 are, on this supposi
tion, in perfectly elastic supply: their prices, there
fore, will bear none of the burden of the tax. Again, 
the price of the commodity produced by the industry 
cannot rise. He,nce, if the firm whose cost schedule 
is shown in diagram I is to continue in production 
into the long period after the tax has been imposed, 
ilie whole burden of the tax - which on these sup
positions can be borne neither by capital, by labour 
nor by stores - must be thrown on to the factor 
gold-bearing land. For the firm whose cost jIOBition 
is represented in diagram I, the rent it pays for its 
land must fall by the amount eRB. Only thus will 
the fixed factors employed by the firm be able to get 
their normal rate of return, and only thus will the 
firm be enabled to continue production into the long 
period. 
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Consider how this affects land in the three possible 
modes of ownership: (a) some companies own the 
land which they work; (b) some buy or lease land 
from other companies or individuals; and (c) some 
again buy or lease land to work from the Government. 
(We consider here both distributional and production 
effects.) 

(a) Those companies which own the land which 
they mine, bear the burden of the tax in full. If the 
company whose cost schedule is shown in diagram I 
owns its own land, then the rent of that land will, in 
the long period after the tax has been imposed, fall 
to the figure equal to the value that it would have 
had had there been no tax, minus an amount equal 
to area CRB (supposing that technical coefficients 
remain fixed). If the rent that the land would have 
had, had there been no tax, were less than area CRB, 
the firm will not renew its plant as it wears out and 
will go out of production. 

All those areas of marginal ore which the company 
itself owns, the working of which would yield a return 
to capital of between 5 and 6! per cent, would have 
been wqrked had there been no fiat-rate tax; but 
on account of the tax it will now not pay to work 
them. Thus the production of the industry, or, to 
be exact, of both the low-grade section of it and of 
that portion of the high-grade section which is at
tended by high costs, will, as a result o( the tax, go 
out of production. In this way the tax cuts down 
the activity of the industry. 

(b) Since new capital that is invested in the in
dustry must get its normal net return (5 per cent), 
companies which buy new land to exploit will, once 
equilibrium has been re-established, offer a sum for 
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such land, smaller to such an extent as still to allow 
them a net return on capital neither more nor less 
than normal. The tax, in this instance, is capitalised, 
and the whole burden is borne by the landowner in 
the form of a fall in the price of the land which he 
owns. The tax in effect, for such lands as still change 
hands after it has been imposed, transfers a sum 
equal to the capitalised value of the tax from the 
landowner to the Government. The landowner would 
have received this money in a lump sum for the sale 
of his land: the Government receives it instead of 
him, in the form of a series of taxes which the mining 
company pays to it over a number of years. The 
capitalised value of this series of taxes is equal to 
the sum of money which the landowner loses when he 
sells his land. 

As in the previous case, under this head a number 
of low-grade areas which would have come into 
operation had there been no income tax will not now 
come into operation at all. Those lands which could 
have been bought for a price less than ~.)( 100 = 30' 
per cent of the total profit obtainable from their 
exploitation. would formerly have been worked and 
would have yielded the normal rate of return on the 
capital invested in them. But now. however low the 
price at which it would be possible to purchase these 
lands. it will not pay to work them. Under the 
head (b). therefore. production will again be out down. 

(c) If the land is owned by the Government itself. 
then the Government loses from the lands over which 
it holds mining rights. and ,t'laicA " still.finds " possible 
to ~ out for working. an amount of rental exactly 
equal to the sum which it receives from them by way 
of taxation. both being equal to area CRB. For such 
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lands a transfer of money from one revenue heading 
in the budget to another, is brought about; a book
keeping change this, which leaves total Government 
revenue unafiected. 

But just as it will no longer pay mining companies 
to make an ofier for certain of the low-grade leases 
owned by private individuals, so it will no longer pay 
them to make an ofier for the same class of leases 
which are in the ownership of the Government, viz. 
leases which afiord a return of more than 5 per cent, 
but less than 6} per cent on the capital used in their 
working. This class of land owned by the Govern: 
ment would have come into production had there 
been no tax, but now will not do so. From it the 
Government would have received a revenue from 
mining leases had there been no tax. Now it receives 
nothing by way of lease, and nothing from tax 
revenue.' 

Under head (8) and under head (b), Government 
revenue is increased by the tax: under head (c) it is 
diminished. On balance, needless to say, Govern
ment revenue will be increased, or the tax would not 
have been levied. 

Under each of the heads (a), (b) and (c) the out
put of the gold-mining industry is reduced, through 
marginal lands being forced out of production by the 

I BiBee it is re&Iiaed that .... increase in tuation will have tha elfect 
of nlducing the return from the enterprise, the mineo ha ..... in mIUly 
....... made allowance for this in the terms they offenld for ~ from 
the Govermnen'- Many ~ contain a c1a_ to the effect that if 
there be .... in ....... in tuation above tha __ ing IoveI, tha amount 
extra that the minee have to pay will be 0_ by a nlduction of equal • 
amonot in their payment for tha Jeue. See TAo _ AJricmI 1I •• i. 
y_ JJook.19J5-.J8. pp. 16-19. Tbrough c1a_ of this type in their 
1_ in 1933 companies got a nlduction of £38'.000 in their ...... 
paymeoto, and in 1934 of £527.000 (&pore oJ Dopa" ...... , C.... i_ 
"" lIi.i.., T-. 1936, § 30). 
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tax. This is noteworthy in view of the emphasis 
always placed by South Africans on the necessity 
for prolonging the life, and increasing the output, of 
the gold-mining industry. 

This analysis shows how the moSt essential step 
in the process of movement towards long-period 
equilibrium comes about. In the long period the 
firm must be able to earn the normal rate of return 
on its fixed capital. It will be enabled to do so by 
the curve of marginal cost-excluding-tax moving from 
the position ,MVC. into a new position denoted by 
,MVC., say, (no diagram is drawn), which is lower at 
all points than ,MVc.. The curve of marginal cost
including-tax to the firm will likewise, at the end of 
the long period move into a new position ,MVe. 
lower at every output than ,MVe.. Through this 
lowering of costs, some firms - those whose rent 
payments had initially been high enough to permit a 
fall of the requisite amount - will be enabled to 
remain in production into the long period. The firms 
whose rent payments had initially been less than this 
amount will go out of production. 

We have been assuming so far, that technical 
coefficients of production for this firm of necessity 
remain fixed. This will not, in fact, be the case. 
When the price of capital has risen - the tax being 
levied on the profits of capital - while the price of 
labour and of stores remain the same, and the price 
of land has fallen, producers will substitute the use 
of the factors labour, stores and land for capital in 
some of its uses. On account of this alteration in 
technical coefficients of production, the cost curves 
to the firm will, over the long period, undergo a 
further fall. 
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Another supposition which we have temporarily 
made, namely, that labour over the long period is in 
perfectly elastic supply to the industry, is too extreme: 
its elasticity of supply over the long period will be 
less than perfect. To the extent that it and the factor 
stores to the industry, are in less than perfectly elastic 
supply, these factors will share part of the burden of 
the tax with the factor gold-bearing land. Yet, in. 
the final equilibrium, it will undoubtedly be on the 
factor gold-bearing land that the great part of the 
burden of the tax comes to be concentrated. 

We may therefore su=arise .. ~ effects which 
will be produced by a proportional income tax as 
follows: 

Long-Period Effects.-The greatest part of the 
burden of the tax will come to rest on the factor land, 
which is in rigid supply to the industry. Marginal 
lands whose rents would have been too low to absorb 
the fall in them that would have been necessary to 
render their working profitable, will not now come 
into production; and the firms which had been mining 
marginal lands of this kind will go out of production. 

The supply of labour to the industry is less than 
perfectly elastic, and wage rates will be lower. 

So also in the case of stores to the industry, 
their prices will fall. But the supply of the factor 
stores is likely to be much more elastic than that of 
labour. 

Short-Period Effects.-The plant of the industry 
had been invested in it on the assumption that it 
would fetch the normal return of 5 per cent. This 
plant has been laid down in the industry, and much 
of it is difficult to disinvest or transform to other uses. 
Those parts of the gold-mining plant which will fetch 
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a higher net return in other lines of production, taking 
costs of transfer into account, than they would do in 
gold mining, will be transferred to these lines. 

While in the short period the supply of gold-bearing 
land to the industry is perfectly rigid, the supply of 
labour and of stores also will be to some extent rigid. 
Hence in the short period these factors, gold-bearing 
land, plant a~dy in the industry, labour and stores, 
will share the burden of the tax among them. The 
more rigid the supply of anyone of these factors to 
the industry and the shorter the period for which 
its contracts with the gold-mining concerns have still 
to rnn when the tax is imposed, the greater will be 
the share of the burden that the factor bears'1 

4. Nerllet us consider the incidence of thepresent
day tax on South African gold-mining companies. 

The tax imposed on South African gold-mining . 
companies at the present day, 1938, is equal to (50 
per cent of the company's profits - 5 per cent of its 
working costs), with a minimum rate on profits. of 
15 per cent.' 

To recapitulate •. we-wish to examine the economic . 
effects that would be produced by the imposition of 
such a tax in an already existing system of economic 
equilibrium. Following Busschau, the efforts of this 
can be elucidated by means of mathematics as 
follows: I 

Let total cost of producing z units of output 
(gold) -c. 

• Buoooh .... 01'. ell. P. 123. The South Afri ..... Inoome Tal: Law 
malt. aIIo ...... _ in. oomputation of the tax for the ostimated ..... uaJ 
UIing.up or Waustion of capital expenditure OD pit-ainking in. the 
_ of gokI miD .. with their limited life. No allowance is made for 
the UIing.up of the miDonI·hoariDg land. IML ehap. vi. 

I lW. ahap. Yi. 
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Let total receipts from z units of output 
(gold) =R. 

I 
Then total amount of tax = l(R - C) - 20 C. 

. Marginal rate of tax = l! (R - C) - 2~ ~~. 

. Marginal cost of producing z units of output 
dC IdR IdC I de 

=dz +2dz -2dz -20dz' 
Production ceases where 

marginal revenue = marginal cost of production, 

i.e. where 

~.e. 

dR IdC IdR I dC 
--=-- + ------
dz 2dz 2 dz 20dz' 

dR 9 dC 
dz=lOdz' 

. (1) 

We are regarding the firm as producing gold. The 
marginal revenue per unit for this is constant, since ..... 

o~--------~.~--+-----~~~~~ 
DuoIWlDj 

the price of gold does not vary with the output of 
the firm. The marginal revenue of the firm therefore 
can be shown as a horizontal straight line phk. (See 
diagram II.) 

The cost of producing gold at the margin must be 
increasing. Let the curves 
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de. ( dC ab (or dx) and cd or th" ) 

represent .two possible rates of increasing costs where 
C1(x) and C.(x) are difierent cost functions. For 
simplicity the curves are shown in the diagram as 
straight lines. With no tax in existence the equili
:brium output in each case would be Oe. 

When the tax comes into existence the equilibrium 
output is given by equation (1). 

Draw a straight line bd parallel to phlc and at a 

distance ~. pe above it, cutting ~, ~. at band d 

respectively. Erect the perpendiculars bJ, dg on to 
the x-axis. 

Then for a marginal cost curve of shape ab, OJ is 
the equilibrium output; 

because bJ -kJ + !kJ _10kJ 
9 9 

:. kJ-l~ bJ, 
and equation (1) is satisfied at the point b. 

ThuB for marginal costs increasing at the rate ab" 
there results an ~1;ension in production eq,ual to eJ 
as a result of the tax. 

If the line of marginal oosts be rising more slowly, 
as the line cd, the extension in production brought 
about by the tax is greater, being eg in the diagram 
instead of eJ. This analysis'bears a simple economic 
interpretation. The greater the amount of ore in the 
mine, which, on account both of its 'gold content and 
its oost of working, it almost pays to mine, then the 
greater will be the extension in output brought about 
by the tax. As a result of the tax, each mine will, (in 
the short period at any rate), extend its production 
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beyond what it would have been had no tax been 
imposed. But the amount of increase in production 
will vary considerably from mine to'mine. 

5. Before commenting on Busschau's method of 
analysis, let us attempt an analysis of the case by 
means of another diagram. 

We suppose, as before, that technical coefficients 
of production for a firm at each scale of output remain 
unchanged after the tax has been imposed. 

The height of the curve of marginal revenue MR, 
to the firm, is unaltered after the tax has been imposed. 
(See diagram III.) 

Before the tax is imposed let the curves of marginal 
and of average variable costs to the firm' be ,MVCI 

and .AVo. respectively; variable costs are here taken 
to include the cost incurred by the firm on account 
of the la.nd and labour factors that it hires, but to 
exclude the cost of capital to the firm. Before the 
tax the return to the capital factors of the firm was 
~qual to area ACR = OM.RQ in amount. The gold 
output of the firm was OM' units. 

Adopting the same terminology as before, let us 
denote the total of the variable costs incurred by the 
firm when its output is z units, by C(x), and its total 
revenue from this output of z units by R(x). 

The total amount paid by the firm in taxation 
, 1 
=l(R-C) - 20 C. 

:. the marginal rate of tax 

= 1(: -~) -;0 ~. 
When output is OD (diagram III), the firm just 

covers its average variable costs of production and 
no more. Up to this output, therefore, it gets no 
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return Ort its capital and so pays no income tax. 
After the output OD has been reached, the firm pays 
income tax on each increment of income that accrues 
to it over and above its variable costs. On the Ohth 
increment of output, for example, the firm is getting 
a return to its fixed! factors at the rate In and pays 
tax on such return at the rate ml, where 

1 .. 
ml-lnl - 20 lh, 

qorresponding to the equation 

marginal rate of tax -1(: -~) -:0 ~. 
Thus the curve of margin&!. variable costs to the firm 
immediately after the tax has been imposed, has the 
shape )lVe. shown in the diagram. -

./'," . 
}' .... v 

A-. ~. " -t-.... .' .. ~ .. . 
0' ~-- :::- -.---? 

"""" 
V ..... - " -'-.. ,,-r----______ 

• 

--• • • • • --Duo ..... m 

,MVe. will not intersect the curve of marginal 
revenue MR in the same point R as does the curve 
cMVC. - the point which corresponds to an output 
OM; because when output is OM the curve )lYe. 
will lie at a distance l/:.!O RM below the point R. 
cMVe. indeed. will not intersect the horiaontal curve 
of marginal revenue MR until an output OS, greater 
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than OM' has been attained, such that in the diagram 
1 t cd=20 Nd 

that is, 

'and 

cd = ~(Nc + cd) 
10 . 

cd=Nc,l • 
9 

Diagram III shows that the firm in question will, 
immediately after the tax has been imposed, produce 
on a greater scale than fonnerly, extending its pro
duction beyond its previous'level by an amount fuN, 
MN will be .greater the more gentle the slope 'of the 
curve of marginal variable costs ,MVCl to the firm. 
The units of output between M and N are now pro
duced because their production is subsidised out of 
Government funds. 

We can find out the point at which subsidisation of 
output by the Government begins, by finding the point 
after which marginal cost to the firm in the new circum
!!tances falls below the former cost of production, 

Marginal variable cost of the i:th unit after the tax -
former marginal variable cost pIns marginal rate of tax 

= dC + .l(clR _ dC)" _.!. de 
h; ~ dx dx 20dx' 

This becomes equal to marginal c~t of production 
excluding tax, at the point at which 

dC = tIC + t(clR _ dC') _ .!. dC. 
dx dx ,dx dx 20 dx' 

dC 10clR 
dx=lldx' 

i.e. at which 
• 

• This wiD be Been to be the oame oondition .. that .toted eorlier. 
of raising the curve of marginal revenue U in diagram II through 
one·ninth of ito own height, and lidding the reoultant point of inter· 
oection of the curve raieed in this way with ab or ed .. Diagram m io, 
in fact. a fuller repreoentation of diagram II, 
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Through the point a on the y-axis at a height 
Oa -10/11 OP draw the horizontal straight line ab 
to inte~ect ,MVC. in the. point b, corresponding to 
"an outp~t Os. Until the output Os is reached ·the 
'curve ,MVC. lies above ,MVC.; after the output Os, 
,MVC. lies below ~c.. Hence units of output lying 
betwee\1 sand N, when ON is the new output of the 
firm, are subsidised out of Government revenue; and 
their cost of production to the firm is less than the 
cost of the land, labour ~nd stores employed in pro-
ducing them. . 

. The total amount of subsidy paid to the firm
or perhaps since no money actually changes hands it 
would be plainer to say .. permitted" to it by the 
Government - is equal to area Rbo. 

The total net payment of tax by the firm to the 
Government is equal to (area BCb - area Rbo). 

The total net return to the fixed capital of the 
firm now, after the tax has been imposed, will be 
equal to area ABbe. This is less than the previous 
return and lesS than th~ return to these factors which 
i had been expected, by the amount (area BCb
area Rbo). The price ot gold is. fixed': the prices of 
laboul and stores to the industiy will't>ear some part 
,of the burden of ~e tax. But it will be on the factors 
land, and capital already invested in the industry, 
that the burden .of the tax will m1Wl1y fall. The 
extent to whiCh, in the C?&Se of each gold mine, the loss 
is borne by the'owners of the gold-bearing land, and 
the extent to which it is bome by the owners of the 
fixed capital, will, in the short period. if the land and 
'the capital are in separate pwnership, depend on the 
IO~~o~~ of t~e. bargaining between the two groups 
IOI mcliVlduala concerned, Hence the outcome is fixed 

H 
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to within a certain range, but it is not completely 
determinate. 

In the cases of maRY companies, land an~ capital. 
will be in the same hands. Then the total loss borne 
by the owners of the factors will be deterniinate, and 
no need will arise to apportion the loss as between 
the two factors. . 

Those pieces of capital, which, taking into account 
the costs of their transfer, would have a higher pro
ductivity in other lines of production, will be trans
ferred to such lines. 

In the short period immediately following on the 
imposition of the tax, the effect on the industry will 
be to extend its output, as typified by the extension 
MN in the production of the firm in diagram ill. 
Bm as plant is transferred to other lines of production, 
and, mme important, as capital in the industry which 
no longer fetches a normal return in it, is not renewed, 
and as capital which, in the absence of the tax, would 

'have been laid down, is no longer laid down, then the 
ouJ,puJ, of the industry, instead of being extended by the 
tax, will, in fact, be contracted. 

If the firm whose cost situation is represented in 
diagram III is going to continue production in~ the 
long period, it will have to find some means of lower
ing the positions of its curves of costs ,MYCl and 
;MYCI , into new positions not shown in the diagram. 
If it is unable to do this it will go out of production. 
How can this lowering of costs on the part of the firm 
come about! 

To see more clearly how this fall in the costs of the 
firm can come about, let WI temporarilYaBBltme that all 
of the factors except gold-bearing land are in perfectly 
elastic supply to the industry over the long period. 
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Since, in the circumstances we envisage, the price 
of the co=odity that the industry produces cannot 
alter, . nor the prices of the factors other than land, 
therefore the total burden occasioned by the tax will, 
in the long period, come to be concentrated entirely 
on the shoulders of the owners of thll gold-bearing 
land. For the firm whose revenue and cost conditions 
are depicted in the diagram, if the rent payment 
which it made initially had been X, say, then finally 
the rent payment it makes will be X - (area BCb
area Rbc). Through this the firm will be able to 
bring about the fall in its costs of production necessary 
for it to remain in the industry over the long period -
provided that the rent which the firm had originally 
been paying for the factor gold-bearing land had been 
grest enough for a fall of this amount to take place 
in it. The rents of some lands would not, in the first 
instance, have amounted to as much as the fall in 
them that we name. The mines which would have 
worked these lands will now, after the tax has been 
imposed, be unable to get a sufficiently large reduction 
in their rent payments to enable them to obtain the 
normal n.1Ie of return on the capital involved. The 
lands· will, therefore, remain unworked. In this way 
the output of the gold-mining industry will be reduced. 

To perceive the long-period ~fiects on output and 
on the rents. of lands, let us, as before, distinguish 
land in the three possible ownerships: (a) land owned 
by the gold-mining companies themselves; (b) land 
owned by individuals outside the gold-mining com
panies; and (c) land owned by the Government. 

(a) If the land is owned by the gold-mining 
company itself, the whole loss of the amount stated 
falls on the company. If the rent of the gold-bearing 
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land in the ownership of the firm would not in total 
have amounted' to as much as this loss, then the 
rent of the gold-bearing land will not be able to 
absorb the whole loss: the firm will not renew its 
plant as it wears out and in time will pass out of 
production. 

On this account, therefore, there will in the long 
period be a diminution in the total output of the 
industry, a portion of the marginal land in the 
industry going out of production, which, but for the 
tax, would have continued to be worked. The entire 
loss in this first instance (a), is borne by the firms 
already in the industry. 

(b) Land sold in the market to a gold-mining 
company with the output ON in diagram III, will 
fetch a price smaller by the capitalised value of an 
income equal to (area BCb - area Roo), than land 
with the smaller output OM would have dODe in the 
absence of the tax. If the selling price of the area of 

'land corresponding to the output ON would originally 
have been greater than the capitalised value of an 
income equal to (area BCb - area Rbc), then it will still 
change hands after the tax, and will eventually come 
into production. If, however, the selling price of this 
land would originally have been less than this amount, 
then the land factor will be unable to' absorb the 
whole loss occasicmea"by the tax and it will not now 
come into production. 

Thus under heading (b) there will again be a 
certain amount of marginal land which is forced out 
of production or else never comes into production at 
all. The entire loss, in this instance (b), is placed on 
the shoulders of those firms outside the gold-mining 
industry which own the gold-bearing land. 
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(0) From lands owned by the Government and 
l'lhich it still finds it possible to. lease out after the 
;ax, it will gain an increased yield of taxation: but 
'rom the land that it leases out in this way the 
}overnment will lose an exactly equivalent amount 
n mining leases. 

All those lands employed in the production of ON 
mits of gold, which the Government would have 
.eased out for a rent less than (area BCb - area ROO), 
.t will now be unable to find people willing to hire. 
30vernment revenue from this class of leases will drop 
~ zero. Again, and for this, the third time, there will 
be a corresponding falling-off in the output of the gold
mining industry. 

It follows from what we have said that diagram 
m does not represent a position of long-period equi
librium for the firm concerned. Indeed it represents 
'WlIIing in regard to 11,8 incidence of t1i8 ta3:, except 1M 
~itioras tIiat 1aold good in G period of timll following 
1M impo8ition of 1M ta3:, sMrt enough for all fadorial 
,mces to MtJ8 remained completely tAflClaangetl in it. 
ri.g. the curves ,MV~ and ,MVC. were drawn on the 
IUpposition that the cost of land to the firm had 
remained unchanged after the tax was imposed. 
Such, we have seen, could not be the case for any 
length of time. Had it been the case that the price 
~f land to the industry, like the pfices of the other 
Factors of production, labour and stores, had been 
perfectly rigid, then all the firms in the industry 
would, in the long period, have gone out of produc
tion: because the fixed capital of these firms would 
no longer be able to obtain the normal rate of return. 

When the price of land alters, the shape of the 
curves of cost-excluding-tax to the firm, and the 
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curves of cost-including-tax to the firm, alter, and 
assume different shapes from what they had had in 
diagram III. It was for this reason that we used 
the subscript i in naming the curves ;MYCI and ;MYC. 
respectively. There will in the final position of 
equilibrium be a different marginal curve of cost
excluding-tax to the firm, of a shape which we may 
denote, let us say, by ,MVel ; and a corresponding 
curve of marginal cost-including-tax, which may be 
denoted by,MYC •. (No diagram is drawn.) 

The preceding treatment, although it has been 
arrived at on the basis of several far-reaching assump
tions, represents the essential features of the long
period effects of the tax, namely, a fall in the rental 
values and prices of gold-bearing lands, and a falling
off in the output of the gold-mining industry. Let 
us now remove some of the assumptions that we 
made temporarily in the discussion. 

Technical coefficients at each scale of output will 
. not remain unaltered. Capital, as a result of the tax, 
has risen in price: land has fallen in price. Land, 
labour and stores, therefore, will be substituted for 
capital in some of its uses. 

Labour will not, in fact, over the long period, be 
in perfectly elastic supply to the industry; its supply 
will be less than perfectly elastic. Over the long 
period the outp\1t of the industry will be less as a 
result of the tax, and the quantity of labour employed 
by the industry will be less, and the wage rate lower. 
Further substitution of labour for capital will take 
place on this account. 

The price of stores, if their supply is less than 
perfectly elastic, will also fall; though the fall will 
be of small amoun t. 
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6. If the above theory be correct, then it develops 
a criticism of the analysis given by Dr. Busschau, 
both with regard to a proportional income tax and 
with regard to the present form of income tax on 
gold mining. Busschau's analysis appears to be an 
analysis of the short period and not of the long 
period. Strictly speaking, Busschau's analysis only. 
applies to a period of time that is sufficiently short 
for the prices of the factors of production to remain 
unaltered during it.' The above analysis would 
appear to be much more general and more realistic. 
Moreover, if this be true, the application of Busschau's 
analysis alone and taken by itself, would be apt to 
have misleading implications for practice. 

7. In the initial section of this chapter, we 
explained, roughly, the position of the gold-mining 
indllBtrf in South Africa to-day. Arter that we 
examined the effects that would be produced by the 
imposition of a tax on the income of that industry, 
both in the long and in the short period. From the 
point of view or choice of tax policy for South Africa, 
what matters is the set of effects produced in the 
long period: because we know the present position 
or the industry; if we know the final position of 
equilibrium then we know the path or development 
that the industry will follow: it will be the path 
connecting the initial with the final position. 

Let us suppose that the choice.or tax has been 
narrowed down to one between a flat rate income 
tax on the industry, and an income tax graduated 

• A' ODe or no pi.- BuMobaa put.iaIly _Ie doe ohort-periDd 
... """ of hio anaIyaio and .... in .......... un, doe ""'Ie of doe kmgw 
period. See for _pie doe P'-I!'" "Ob_, . . . expIoitaUoo ". 
op. .... p. 14S: and "TuatioD will ••• gold aoiniDg". _ ..... 
I_,..~ Aocc ...... J--. P. 37J. 
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in the fashion of the present tax. Then in order to 
obtain. a portion of that knowledge on the matter 
which is most essential to the making of a rational 
decision, the long-period analysis of the taxes that 
we have given above would require ~ be employed: 
and it would be necessary to develop this analysis 
statistically, in conjunction with geographical and 
technical information, in such a way as to determine 
quantitatively which areas would be worked under 
the one, and which under the other, of the two 
taxes. Such information, it is suggested, might be 
prepared by the Government Department of Mining 
Engineering. 

The fact that our analysis given above haa taken no 
account of the expenditure of the proceeds would be no 
disadvantage from the point of view of trying to arrive 
at a decision as to which of the two taxes is the better. 
It is sufficiently true to say that the heightS of the 
two taxes would have to be adjusted in such a way 
that their yields were the same: and the distribution 
of the proceeds being the same in each case, would 
give rise to identical economic effects. 

Prima facie, and in the absence of the exact factual 
information which has been mentioned, economists, 
we think, must feel a prejudice against the present 
form of taxation. In it firms are subsidised to produce 
portions of output which, had there been no tax at 
all, would have been sub-marginal output and not 
worth producing; To subsidise some portions of 
output in this way by the tax, represents a transfer 
of resources fram occupations in which they would 
get the normal rate of return, to others in which their 
yield is sub-normal. Most economists will look on 
such a proceeding with suspicion or abhorrence. 
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8. Perhaps neither of the two forms of taxation 
which we have discussed will be the best tha\it is 
open to the country to achieve. Certainly iii the. 
simplified conditions of affairs in which no uncertainty 
exists, forms of taxation can be devised which, while 
collecting the same amount of revenue as either of 
the two preceding forms, will still do nothing to cut 
down the· output of the industry as each of these 
two taxes does. We can see how such forms of 
taxation can be devised in the following way. Let 

L - the rent of any area of gold-bearing land 
wor'ked by a company, 

R - the gross revenue of the company, 
A - its total costs for labour and stores in earning 

this gross revenue, 
ft - the normal rate of interest, 
K -the amount of capital employed by the firm, 

and 
T - the tax paid by the firm. 

Then L-R -A -ftK -T!' 

If we desire to secure maximum production in 
the industry, then we will wish to adjust the height 
of the tax so as to secure that any piece of land 
which would have been worth developing before the 
tax was imposed will still be worth developing after 
it has been imposed. That is, we require that when 
L is just equal to R - A - ftK, T will be zero. This 
condition is satisfied, for example, if 

T -R -A-ftK-L . • 
In this case the whole of the rent of the gold-bearing 
land will be absorbed by the taxation and (theoretic
ally) production will not be curtailed at all. 
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If T were equal to say, i(R - A - nK), then 
·ownltrs of gold-bearing land 'would still be left with 
one-third of the rent' that the land would have 
Yielded if no tax had been imposed, and the produc
tion of gold would not be at all diminished below its 
level of the no-tax regime. 

The tax on the rent-element which we describe, 
might be "assessed" either on the profits of the 
gold-mining company concerned, or else on the rent 
payment that had been made by this company to 

. the owners of the land. 
The size of the fraction in the tax formula (two

thirds in the above case) could be adjusted according 
to the Government's need for revenue and such other 
criteria as it was desired to take into account. Or a 
more elaborate tax formula might be used. 



III 

THE INCIDENCE OF A GENERAL INCOME 
TAX 



CHAPTER IX 

THE CONDITIONS ASSUMED AND THE ME'l'HOD. 
. , TO BE FOLLOWED • 

I . '.~ 

1.\ WHAT do the terms "incidence of taxatioll " ,and 
"~fte.cts._of~xJl.tlo!), " signify in econolnic analYsis ! 
Difficulty ovet the meaning of th,ese terms has ca.used 
a great del\l of confusion in some recent discussions, 
80 we will cQnsider the matterthe'more closely. 

_Seligman explainS his use. o( the terms th~: 
n First, ... tax may be impose.d on. some persop,; 
secondly, it JDay be tranSreFrea by him to a second 
person; thirdly, it may 6e ultimately borne by this 
second person or transferred to.others by whom it "is 
finally &SSumed. 1:hus ~Ue~~!L~b.Q.::JI!:igiJlaJly 
pays the tax may not be the one who bears ~ts burden 
iIi last instanc~. . The process of the traDSter o( the 
tu is knOwD"60 the. shif/it'!l.of the tax,_ while._the 
8ettlem~t o~heburden_vn the ultimate taxpaye~ ~ 
called the i,lCidence oUhe tax .... Incidence co~veys 
to .the mind the notion of the ultimate result of the 
s!llftiug." ** ~ .Incidence . . . emerges ~nli ~p.e;~e· 
tax finu.ll y settles, or comes to rest, on the person 
who bears..-:!t:~' • . c ..' : 

\Againt§eli!man says: "By.effects of taxation we 
Dlay mean ~_J¥ings. ' In the n~wer.~. it; 
denot~ the "iuuuWiate.$)onsequence _ of each -of the 
above-mentioned step~ [of. shifting and .incidence. 

. . 
I E. R. A. St-lit< ....... ,. .. Sltijli., ... l~of ~ P. I. 

(Ria iWi<e.) . .' lW. p. J. 
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that L'I J' Thus shifting is an effect of impact, incidence 
~ an \!ffect of shifting, and the pressure of the tax is 
ail eJIect; in turn, of the impact and of the shifting 
as well· as of the incidence. ,In the wider sense, 
effect denotes any of the subsequent results of taxa
tion) A tax may have a grest many effects. It may 
diminish industry and impoveiish individuals; it 
may stimulate production and enrich individuals; 
it may be an unmitigated curse to. society; it may 
be a necessary evil; it may be an unqualified boOl~ 
to the community regarded as a whole." lJ 

When defining "effects", to speak of the' term 
being used in a narrower and in a broader sense, 
as in the above passage, certainly. seems to .be~ery 
confusing-nor is any exact distinction drawn between 
the two. Not only so, bu1(it !,-ppears to be imy 
possible, on Seligmall's definition, to draw any definitEl 
line of demarcation between the incidence of a tax· 
and ali ,.effect of the tax. None the less, he wishes 
~he two, incidence and effects, to be kept separa~ 
/.!2.[rhe Colwyn Committee also attempted' to 
~tablish a difference belween incidence and effects, 
though in a different manper from Se"ljgms~ For 
convenience we repeat the passage in: full: . 

'(:.We may explain th~ meaning whiclr' we ·think 
.it convenient to attach to the term. ~iIlidence of 
taxation'. 4=In general. usage the term covers not 
only 'the initial burden of a tax, but ~. the whole 
range of ' consequential effects. Economists, however, 
have given ita .narrower meaning. For them' inci
dence ' is only concerned with the question on whom 

1 E. R. A. Seligman, TAo BIti/ling .. ltd l...wu- oj Tazuliort, pp. 
13-14. Seligman explains his meaning in the same sense in •• Tho 
Effecto of Taxation". PolilicaJ 8cieo« Q>uJ....". 19"23. p. 1. 

, f ~ 
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the more immediate burden of the taX as a tax rests. 
This is the first thing to be decided about any tax. 
It is'to be distinguished from .the question of f'Qrther 
e1Iects, which may be exceedingly iJhportaUD \.For 
instance, the burden of a tax may rest upon an 
employer, and in consequence he may cut doWn his 
staff; in Buch a case the effects of the tax may be 
more serious to the employees than to anyone else, 
bu~ the incidence of the tax is not said to be upon 
them.'~ \ . 

This Jefinition has already been criticised in 
Chapter IV above. 

Similar, .~ is the definition of incidence and 
eff~~ given b~~erma..!O 

tWnder the head of incidence we ask, Who actually 
bears the money burde~ f)f a taX, Under the he&d 
of effects we ask, What are the. ultimate economic 
conditio~ to which a tu gives rise'· In studying 
the practical problems of particular t!lxes it is some
times very difficult to separate the two questions, 
especially as the nature of the incidence may have a 
considerable bearing on the determination of the 
ultimate effects. But the distinction luis to be made 
if one wishes to obtain a clear view of the diStribution 
of the money burden of taxatioiJ' • \ . . 

As a result of the distinction that He draws between 
th" incidence and the effects of a tu, Sil\'eIJllan. is 
led to devo~ separate chapters of his book to ~' 
discussion of the Incidence of the income tu and the 
effects of the inCOVle tu respectively. If, however, 
as we suggest is the case in Silverman's definition 
above, rthe distinction between incidence and effects 

• ~ p.10II. 
• H. A. su-. T ........... /~ heid." .... Ejf-.;>- 89 •. 
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is vaguely drawn, this diminishes the clarity and the 
value of such a discussi'iUi)., . . . 

3. On the other hand, lin a passage of which Qne 
sentence is often quoted, but which deserves to be 
repeated at greateJ; lengt~1:nnan has suggested that 
the term iI!~d~uceo09.. a IOn. s}lOuld be cast.EY.!;!
board, altogether, and only the effects ,_ of tax.ation 
sp'o~n ab,out :!!tthe tneoij'oH>iiolic Financ!) 

)t!f the..price of wheat goes up owing to a bad 
'season, we 00 not Wscusstli& incidence of the addition 
to.the price. caused by the bad season. But if the 
cost of sewage .disposal is raised . . . or if a ~r 
war,,hrings about an increase of the tax on beer, we 

'immediately f41d ourselves . engaged in foggy dis
cussionsabout incidence. lOne friend has ,suggested 
that\tlie reason why we discuss the incidence of 
taxes, and not· the. incidence' of an other kind Of 

, expense, IS t a ,as xes can be more eas y altered 
Iii public authonty. than anyothet expenses, the 
question of tp.eir incidence is of more practical interest 
than the questIOn of the incidence of a wet August 
or' an 'earthquake, .and that the appropriation of a 
special term for use III connectIon Wlth taXes 18 the 
result? the greater practICal mterest. Another-eays . 
that the reason 18 that the rain fal18 alike on the just 
and the unjust, but that legislators intend taxes to 
fall on certain claSses of persons, and, as' a matter of' 
fact, t~lways fall on other classeiil . "> 

/" However this may be, I have no ~oubt that it 
is Wisirable to eschew the use of t~e term • incidt\Dce " 
of taxation. Qt unduly restricts inquiries mtOthe 
justice and expediency of taxes, since it is always 
held that the • real incidence' of a tax is upon the 
persons who ultUDately pay or provide the money for . .. 

• 
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the tax, But' ..• persons who p~y a tax are often 
less iD,iured lji.ts. imposition, than ~!.e_lV.hopay'!lo 
portion of itJ The man who ~oes two miles out· of· 
hlS, way d'aily to avoid a bridge tOll would be more 
benefited by the freeini..:.of the bridge than most .. of 
those who pay the toll. ~ is; therefor!, ~ar better to 
c~sider· the effects of taxation. _!!y"~jDLthis .more , 
general term, we shall find ft easier to. avoid the usual 
~!~take of ,supposing that t8fes a~ subject to an 
economics pf their own, instea.d.ofhaving effeots just 
li~-any other expen~~ We sh&!J. also be Jess likely 
~ los~ 0111' 'Way );17 atiempting. to t..l'II.yel by shQrt 
.6uts." 1 . . 

. '[No ",mount of &r~' ent can turn aside the poinV 
of. Cannan's ridicule: e word incidence is usel . 
and pretentious: wo e, th~eVi.dencli suggests t::t, 
it frequently causes. o'!n!usion-of thQugliQ The mo.st 
tliat may b~ pled in its favour is that it has been in 
general use among economists; at least from the time 
of Adam Smith till the present day. On this ground 
- which is perhaps insufficient, and perhaps the title 
of this book reaVy o~ht to have been erne Eft"'¢.! 
oflncome T&x;'s .. we will retain thlrwbid1ncidence 
iii addition to the word effe"CtB. Yet our Usage of the, 
term -will be ~ost' tantamoupt ·to tb:! '~optiQn· ofi 
Cauns»"s. propositJ; because We. wi!!.. use.the terrnf 
incidence·· to, refer silnply tol;1ie group or gen~ . o.!l. 
I!!iect.a of taxation) . . . .,
\ (!he incidence of a tax ,is the group .9f eoo!l9miQ 
effkt~~hic~it brul,~ ~Il~ esis.!.e~c~ ~h~.~~l!o~C 
~~swil!nlluiily.co~st Qf~I~tiQns in commodity 

.. 
I M.",~ "",Ii.., e4t.jf1l ..... Cla.ui~ aM 1"""'-» _/ 

l..;,-;..1rtod Lo<aI ~ <i 1M JIorol c." Ri"; .. _ ,........ 
1-. P. 1611. 

I . 
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~rjc~~,iIl t¥ .fio~s_.oL~D!modi~ies .per ... ~t of 
,tnne ; '.:m alterati011B m, factonal IJrlces .and.1I!. .. tIie 
floj"s .,:()f_ tneTiCtOrs !Jf ~r!>du~tion into the production 
process: . t)Je economic effe<;ts. (and th!l1'efore the 
incideJ:lCe) will consist .il;o of changes in ~eventlll~!!.d 
cost schedules of firms, and in changes in the, di!!!ri
bul;ion of 'wealth brought about l>y the.tllx1f The, 
tJieo~'or incidence is concerned with all 6f thest>} 
topi " 

4. It may have been gathered from the previous 
~hapters, th!J.t the !!em~~t . .o.f1;i,me is .going-topla.y. an 
~po~nt P1!r:t:.. in ~~h~ discussion.'{Jn t~eir theorising! 
on the topIC of mCldence, the (classICal school of 
economists in England concerned themselves only 
with the long period of tim31 It was for the most 
part, indeed, with the long peHod of time that they 
wereconCfll'Ileq in their ot~er branches of theorising . 
as well., U3astsbIJ, who himself followed the same' 
tradition, pointS out that ~ The orthodox theory of' 
incidence professes to explain what will happen in the', 
long rim". ',He continues, "[But taxes', as Leslie, 
well remarks, < are paidimmeaiately under~h~ real 
conditionS of life and out of the actual wages and! 
profits or other funds of individuals, not out of ~o.; 
theses or abstractions in the minds of economisW"."! 
~he usa" ge of Marsbp,lI »-nd :&d~e~.2..rt!!" howe,vpr, is 

more general than that of the-classtcal schooJ... ,They, 
use the words" incidence", " burden" and" weight " - '-~ of a tax, to refer to the effects produced by ilie tax 

I This view of the meaning of incid8llC8 agrees with ~ usage of 
Marshall and Edgeworth. Edgeworth llaY" at the beginning of hia 
paper on UrhaJI Rate&, .. Incidenoe he'" denotca all those .Beets of 
taxation with w~ch the economist is conoemed" (Paper., voL ii, 
p. 151). ~ 

• Pvb/ic FifUJ_ 3rd edition, pp. 367.8. 
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afterthe)apse .. ofperto_ds of_.time ¢ different lengt~; 
,the incidence of a tax will of course in this case vaat 
according to the length' of time allowed to elapse 
after it has been imP~ :rhese authors sometimes 
discuss the incidence 0 , tax in the long period of 
time, and in other places they discuss its incidence 
after the lapse of a sho~ period of given length.' It 
is this usape which we will endeavour to follow in 
this book. ' . 
~{The problem in the theory of incidence to 
which we will addres!i ourselves, is one in whic;h there 
are a large numb!lr of economic variables; and the 
method par exrellence for the solution of such problems, 
is genersl eq,uilibrium. anal~, of the type of th~ 
s_cTiobLol tausa.~C In':"'this!YE~of a.nalY~.Jhe1 
related mo-venrenfa ill all of the variables dealt witW 
are shown; - and full areount is taken' of theeffoo~ 
tha~eic~-_v~iable-_~erts_o!l the others dUring !h~ 
proc~ of ch~nge. TEe partial eql@brium meth04. 
2nlarsball, on the oUier nand," ploceeOiOnthe' 
lU!Sumption-lhat only one variable alters at; a time, 

. while the others are supposed to rem!ilii constant, 
being Impounded in 0t:Iff'is paribus. When a number 
of variables of the same ord&: of imPOrtance are in 
question, the MiuSlialllan method is, by co&parisonl 
v~ inferior)l . •• 

, et, m '£he present instance, we are, out of limita-
tions of lnteIIect, driven back from applicatio~ of 

, Monhall. Priocip/M. pp. 414-15 aDd Appeacfur: G. See &lao hill 
U M"",,,,,,,,dum on \he ClaMill""tion &ad I""idenoo 01 Imperial aDd 
Looal Tan. ", 1897. OJi<* p.,_ '" AlfrM Jr.......", p. m. 

E.l!teworth·. _t 01 \he &;me elotDea* is _ esp1ioitly rigor-
0" thul that 01 ManhalL 'l'he __ ...... will mark Mdl ......... oe 
'" t~ period 01 Ii_. gi"'" by &4l. WOi til iIIl t10e "'" -'Y"fiw pafI'II 
01 hiB " 'I;he Pu ... n-ry 0& Tuat ... " (,.....,., YO!. Ii). wiD. I doink. 
lind \he Ilum'- TNY otrikiDg. 
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general equilibrium methods. On attempt f4> use 
these methods in the case. of tillS: problem, it ,is true, 
was made by Sensini, 'who applied mathematical 
methods to trac~ the'~ of & general income tax,' 
Despite the care and brilliance With which he applied 
the technique, J!!e ~ome, of the jllYestigation ~, 
even in the author's own estimation, of little positive 
val~ In the first instance, the simplifying assump
tions underlying his treatment, were altogether too 
drastic: the firms were assumed to have no overhead 
expenses and to have fixed coefficients' of production: 
it was assumed that no use was made of the proceeds 
collected by the taX. Then there was the further' 
difficulty, as he pointed out, that the solution of the 
'very great number of simultaneous equations that the 
Lausanne method yields, is not as a rule possible. "In these circumstances, for a solution of the 
p~lem of the incidence of the income tax, ':ve are 
impelled to the use of the methods of partial_equilib
rium' analjSis, m which we suppo8e~I.!ings to vary 
one'at.. a time.J However defective the logic of the 
,method as compared With that of Lausanne{}xperi
ence of it has shown it to be often the more suitable 
method for obtaining informatioii- about the leal 
w~rld1 At th~ same time the realisation of the inter
depelli'fenoe of variables that the Lausanne method 
gives, assists the mind in an indirect way to the 
solution of the problem, even when application is 
being made of the methods of partial equilibriumf 

6. At the conclusion of this section of the book 
• SeDBini, .. Leequazioni deU' equilibrio Dell' ipoteoi eli .. ttraziooe di 

richeua operate dal governo 8U determinati individui del1a colleUivita ". 
Gionoale tkgli E""""",io/i, 1930. . 

I See Ricci, "Pareto and Pure Eccmomica". lhtMw 0/ ECOfIDWIfitJ 
Studi .. , Oct. 1933. ' 
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we will consider the economies of a developing com
munity such &8 Great' Britairl, and the effects that 
an income tax will produce in it. But for the next 
few chapters we will be concerned only with the 'very 
simplest type of community. 
• We picture our community &8 being, to begin with; 
in a <COnditio~_QL(lomplete, stati9naIY.J<rillibri!!Pl: 
All.tendentlies to change have worked themselves out; 
there are, year in, year out, the same flows of goods 
from the productive processes at the same prices .. 
And it will be a closed market, carrying out no 
transacaons with countis outside itself. 

In thi8('stationary communit~we &BBume that· 
{lhere already exists a tax system which includes a 
geners! income tax-r- genersl in so far &8 it affects 
income drawn from all of the industries and prqf6lJi 
sions in the community. This incomll tax may be 
either proportional or progressive. \~nd We suppose. 
tAat II very small increase takes place If' tile rate of chit 
inCome tax, while 1M existing complez of other ta:z:e4 is 
~ vnC1aangetl)The rise in the rate of the tax need 
not be uniform as between all. sizes of income. The 
ris~in rate for an income of £1000 a"year may be by 
2d. in tbe £: the rise in rate for an income of £10,000 
a year may be by, say, 4d. in the £; while BOme sizes 
of incotne ~ay be lUlaffected by the tax.· Why we 
should imagine a small change of this kind to be 
introduced, and not a large one, we will ~U89 
presenUy. • 

From this small change in the height of the income 
tax, a series of economic effects will fellow. We will, 
'take it for granted that the change brought about in 
each variable gradually works itself out to & state of 
-equilibrium; 80 that eventually the e:ommunity will 
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again attain a condition of stationariness similar to 
that from which it started out. And oUr inquiry will 
be: mat is the size of population 1 What the 
vol\llI!.e of ~apital.1 What the vol11!lle of goods prQ
duced and the exchange ratios between them 1 and, 
What is the level of real wages 1/ in the new situation 
. as compared witllthe ola. @'hen we have shown the 
level that each of these things wip, attain in the new 
state of affairs as compared with what it had been in 
the old, we will have shown the economic effects of the 
rise in the income tax. \ The method employed, that 
is~ is to be that of comparative stat~ . . 

,The procedure we follow may be' descnbed, m 
general terms, as the met42,d of Marshall and oflhe 
Englis! cla~ical_ econo~stsl j.8sunii)tiolls !fma1:~s! 
will oe that there are no wasting natural resources ill 
the co=unity; that population gradually works 
itself out to a stable level as the state o~tionary 
equilibrium is approached; that the system of wants, 
or scale of preferences of each individual, gradually 
works itself out to a stable configuration as the 
stationary state is approached; while knowledge of 
technique remains unaltered once the stationary 

. condition of things has been attained. 
The breadth, as well as the narrowness of the 

method, deserves co=ent: because, although once 
the state of stationary equilibrium has been attained, 
each person's scale of preferences remains unaltered, 
yet, in moving from one state of equilibrium to 
another, his scale of preferences may change.) When 
tl,J.e initial spell of stationarineslj, for example, is 
broken, a person may for the fust time consume new 
co=odities which in the old conditions he had 
never tasted; should he find the aCtual utility of 
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these goods greater than he had..anticipated, he may 
become a consumer of them in the future. 

The foregoing is an instance of a change in the 
individual's scale of preferences as betweell onB" 
stationary state and another. It also furnishes an 
example of a case in which it would be true to say 
that knowledge has altered as between the two sets 
of circumstances: the individual's knowilldge of con
sumption goods was altering in the process pointed 
out. When we open the door to the possibility of 
such changes taking place from the side of consump
tion, we see the possibility of invention and techno-, 
logical change to come in also; because if we grant 

. that the individual may rearrang~ his consumption in 
experimental ways, it will presumably likewise be 
open to a manufacturer to rearrange his production 
methods. After a period of transition from one 
stationary state to another, a manufacturer, through 
the experimentation that had been forced upon him 
by the changing industrial structure, might choose 
to employ in the second condition of affairs, even 
though factorial and commodity prices were the same 
as before. a different arrangement of productive 
resources from what he would have done in the first 
instance. Thus lir. theory of comparative statics. 
work~ on a Marshallian pattern. appears to include 
t4.epoSSibility of technological change, another name'" 
f~r _~hich. is invention or_deyelopment in the state of 
the arts1 The change in knowledge and technology. 
however. that takes place during this process of 
transition. need not be a positive one and in the.. 
direction of progress: it may also take the form.o£ 
a forgetting, of processes, for example, and be in the 
direction of technical retrogression. Change of know-
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ledge in either direction, therefore, is possible between 
one state of stationary equilibrium and another;' 
though none is possible once a condition of stationary 
equilibrium has been attained. 

The method we follow, indeed, will be in some 
ways {viz. with regard to uncertainty 4nd changing 
wealth structure), more general than that of the. 
's'chool of Lausanne. The method of Lausanne woUId 
envisage, wllen-a tax was imposed, a jump made 
instantaneously, from the initial point of , equilibrium 
to the final position; or at least the process of transi
tion from the initial to the final stage would be 

'disregarded. No cognisance would be taken by it of 
,the changing wealth or changing tastes of the members 
of the community: nor regard paid to the chance 
losses and chance gains that. would inevitably arise 
during any such process of transition. ' 
(iJ'he method which we follow, on the other hand,· 

'does __ g~price changes throughou~ time: it_is_,~n 
economics of the transition, process as, well as of the 
i,rti~al and final stages of equilibri~ ; . and it takes 
into account the )1I1~ertlLintL that would be- expected 
to arise during the transition proc~ 

7. The industries in the commuuity which we 
envisage-,are taken to be working under conditions of 
perfect competitjon. By this we mean that 

(a) the demand for the commodity supplied by 
each firm i~!p6njtely elastic, and ' • : 

(b) each firm places only a negligibly sinall_portion 
of the total{!OdUction of the commodity on 
the market.' 

Knowledge of ~rices' in the market, whether of 
bU'yers or of sellers, we may be permi~ to repeat, 
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is /not assumed to be perfect./ When stationary con
ditions have emerged - i.e. both initially and finally 
- the knowledge of each individual relating to prices 
is taken to befstationary, though not necess&rily, even· 
then, perfectJ . 

,The industries in the community are supposed to 
be sufficiently large for some of them to employ 
appreciable fractions of the total supply of certain"of. 
the factors of production. , An expansion or contrac
tion of suoh industries, therefore, infiliences the prices 
oftbese factors.' ' " 

Once these conditions have been hypothesised,\tAe 
Uy to tile solutiott of tAe problem of tAe inciUnce of'i:he 
inoome tax tDOtIld appeM to lie in aft an.alym of: .. \ 

(a) ~u introduced in/{) derrulrad scAedule& by tAe 
iftOO!!'l6_l=. together with -

(6) cAa"9u_broug~about.._ ift HtAe.~iu of tAe 
fadDr8 of 'P!J1!J!M;I.~~_"'i8afl(Jl!lsi!.il.14ktm 
i~i~~~~.!M..~ whicA -Jooe 
eB«JlH,,---,-,U_Il<U_ im.JIP. 16-18 mpra. 

8. One of the assumptions we have made still 
remains to be disctl&'!ed. It may be found puzzling 
that thf> change in the height of the income tax is to 
be supposed a small and not a large one; in contrasti 
with our discUBSion of partial income taxes, where no 
restriction of this kind was imposed. Yet good cause 
exists, I believe, for this step.' If the rate of income 
tax were to be increased suddenly by 5s. or 1011. in 
the £, we would have very little conception of the 
eJIects that might ·follow: whereas if it were to be 
raised by 3d. or 6d. in the £, we probably do believe 

I RiMadi. ft ~ eritit-Ioe ••• ft ...... ___ CID &he ........ 
II -u ..... iD&roduood ill &he 1Ioip' aI. II ~ u.oo..-. 
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ourselves to have at least some rough idea of the 
results which would be produced. The supposition 
we employ, therefore, enables us to make fuller use 
of our existing knowledge. 

Again, for the individual the economic problem 
usually presents itself in some such guise as, Should 
I alter my output of e:fiort by a small quantity 1 or, 
Should I introduce some small change into my 
existing plan of consumption 1 Similarly, for a 
Government the practical problem us1,lally is to 
increase or reduce the level of income tax or of death 
duties by a small amount. It is really of greater 
practical importance to kno)" the e:fiect of reducing 
the income tax from a level of 5s. to 4s. 6d. than to 
know what would happen in the event of a sudden 
and drastic reduction in the tax to 3s., 2s. or zero. 
Of course, if it should be found possible to discover 
the e:fiects of a sudden reduction in the tax to 2s. or 
zero, as well as the e:fiect of a small reduction, then 
so much the better. But this type of knowledge 
.appears to lie outside our reach. 

The practical problem of altering the income tax 
of any country, of reducing it from 5s. to 3s. or 2s. on 
the one hand, or raising it to 6s.or 7s. 6d. on the other, 
relates to an alteration of the level of the tax to either 
of these heights, achieved as a result of a gradual 
process of change extending over a number of years ; 
and on this, the really vital practical problem, the 
thepry which we develop is calculated to throw light. 
Because, in so far as our the<try is successful, we will 
have round it possible to get an account of the e:fiects 
p~duced by a smaU change in the income tax. We 
will then be able to assess the e:fiects that would be 
produced by a comparatively large change in the 

, 
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rate of income tax, which had ..been brouglit .about 
by a series of alterations during a period of tilpe, as 
the sum of the changes resulting from each of the 
individual small changes out of which it had been 
compounded. . 

Here a possible difficulty would be, that while the 
earlier small changes which were made might produce 
certain definite effects, the succeeding small changes, 
going to complete the large change, say a large rise, 
in the height of the income tax, might produce effects 
·of a different, perhaps a contrary, kind. Though this 
is a possible difficulty, it is one which does not appear 
to arise in our discussion of the effects of an income 
tax which is introduced into a stationary community. 
If, however, the community we are dealing with is a 
progressive one, when we examine the changes which 
would be introduced by a succession of small incre
ments of income tax, we will find that it may be the 
case that, while over a portion of the range of va.ria
tion of the tax each increment gives rise to one kind 
of effect, after a tax of a certain height has been 
reache4, the succeeding increments produce effects 
which are, in part, of an opposite nature.· 

l Chapter XVI, Section n. 



CHAPTER X 

ON THE DISREGARD OF THE EXPEN,DITUR~ 
OF THE TAX PROCEEDS IN .TH;E 

THEORY OF INCIDENCE 

1. IF· .ten million pounds, say, be collected by a 
Government in taxation, this sum is not only collected . 
but. is disbursed in the expenditure that the State 
makes on "social services, payment of interest on the 
national debt and in other ways.li..here is, therefore, 
a double aspect of every tax: collection of the tax on 
one hand, which inflicts a burden on the taxpayers, 
and disbursement of the pro~eeds on the otheE] 
Prima facie there is no reason to expect that one of 
thelUl aspects, in the economic effects it ,Producel!, 
should be more important" than the other. tr et, by a 
pertain one-sidedness of economic reasoning in dis
cussions" of the subject'- save for rare excep~ions-, 
only one of these aspects, that connected with colle~ 
tioD. of the tax proceedll, has received consideration 
.in the theory of incidenc(}."" . . : ". 

Let us suppose that a new tax is levied additional 
to the existing'body of taxes; say. a tax;pf ~1 per 
unit on the Jllanuiactute of a certain commodity. 
From the side'llf costs the effect produced by this 
will be<perfectly determinate and importanti·- an , , 
iricJ;ease in cost of production by £1 per unit. " 

The revenue produced }iy th~ tax, amounting, let 
us suppose, to half a million pounds, is sp~nt by the 
Govenunent, 'possibly on poor relief or on the navy. 
. 134' 
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But ·whenthe revenue is S}!ent in this way it win ' 
produce as a rute no appreciable- effect either on the 
cost of production of the commodity (whiclr has 
already been increased by £1 per Unit) or on the 
demand for the commodity. Here, therefore, t~ 
effects produced by expenditure of the tax proceeds 
on the indu.s!I'J' originally concerned, are small; ,and 
the classiCaf type of &na1ysis might be deemed to give' 
a sufficie~tIy accurate account of the effects produced 
in this industry. (Effects would be produced Qutside 
the industry, however, to which the classical analysis 
would direct no attention) 

"'This illustrates the most probable occurrencl"when 
a tax is levied on the manufacture of a comm~ty : 
the expenditure of the proceeds of the tax will be 

Ithinly spread over a wide field, and the effects which 
this expenditure produces on ~he industry. on which 
the tax had originally been imposed, will be-small inl 
comparison. with the effects which the',tax produQ!lli 
on the costs of the industry' It is wrong, however, 
even in an instance of this &mt, not. to point out that 
effects will be produced by the expenditure of the 
reveJ:lue which has been raised by mtia~ of the tax, 
both in t4is and in outside industries. \lIhese effects 
will, be the more important, the larger the total 
revenue whi.b: the Government collects by means of 
the tax~ . . -

Suppose, again, that in th.eexample. we have 
chosen, the tax has been levied on th~ac~. 
of !~d the revenue from it used to Cl!"lH!W 

• n: val buil~ \The expenditure of the proceedSWi/f 
increase the demand for steel; and this reacticm will 
'require to be taken into account in ass iug , the 
inddence of the tu on the steel industry itself. 
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Or, if a tax be levied onoFitrol.,and its proceeds 
used to improve the state 0 lie roads,> economic 
react~ons on the price of petrol andonthe' quantity 
of it sold, might be no less important from the side 
of demand than from that of supply, the improved 
roads stimulating an increase in the number of car 
users\\fhe tj.'aditional theory of incidence, qeglecting 
expendi ure of the proceeds, would fall seriously short 
of adequa~y in a case like this, even in regard to th!l 
industry \ on which the tax had been imposed; and 
its neglec~ of effects produced in the outside industri~s 
still .rem~ins un~tisfacto'ry, as it had been in the 
]lreVIOUS mstance. 
<f The .!emptatI n. to disregardeffectsproducedlly 
the expenditure of the tax proceeds will be greatest 
wnenthis expenditure is 'spread thinly over a wide 
field.'j;Biit-what if the tax itself is one that is levied 
not on 'a. co=odity but on income or inheritance, 80 

acting over a wide field 1 The econgmic effects 
produced from the side of costs are themselves not 
coneen, ,t,rated on one section of p~o ueers: they are, 
sprea~. over the whole of indust I If it had been 
permissible in this case to disregar the exp~nditure 
of the tax proceeds, then, no less so, it would have 
been permissible to disregard the collection of the 
tax and the effects it produces from the side of costs 
- the economic 'effects in both cases peing'equally 
widely difiu8~ , " 'I. 

These examples illustrate the principletha1(,i.f the 
imposition of a tax gives rise to an,inllrease in govern-
• 

I This example is given by Kendrick, .. PubJio Expenditure, a 
Neglected Consideration in Tax Incidence Theory n, A m.trican EC01lD1nic 
Ileuiew, 1930. See also Fagan, .. Tax Shifting and the Laws of C ... t ", 
Qua"""'y Jtmmal 0/ Ecanomica. August 1933. . 
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menta\ revenue, then the economic effects produced· 
when this revenue is spe"nt, ought to be taken into 
account' in investigating the incidence of the tax. 
Is.. .g:n .. "'" m9Uonol law} . . 

2 t ,some points in their writings Edgeworth 
and!!ll both allude to the expend:ltureorlts" 
pro~ Bwllen considering the incideMe of a tai), 
Edgeworth, for example, refers to it';,when he is 
considering ~x on house rent. He says: "Rates 
on houses whelfexpended in hupronng the neighbo1J1-
hood tend to increase the demand for houses. Yetlin 
_ring the burden oj the ta3; to the owner it is aUow
able in pure tJumy to abstract its influence on dema~' 1 

Doct;ine is allowed to retain its incomplete classical 
form. Again he refers to ,the matter in connection 
with an income tax: '{!n so far as it [~he incom&, 
tax] strikes those who are entitled to a fixed payment 
from 'the proceeds o~' a going concern, it affects 
economic margins only in so far as the reduction: of 
income may cause' an alteration in the consumer's 
scale of dem~ ".' ,But Edgeworth did not develop 
these allusio~ 

AMarshall's awareness of the problem is made clear 
in his discussion of the incidence of local ra~i\ He 
distinguishes 'two classes of such rates: "Onerous 
rates are those which yield Ilocompensating bendit I 
~~rsons who p~ th~_':ll' ... Oiitlieotner 
hand ~]iCial or remuMmlive rates are those spent 

::p:~h:r ;:~~ha:~~tJ:~p~il80 ~ 
necessaries. comforts and luxuries of life, which can 
be provided by the local authority more cheaply than 

1 h,..,. """110 Polilicel 6-" ftI. ii. p. '10. II,. italico. 
. • 1W. P. 78. 
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in any other way. (Such rates, ably and honestl.Yi 
administered, may confer' a net benefit on those wh~ 
pay them; and an increase in 'them may a~ract 
population and mdustry instead of repelling i~y 
Again, Gvhen he is considering the incidence of export 
and import duties, Marshall takes into account the 
m!triner in which the Government spends the revenue.!! 
which they fetcJS . 

(Bastable felt perturbed at the limitations of the 
cllrrent doctrine of incidence. It is, he says .... a 
development of the Ricardian doctrme:J it starts out 
from certain "unduly simplified" assumptions such 
as mobility of capital and labour, and on the basis 
of these seeks to determine what the long-run 
tendency to shifting "Will be. rwhat the theory of 
incidence, and indeed o£ public finance as a whole, is 
aiming to ·do, 'however, is to(illumine the facts of 
e±e_rydaLlifein. the departments 'of which it ireats; 
its real intention is to show aU the implications of 
'aiii.C1iange-that -is mtroduced in the conditions 

assumed.' e.g. thrOU! the. in .. t .. r .. Oduction of a new tax. 
And in this :respect " a doctrine of incidence that is 
cOl!!ined_toJhe rece t of income without regard to 

~s:ax:r~~~~i~t-~~~::~iiit~. ~~!:!: 
they·did not feel equal to the accomplishment of the 
,difficult task of filling in this gap in the theory which~ 
had been left by Ricardo, Marshall, Edgeworth and 
the other ,. tool makers " .. - , 

1 .!I~n stated the prObl1!'m y~ ~e dealing with in - ' 1 Primiplu, Appendix G, p. 71K. .see aisG H Memorandum on the 
CJassification and Incidence of Imperial and Local T"" .... , 0Dic;,,/ 
Pap..-B by Alfr<ll MarMall, • ' 

• MOfI<)!, Cr<Ilil and C_ Bk. m, .... p. viii. 
• PodJic Fi""""", 3n1 edition, p. 367. : 
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a way 'which brought out both its economic and its 
moral importance:\ He says about a tax on "surplus 
incoll,!e .. (surplus income being income that a person 
receives over and above that mjnjmum income for 
which he would just be willing to provide his present 
output. of effort): "Even if the taxation . . . did 
imply a reduction in the rate at which. new indUstr~al 
capital, private or public, was created, this is no 
condemnation of the policy. Labour and ability are 
even more important factors of production thall 
capital, and any improvement in their efficiency may 
be cheaply purchased by some diminution in the 
growth of industrial capital. Public expenditure on 
health ,and education, in particular, will, wisely 
direoted, add ~ensely to the future productivity of 
the nation. . . • Hitherto toe much of the national' 
s~us.~~. been ,.plit .. in.tl> increasing ihe<i.i'ft8.1 
sTructUre, too little into.~proving theE~si~a!. and, 
~llectualCiillD~~f.t~~eople." 1J 
(.ln' his evidenoe before the Colwyn Committee hel 
said: "The general long-range effects of taxation 
upon trade largely hinge upon the uses m~de ,by Jh~ 
State of.t:hetax revenue. When used productively and 
economically~£or lleaJ.th, education, e~., the revenud 
ri!ay be regarded as income earned by the State and 
needed for her performance of economic services. . 
. "T_~e State is a Fllctor of Production. 'fIl\ ' 
S~-tn~e one,or two interesting ~ons to 

the exlS' theory in his Fundamental Principla of 
Ta:tXJtioa (1921). Not all the consumption of the 
wage-earner, he shows, goes to increase his efficiency; 
and if his expenditure, 8.g. 011 beer and tobacco',. can 

" • T....,;...cAoN_&.Ie,191D.p.1I9. Soe ..... pp.~ 
• Panpaph 10 of Ilia eTid ....... iD-chief. Jr • .,.. tJ/ ......... P. liD. 

II: 
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be cut down by taxes placed on thet1? cOIIUIlodities,· 
his efficiency may be unimpaired. he /lfficiency 
given by. the_ direct expenditure of he co~Unit;y 
~a~-eqrial or exceed-the efficiency taken away by t~e 
tax uppose school feeding were paid for by impos, 
ing a ugar tax - the net efiect on the health of the 
family might not be adverse, if the detrimel!t caused 
by depriving the children of some sugar- was more 

tn:a: g;::: !~!~~:t:;::;~~o~:~~:: 
~~vidl1:~1 BE-en<?ng,_~ tax IIlay fncrease eJ!jciencl, 
an~theref~re not ~e thrown _~ While so great a 
proportion, on the average, as one-sixth'to one-fifth 
of a worker's income is spent in beer, it is idle to talk 
about taxation being thrown 011 because efficiency is 
reduced. This could only be the case if the worker 
insisted on having an unreduced quantity of beer, 
and the extra expenditure thereon, caused by H!~ 
tax, curtailed other items of the household budget\9' -rIn dealing with the e1lect of Death Duties on, 
accumulation, Stamp points out that if death duti~ 
9r any other tax could be reduced in height, other 
~hings remaining the same, people ,,"-ould be able to 
~vemore. "But, of course, all other things would 
not be equal, and the cessation of Government expendi
ture might so adilirsely affect the possibilities of 
e1Iective saving, that accumulation of capital wealth 
would be actually ·retarded.~ A_ potent factor in 
successful accumulation and aintenance of capital 
~: the setting asid\.Of part'.o individual funds for 
collective_ use." "1 . . '. . 
GJis conclusions take into account the expenditure 

of the proceeds of the dutieBt Ifbey are : 
• 

1 Op. oil. P. 75. " lbi4. p. 144. 
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ll' (1) Apa.rt'trom other econ~l!lic effects of death 
duties, ,even current expenditure of the proceeds is 
likely. to ",dd to tile nation's power of ac(;n,lm.Ylation 
mcirethan the actuaTiiapita1 it takes from individuals .. 
-'i (2) Immediate effect on reaZised savings. (a) In 

so far as Government expenditure is in permanent 
works qr l'eduction of debt there is only a transfer of 
capital. (b) If it is . not so spent, savings may be 
, wasted '0 but if the money had been raised by other 
taxes, potential sAving might have been' wasted' to' 
just the same extent, and no special disadvantage 
attaches to death duties. 

',(3) Ultimate e.tfect on stimtdt18 to saving. Owing 
to powerful c.ountervailing considerations, the net 
effect is only slightly against the death duties as. 
compared with other taxes."iJ· ; 

We have already dealtll some detail with the· 
trsatment given to this aspect of the problem by 
Mr. Coates and by the Colwyn Committee. 

Seligman, when he is considering the incidence 01 
income taxes, gives some account of'the effects pro 
duced by the expenditure of the proceeds of the taxes. 

3. rOn the Continent, w;riters were earlier aware' 
that consideration of expenditUre of the proceeds of 
a tax constituted a definite problem for the theory 
of tax inciden~ Credit for having been first to see 
the issues ~lved, and for having seen them clearly, 
belongs to~'ickself) There are, he showed, two 
distinct and separate questions that may be asked. . 

, Ibid. p. 1511. ___ 
• .drt. tiL Seo&ion V. See abo" Tantioll and Priooo ". 8ht4iM ia 

"'61~ , __ P. 90 f. 
• WicboIl. ,.1IftIIA_lliocAo V ..... d •• ,... 1896. P. 8. See ..... 

Eina .. di· .... view..niole on \h. ap_ of &be I ....... \ranoIat.ioa 
of &be book, BiJ- 8 • k. JulJ·AUCUO' 19K. 
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tIf it' is a question of levying either one tax or 
'anothe~ tax, each with the sam~ yield, ~ublic. e!J>endi
ture will be left unchanged whichever IS leVIedJ; and 
in this mi.se we may logically inquire what the economic 
effects of either tax will be, irrespective of how the 
tax proceeds are expended. If the problem we are 
dealing with is of this kind, then the type of discussion 
given by the classical school is the logical one, and'i 
the expenditure of the tax proceeds can be dis-' 

, regarded. 
,If, alternatively, the problem we are' dealing with 

is one where, if a tax be imposed (remitted), at the 
same time the expenditure of the State will be 
increased (reduced) by an amount equal to the yield

l of the tax, then in this case our treatment of incidence 
must t~e the expenditure of the tax proceeds into 
accou:njJ r 
\ When tve are trying to assess 'the effect of an 

increase or reduction in the income tax, or in the 
height of anyone of the existing complex of taxes, 
in such a way as to produce an alteration in the level 
of public expenditure, it is on 'this broader type of 
inquiry, and not on the preceding narrower type, that 
we must embark\ ' 

Since there are these two separate types ofinvesti. 
gation the word incidence may possess either of tw+ 
distinct meanings; and it behoves any author to 
make clear in which sense he uses it~ In this book 

, we nse it. in. the broader sense sJ as to include under 
it effects' bI,ought about by ,the expenditure of the 
tax proceeds. 
~ 4. Although Wicksell's wolds bore no fruit in' 

}nglo-Saxon literature, their importance. was better' 
:nder8to~by the,Italian writers.ITEinaudi. De Viti. 
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and others discussed the incidence of taxes in~uch a 
way as to take into account the effects produced by 
the expenditure, as well as the collection, of the tax, 
pr~cee~. .' 
r~for example, anticipates Hobson, in an 

interesting fashion - though, it is true, he does so 
while discussing the distribution of taxation and not 
its incidence. He points out th;t if our object should 
be to maximise average income per head of popula
tion, it does not follow that we should strive to 

I~--'· -----11 
I 

I 
.. 

Duo ...... 1 

maxmuse the volume of national savings. (C. The 
increase in average income does not depend only on 
the increase in savings, but also on the improved 
productive qualities of the labourer. It is possible, 
keeping the 'productive qualities of the labourers 
unchanged, to provide tMm toitA a greater quantity of 
savings, in which case a certain increase in average 
income will result: it is possible to i"tJeSC a quantity 
of savings in improvement of the labourer, and not
withstanding that they are then assisted by a lesser 
volume of savi~gs, to have a more rapid increase in 
average incomeJ. iuppose we start from the situation 
M in the diagram. An increase in savings Ill, the 
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ploductive qualit~es. of labour remaining the same, 
will 'give an increase RS in average size of income. 
If the increment of savings nt, instead of being used 
akmg with the labour, is invested in' the labour to 
improve its productive qualities, there. will be an 
increase in average income ·by MT, which may be 
even greater tha,n RS~" 1 

Einaudi,when trymg to assess the effects produced 
by an income tax, was at· some pains to take into 
account the expenditure of the proceeds of the tax, . 
b9tin a way which is not easy to summarise." 

lJiTeverthel\lSS it was only with the appearance of 
1;he1928 edition of De 'Viti's I Primi PriiUJipii delZ' 
Economia Finanziaria that the expenditure o( the tax 
proceeds began to be worked into discussions of 
incidence in a definite and systematic wail De Viti's
work, from which we quoted earlier some of the most 
important passages, has proved of enormous stimulus 
to "'writers in Public Financ~ A majority of the. 
Italian. writers now accept a view similar to his; and 
as.a result this aspect of the theory has been further' 
elaborated and systematised.' . 

, In this bOOK we accept and apply the thesis of De 
,viti, which we believe to, bit thoIOughly scientific.! 
Further analytical examination of the tOpie, however, 
appears to falI:within the other branch'of the theory 
of taxation, the Theory of,the Distribution of Taxa
tion; rather than Withll; the Theory of Incidence. 
'Since we hope to treat this in' another book, discussion 
of the topic will not ~e carried further here. 

1 u Op.re EIlmUImicM, vo1. iii, pp. 160.01 • 
• U OsaarvazioJle critiche ... ", cU. Einaudi,givell an important bib1iOoo 

gtnphical note in U Contributo alia ricerca dell' 'Ottima Impoeta''', 
A"Mli di E_ia, 1929. pp, 78·81. See aboo his Introduction to 

. De Viti'. Fir" Priaciplu of. Publi<: TiM_, p. III. 



CHAPTER XI .. 
THE EFFECT OF THE INCOME TAX IN DffiECT 

ALTERATION OF .DEMAND SCHEDULES 

1. Will take it for granted 1 th&.t it pan be shown by 
the theory of Distribution of Taxation, that the 
Government of the community will spend the money 
collected from the increment in the income tax 
which has been imposed, on determinate objects, such 
as defe~, justice, etc.; and that the quantity of 
moneyspenCon each one of these objects will itself 
be determinate. , 

In this chapter it becomes desirable to distinguish. 
the t~~erent forms which may be taklY go. vern
mental expenditure financed by the tax. . irstly the. 
Govern,ment may provide certain addition Serviees" 
'fo~ example S~;:: =l~ ~mjl8l!·l· The people: 
will not cons 'VIces m accordance WIth 
the Jl&me principle as they will, say, butter, sugar o~ 
the otlter 'bommodities which they purchase' in the 
market. Tbe mount of their collllUlllption of Govern
ment services will not follow the familiar lines of 
equating marginal' utility to price, but will be in 
accordance with some other criterion.' Gcioda and! 
services which .are supplied b.r the Government are 
referred to as1indivisible~.J ~, . . .. 
'(9n the other hand, the Government may distribute . 

part of ~e proceeds of the income tax in the form of 
• , We man this _umptloa aI~" _,at the q_ione whlcll 

it ........ difticul\. < 

165 
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old-age> ~ensions, 'for example or in p~yment of 
,~lcli:ness. be~,:fits.~_ W?Ikm~.' {The fe?ipients. of the 
iJIoney-nnjases of. this . type WIll use .It to purchase 
food, clothing and other divisible goods in the manner 
d~ed by marginal utility analysis.) . 

en the revenue of the Governnlent.is increased 
through an increase iII. tlie height of the income tax 
or from any- other Cause, the . preSumption: is that 
part ofihe mcreased \evenue will be used to' finance 
a larger yolume of services of the indivisible type, 
and part will be used in payment of money benefits 
tQ ~ts dellendants, so increasing their consumption of 

• divisible gooqg I This would represent the norm~l 
. occurrence to be expected from theory. The case ill 

which only the consumption of indivisible goods and 
services was increased, or the opposite case in which 
only the consrmption of divisible goods was increased 
and that of indivisible goods was left Unaltered, would 
be exceptionaL We will assume that we are dealing 
with the normal case, that in which the proceeds of 
the tax are used to finance an increased consumption 
both of divisible and of indivisible goods, on the part 
of the members of the community . 

. 2. 'A' theorem in economics . .IiIow the consump
tion pattern of the individual alters when his income 
alters. J . . 

It will be a familiar matter io the reader that the 
individual, when he attains eqUilibrium in the' pattern 
of his consumption expenditure, derives the same 
utility from the last unit of e~diture, e.g. the last 
penny, th3t he devot.{ls to each fQIDJI10dity which he 
purchases. Only when he does "«0, does he derive the . 
nlaxllnumutility from his expenditure. r If the inl)ome 
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lof the individualmcreases, therefore, while the prices, 
of commodities J;l\maln 'unaltere<l. he will mcrease his 
consUmption of each . commodity until this equation 
,again ·holdl! good) . '. 

'. A very c:oncise analysis of this case,. showing how. 
the. consumption of an' individual alters When his 
income either mcreases or diminishes, while the prices 
of goods remain unaltered, haS been given by ~ 
and Allen; 1. and for convenience we will reproauce 
'~- .'. 
_TV" 
C I" • 

L--------i~~~~--~--~~~~~ .. , o ... Go...... -
» ... 0 .... 1 

it heftl. Let us suppose, to begin with.-that there are 
only. two commodities, A and B; and draw the 
indifference curve diagram of the individual for his 

. consumption of these commodities. (See diagram I.) 
These indiffetence curves, so long as no uncertainty 
e.~ will remain .tInalq:red in position .. 

• ,~\ \t 
I .. A RoooonsideratiQII'", "'" Theory of TaI .... " o &-iea. 19M; 

and for • fulle. ezpIanation of .. me puta of "" IJO!"ioD _ AIIoD and 
HowIO)". F_ilr ~"- po 117 f. 
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• THE INCI:QENOE OF INOOME TAXES PT.m 
• 
In the initial state of equtJibrium, let us suppose, 

the income of the. individual would. be just sufficient 
to purchase either a total quantity' OAI . of the 
co=odity A, or else a ·total quantity OBI of.the 
co=odity B. Then it can be shown that all possi
bilities of exchange open to the indlvidual are given 
by co-ordinates of points on the line AlB}. ~He will 
achieve the most desired Ilonsumptiori of commodities 
by 9hoosing that point· on, the line A~B~ which lies 
on,a higher indifference curve than any other: i.e. he 
will: come to !'Jquilibrium at the point at which AlB. 
becomes a tangent to one of his system of indifference 
curves, the pointP with co-ordinates (O~, ObI) in 
the diagram. . 

Suppose, now, that the individual's income is . 
increased, so that he would be able to purchase an 
amount OAt of co=odity A and none of co=odity 
B, or else an amount OBI of B alld none of A. In 
the same way as before, it can be shown that if the 
prices of A and B remain constant, the individual 
will now purchase Oa. of A together with Obi of B. 
In general, the equilibrium combination of commodi
ties for the individual, as his total income either 
~cieases . or decreases, will be given by the co-: 
';ordinates of pojnts on the cutve PQ. • 

. The case wliere the individual p~hases mOre than. 
two co=odities can be dealt with in a simila: way, 
by supposing' the ·diagram to btl extended into '" 
dimensions if there are n co=~ties; or d~t with, 
on the same principle, by an algeh1aic treatment 
instesd of a purely geometrical .e.. · 
, If uncertainty t;xists (alfd it J,.this more general 

case which the theory of the incame tax which we 
give, attempts to cover), the foregoing diagram will 
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only app1y at one particular instant of time.', The 
shaps. of the inclliference curves will, be altering kOIn 
mQment to moment; and the shape of the curve PQ 
will, therefore, also alter from IP&ment to moment. 
If a time axis be added ~ diagram I in addition 'to the 
axes OA, OB, the diagram will then show the varia
tion, in the individual's consumption of the, com-
modities through time,. . 

It would still be poSsible to go behind any diagram 
which was drawn, and explain, in mote general terms, 
the phenomena which it represented. Part of the 
explanation would show how the individ,ual, wh!ln his 
income circumstances alter, must feel uncertain as to 
the proportions in which he can best combine A, B 
and other commodities in his co~umption pattern. 
Only after a period of experimentation in which he 
consumes these commodities in varying proportions, 
will he come' to feel assured that the combination 
which he does consume is the optimum one. 

'1'3. [1he infI.,uence of the income ~ in altering the 
consumption of diyisible goods and the demand 
schedules for them in the short period. 

,', Part of the proceeds which the Government collects 
, from thll inoome tax it disburses to ~he poorer sectionS 
qf the community, as, for example, m old-age and 
other pensions. I The people whose inComes are 
ino~ it this way will. therefore. increase their 
consumption of the ~ous commodities", after the 
fashion w4ich "fe have explained analytically in the' 
precediJig ,paragraphl. Or. if we look at the changes 
which the in~ governmental expenditure brings 
about in the short period in • more concrete way.·we 
will envisage the beneficiaries of the ~vernmental 
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expenditure as increasing their consumption of actual 
commodities, cotton shj.rts, pork, wheat, milk, housing 
and the other commodities which are usually con
sumed by the working classes. We should also expect 
to find an impro~enuint in the grades 9f food, clothes 
and housing which theaeclaSses consume: 
[. At the other end of the income ~le, among the 

ncher persons on whom the payment of the tax rests, 
we should expect to find a falliilg-off in the consump
tion of the commodities which they customarily con
slime.] There would be, presumably, a falling off. in 
the demand for country houses, expensive flats, boxes 
at the theatre, yachts, the more expensive kinds of 
fooq and wines, and so on. Perhaps; instead of going 
to the Riviera, to take a colloquial' example, and 
hunting and shooting, all in one year, certain of these 
people would now hunt one year, in the next go to 
the Riviera, and shoot in the next again. If thi& 

. were the case, the falling-off in demand would be to 
some extent concealed from the observation of the 
readers of pictorial journals: but evidence of the 
change would still be visible, during the short period, 
in yachts that were laid up, and in falling prices of 
oountry houses. There is reason to- believe that this 
represents what has actually happened in regard to 
the wealthier sections of the populatio,11 of Great 
Britain, since the heavy increases in the Income Tax 
(and Death Duties) were imp~ ddring tb,e last 
twenty-five years. ; ~. 
l:lJence we see that, as a' rilJIulf; of the increase' in 

the income tax, and the co~onding increase in the 
type of public expenditure whifll we have mentioned 
- namely, a Uirect distributio,,11 of money to certain 
classes of individua1s in the community - an elaborate 
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system of alterations will be set up iJl the dem,and 
schedules fOI1 the variom. goods in our imaginary 
community. And we are able to say that;. in any 
short period' following the imposition of the tax, in 
which the supplies of the factqrs -of production have 
not considerably. altered,( the amount of goods and 
services consumed by the poor in the community will 
be increased, while the amount of goods and services 
consumed by the rich will have diminished) 

\ 4. (The effect of the income tax in altering the' 
consumption of divisible goods and the demand 
schedules for them in the long period. 
Jln the long'period, 'as we go on to prove, ~ 

supplies of the factors of production will have altered: 
tlle SIZe, and perhaps also the distribution of the 
nationa.l inoome will, therefore, alter on that account. ' 

lIwe were temporarily to make the assumption -
to be discarded immediately afterwards - that the 
gross relative shares of labour and capital in the 
national income remained unchanged after the tax, 
then sinr.e the general level of taxation falling on the' 
inoomes of the rich was higher after the tax than it had 
been before it, the most likely outcome would appear 
to be that the proportion of the national income of 
goods and services ,going to the working classes in' 
wage payments together with benefits from the social 
services, would· be increased. Conversely, the pro
portion of the national inoome of divisible goods and 
ser,yioes consumed by the rich would be diminish~ J 

~ . . 
t'ti. The influence of t~e inoome tax in alqmng the 

consumption of indivisible goods in the short period. 
As a result of the increased tax receipts, the 
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Government of the community. will supply a greater 
quantity of indivisible goods to the populati0'l It. 
may add to the navy, or 'build new law cod, or 
provide additional educational facilities.) . 

&,. The consumption of indivisible goods in the 
long period. . 

In the long period, we have said, factorial supplies 
will have. altered. If we were again to assume, . 
temporarily, that· the relative shares of labour and 
capital in 'the national income remained unchanged, 
then, since th, general level of taxation was higher 
after the tax than it had been formerly, it would ap
pear likely,that the supply of indivisible commodities 
would represent a greater proportion of the total of 
goods and services consumed by the community. than 
in the initial situation of.equiJibrium--:'l. (~.ere we regard 
each of these two supplies, that of CfiVlSlble ~nd that 
of indivisible goods, as being measured by their cost 
ot' production.1 ) . 

I 7. [Alterations in the prices of (divisible)· goods 
and services in the short and in the long periods. 

We have shown that in both the short and in the 
long periods, the demand for the different goods and 
services ·which are consumed by individuals and by 
.the G~ernment, will have alterM as a result oCthe 
tax.' . . . '. 

,In the short period, the goods for which demand 
has increased, will, since t4e .Jaw of lijminishing 
marginal returns is then in operation, ha~e risen in' 

J The _uoiption of unaltered relativ~ .barea of labour ""d capital 
in the national income, is introduced temporarily in H " and 6 only, in 
order to draw attention to aome 01 the tuues" involved. No further ue 
is made of the &IIIIUIIlption in this book. 
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prioe; and those for whioh demand has fallen, will 
be low'r in price. Owing to the redistribution of 
money thlo.ugh the eXpenditure by the Government 
o( the tax: proceeds, therefore, the goods oonsumed 
b.y the poor will, on the average, have risen in prioe, 
and,those oonsum~ by the rich have fallen in price:1 
( After the lapse of the long period, the plant of tIle" 

Qommunity will have become adapted to the new 
stabilised conditions of demand; some industries will 
be on a greater scale than initially, others on 4 smaller. 
The industries for whose commodities demand is 
relatively greater as compared with the initial situa
tiOD, will employ a greater proportion of the factors 
of production than the industries for .whose com-

If
'ties demand has, relatively, fallen oitJ 

If, in the long period, faotorial prices were to have 
c e to' stand at the same levels as initially - a 
very ~probable assumption, as we shall see later
then those goods which 'are consumed by the poqrer 
sections of the oommunity, and which are produced! 
under the law of decreasing costs, will have fallen in 

. price:, those. produced ,under ~4e law of increasing 
costs will have risen in price: \" ~ ·majority of the 
goods consumed by the pooJt: classes (or other 
classes), however, are likely to be produced under the' 
law of constant oosts ; 1 and, if lactJ,Jiial :prices were 
unaltered, the prioes of these goods would be unaltered. 
, The case of the goods dominantly COIlS\Ull~ by 
the rich could be similarly dealt with .. 

'Aotually, we gQ on to show, at the end of the long 
. ~lod the supply of the factor labour, and the supply 
of the factor capitall will have altered. (One of these . 
will ,have become more plentiful relatively to the 

• 8rafta, B_io J--. 1928, pp. MlHI. 
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other than it had been initially) In ihis c8.se a good, 
whether consumed by the rich or by the pqr,r, wi]) 
-have fallen in. price relatively to another good, if it 
uses in its production a greater proportion of the 
factor which has become relatively more plentiful\' 
A simple algebraical proof of .this should be given. 

': 8. The changes which take place i.D. factorial 
rewards throughout time, as a result of the changing 
structure of demand. 

{In the short period. there will be an increased 
demand for "the factors of production which are 
engaged in manufacturing the goods consumed by 
the poor and by the Government; and rising rewards 
will be paid to these factors. Conversely, the rewards 
of tl!lf fac,tors of produetion which are engaged in the, 
manufacture of goods eonsumed by the rich, will fall 
during the short period] 

. The issues involved can be seen sufficiently clearly, 
probably, if we consider a single instance. Let us 
suppose that the Government has decidecl to increase 
the size ofits~, aIrd places orders with the various 
shipbuilding firms. The firms already in the industry 
and with an established reputation, will, in thiS case, 
tend to benefit ITom t~e diversion of purchasing 
power to naval defence. The more quickly the 
Government wishes to complete its naval programme, 
and the more difficult it is foJ;, new firms to enter the 
industry concerned (e.g. through the need to establish 
a reputation for quality), th~ greater will be the 
benefits enjoyed by the firms which had been in the 
industry to begin with. Also, the more difficult it is 
to train labour for the industry for whose commodity 

" demand has in9res;sed, the greater will be the benefits 
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to the labour factors which had been in. the industry 
initiallY, . -
.. Thus -if battleships be ordered in a hurry, the 
already-existing firms and the factors which they 
employ,--Wlll very quickly enjoy increased remunera
tions. • To begin with these benefits will accrue, 
perhaps, to the shipbuilding firms and producers of. 
steel: after that to ships' joiners, painters, eleo- i 
tricians and suppliers of ships' furnishings. pOSiti~' 
Quasi-rents accrue to shipyard owners and to &tee 
com parnes in the first instance, and to all facto 
employed by them." As these positive quasi-ren, 
reach their peak and-hegin to fall, the quasi-rents for 
the second group, ships' furnishers, etc., will begin to 
grow. After the lapse of a further period, the quasi
rents of the ships' furnishers will also subside j "nd 
those of the people who constitute the personnel of 
the navy and man the battleships which have been 
built, will begin to rise. (!he waxings and wanings 
of these different series of quasi-rents illustrate 
the importance of the time element in the whole 
process.") 

If the' firms benefiting from these increases in. 
Government demand, bid away factors' of productionJ 
from other employments, then the eapital-owners in! 
these other lines of, production (e.g. the building of 
merchant vessels or the building of steel bridges), will 
tend in the short period to experience negative gUBoSi
rents which will vv.rr through time. J 

Perhaps, however, the extension in governmental 
functions will be of a type more closely zelated to the 

• UoiD(! tho term .. pooitiyo q ........... , .. 10 denote • 1'8""" grea .... 
thaaa normal. • 

.. ('t. PIatdi<-. .. u .. impoota Oul >'Oddilo Iordo delle Iin~..-w... 
\lYe. i auoi eIeW. ", ator..le 4ttfi .0.. itfi, 1931 
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system of production than, say, military preparations. 
It may be, . for example, that additional ;oad-'nill·king 
or ~provem~~ is undertaken. In such a case 
the factors-engaged in .making roads will benefit. 
When the road-building has been completed, the 
position of road-transport firms will be improved 
relatively to that of the railway companies. The 
shareholders and employees of railway companies will 
lose, and those of the road-transport firms will profit 
from the change. 

The variations in the rewards of the factors of: 
production will depend also on the behaviour of the 
supplies of the factors,. which we now go on to· 
examine •. 



CHAPTER XII 

THE EFFECT OF THE INCOME ,TAX oN' THE SUPPLY 
OF LABOUR PER INDIVIDUAL 

1. {WE will ~,!P.IDl§e in this chapter that the number 
olindiyidllals in the community remains unaltered; 
and that the industrial and emploYIIlent 0 ortu- s 
with which eac m Vl ua IS oonfronted also remam 

. lmaltered after the tax is imposed] .--
l (When the increment in the income tax is imposed, 

the pe~le in the community who have to· pay-it 
experience a reduction in the amount of income that 
th~ !flCeive from each unit of their labour outpl,lt: 
For example, a doctor who formerly had received·teli 
shillings for a visit to a patient, may now receive, 
after payinlttwopence in income tax to the Govern
ment. only a net nine shillings and tenpence. A 
batrister for the last or marginal brief prepared by 
him. in the initial state of equilibrium perhaps had 
received £30" ~ow, after payment ?f income tax, he 
may only retelve for the same bnef, £29: 158. A 
worker. again. may now receive for a day's labour 
nine shillings and elevenpence in place of ten 
shillings as' formerly. ( 'Y!l! theJ>60ple whose incomes 
are reduced bL the _ tax jnjbis way.wor~ lo~ or 
shorter hours than they haddonefo£Jllerly t1 -
-(Professor Knight has argued that when an income 
tAX is imposed. each individual; as a result' of it, willi 
necessarily-inorease his supply of la~~.) Hia argu-

JCI'J /' 
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ment can be summarised as follows.> /' In the condi
tion of affairs after the ta,y ha,s been imposed, he says, 
each individual, if he continue to work the same 
number of hours as before, will have a smaller net 
~come. The marginal utility of a unit of this 
smaller income will; therefore, be greater _than the
marginal utility per unit in the initial state of affairs. 
Hence in the new situation the last unit of each 
commodit.y ~ he purchases, will have ~_!Lfford 
h{m a highel'11tilit;than the la~t unit of that com
modity had done to begin with. This ca1umJr-,be 
the case if the individual purchases less of each 
cOIIl!!!Q..dity::- 7 J --" 

(One commodity which the individual purchases, 
however, is leisure. The individual as a result of the 
tax, therefore' must cori'Sum; a. smaller uantit - of 
l!l!sure than he had done to egin Vf.i.1;h. l!is hom of 
leisure are fewer; that is, he works longer hours 
th~n lie had done to begin with.) 
, ~t is t~e,_recognises that 

W. en an income tax is unposed a change takes place 
iIilhe utility of a unit of income to the individual. 
But-itdoes not take mtOaccount that when the tax 
is impo~d,' am'OOg all the com~dlti~ consumed by 
the individual, one, and one onJy, hasJltered in 
price - th(price of le18ure hMfallen.)j The doctor in 
tlie antlmietiC8.1 example can now"'-phrchase leisure 
equal in amount to the time of one viSit, for nine 
shillings and tenpence instead of ten tlhjJJings as 
formerly. SimiIarly, the price, pf\leisure to the 
barrister and the workman has fallen. Because of this 

• F. H. Knight, Rid:, U1IUr/ainIfJ and ProjiJ, pp. 117·8. Tb .. 
bird's-eye view of Knight'. argument folio ... R. Fri.och: N.., M d/wd8 
oj M_ring MarvinaJ Ulilily, p. 100. Frioch'. work .. the oulotand· 
ing treatment of the whole problem. 
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fall in the price of leisure, the individual may possibly 
b.e induced to purcha . not les. _ --_ • 

~;iw~r~Xforatt~e;!~~?J~ =~:!:dllY a~ 
~xch~nge of leisure in return for income.l It is just 
as if he were giving away some of the cofumodity A 
which he possesses (leisure), in return for the com
modity B which he wishes to.acquire (income). 

(Now the price or exchange ratio at which t\J.e' 
individual is able to effect this interchange between 
leisure and (net) income, will depend on the gross 
wage rate that industry pays to him, wage per hour 
say, and the amount of this wage rate that \ the 
Government absorbs by its income tax\ We will 
neglect at this stage of the argument the problems 
arising from the fact that, in the real world, an 
individual finds it difficult to obtain work except for 
a definite length of working day, sayan 8-hour day; 
and our supposition will be that it is open to him to 
work whatever length of day he may choose, on the 
same condit;!ons as to wages, etc., as he would do 
for the 8-hour day. 

In 'these circumstances the individual's gross rate 
of remuneration is !to constant quantity~ perhape two 
shillings per hour, and is independent of the number 
of hours that he works. \. Yet his net rate of remunera
tion will vary with the number of hours per day that 
he works; because the rate at. which he pays income 
tax, if it is a graduated tax, will depend on his size 
of income; which, in turn, depends on the number 
of hours per day. that he works. When he is deciding .. 
the number of hours per day that he will work, it will 
be this net rate of remuneration which the individual 
takes into account; in the same way as it is its net 
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earnings and not its total receipts which matter to a 
firm in any line of business] 

The effect of the tax on the number of hours 
labour per day of an indjJZ;idual, can be shown by 
means of indifference C!!{'Ves. Let leisure be measured 
along the axis Oy; along the axis Ox let net income 
be measured. The diagram has reference to a day's 

........ '" -... .......... 

., 

... -
M 

"f----¥ 
rl-----=-~h,-~ 

O~~~~L---~'~'-"----~A--~na~~ 
Du.OlLUl I 

time. In it the indifference curves of the individual, 
showing his scale of preferences" as between leisure 

. and income, are drawn. (See diagram I.) 
There are 24 hours in the day; 80 that the 

minimum p08ilible. quantity of leisure" that the 
individual can enjoy will be 24 hours - O¥ in the 
diagram. . . " 

In the initial state of affairs, at the existing wage 
rate if the individual· were to devote the whole 24 
hours of the day to laqpur (supposing this to be 
pbysically possible), he would gain a total net re
muneration per' day equal to OAin the diagram. 
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Now it can be shown that in the· initial state pf 
affairs, if there be no income tax,· all of the possi~ 
bilities of exchange for the individual between leisure 
and income are represented by points on the line 
AM, joining the given points A and M.· Of the 
choices which are open to him in this way, the 
individual will select the one which he most desires, 
by coming to rest at the point on the line AM at 
which this line becomes a tangent to aft inditJerence 
curve. It can be shown that there will be oillyone 
such point. When he comes to rest in this way, the 
individual will then be choosing that combiriation of 
leisure and income which brings him on to the highest 
inditJerence curve in the system which it is possible 
for him to reach. The individual with the system of 
inditJerence curves of ~ I, will attain equilibrium 
at the point P. . . 

When he is in this position the number of hours 
worked per day by the individual, can be got by 
taking (24 hours - the quantity of leisure he con
sumes), that is (OM - 0,,) - pM. Initially the number 
of hours worked per day - pM. 

The effec~ of the imposition of the tax is to alter 
the rate at which it is possible for the individual to 
exchange leisure for net income. The gross rate of 
remuneration, ~ lypotAe3i, remains constant. He 

• 
• Tho _ .... in the ini\ial_ "' ..... aD;- tu, eitW 

JII'OPCII'ioaaI ... p.duMod. io in .... De, _ be oimiIarI,y cIak with. 
• Ia cIia«na 1 ..... aIoo in ~ U &be 'IT he __ bot=_ 

............. "" ........ ohowa .. &be 010 .. '" • 1IIraigb' line. Thio 
001 ............. &be_ ......... ~ ~tu io Io-riod.-
whiob _ ~ io _pL Ia &be _ in whicb \be margiDaI _ 

'" &be t&z io pt.."awift (..,...mol. &be U line - ohowiD« &be""",,Ia. """'_ ........... _ ....... will be a -... tW io_ .... 
(_ ...... ) ... \be...am. Bu& &be _, will _.' • ..,brt =tiaD:r 
•• 't • ...,.e 
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now pays income tax on such remuneration: his net 
rate of remuneration is reduced, as a result of the 
tax; and if, in. these new circumstances, he were to 
devote 24 hours ,of the day to labour, his total net 
income per day would be OB instead of OA. as 

,formerly. All possible positions of equilibrium open 
to him, now lie on the line BM. As before, the position _ .. 

MOUIQ LEI_UAI 
nR DAY 

);-------~---~A.---."..; ..... ~ 
DuOIWl II 

of equilibrium that the individual will select will be 
that at which BM becomes a tangent to an indifference· 
curve. This, for the system 'of indifference curves of 
diagram I, is at the pointH. "-

After the tax, the individual of diagram I will 
work hM, hours instead of pM as initially. That is, 
as a result of the tax he will curtail ~ supVly of 
labour by ph units. • ; 

Let us, however, draw anothe~ system of indiffer
ence curves, as in diagram II, corresponding, say, to 
the tastes qf another 'individual in the community. 
And let the points M', A'land B' have the same 
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significance as M, A and B respectively, in diagram I. 
In . diagram II the initial position of equilibrium for 
the individual corresponding to the line of exchange 
AIMl, between leisure and net income, would be the 
point Pl. As before, the individual'aline of exchange 
il.fter the tax would be BIM',. and his position of 
equilibrium the point HI. . 
. In diagram II the individual had, to begin with, 

worked plMl hours per day; after the tax he works 
hlMl hours. In the final situation after the tax has 
been imposed, he works hlP' hours per day, more 
than to begin with. l 

Thus the individual whose indifierence curves had 
the constellation of diagram I, would contract his 
supply of labour· ,when the tax was imposed; but 
the individual of diagram II would extend his. 

No general rule, therefore, can be laid down. Thai 
• I 

outcome, whether towards a contraction or an ex7 
pansion in the individual's supply of labour, depends I 

on the shape of the indifierence curves for the 
particular individual concerned. 

3. From an indifference curve diagram of the type 
that we have been considering, a further diagram can 
be derived in which only the two variables appear 
that directly interest us, viz. number of hours of 
labour worked Pill day and wage rate. FA! Cxah!p1e, 

l The _tlDont .... haw giftll &110m .. that the ayotem of iDdilf .... 
on .. ~1U'V1!O for each. individual remaine fIud .... d 8tat.iollary; this is 
... ulval~Dt to the &IIUDlption that DO _ty exiata. To tab into _un' the .ta of uo-mty ..... would .-gniae thM when \he 
t&lt is impooed experimentation is forced DO the individuaL II reganIa 
the oonaumption of di_t combinatiooa of leis ......... d other soods. 
A oonooqUeB'" of this io that his -te of pnfereo ........ his aystem of 
iDdilf .... u .. OUl"V1!8, will itaelf a1w &brough time; and the direotioo 
in wb;"h, or ~ nle at which, his labour supply IeDda to a1w. will 
itaeIf vary with &iDle. 
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in diagram I, if the poirit of equilibrium be P, whose 
co-ordinates'P;re (Oi, Op), we know that the number 
of hours worked per day=pM. Total income per 
day =: Oi. The corresponding (net) wage rate is 
therefore given by Oi/pM. 

Let us construct. a,diagram along whose y-axis net 
. wage rate is measured, with number of hours worked 
I per ~y along .the z-axis. I This gives us a curve of 
!supply of labour for the individual concerned. (See 

diagram III.) ... . 
.... WAG • . ~ ... -

.. 

L __ ...:..... ______ --.:- ... -_ ...... .. 
.. DuOB.UI ill 

. AD io tho II1lpply ....... of labour 1m: oao individual; CD &hat fur &DDth .. 
individual. . 

Our analysis relating to indi1Jerence curves has 
Sq.own that when a tax produces a reduction. in the 
net wage rate per hour, then the nwpber of hours per 
day that the individual works may either rise (curve 
AB), or fall (dotted curve CD). Each c4 these cases 
is theoretically quite possible of occurrence. The 
case applying to the individual will depend on the 
shape of his indi1Jerence curves. . 

4. {Jvhne . it is theoretically possible that the 
labour-supply curve for any individual ,phould be 
either down-sloping or up-sloping, in fact, Jor people .. 
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In the lower incoD?e strata! the -c~~ . ,is; on the 
average. down-slopmg.llj.This has bee~,hown by 
Douglas for populations in the lower incoIl\e strata 
in the United States.lf No statistical informatioJ:!. has 
yet bl¥ln collected as ~ the response of peopl~ the 
middle and upper ra~, es of income to changes in their 
rat.Fs of remuneration~ 

Ut JUled hardly be said that Douglas's tinffings in 
this regard, apply only to industrial work~ on ~e 
,average, and are not necessarily true for all workersi 
~ndividual persons, we should expect, will be affected. 
by a given wage alteration to different extents, and 
some individuals may even react in an opposite way 
to the average' . J 

Since, on t'be average, the curve of. supply o~. 
labour {or the lower income classes is down-sloping; 
people in these classes will be willing to work longe!' 
hours when an income tax, ceteris paribus, is placed 
011 their wages. I In practice, however, the workers hi 
most countries pay but little towards the inc~e taxi I 
Exemption from the tax is usually granted 'Inti! the 
person'li income attains a ~ height.i deductionl 
in payment, of the tax are permitted for children, in ' 
the person's family i and taxes are for the IqOSt part 
imposed at a less rate on'" earned .. income' as com
pared with cc unearned ". In this way it comes abont 
that in a country whose tax ani inC!Ome distribution 
is similar to that of Great Britain or the United 
SbJ.tes, a majority of. the workt\rB are exempted 

• Paul Doug\ao, TAo T'-' of W ..... chap. zii. Friaoh. tip. eiI. pp. 
08·0, ... d Pi!lou, TAl •••• -"" of ~ &oIu, chap. uxi, also &ab 
tho .new ,I ... , for tho a_ individual in tho 10_ income om- tho 
IUpply .one of labour ia dcnm-alopiDg; althougb, lib Doug\oo, ....,. 
ompbaaioe t.bIIl tho otatieUo&l ~ aftilable OD tho point. io of 
tho .... &ioR. 
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altogether from payment of income tax; and many 
of those who do pay the tax on the w~es that they 
earn, are liable at a very low rate. ~he extension 
in the supply of labour of such workers on account 
of income tax, therefore, will be of small amountV 

From the other side of the equation, when the 
Government distributes the tax proceeds in its public 
expenditure, the benefits will go in some measure to 
tIi,e working . classes, perhaps taking the form of 
different kinds of subsidised insurance, cheaper 
medical ~ces, cheaper houses, and pensions of 
various kinds. Each person who benefits from this 
expenditure, whether through the receipt of increased 
purchasing power or through the . cheapening of 
certain services to him, will be in possession of a 
larger real income than before. Money will now 
possess for him a lower marginal utility than it 
formerly had done. He will tend to increase hls 
consumption of the different commodities W~h he 
~nj?~s, and ~ne of these co~oditi~ ~ leisure Mos. 
mdWlduals ill the commillnty WIll,_ throu h th, 
expenditure of the proceeds of the -income tax, Jfn~ 
to djmjDi~ number of hours that they wory 
([On balM the income tax, taking into account 
both its collection and its expenditure, will tend, 
ceteris ~, to reduce the supply of labour itt the 
community1) . 

Su.et us examine the further economic effects 
which will follow, when a reduction in the individual's 
willingness to supply labour comes ab~u! in thls way. 
Owing to a number of rigidities, such as psychological 
inertia and the difficulty of altering existing wage and 
hour agreements, it is unlikely that the hours of 

• The elf""'" of education and eom'; other faotol'll are neglected. 
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labour worked in industry will be reduced from, say. 
8 to 7!, until a fairly considerable period of time has 
elapsed. Instead, to begin with, various methods of 
slowing" down work and making it less intense, are 
likely to be adopted.'! Piece-work may be abandoned 
in favour of time-work; "bonus" systems may be 
abandoned and more holidays introduced as an 
indirect means of reducing hours of labour per day 
on the average. These changes will secure to the 
workers a fuller satisfaction of their desires in relation 
to income and leisureJ 

{Acting over the longer period, the reduced willing
ness on the part of the workers to supply labour will 
succeed, through a gradual remodelling of the terms 
of bargaining, in bringing into existence a shorter 
working day. The workers will then take out a 
larger portion of their incomes in the form of leisure 
and a somaller portion in the consumption of material 
goods.'] 

On each industry there will be a number of workers, 
probably, who will experience, when the tax is 
imposed, a change in their willingness to supply 
labour, different from that of most other men in the 
industry. To such workers this new difference from 
their fellows will be a source of psychological strain; 
it will diminish the attractiveness of their own 
industry to them and increase the relative attractive
ness of some ·others. This factor will tend to bring 
about a chaI)f!!l in the personnel of each industry and 
will act as a "lendency towards change in the numbers 
employed in each industry. Its lJuantitative import
ance, however, is not likely to be great] 

1 Cf. Pigou, A Study in Public Finance, 2nd edition, pp. 91-2. 



CHAPTER XIII 

,THE EFFECT OF THE INCOME TAX IN CHANGING THE 
SIZE OF POPULATION IN ~!HORT PERIODS AND IN THE 

, LONG PERIOD . 

1. ~HE income tax will exercise an efiect on popula-' 
tion through the ~distributigILoJJ.lurchasin{L!l~wer 

· ~hat i~ b~gs aboutiI;lthe co=unity) Some classes 
are rendered richer by it, other classes poorer than 

• they were before. The ,classes _tha~are ricl}.er will on 
~hat acc?unt ~tend to produce a larg~!or . a. ~IDaJler 
!lum!>ilr . of c1iil~en than they. had done J.oEJIeEly. 
There will be a ,rea.ction also on the numbers in the 
classes that are poorer) . ' 

Crhe size ofp()p,ulation. of any given incom,~class 
in th~ co=unitYJ will' depend on two factors, the 
b~h_rat;e and t)le death rate for that class. 'lts net 

.. ~rtilitLrateis equal to (birth rate - death~ate), and 
· mves the rate at which the population of the class 
.fncreases in size. Initially, since the community 
which we 'are considering had been stationary in 
numbers and of a stable age composition,' the birth 
rllte for each income class must have been equal to 
the death rate for that class, (neglecting possibilities 
of immigration into and eInigration out of the class)'] 

Let us examine the time-variation in population 
caused by the inco-lIle tax, both by its collection and 
by the expenditure of its proceeds, on the birth and 

• This _um .. tbat' there ..... hirths and deaths in our stationary 
population. 

188 
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death rates of the duIerent income classes. For 
oonvenience we speak as if the community ooncerned 
were fairly similar in its government and" state of 
development to Great Britain or the United States at 
the present day. , 

This time-variation of population is !!lore. com
pli~te(Uh"'l} the usual case in eoonomics, in which 
the tendency for eaeh variable is to move progressively 
from its initial level towards the long-period adjust
ment. tn the case of population, we will see, the 
movement is not always in a straight line towards 
the final position ~ sometimes the movement is in 
one· direction, sometimes in another, depending on 
the period of time that has elapsed sizv:e the imposi-
tion of the taxJ . . . 

/ 2(Effect on the death rate in thesh~rt and in the 
10ng'Periodj 

I_The "revenue that has been provided by the new 
tax increment which has been imposed, is used partly, 
we 888ume, to help to finance such things as improved 
schemes _ of sanitation, welfare clinics and other 
measures designed to improve the community's healt~. 
They will produoe an effect in 10werinK-!he death 
~~ ~hat_~ belelt.gr&d:lUlJIy and ~ gaiRSlowly 
ill_~trength .. Over the long period the money devoted 
to these schemes will bring about a determinate 
lowering in the death rate and a determinate increase 
in the, average length of life of people in the com
munity. Old-age and other pensions will also exercise 
some e1Ject in lowering the death rate1 

tthere will, therefore, in the short and in the long 
period, be a movement, as a JeSult of the income 
tax, towards( uoweringjIl thlul~thrateJ The 
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movement in death rate will be continuous until the 
final position is reached, when the death rate will 
stand at a new level lower than that from which it 
had set . out) 

3. (}rovements in the birth rate' of the lower
income classes in the short period immediately 
following on the imposition of the income taiJ 

[The redistribution of purchasing power brought 
about by the income tax is 'equiY31entiD. its,.etlects 
to al! in(Jr~asejIl,the wagerate~of the poorer secti~ns 
oJ: the population whom t:1!e~xpenditure of j;he.~a~ 
proceeds largely benefits, coupled with a retiuction in 
tI!e _net incoIll.es of'the richer sections of' the com
munity, on whom, to a large extent, the tax is levied, 
and who receive little direct benefit from i!8 

The effect in the short period of an increased 
purchasing powe~ which has come into the ,hands 
of the lower-income classes, either through, say, 
higher w~e rates, or through increased go:vernmental 
expenditure favouring these classes,'C!0UId- appear 
likely to be an increase in the number of JParriages 
that take place in the income strata affected, and an 
increase in the num, ber of birtht' per family for the 
couples who already are married) '\ 
(It has been verified by Douglak that fa positive) 

,~ITelation exists ·betwe«l.IUlh_ox:t;-'p..El~~ ..!'lC?!eme}lts _in, 
wage. rates and short-period movements i ll_ th_e pjrtb; 
rate] "Re-did This by- fittrng' a 'straight-line curve to 
the statistics of wage rates in the United Kingdom, 
traced over the period of time 1861-1912, and in 
Massachusetts for the period 1889--1929. The ratio 
of the actual value of the wage rate for any year, ~ 
the trend value for that year, he defined as the 
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.. trend ratio" of wages. In the 'same way :he fitted 
a straight-line curv~ to the statistics of the birth 
rate over the same period and oll'tained the series of. 
trend ratios for the birth rate.· He then found tlie 
following correlations to exist between the movements 
of the statistics in the two series : 

TABLE I 
COEFFICIENTS OP COBRllLATION BETWIIEN TURD RATIOS 

Olr RELATIVIII ~EAL WAGES AND Olr BIRTH RATE 1 

Oount.ry PerlocI No Loll 
B' ..... _ 

One Year 
B' ..... _ 

Two Yean 

England and I 1861-1877 +0·23 +0·28 +0·22 
Walea \ 1871\-1912 -0,38 +0·05 +0·36 

M ...... ohu.ette 1889-1929 +0·58 +0'55 .. 
• 

This.confirms the expectation we have mentioned, 
t~~~nort-period r~~ ~ wage rates-ivauld be(Qlli>.w~ '.1 

by sl!.Qrt-pe_rio~ increases !!LtllILbirth ~te,) Thus we ' 
may take it that in the. analogous case of an increase 
in the income tax, when its proceeds \IoIe partly 
expended ao as to benefit the economio position of 
the poor. there will likewise be an increase in the 
bl~ rate of these classes. 
. In the initial state of equilibrium, the number of 
b s per year had been equal to the number of 

. deaths per year; for each income class. (In tile short 
period imnlediately following the imposition of the 
incbme tax, the death rate will have changed but 
little, while the birth rate of the lower-income classes 

. will have increased. T~t(~pulatioll of yhese classes, 
therefore, will be increasingJ' . ._-----
-~ven though the birth rate of the rich~classes 

were, during the short period immediately following 
,l Dowzlao. 2'100 7'A.." 01 Jr_ P. 391 ODd pp. S9&-7. 

II 
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on the imposition of the tax, to fall somewhat, these 
classes are not so important numeJicall as the lower- . 

. income classes. On balance, therefore, he population 
o~the country as a whole_iP- e so pen_()ttlmmedi
a~lI.. following--on~hll jlIlPosition of.~~tax, '\Vill 
snow an increasE!) I 

4. [Jj;ffects on the birth rate' of the lower-income 
classes, and of the higher-income classes, after the 
lapse of a further period of time ,and in the long 
period) 
{[It is a well-known feature of modem vital statistics, 

that the lbirth rate for different· social classes is 
negatively correl~ted with the income or social rank 
of these classeg The explanation of this falling-off 
in birth rate, as income increases, appears to be that 
a family, when its income is increased, comes to 
appreciate more keenly the advantages which. ~ttach 
to an improved standard of living. It comes also to 
be more ambitious to extend a better education and 
a better start in life generally, to its offspring. To 
achieve this the parents limit the size of their family, 
either by the exercise of moral restraint, or by an 
increased use of the methods of contrace'ption. 

The increase in the welfare of the lower-income 
cla.see& 11.s a result of the'tax, has the same effect as a 
displacement of these classes upwards on the .scale 
of income: (and, given a longer periild than we had . 

. initially envisaged, there is adequate ground, bothi 
from the side of statistics and from general reasoning,! 
to expect(a fall in the birth rate of these clasself. 

to seAnt inliisto1 'cal' di . . lab . f his n greSBlon m e oration 0 t 
view, may here be of some assistance. Investigations 
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which have been made into population, show that in 
England before 1,,7, rich people and poor people 
had approximately the same number of children in 
their families.> In that year the trial of Bradlaugh 
and Besant on a charge of publishing a piece of. 
indecent literature, caused it to be known among the 
reading public, which was considerably narrower at 
that time than it is now, that methods of contraception 
existed. To begin with, this knowledge was confined 
for the most part to the rich and well-to-do classes; 
only gradually did the knowledge filter downwards to 
the poorer classes; with the result that even at the 
present day the richer the class of people concerned, 
the more use does it make of contraceptive methods. 
This is well brought out by a table of statistics 
quoted by Himes and based' on conditions in the 
United States; English experience may be presumed 

\ to be fairly siInilar. The table shows the percentage 
.of the very poor, the poor, etc., out of a large sample, i 

who make use of contraception: 

TABLE II' 

THE PRACTICE 0.. CONTRACEPTION IN RELATION TO 

ECONOMIC STATUS 

% % %, 
61 49 22 I 
39 51 18j 

100 100 100 
-------------

IVery Poor Modetatf' I POOl' Cjreum~ lRlcb 
.tan ... 

% 
No C<mtraception 67 

i Using Contraception 33 

Totals 100 

The table shows, e.g., that two-thirds of the very 
1 G. U. Yule, The Fall in the Birth Bate, p. 22. 
II N. Himes, II New Light on the Causes of the Declining Birth 

Rate ", in Ewnomie8~ Sociology and the Modem World, E8841/8 in HlYMUf' 
of T. N. Oarver, 1935, edited by N. Himes, p. 314 . • 
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poor peoi~e in th~ sample were '~g no use of 
contraCoe~ti~n and only ~ fifth ofj~e rich in i~ were 
nq,t llliUlg It. 'Of the mtermedlfe groups m the 
saIQ.ple, it was' true that the higher the economic 
status of the group, the more the use did it make of 
contraception. 

~t has~me about that in the period following 
1877; the richer the class of people and the higher 

,its social status, the smaller has been its average 
size of faniily. Stevenso~ gives the following table 
based on the ltgures of the Population Census of 1911. 
Socia~ status descends as we' move from Class I in 
the table to Class V. All the top, Class I comprises 
the rich and upper classes; and at the foot of the 
scale, Class V represents unskilled labour. 

TABLB ill' 
~ERTILITY 01' MARRIAGB DISTINGUISHED BY SacuL ClAss. 

POR ENGLAND AND WALES 

I 
II 

III 
IV 
V 

Chlldnm hom 
pel' 100 Families 

190 
241 
279 

,287, 
337 

The higher the social class and the higher the 
income, the smaller the number of children born to 
the a v1lrage family in it... • 

Letous now apply this knowledge to the theory or 
. the effects of the income tax over the long period. 
~en, through the collection of the tax anti the 

. 1 Ste ............. The Fertility of Varioua Sodal a- in J:ngland 
and Wales from the Middle of the Nineteenth pentwy to 1911", 
JOIII7IIIlo!1Ae Jloral81a1i&1icol 8ocidy, 1920, p. '10., 
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~xpenditure of its proceeds; the poorer claf!Bes in the 
~ommun1ty benefiJ;./ the' figures that we hav. cited 
~trongly suggest that, once they have become ,dapted 
to the new higher standard of living, extended to 
~hem by the income tax~ the poorer classes will tend 
to restrict the number of chi!~n in their families 
more than they had done in the equjlibrium. pof!ition 
from which the population had started ouy . 

!2lIence we. consider that although in the short, 
period immediately followfng on the imposition of 
the ~ there will be a rise in the birth. rate of the 
population, after the lapse of a further period of time 
ltllis rise in the birth rate will be more than annulled. 

~ 
the opposite effect of a fall in the birth raw' 

nd it seems that the fall in the birth rate Will, in 
'a probability,ciLITf sufficiently far to cause, even 
taking into account the slight downward movement 
in the death rate, a fall, on balance, in the size of the 
population:)') 
vIt is orSome interest to trace the probable course 

of the birth rate fOIi the richer classes during the 
same period of time. I These classes will be in receipt 
d lower incomes than they had been formerly. 
Table III again shows that a negative correlatio~ 
exists between income and the birth rater Would 
this lead us to expect a rise in the birth rate for 
those classes whose incomes; due to the income tax, 
have now fallen' The answer would seem to be No. 
The existing negative correlation has come ~ hold 
good in a community in which all classes, including 
the' higher income classes, have been coming into 
pOBSel!Sion of continuously increased incomed, and 
have ~ coming to possess a greater knowledge of 
t~e methods of birth control. 'But the process is 'not 
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a . revelJ!ible on!!: l If, for instance, we consider only 
this important factor, and we envisage the 'incomes 
of the .rich as being diminished by the imposition of 
the income tax, the knowledge of birth control of 
tl).ese richer classes will not, on that account, tend to 
diminish and become closer to that of the claas next 
in order below them in the 80cial scale. Thus we 
cannot accept the correlation between class and birt~ 
rate given in Table III, as holding gQOd ,in the cas.1 
of taxation of income of these richer classes: Indeed; 
neither statistical nor historical investigation affords 
any direct parallel. \\Thus, as regards the' ~ffect on 
population in the upper classes whose money incomes 
have been reduced, we feel that we must shun the 
existing correlations and rather. rely, for our estimate 

. ·of the future, on reasoning of a general nature. 
If we consider the notions and feelings of the rich 

people concerned, they have suffered a fall in standard 
of living of which th~y will be acutely aware. WI! 
should expect them to 'endeavour, 80 far as possible; 
to attempt to conserve their standard of living; and 
this would lead them to further restrict the number 
of their children. ; Our conclusion, therefore, is that 
when an income tax is imposed, both in the short 
period and in the long period after the imp~tion of

l the tax, numbers among the richer classes may be 
expected to fall, , . ' . 

5. Summary of the movements in birth rate, death 
rate and size of population. 

The movement that will take place in the death 
rate of the comm!n.ity, as a result of the imposition 
of the tax and the expenditure of its proceeds, will 
be' a slow fall. The .movement that wi!! take' place 
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in the birth rate will be, in the initial stages a rise 1 

after that a fall will set in. (See diagraul I, following.) 
For a time we envisage birth rate &8 being below 
death rate in the population and the total population 
&8 declining. 

In the long period, however, size of population 
must, on our hypotheses, attain to a certain steady 
:._ .... 
I u""",no. • 
I •• ou. ..... • 

" ••• II'I'IOW 

. - • •• I 0 • 
..MALW --..--_.- -- ---.- ···u 

-.---.!...!.~.!..!.,!!..--.-.-- --.-.-

-
~~- - ~~!_~.!',. !-__ • ~_! I ______ __ _ _ __ 

.,. 1'.. • ...... 

..... -----!--...,--~~----------_4----o I A • • 

Duo .... I 

Tbe .... Ia .......... , 10 Im~ .. .un. ~ 
Binh .... 10 .......... be i __ -i"l from die _ of impooiti ... of die .... 

1III&iI "'. _ L • __ .wpoodo ... "'. hig_ poiD' OD die hinh-_ 
........ Tbe hotlooa...-....;gh' line oba .... """"'P "'e poiD' 8 • ...-"'. 
"""" of "'. hinh ...... tim. OA. Binb .... laM "'OIl IaIIea opiD ... i .. 
q,it.ial helP'-
, Popula&i .......... i .. ~1IID ... .un. 08, die poiD' .. __ _ 
.... 10 oqalli ... _ ..... 

i:~.birtb,~te .. must. th~ ~llCl.uaU.Q .desthrate, 
~nce, in the intervening period, either death rate 
mUst fau to· a sufficient extent &8 to be equal to 
birth rate, and this seems improbable of occurrence 
in practice; or else birth rate must, after a time, rise 
so as- to be equal to death rate, We .accept this, 

• AD hypolheoio \bat _ .............. io .... &be _"", _ 
.... , Item • __ oW>Io .. UId &DIIIIy a&&aitJa ... aaotIoor I&aIoIo .... 
l"IIaptw IX. § e. .. ,.... . 
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which seems the more likely of occurrence; as being 
what actually does happen in our co=uniti) We 
give in diagram I a sketch of the movements III, birth 
tate, death rate and total popUlation that. we expect 
to take place. In particular the<total size of popula:
tion)n the final situation is ~maller )than' that from 
which it had started out; and the(average length of 
life in the new state· of affairs, is longe~ than it had 
been to begin with. . . 

The view which we take in regard. to the effect 
produced on population in the. iong period, agrees 
with that expressed by Wright,.who sayil'that, apart 
from direct propaganda in favour of birth control, if 
it 'were desired to bring about a reduction in the 
numbers of the class 'ofunskilled labourers, then 
•• the most effective means towards that end appear 
to be a rise in the standard of life, improved social 
conditions .and better housing accommodation, ~ 
long as these benefits are not obtained. at the expense 
of parental responsibility ".1 . 

When we estimate that the behaViour of the size 
of population will b,e of the fashion described, we are, 
Df coUfse~ being purely empirical: we are stating the 
teSult that appears most likely to occur in a country 
about the same stage 'Of economic and culpural 
development as Great Brit:un and which is ruled by 
a democratic Government. ..The manner in which the 
tax proceeds are spent, as w~ll as the stage of cultural 
development of the country, will in,fIuence the size 
and nature of the population' change. In cOllntries 
subject to dictatorships, a rise in popUlation might 
even take place over a considerable period of time, 
owing to the nature of the public expenditure fina~ced ' 

1 B. Wri8ht, Popv/4liMo, p. l6,5. 
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by the tax. Suoh a populatioh increase js likely, . .at 
any rab!, to be an aim of'the dictators, though their 
instrume\lts for caqying ont. this aim may Pl9ye 
inadequate.' 

6. In tJte pe90d during which the size of the 
population is(altering, the age composition) of the 
population win be altering; and' from the point of 
view of thlj economic l"e$ults it produces, the altering 
age composition of the population, while it is taking 
place, maY' be hardly less important than the altering 
total 'size. In th, initial stages after the tax has been 
imposed, babieS aDd· young people will be more 
plentiful in relation to people in the other age groups, 
than had been the case to begin with. . Producers 
whose goods are purchased or used mainly by young 
people will experience,~'begin with, a~ expansion 
in $a market for their goods. Later they will fine! 
their markets contract. In paitioular, .w. these 
goods are durable and not readily put to other useE, 

the fall in the inC9mes of the producers concerned will, 
be heavy. If in the earlistages there had been 
correct adjustment; then in the l~ter stageS t~re.will 
be .. excess capacity" in the plant of such induStries: 
.such industries will include th!l School teaching' 
profljSSion and others that ClIoter for 'the needs of 
babies, nlU'$.ng mothers ~d yoting people.· 

, See D. V. 0 ..... Tie SlnlwMlar Pop )'Ii ... ""JIlICiaIIy chapa. ii-; •. 
. Ola. mon_ \bat. the ...u.s, Act of the German Go_en' to 
otimul.", Wrth ¥d IIl&I"<'ia8e .. too, the J4arriap 1-.. Act of 1933, 
... 6.......0 by &II inoome \U. Op. til. P. U. 

• L. Rob""", "Some Probable Ccmooq_ of the AdYOD' of • 
06&atioaary PopulatioD in 0 .... ' ~ n, ~;.., 1929. 
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CHAPTER XIV 

THE EFFECT OF THE INCOME TAX ON THE 
QUANTITY OF -CAPITAL IN THE SHORT AND 

IN THE LONG PERIOD 

SECTION I 

Analytical 

I., IN order to examine the effects on capital which. 
the small increase in the income tax will produce, we 
make the following assum~tions ;J-

(i) twe assume that no unit. ofthllJabour force.in 
the coinmunity is unemployed;l in the sense that if 
any unit of labour is willing -'fu accept work at a 
certain weekly wage, and if an employer is willing to 
,hire it at that wage, then it is open to both labourer 
and employer to contract accordingly. 

This hypothesis, on account of certain trade-uniol)· 
regulations, would not be quite true of the situation' 
as it exists in Great Britain to-day. 

(ii) If we are to render the conditions 01 the 
problem definite and get a determinate solution, we 
must make definite assumptions of oJ;le kind or 
another, as to the nature of the policr-pursued by 
the banking system in the com!p.unity.The banking 
system might quite logically be supposed to pursue 
any definite policy whateve..Uhe price movements, 
capital and population mO.Y'lrnents, would differ with. 
each different policy ~hat lVas e.ssumed. Let US 
adopt the supposition of the classical economista, 

180 
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thatrthe banking system of the community maintains . 
M, the 1'Qlume of money, constant. 

(iii) A supposition which we have already made,l 
is tha~the community starts off from a condition oli 
,tationariness. For 'conditions to be stationary, the . 

. same amount of capital mUllt exist in the commut¥ty, 
year after year, the new capital goods constructed 
each year being just sufficient to make up for the 
capital which has been used up during the year. Un 
these conditions, the total amount of the community's 
8a~g~_~.ac~_year~~tbe zero"!il because, if new· 
saVIngs were being made, the stoCk of capital would 
be being added to, and, by hypothesis, this is not the. 
case. Each person in the stationary society, we will 
take it, is ;u)aking zero savings each y~; he just 
makes good' the depreciation on his capital for the 
year, and consumes the whole of his net income after 
capital has been maintained.' 

2 .. The dis-saving whic~ .takes place during the . 
short period and the movement towards long-period 
. equilibriuni; 

Let. us now consider the situation in the short, 
period, of the averlge person on whom the increiiie~t 
of income tax hiLs been imposed. He has, for & 

number of years before the levy, been in receipt of & 

certain income and has been accustomed to spending 
the whole of that income; his tastes and his mode of 
living have become adap~ to this level of consump
tion expenditure. In the early stages after the imposi
tion of the tax he will find it difficult to contract his 
expenditure below this oustomary .level. He will tend 

• s... JOUl RobiDooa'a _""' A TIoe Ooaeep& cI. ...... SaQ,g n aad 
U Diain_' no ill ~ ia ... 1'-., ef , .. pi-, me 
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to postpone the day when he must reduce his standard 
of living; and at this early stage after the im,Position 
of the tax, will prefer to meet his tax payment by a 
reduction. in his rate of saving; that is, since his rate 
of saving to begin with was zero, by dis-saving. 1 

• 

Let the person's net income per year be measured 
horizontally and his rate of·saving per year 'be 
measured vertically; and let us suppose that in the 
initial condition of stationariness this person's ~come 
had been 01, per year. Then his curve of supply of 

SAVlNCS 
NA YEAA 

0' ____ --.L,..!-,.....""·''--_NET """"". 
r- PER YEAR 

., 
DuOIWl I 

-

• 

savings 8" say, for the short period of length 81 
immediately following on the imposition of the tax, 
and before his capital and his llu:ome from capital 
have beim reduced, will inte~ect' the x-axis in the 
point 11 (correspOnding to the initial rate of zero· 
saving); and to the left of 11 the cui-v'eof saVings 81' 

will lie below the z.,axis. 
If the' income tax has reduced the individual's 

income by the amount I,ll' then he will be dis-saving 
at the rate I,A. ·He will be spending his capital, and, 
movements in the rate 'of interest apart, automatic
ally' reducing the . flow' of future' income from •. 

- . 
I Cf. Pigou.,d illvay ill Puhlic.Fi..;. ..... p. 141. . . 
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Hence, after the lapse of a furthel' period onime the 
individual's net income will no longer be 01., but a 
lesser amount UII say. If the curve 8. were to 
remain the supply curve of savings for this individuuJ 
(and similarly for. other individuals in the com
.munity), the lower his income fell, the greater would 
be hiS dis-saving; and after the lapse of an interval 
of time, the whole of the community's capital wl:p.ch 
hasi been. in the hands of taxed persons, would be 
dissipated .. 

But after a period of time has elapsed, when he 
has had the opportunity to make the necessary 
adjustments in the plan of his cons~ption and· 
saving, the individual, we suggest, is likely to take 
steps to curtail this process of disinvestment, by 
reducing the amount of hiS' consumption expenditure. 
His curve of savingS S., at the end of a period of time 
Sa in length (Sa>,,), will, therefore, mo'Ve ·into some 
such position as is shown in the diagram; and the 
individual's rate 'of dis-saving at any level of income 
will be reduced. (lye may regard him as taking into 
account that the furlher he carries the' process of 
dis-saving, the further ~e will trench on hi!' capital 
and income of th~ future, as the cost of enioying a 
higher income in the present. As ]?rudential motives 
come to bear more weight with him - the attitude of 
the prodigal and the spendthrift has been the excep
tion I10lld not the rule - he will, we assume, graduallYf 
reduce the atnountof his dis-saving, until, after the:) 
lapse of the long period, it again becomes zero.1i C 

, Our m.thod of ronaIy>da 00Il8ista ill oompariJag a 6naI atalie of 
atatioouy equilibrium with tile atate of "";0-.,. equilibrium .. Iud. 
bad..,t..d 10 botIia with. In order tbM st .... n .... ,. CIODditiono ~. 
ill u.. 10llI! run, be achiond, &bore m .. apin be a .... nte oI_viDg 
.... 0""1 individual ill ..... aommWli'Y. • . 
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Once more he will just be maintaining the volume of 
bis capital intaciJ 

l!his happens, we suppose, after periods of different 
length have elapsed, for most of those individuals in 
the co=uirity who had originally been subjected to 
the new tax. The others -' a very few - of whoII\' 
this is not true, will consume their whole capital, an~ 
leave the ranks of the capitalists for those of the 
wa e-earners] 

The dis-saving of the rich which the tax causes 
. " riod. will be to some extent compen-

... --~ ~a~~~LJ!,!LinSL6!tSed ~lIod therefo_r~oslt~e, 
'~tead.ofJLZetO - rate of saving by the poor. The 
expenditure of the revenues collected from the tax 
will have increased the incomes of these poorer 
people J some money will have been distributed to 
them directly, e.g. as pensions or insurance payments ; 
and their real incomes will have been further mcreased 
l>y services rendered to them by the Government, 
either free or at prices below the competitive m~ket 
prices; e.g. medical or educational services. LOn 
account of these increases in their incomes the poorer 
classes w;ill, in the short period, tend to save more 
than they had done formerly. Yet the increased 
supply of savings coming from this source, will, we 
believe, be insufficient to offsej; completely the fall in 
the rate of saving of the rich; because it will have 
been mainly by the rich in our co=unity - in sO 
far as it resembles Great Britain or the United States 
-. that its savings have been mad«D " 

: 3.IThe volume of capit8.1 e~ting after the lapse 
of _the long perio!! .' 

)n the short period of time after the imposition of 
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the tax, we have establlshed,{ there will be "net dis; 
saving, and the community's volume of capital ~ 
dwindle. But after the lapse of a sufficient period\ 
of time, we have supposed above, this ~-saving of 
the community will be brought to an end, and each 
person in the community will again maintain the 
volume of his saving at the height zero; and the 
oommunity's capital,' once this condition has been 
achieved, will remain unchanged from one year to 
another. 

The 'Volume of the community's capital will be 
smaller, in the new condition of affairs, than "it had, 
been to begin with. The dis-saving had been a 
process of capital consumption. 

Furthermore, anotherfaotor would be operating 
in the situation before long-period equilibrium was 
achieved, also tending to reduce the volume of capital 
which is eventually in existence. In the gncertajnty 
of the changing situation to which the tax gives rise 
- a situation in which demand schedules and the 
system of supplies of goods both undergo alteration -
a~nsiderable wastage of capital will" t4~Ie.~ 
The older capital instruments and durable goods of 
the society will, many of them, be less well adapted 
to the new system of production and demand than 
they had been to the" old.. On this account their value. 
will, fall. In the new cond\.tions too, producers' 
forecasts will undergo a long period of variation and 
gradual correction Wore each producer achieves the 
optimum adjustment of his productive resources to 
the demand and cost conditions of the market. The 
demands ~erciaed in the market by individuals' for' 
goods, will be changing. Even if producers' forecasta 
had always been· con-ect and producerS had been. 
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endowed with perfectly accurate foresight, the chang
ing numbers, changing demand schedules and chang
,ing age composition of the population would oftan 
-have rendered. machinery valueless after it had been 
in' use for some time,although it was still physic
allY.in good condition. Because of this, and because 
these changes render forecasting more difficult, the~ 
wiJl be a potent force, additional to the net dis-saving 
that takes pl~, towards a reduction in the supply 
of capital. v· . 
,4., The movement in the rate of interest had
~popU1ation remained constant. 

The total volume of capital in'the community, we 
have established, is going to begin to decline in the ' 
short period, and the decline will continue at a 
gradually slackening rate,until long-period equilib
rium is reached. Had the community's total size of 
population remamed constant meantime, we should 
now have established that a gradual rise woulJ take 

',place in the rate of interest. ' ~ . . 
Here we should 'have to remember, in estimating 

the maguitude of the quantities involved, that it is, 
broadly speaking, the. national wealth which consti
tutes the supply of capital, and the annual volume of 
replacements in the stationary state of our imaginary 
tcommunity will,. only be .R small percentage' of the 
total national wealth. . Suppose that' the annual 
volume of capital replacements in the initial state., 
of . equilibrium had am0li!lted to 2 per Cent of the 
national wealth. Then· even though the income tax 
whicn ',has" been imposed "creates dis-saving to the 
extent of 5 per cent of the annual volume of capital 
replacements, it will not on that account, cut down 
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the supply of capital by anything like the same 
percentage: but instead only by .Jo-th of 5 per cent, 
that is by ()o 1 per cent per annum. 

Un a period of short duration tne changing deman~ 
schedules and the uncertainty which the tax creates. 
will probably be a more potent force than this towar~ 
reduction in the volume of the country's capitag lO I 

On the other hand, the process of dis-saving which 
has been set in motion will act in a cumulative 
fashion, the effect brought about in the course, say, 
of a five-year period, being, since the process of· 
capital reducti~n from this cause gradually coU).es to 
an end, rather less than five times the capital wastage 
orthe first year.' 

• , 
5. Taking into account the fall in population in 

, the long petiod. 

The total volume of capital in the community is 
going to begin to decline in the short period, and the 
decline will continue into the long period. Yet what 
matteis from the point of view o{ the main economic' 
variables, wage rate and real income per head of 
population no less than the rate of interest, is not the 
total quantity of capital in the community, but the 
quantity of capital per head. The total quantity of 

• capital ill the community, it is true, will have declined. 
But sO also, we hav6 found, will the population of the 
community in the long period. Hence although total 
capital has declined. it is not necessarily the case that 

..Icapital per head will have declined: this may have 
declined. remained constant or increased, depen~g 
on the percentage decline in the tota1capital of thel 
community, as compared with the percentage decline 

• cr. CaIaud .... IA ripe"< " ..... ur ;.~ .." """'ia!>, pp. 62-3-
N 
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in population. H the proportionate fallm population 
has been the greater, then even though the tQtal 
quantity of capital is less, the quantity of capital per 
head will be greater in the final equilibrium than it had 
been initially, and the rate of interest will be loweO 

l:whlch of the pair, capital or population, will, ill 
the long period, have declined the more! It is 
not possible, on the basis of the reaSoning given, 
to return a definite answer to this question. Thel. 
quantity of the community's capital has begun to 
decline immediately after the tax was imposed; and 
the decline has been continuous. The numbers in the 

< ,population have increased, to begin with after the 
- tax, and then have begun to decline. The decline 

in numbers may have continued so far as to leave 
the quantity of capital per head greater than it had 
been in the initial position of equilibrium: or the 
decline in population may have been less great than 
this, leaving a reduced quantity of capital per head 
in the community and a higher rate of intere&t than 
initially. Both cases are theoretically possible of 
occurrence. But the outcome seems likeliest to be, 
as I think most people would agree, that the/Propor
tionate .§JYm capital will be greater than '\hat in 
pop~tion, giving a smaller quantity of capital per 
head than initially, and a higher rate of interest . .> 

SECTION II 

Criticism of some contrary views expressed by 
De V iii and Einaudi 

6. Einaudi, although he is not at the time discuss
ing specifically the question of the income tax, has 
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. arrived at certain conclusions bearing on the point 

. unf,ler discussion.' 
A highly important question, he says, is that of 

the use made by the State of the financial means that 
the tax has placed at its disposal. The use that it· 
makes of these financial means may be : . 

,(A) just as advantageous and no more, 
I (B) more advantageous, or 
(C) less advantageous, 

than the use that would have been made of the funds 
by the private individuals concerned. 

Case (B), Einaudi thinks, ought to be envisaged as 
a possible case in economic analy~ When (B) 'is 
realised, then although in the short perioll the tax 
may cause the How of goods and services in the 
community to contract, still, over the long periodt 
owing to the building of streets, bridges, schools andV 
railways, it will cause the national income to expand. 
Einaudi envisages population as remaining constant 
the while.. Thus his conclusion is one opposed to that 

c: .. t which we have arrived. We do not envisage an 
expansion of the national income of divisible goods 
and services as being possible as a result of the tax~. 

The source of our difierence of opinion from 
Einaudi in this regard, arises partly from his difierent 
conception of. the State from that which we entertain, 
and partly from our following a methodology that 
has more explicitly reference to the conditions of 
stationariness. Eihaudi's conception of the State ilt 
the same as that of his teacher, De Viti. De Viti, in 
an important passage of his work. says that a taX I 

instead of raising cost of production may lower it~ \ 
.. Einaudi. U Oa.rvu.ione oritiche ...... U t cia. 
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". Let us take as an example an association of 
proprietors who at their own expense maintain a 
private road for the transportation of their mer
chandise. The transportation is a part of the cost of 
production. 

" Let us now suppose that these proprietors agree 
to pay the State, in the form of a tax, as much as or 
less than they nsed to spend for their private lOad, and 
that the State builds and maintains a better road, on 
which transportation is more convenient and faster. 

" It could not be said, in such a case, that the tax 
increased' the previous cost of transportation. It 
musli be said to have decreased it. 

";From this special example we may pass to the 
general case - namely, that the introduction of 
J!lUblic services and their growth and impravement 
,have reduced the cost of all the productive activities 
of the country. Hence it is necessary to discuss the. 
problem on the most general hypothesis that the 
Sllbstitution of public enterprise for private enterprise' 
results in advantages for the taxpayers. But even it; 
the contrary hypothesis is adopted, it will always 
have to be admitted that it is not the tax paid by 
the producer that decides, but the nature of the public, 
,services produced and the degree to which eac,!l 
individual enterprise can· in fact make nse of these 
servICes. 

" To sum up: the previous cost of production may 
have been increased, left as it was, ar diminished by 
an increase in taxes. In pure theory i~ must be !JRidl 

to have decreased." 1 • 

In a later work of his, Einaudi, af~ quoting fro1Jl 
this passage, speaks thus in'the same ~in as it J 

lOp. ciI. p.161. .' 
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" When. the tax is in fact what it is in -theory, it 
inevitably increases and does p.ot diminish the How 
6)f social income; it increases saving and increases 
capital values. In other words when the tax is truly 
,such, the discussion of incidence and of losses is a 
figurative way of speaking, which confuses ideas, 
because it applies to, the affairs of perfect States, 
words which men rightly used at those times when 
governments were enemies, op{l,ressors, spoilers and, 
plunderers of the population."!J 

7. As opposed to this view of De Viti and Einaudi, 
it appears to us that there are only three sets of 
circumstances worthy of mention in which the imposi
tion of a tax could lead to an increase'in the national .' . ...... mcome. ~ 

""The_ first of these ,is where the Government is 
wiser than the people from whose pockets it extracts 
th~ money in tax, and makes better or .. more ,pro
ductive" use of the money, \ An example of this 
would be where, in the example of De Viti, the 
government drew up' a better plan of a road than 
would have been drawn up by the private individuals 
in the country, had they been left to themselves_ 

Under the conception of perfect competition, which 
is used for example by Knight,' in which it is,assumed 
that each individual knows the prices of all factors 

, and oC all commodities in the market, such a contin
gency as this, viis. that the Government is wiser than ' 

,the individuals in the community, would not be 
p~ble of occurrence. Because, to take the example 
givep by 1)e Viti. why should not the manufacturers 
in the industry concerned have come together, and 

t Eioau.di, .. 'Ot.tima Impoot. ». cit. p. 81. foolaote. 
• llnight.;, ~ u-u.., ... ProjiJ, pp. 'l6-8O. 
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decided to maintain the road in the way eventually 
done by the State 1 Ex hypothesi they must have 
sufficient knowledge to enable them to do s~ Or 
else, why should not some independent company have 
undertaken the provision of the road services, and 
either made lump-sum charges on the manufacturers 
concerned· or else charged tolls to the traffic that 
used it 1 The example chosen by De Viti in fact, 
when we make the assumption of the existence of the 
type of perfect competition that involves perfect 
knowledge, seems sufficient to establish the opposite 
conclusion from his: it establishes the conclusion, 
namely, that the proceeds of a tax, when employed 
by the Governinent, could never, in these circum
stances, be more productive of an income of divisible 
commodities, than if it had been employed in industry 
by the persons who had paid the tax. 

The assumption regarding knowledge which we 
ourselves have made in this book, is not 80 far
reaching as the one we have mentioned. We do not 
assume that each individual has a perfect knowledge 
of all market prices: but only that" when stationary 
conditions have emerged - i.e. both initially and 
finally - the knowledge of each individual relating to 
prices is taken to be stationary, though not neces
sarily, even then, perfect".' Thus on our assumption 
it is not formally impossible that, the Government 
should be wiser in regard to matters like road-building, 
etc., than are the private individuals in the com
munity. Yet, while on our assumption the possibility 
is not formally ruled out that the Government should 
be wiser in these matters than the people directly 
concerned, we consider that the likelihood of this 

1 sup ...... Chapter IX, § 7. 
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being true in practice is so remo~ that the p088ibility 
can be disregarded in our analysis also. 

[The second set of circumstances iIl_'!!llclL~he 
p~ductive type of Stlt~ action enViSaged by Einaudi 
and De Viti might come about, would be where the. 
imp08itio!LQU~ta.xin questiolLcaused an increasJ 
in the net inyes~l!le!lt of the_ co~m~ty: ;rJiiBJjilgn~ 
come about, say, partly because the Government had 
used the proceeds of the tax in a way that was pro
ductive, directly or indirectly, of divisible commodi1 
ties, and partly because the tax had induced people 
to cut down their consumption expenditure, giving 
as the upshot of the whole proceBS, the equivalent of 
a greater amount of yearly investment than the ze~ 
amount that there would have been had there beeIi 
no tax,) 

Now if we were considering the imposition of an 
extra increment of one tax to replace an increment 
of another tax - e.g. if an additional increment of 
the income tax were imposed in order to enable the 
Government to abolish a portion of the tax on 
inherited estates - then it seems not improbable that 
as a result of the adjUBtment the net investment of 
tile community would be increased. ~ut if th~ 
problem, as in this book, is that of the imposition 0 

an increment of the income tax, in ,.ddition to the 
rest of the existing system of taxation, the possibility 
that the effect of this additional increment of incomef 
tax should cause an increase in net investment, seemS 
sufficiently remote in most circumstances to make it 
convenient that it should be disregarded in theory:) 

One type of public expenditure, however, lr'oes 
appear to exist which in some circumstances Inay 
prove more productive, (as also in others it Inay prove 
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less productive), than money invested in iD.dustry .. 
And even though, in a certain community, it were 
to be true that this type of investment had a 
higher productivity than that of other forms, yet 
only a Government and not private individuals 
might be able to undertake it. We refer to invest
ment in education and in public health. For 
special reasons, although it were to be the case that 
investment in education, for example, in a certain 
community should have a productivity greater than 
normal - we do not argue that this need be the 
case, but only that it may be so - yet it may not 
be undertaken by private enterprise. The reasons 
for private enterprise not undertaking this type of 
investment would be that in the case of juveniles 
who had been educated, difficulties would arise ill 
regard to the ascertainment of the value of the 
improvement or the increased productivity that had 
taken place in the individual, through the education; 
and, in addition, difficulties of legal contract would 
\trise which would render private enterprise rather 
impotent in this matter. 
I In this,~he case where the tax proceeds are spent 
fon education or health services, and in this case o~y" 
it appears to us, would it be useful to introduce the 
conception (in.our own analysis of the stationary 
state) that it is possible that the imposition of a tax 
might lead to an increase in the national income of 
the community. \ However, the occurrence of the 
particular points in the expansion of :.the public 
expenditure of a country at which the money raised 
by taxation is going to be. devoted in sufficient 
proportion to education and hel,l.lth, and where these 
services are going to be sufficiently productive of 
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income in the form of divisible goods and ser\':ices as 
to cause the national income to me, will be rare in 
practice. This possibility, it is true, has not been 
included in the analysis we have given in the earlier 
paragraphs of this chapter, in which we state that a 
necessary consequence of the tax will be to reduce 
the total national capital and the total national 
income of divisible goods.] 

(I,he criticism we have given of the views expressed 
by De Viti and Einaudi, goes to strengthen the 
conclusion arrived at earlier, that the.national capital 
will ~e.~~l!c!ld a~JI. result of ~he tax - sa~e possibly 
i~ .. ~he instance. ID...which the proceeds of' the tax ar~ 
devoted in 'part to improving the health and educaj 
£ion services. The !iynamic phenomena which would 
l'GIlult in this case are complex and would be difficull 
to deal with in exact economic terms .. 



CHAPTER XV 

CONCLUSIONS 
THE INCIDENCE OF A GENERAL INCOME TAX IN A 

STATIONARY COMMUNI'.I;Y 

1, \j)rE period i=ediately after the imposition of 
'.the ta;) (roughly from date zero to date (OA + 15) 
.'y~rs). 

\' To present a synthetic picture of the incidence of 
a general income tax;, we require to combine the 
effects from the three sources of change Oll. the side 
of supply - change in labour supply per individual. 
change in size of population and change in capital 
structure - and to take along with these the changes 
which are going on in the demand schedules of the 
Government and of the different income classes in 
the co=unity. Further, it is the moving picture of. 
change through time that is importan!J 

[}.et us take first, in conjunction with each other. 
the movements in population and capital in the 
co=unity.The movement in population after the 
tax has been imposed, is, to begin with, an increase, 
and then a decline until a new stable level of popula
tion is reached, lower than that from which the 
population had set out. In the meantime, after the 
tax is imposed a fall' in the total volume of capital 
sets in and continues into the long periodJ 

If we refer to diagram I on p. 177, supra,' birth rate 
is higher than the old rate, as a result of the income 

198 
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, 
j;ax, during ~he period of time betw.een zero and OA. 
Let us suppose that the school education of mos1Jl. 
children covers the period of their lives between their 
5th and 15th years. Tlten between the date zero and 
bhe date (OA + 15) years 1 there will be a tendency to 
decline in average standard of living thr~ugh people 
having to maintain a larger number of children per 
family than they had in the initial equilibrium state 
of .affairs) ) 
\J)uring this period of time, standard of living will' 

also be falling on account of the gradually contracting 
totll.l volume of capita.!J 

[Qn the other hand, in this short period of time 
between years zero and (OA + 15) yea.rs after the 
'imposition of the tax, the governmental expenditure 
of the ~ proceeds will be acting in the oppositi 
direction towards an increase in the standard of 
living of the poorer people in the community; ana 
uiifei!s orily a very sm&ll portion of the tax proceeds 
ars spent on social services, the forces towards a ris~ 
in standard of living of the poor will outweigh th~ 
towards a deoline. ) 'l 

ill it shoUld be t"ne case that a large proportion of 
.the tax "proceeds ars spent on social services, and if 
these services begin to yield their benefits immediately 
after the imposition of the tax (as, for el:ample, old
age pensions might do), then the (position of the 
poorer classes will show an improvement very/ 
promptly after the tax has been imposed)- beoause 
in these circumstances the forces towards a rise in 

I This .... d oth .... dalel aoaignod _ 0DIy 100gb. doJlOlldin8 on .. 
number of variabt... additional ... tho. mentioned. 14. age of m.arriage 
of y.>ung people, obangM in d ... &h rate .......... adulta IlIld among 
children nopoothel,y. _ 
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standard of living of the poor will be strong, and 
'the forces towards a decline (viz. a larger number of 
children per family and a smaller volume of capital), 
will only be beginning to come into operation) 

\l'rom 15 years after the imposition. of the tax 
until (OA + 15), the labour force of the communitY' 
(through the increased birth rate between the dates 
,zero to OA), will be increasing. The total lab6ur 
supply in the community in fact, will have begun ,to 
increase before this, through the gradual lowering in 
t~ death rate which had been occurring~ '", 
Uhe increase in.. 1abour supply at tiUs time; like 

the reduction in the q,uantity of capital which has 
taken place, will tend to increase the productivity per 
unit of capital and to raise the rate of interest. But 
probably the rise in the rate of interest will be less 
than sufficient to bring dis-saving to an end; for the 
uncertainty of the period gives rise to capital wastage 
and the income tax further reduces the incomes of 
the rich. Although the rate of interest will be higher 
at, say, tlJ.e date (OA + 15) years than jt had been 
initially, the total quantity of' capital on which this 
higher rate of interest is earned will be smaller'; and 
total savings will probably, as we,say, be !below its 
initial level of zeriJ . ' 
@'here :will be two forces during this time tending 

to reduce the value of capital goods as compared with 
what it had been before the tax was imposed. The 
change in demand schedules through the altered dis
tribution of income, and through the changing size 
and age-grouping of the population, will render plant 
less adapted on the average to the new state of affairs 
than it had been in the past. Again, in the short 
period, we have seen, the rate of interest will tend to 
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increase; capital values, will, therefore, be reckoned' 
at a smaller number of years purchase of annual 
income. Both these causes will act so as to reduce 
.the capital value of plant which had been in existence 
when the tax was imposed!} 

2.\!rom date (OA + 15) onwards to the long period: 
After the date (OA + 15) approximately, the 

standard of living of the lower--income classes will 
show a tendency to'rise, in'so far 8.s there will be a: 
smaller n~ber of c'1illdren per family to maintain ; 
governmental expenditure of the tax proceeds will 
act in the same directio~ 

\.Again, about the date (OA + 15), the size of the. 
labour force in the community will attain its peak 
and thereafter will begin to decline. The decline in 
the labour force will conmue until it comes down 
to its initial quantity, and will continue below that. 
This fall in the labour force will tend to cause a fall 
in the margina:l productivity of capita:!, entailing a 
reduction in the incomes "of the rich. But a much 
moni important aspect of the contracti~n~\n labour 
force which sets in, is that it tends to increase the 
quantity of capital which is being combined with the 
labour of each worker. This 'also tends to increase 
the standard of living of the worker by raising wage 
rate:! . 
L1fn the other hand the reduction in the quantityl 

of capital per head of population will still act in the, 
opposite direction towards a fall in the standard of 
living; and through the continuance over a numblll" of" 
years of dis-saving, and capita:! wastage resl!lting from 
uncertain:~ this force will, by this time, have gained 
in strength..J . ' 
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3. ~ the long periocLl 
How far will the fall in numbers carry in the long 

period, as compared with the fall that has taken place 
in capital 1 Will it carry far enough to raise quantity 
of capital per head to its. initial figure, or will it not 
go so far 1 This, we said, is the crucial question to 
which no defini.~ answer can be given. But, ~e 
may be allowed to rely On nothing more tlw.n our own 
general impression of the magnitudes of the quantities, 
involved, we should say that in the long run, quantity 
of capital" per head will be 1ess than to "begin with 
and the rate of interest will be higheiJ 
r Since the quantity of capital per head is less than 

to'-oegin with, the worker's wage rate will also bee· 
lower. The wqrker's standard of living, however, 
depends not only on his wage rate but also on the 
benefits he derives from the increase in the social 
services which is financed by the tax .. And even if 
his wage rate be lower than initially, the quantum of 
social services, whle"h he: enjoys will partly make up, 
or more than make up, fo~~ fall in wage rate. ·But 
which of. these cases will hold good,' whether. the 
worker's standard of living as represented by his wage 
rate and the social serviceS which he enjoys, will have 
been raised or lowered. in the long'run, as a result of 
the income tax, we are unable to state definitely. A 
vital question must, therefore, so far as we are able 
to _, remain without any definite answer of a Yes 
orNotyp~ • 

4[ Changes in the output of effort of the individual, 
in the short and the long period. ] 

Now let us take in conjunction with capital and 
population movements, the movement in 8upply of 
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labour per individual in the population. Thll ana.lysis 
which we ga.ve, taken along with ~he existing statisti< 
ca.l evidence, :faB sufficient to establish that(m the 
short period, there would be, due to the expenditure 
of the tax proceeds, a tendency towards reduction in 
the number of hours worked' by the average individual 
in the lower income strata. In the short period 
following on the imposition of the tax, we should ex
pect, not actual reductions in hours of labour worked, 
but instead, various tendencies towards a slowing down, 
of. the pace of work, hours of labour themselves, 
because of various frictions, remaining unchanged.;) 

COver the longer period, when population and capital 
b;rt1 alter, if the smaller quantity of capital per head, 
taken' in conjunction' with the scalepf social services 
which exists in the long period, leaves the real income 
per head of the working classes greater than before, 
then the supply of labour per headJor these classes 
will be less than before, so introducing a tendency 
towards reduction in standard ilf living. Vice versa, 
if, it should be the case that the f'aJ.J. in capital per 
head combined with~e lOng-period scale of social ser
vices leaves the stanaard of living of the working classes 
lower than it had been initially, then membem of theBeI 
classes will tend to work longer hours; and this will 
help to counteract the fall in the standard of living":'l.. 

For those in the higher-income strata, whiCli
would include works managers, higher administrative 
staff, company directors, etc.. and professional men 
like lawyers, doctors and authors, no statistica.l 
material exists on which to base a judgment of fact. 
Since our analytica.l treatment had shown that the 
reaction on the part of any individual might be 
towards either a lengthening or a shortening of 
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working hours, in the absence of statistical evidence 
for these higher-income classes, no judgment 88 to 
the probable direction of change in their supply of 
labour can be expressed, either in regard to the short 

. or the lopg period. 

" 5.'~~a!":f) 
It may be useful at this point to provide a summary 

of' the changes which take place, even though it 
should anticipate one or two points in the subsequent 
paragraphs. 

(i) Years between the date zero (date of imposi
~ion of tax) and (OA + 15) years : 
• There will be a very slowly falling death rate_ 

There will be a larger number of children to be 
maintained per family. 

A slow progressive fall will occur in the quantity 
of capital per head of working population; and a 
very slow rise in the rate of interest. • 

The poorer classes will benefit from the expenditure 
of the tax proceeds - the more so the greater the 
proportion of the revenue of the income tax which is 
spent on social services. 

On balance the standard of living of the poorer 
classes will rise. If the social services yield their 
benefits quickly (as, e.g., old-age pensions), the rise 
in the standard of living of the poor will be particularly 
great in the early stages. ~ 

The labour force will be increasing lietween the 
dates 15 and (OA + 15). 

Alterations will take place in the system of demand 
schedules for commodities and factors of production 
as a result of the collection of the tax and the expendi
ture of its revenue. 
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(ii) After date (OA + 15) : 
The fall in the volume of capital, as a result of dis

saving and capital wastage, will have gained in strength 
by this time, tending to raise the rate of interest. 

The labour force of the community will be declin
ing, tending to increase the quantity of capital per 
head and to lower the rate of interest. 

The adaptation of the productive structure of the 
community to the changing demand structure will be 
gomg on. 

(iii) In the long run : 
The percentage fall in the size of population, we 

expect (or guess), will be less than that in the volume \ 
of capital. 

This will give a lower wage rate than existed to I 
begin with and a higher rate of interest. 

The poorer classes, however, will still enjoy the 
benefits additional to their wages, which they derive 
from the social services financed out of the proceeds 
of the tax. This will compensate their standard of 
living, either wholly or in part, for the fall in their 
wage rate. But whether their resulting standard of 
living will be lower or higher than it had been to 
begin with, we do not find it possible to say. 

If their resulting standard of living is higher than 
initially, their hours of work will be shorter; if their 
standard of living is lower, they will work longer hours 
than to begin with. (Here we are regarding hours of 
work as dependent solely on standard of living, irre
spective of how wage rate and social services con
tribute to make up that standard of living.) 

6tThe changing structure of demand and produc
tion m the short period::\ 

./ o 
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LAs to the part played by changing demand 
scheilules in the community, the disbursement of a 
greater proportion of the national income on the! 
goods and services consumed by the working class~ 
and the Government will involve a rise in the sho 
period in the prices of these goods, and positiv 
quasi-rents for the factors engaged in making them 
The factors which supply the rich with consumption 
goods will, at the same time, be getting llegative 
quasi-rentS. With the lapse of a further period of 
time, factors of production will gradually transfer 
from the one set of industries into the other. New 
factories will be built that provide for the consump
tion of the poor and that manufacture those goods 
cRJ:!.Sumed by the Government for which demand has 
increased. Certain firms which had catered for the 
rich will not renew machinery as it wears out and 
will go out of production; and for some time after 
the imposition of.the tax a larger amount of plant in 
the communitv'-will be concenilrated in the one set 
of industries than had been the case to begin with. 
As the transfereXlce of flant takes place, tl¥! price 
rises which had 'taken place in the goods consumed by 
the poor and by the Government will subside: the 
positive quasi-rents of the factors eXIgaged in the 
manufacture of these goods will likewise subside) 

(]inillarly in the case of goods consumed by the 
rich, the prices of these goods and the rates 'Of re
muneration of the factors making them will, in the 
short period imml\di~ly following the imposition of 
the tax, fall below their previous leveIi., ,But with 
the lapse of a further period of time the prices of these 
goods and the rewards of these factors, will begin to 

. move upwards towards t~ heights at which they will, 
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rBtand in .. the long period. 'the price movements 
upwards, for' ~th goods &nd fac~ will be the 
quicker" . , 

(a) the less durable are the goods concerned, and 
(b) the more readily are the factors engaged in 

making them transferable to other industries) 

A corresponding system of transfers of income &nd 
capital among the individuals in th, community will 
be set up. Some individuals will profit in a way that 
had not been foreseen. from the changes which take 
place; others will lose. The talents &nd capital of 
some men will be better adapted to take adv&ntage 
of the new state of affairs th&n they had been to take 
adv&ntage of the old; of others, less well adapted. 

'lUhe COD8UDlptiO~). of divisible &nd indivisible 
goOOa in the long peri~ . 

The supplies of the factors of produQtion will be 
difterent in the long perjod from what they had been 
initially: and we have pointed out that wage rate 
will be lower &nd the rate. of iD,terest higher. The 
heights of wage rate &nd the ratA!' of in~; the 
quantities of labour &nd of capital, together with the 
tax &nd expenditure structure of the community Win··. 
detennine the long-period pattern ofcoitsumption of 
divisible &nel indivisible goods in the Community. 
But it is doubtful, if. in the absence of a more quanti
tative treatment th&n we have given, &nything more 
than this can usefully be said about tHe quantity of 
divisible &nd of indivisible goods that the community 
will consume in the long period. 

We have pointed out earlier (Chapter XI, § '1). on 
what factors ftlative movementa in the prices of 
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divisible goods will depend. Since wage rate ha8~ 
fallen and rate of interest risen in the final as com
pared with the initial situation of equilibrium, goods 
which employ more labour in their manufacture will, 
in the long period, have fallen in price relatively to 
those which 'employ more capital. 



CHAPTER XVI 

CONCLUSIONS (continued) 
THE INCIDENCE OF A GENERAL INCOME TAX IN' A 

PROGRESSIVE COMMUNITY 

SECTION I 

Analytical 

1. IIrrKERTO we have only taken into account a 
society which, apart from the effects of the income 
tax, is in a condition of stationarmess : I butlthe con
clusions arrived at in relation to a society of this kind, 
we believe, can be transferred, with some modifica
tions, to the case of one which is progressing in wealth 
and population. The community we now envisage is 
one which is ro 'n continuousl and smoothly 
in wealt and in mdustrial techni ue and whose 
popu ation IS continuously increasmg.1 The pro em 
a lSBue IS at 0 eternWililg e erence between 
the stat.e of this progressive community at any given 
moment in time if its system of income tax had re
mained unchanged, and the state of the community 
at the same moment in time when a small additional 
increment of income tax is used to finance the various 
go~ental services. 
\ ~-l.!he imposition of the tax and the expenditure 
ef its proceeds in the advancing community, would 
tend eventuiilly to cause a fall "in the birth rates 
of...!~e lower cI_; because it increases the leal 

• No _un' io ...... of Rallo oyoliaU ~ 
!07 
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incomes of these classes and this in turn sets a com
plex of forces in action towards a reduction of birth 
~ i'lTo begin with, however, the effect of the tax
ation tnd the consequent benefits in real income to 
the poorer classes, will be to, raise their birth rates; 
though the rise in birth rate after a few years, when 
the ideas and knowledge of the people concerned have 
had time to become more adapted to their new income 
status, will gradually turn into a fall. 

a. In the case of a stationary community, we 
found, t~e imposition of an income tax brought about 

10. reduction in the annual rate of saving and invest
Fent; and in a progressIve community the effect 
of the income tax will ordinarily be the same as thisJ 
An analytical proof that this is so can be given along 
the lines of the previous proof. Diagram I of 
Cha.pter XIV can be regarded as valid for an indi
vidual in the community at a particular instant of 
time, if the curve AIl is prolonged above the z-axis, 
since, in the progressive community, the individual's 
savings may be positive and greater than zero. The 
effect of the tax wru be to reduce his total net income 
and 80: to reduce th!lum of his consumption expendi- . 
ture and savings~l..To begin with, those people on 
whom the tax is levied will tend to reduce their savings 
to a· greater extent than their consumption; but 
,gradually their consumption will be further restricted. 
The tax, therefore, will reduce the volume of saving 
and of investment of the progressive com~unity in 
'the same manner as it did in the case of the statiouary 
:comm~~. If, as we believe ~ be the cas~, t~e 
.reductIon ill the volume of capItal at any pomt In' 

time is by a grea.ier percentage than the faU which 
'the tax has induced in the size of population, its effect 
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lwill always be to~ards raising the rate of interest, 
,and towards reducmg wage ra~J \ ' ',_ ' • 

4. We show in the next chapter tlJatKhe probable 
ellect of the tax will be to reduce tlie volume of 
~ and venturesome busineM which is nndertaken, 
in a greater degree tlian that of the safer kinds of 
busineM; and this will retard the advance of in
dustrial_ tech~q,ue, and retard the rate of growtliOl 
real wlllZeslr 

~-;;-tLe progressive community, 88 for, the 
stationary community, the ellect on the output of 
ellort of the individual brought about by taxing ~ 
income, may be either to increase or to diminish hill 

..output of personal ellort) \ This may be proved by 
considering the diagrams I and II which we gave in 
Chapter XII, and which are applicable to the case-of 
an individual in the advancing community ~t a 
particular point in time: the same proof would then 
apply.s before. 

In 80 far 88 the Government spends the proceeds 
of the tax on social services, this increases the standard 
of living of the working classeS 'and tends to lead 
them to curtail the length of their hours of work. 
Ihe greater the proportion of the tax proceeds which 
are spent on these services, the stronger will be the 
tendency in the short period towards a reduction of 
ho~rs of IabouD \ 
{U.n the longer period, whether the income tax has, 

100 to a resultant shortening or lengthening of hours 
of labour, 88 compared with what they would ba¥ej 

. been in its absence, will depend on whether the totaf 
I~f!!£t of the tax, taking into acconnt populatioa 
changt'8,.sh!Ulges in the quantity of capital &lid in 
tlle-volu!Ile of risk-bearing nndertaken by the COID-
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munity's industry, has been to raise or lower the' 
standard of living of ~he workers from the two 
sources, wage!! and social services. Whether the 
workerll' standard of living will, on balance, be raised 
or lowered eventually, we f).nd ourselves unable, as 
in the case of the stationary co=unity, to state 
definitelu I 
6\~ in the case of the stationary co=unity, the 

demand schedules for co=odities will be altered. 
To begin with, after the imposition of the ta~, the 
rate of consumption of divisible goods by the working 
classes, and the rate of consumption of indivisible 
goods by the co=unity as a whole, will be increased; 
and the rates of remuneration of the factors which 
supply them will be increased. The consumption of 
the rich, during the same period, will be on a lower 
scale than it otherwise would have been, and the 
factors_which supply goods to them will get lower 
re'lfard&J ' " • 
l.The amount and structure of conswrlption of 

divisible and indivisible goods after the lapse of a 
longer period of time will depend on the extent of 
the alterations brought about by the' tax in the 
quantities of the fac~rs of production and in their 
rates of remuneratio,!!.J , 

L§ince the tax has brought about a rise in the rate 
of interest and a fall in wage rate, as compared with 
what they would have been in its absence, goods in 
whose costs of production capital figures mbre largely 
will tend to rise in price as a result of the tax, rela
tively to those whose costs are accoun~ for. in a 
greater proportion by labo~ • , 
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SECTION II 

TluJ CQ8e of Great Britain 1 

7. Throughout the nineteenth century and the 
early part of the twentieth century, the population 
of Great Britain grew at a very rapid rate, and 
additional workers swelled the labour foree of the 
country. For each of theseadditjonal workers 
industrial equipment had to be supplie<t. 

Again, owing to the continuous growth in indus
trial technique and the manner of its growth, the 
equipment of machinery and toolli used, both by 
those already engaged in the industrial process and 
t~ose just entering it, was always becoming more 
elaborate and more costly. The cost of the new 
industrial equipment for the existing labour foree and 
for the new entrants into mdustry, was met out of 
the savings which the community continued to make 
during the period. 

As is well known, in the future the population of 
Great Britain, after reaching its peak about 1942, 
is going to begin to decline. The demand for capital 
arising from this source. however, does not depend on 
the rate of growth of the total population, but on 
that of the industrial population of the country: and 
the figures show that there will be no appreciable 
decline in the number of occupied population of 
Great Britain until some time after 1950.' But, and 
this is the important point, the continuous growth in 

I CoIm and I ..... nD. ~ C- ;wac. oJ Rer...I A ...... 
Tv 1'oUcJ • .t..I wida the GmiIu .......... whirh -"-' the Ullited 
St.aIeo. • See P. J3II, ... 
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population which the :nineteenth and early twentieth 
century experienced, is going to disappear; and the 
dema,nd for capital to' provide equipment for new 
entrants into industry is going to dry up. 

Next, the demand for capital per worker already 
in employment depends, in an important degree, on 
two technological factors: (a) the rate at which 
technical progress is taking place, and (b) the rate at 
which this technical change (operating in conjunction 
with economic factors) tends to increase the costliness 
of the machinery in use. . The manner in which these 
,two factors will behave in the futUre can, of course, 
only be guessed at: but the feeling appears to be very 
general that technical progress has shown a slowing
down since the Great War and will continue into the 
future at a rate which will become slower; . and that 
the nature of the technical change of the future will 
be less pronouncedly towards increasing the cost of 
the equipment per worker than it has been in the 
past. The demand for new capital arising from the 
source technical progress, therefore, appears likely to 
be on a smaller scale than in the past. 

In these circumstances, it seems probable that the 
demand for new capital in this country from each of 
these two sources, growth in the industrial population 
and change in industrial technique, is going to bear 
a considerably reduced ratio to the national income 
from what it did in the pre-war epoch. Now, accord
ing to the manner of reasoning ofthe classical school, 
which employs among its other assumptions that of 
full employment, little or no difficulty need be experi
enced on this account. If the demand schedule for 
capital falls, while the community attempts to save 
as high a proportion of its income as before, the rate 
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of interest will fall sufficiently to mduce entrepreneurs 
to intensify the use of capital in each of its various 
employments, while, by hypothesis, the volllI!le of 
employment rema.ins unaffected. The new savings 
Will, on this theory, fulfil a 1lI!eful function. 

It is to be doubted, however, whether this .theory 
fits the situation very well at the present day. \Keyne~ 
has shown that the rate of interest offers a stron 
resistance to a fall below a certain level; and tha 
the probable effect if people attempt to mainta' 
savings at their previous rates in face of a fallin 
demand schedule for capital, may be that severe 
employment will ensue, w:hich will drag down t e 
national income of the country to such a level as will 
enable a quantum of savings to be made, small 
enough to be absorbed by industry at a rate of interest 
whicb is scarcely lowered at all. The process of bring1 
ing about the necessary equality between savings and4 
investment, it seems likely, would only be completed: 
through the community experiencing a high and con
tinuous volume of unemployment. 

In circumstances where the inducement to invest, 
is low. the size of the national income and the 
volume of investment itself, will both, up to a certain 
point, increase, when the volume of consumption of 
the community is raised.' And one way to increase 
the volume of consumption of a community is for the 
Government to raise the height of the income tax or 
death duties, and spend the money in its various 
services. Thus in a community situated like post-war , 
Britain, the income tax, until it attains a certain 
height, will be of benefit both to the national income 

• o. Lantte. .. The Rate of In_ IIDd "'" OpWnom Pro...,...;ty 
to Consume It, .~. 1938. p- 23 f. 
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and to national investment. Which height or struc
ture of income tax would maximise the size of the 
British national income at any particular date, it is not 
possible, in the present state of our science, to calculate. 
But the theory is sufficient to show that the advent of 
increasing taxation in Great Britain during the war 
years, was much more fortunate than many people 
had been disposed to think. 

S. The important question remains, whether the 
height of direct taxation in Great Britain has already 
passed or has not yet reached the point at which further 
increase in it will stimulate growth in the national 
income (irrespective of the manner of its distribution), 
and the volume of the country's investment. A:ny 
answer to this question must be in its nature con
jectural. The view most favourable to further increase 
in the rate of the British Income Tax, would be that 
the height at which it would maximise the national 
income of the future has not yet been reached. Even 
on the opposite view, which is less favourable to a 
raising of the tax, it would still have to be borne in 
mind" f()llowing the Keynesian analysis, that increase 
in the mcome Tax, until it reaches a certain height, 
is favourable to growth of the national income; and 
only after this height has been passed does a tendency 
to restriction of national income set in - somewhat m 
the fashion which the classical theory depicts. 

The argument of Chapter XVIII, infra, on how we 
should desire to see the height of the British Income 
Tax altered, will proceed on the assumption that the 
point at which. increasing the height of the Income 
Tax tends to increase the size of the national income 
has already been passed. This, therefore, is equiva
lent to the view that so far as present-day rates of 
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income taxation are concerned, the main factors in 
the situation work out after the fashion envisaged by 
the classical or neo-classical theory. But the guess 
which we hazard may be wrong'; and if the reader 
makes the opposite guess, he will also disagree to some 
extent from us as to which income-tax policy it 
would be best for Great Britain to dopt. But eve~ 
though the view should be taken t increasing th 
rate of Income Tax would in e 'both nation 
income and national u.vestm , he amendmen 
required to Chapter XY!,f!!..... Id still, we thinli, 
not be very great. . 



CHAPTER XVII 

THE EFFECT OF THE INCOME TAX 
ON UNCERTAINTY-BEARING 

. 1. THERE are two kinds of risks in business, predict
~e and unpredi.ctltl)kris.ks. Predictable risks are 
those whose weight over a year or over the course of 
a number of years is known, if not for the individual 
'business at any rate for a group consisting of a large 

I number of businesses which are 'similar and similarly 
situated. In this chapter, however, it will only be 
with the un~edictable risks of industry that we are 
concerned. I1he probable burden of an unpredictable 
risk, or an uncertainty, as it is referred to, people 
may guess at, but they cannot know what the burden, 
either for the individual or the group, will eventually 

,turn out to be. Such uncertainties· are mainly borne 
by the purchasers of ordinary shares, whose yield is 
not of a guaranteed amount, but fluctuates according 
to the degree of success or failure attained by the 
company which had issued them; though the uncer
tainties borne by preference and debenture share-
holders are by no means negligible.l . 

Let us consider the process tliit' goes on when a 
company makes a new issue of ordinary shares.' 
The success of the finn lies in the future, and in the 
present can only be guessed at. Each person con
cerned will form a different estimate of what its . 

I See J. R. Hicks, .. The Theory of Uncertainty and Profit". 
Economica. 1931. 

218, 
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success is likely to be.' It is as if each person formed 
an estimate of the chance that the share had of each 
different· rate of return in the future. \ The set of 
estimates of any' given individual in relation to any 
given share can be represented in the form of an 
uncertainty schedule as shown. (See diagram I.) 
The scheme of chances or uncertainty schedule in 
relation to a given share. will differ for each individual 

....... 

I..--"«-------:::.---->J=.~::: ........ _",,_fAX) 

DuolWl I 

in the community. Some. for example. may be 
optimistic about a certain share for which others 
entertain but little hope. Uncertainty schedules, that 
is. are subjective in nature. . 

Owing to tite views they hold of the chancea of the 
difierent d.egrees of BUcceas of any. giveh share. and 
as well owing to their scales of preference for uncer
tainty scheduleS of different types. the people in the 
community will be willing to take up a certain definite 
quantity of that share when it appears in the market. 
By varying the terms of issue of the share, a demand 
schedule for it similar in nature to a demand curve 
can be obtained. 

Now suppose that in the circumstancea we envis
age. in additional increment of income tax is imposed.. 
The course of events ali each subsequent moment of 
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time will be different from what it otherwise would 
have been. But for shortness let us speak as if we 
pictured the same firm as before, issuing at any 
particular moment in time, .the same share as it would 
have done had there been no income tax. 
~When the income tax is impQsed it alters the whole 
complex of business conditions at all subsequent 

'times. Each individual will form an estimate of the 
company's chances of gain, different from what he 
would have done had there been no additional tax. 
The uncertainty schedule corresponding in the mind 
of the person to the gross return on the given share, 
will, that is, be different in shape from what it would 
have been had there been no additional tax. Also 
part of each gross return that the share earns, will be 
absorbed by the new tax, causing a distortion in the 
shape of its uncertainty-curve of net return. And, 
further, the distribution of income and of capital, 
and therefore the ability of individuals in the com
JIlunity to purchase shares, will have altered as a 
result of the tax imposed; and the positions on their 
scales of preferences of uncertainty-curves of given 
shapes will have altered, 

As a result of these changes, an alteration will have 
been brought about in the demand schedule for the 

'shares· of the " given company" at each subsequent 
moment of time; the company will find it either 
easier or more difficult to issue shares; through the 
tax its business will come to be on a different scale 
from what it otherwise would have been. The pools 
of capital available for the different types of businesses 
in the community will have altered as a result of the 
tax, both in absolute and in relative size. Some kinds 
of business will find it relatively easier to get capital, 
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others will find it relatively more difficult; and the 
relative size and development of different kinds of busi
.nesses will therefore be altered as a result of the tax. 

2. These effects can be shown more neatly using 
indifference curves, as follows. In diagram II, along 
Ox let us measure the rate of interest or profit (after 
payment of income tax), on capital invested, along 
Oy, the probability of getting the corresponding rate 

PlIlCINTAGI 

~~~-~r.T~~--~--------

~o------------------------~n_~~~ 
D .... olWI U 

of return as this is estimated by the person concerned. 
He may be indifferent, e.g. between a rate of return 
of 3 p~ cent which he believes to be certain, and a 
return of 7 per cent which he believes has a 50- per 
cent probability of accruing. The two points defined 
by these co· ordinates -- 3 per cent return, 100 per 
cent probability; and 7 per cent return, 60 per cent 
probability -- would lie on the same indifference 
curve. Following this method a complete set of in
difference curves could be drawn to represent the scale 
of preferences of the individual.> When we proceed 
in this way, it may be mentioned, we suppose the 
individual to take into account only the most probable 
rate of return on an investment, and to disregard the 
amount of dispersion of each uncertainty schedule. 

• See R. H. Ooue, ere. ciI.. p. 10. 
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The individual concerned will survey the market 
and estimate for himself the various investment oppor
tunities which it presents. He will take into account 
the stocks of 90 per cent probability, say (as estimated 
by him), and consider whether he should purchase 
that one which affords a higher rate of yield than any 
other at this probability. And similarly for the other 
shares he believes to have 80, 70, etc., per cent prob
ability. Thus 31 per cent may be the highest yield 
which he believes it possible to get with 90 per cent 
probability of its occurring. If so (31 per cent, 90 per 
cent) will be one of a series of points which lie on a 
c~e MM in the diagram, one of which is bound to 
represent the final state of the investor's choice. He 
will eventually choose that point on the curve MM 
which is on a higher indifference curve than any 
other; i.e. the point at ;which MM becomes a tangent 
to one of his indifference curves, the point P in the 
dia~m. . 
&-"The effect of the imposition of an income tax is 
to reduce the rate of return on whatever stock he 
purchases; and the curve MM becomes displaced to 
the left, into the position NN say, giving a new point 
of equilibrium Q for the share purchases of this in
vestor. In the case represented by the diagram the 
investor would purchase shares of a safer kind than he 
had done previously. But it would be easy to show, 
by' drawing another diagram, that the new point of 
equilibrium might equally well correspond to the pur
chase of shares of a more risky kind than before. 

Further, the income tax alters the income and 
capital circumstances of each individual subjected to 
it; and this in itself alters his preferences as between 
stocks of different degrees of riskiness, i.e. alters the 
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indifference curve diagram, perhaps in the direction 
of riskier, perhaps of safer, shares. And again, 
through the wide and pervasive economic changes 
which the income tax introduces into the economic 
system of the community, the uncertainty schedules 
of profit themselves, of many or all firn1.s in the com
munity, will be altered as a result of the jiax. 

3. A formal analysis of the kind we have given, 
however, does nothing to suggest ,whether, in relation 
to safe businesses, businesses that involve considerable 
risk will find capital easier or more diffioult to get in 
a given income-tax regime; and the question, Does 
the British Income Tax reduce risk-taking! or, Does 
jt.-reduoe risk-taking unduly t remains unanswered. 
~e total volume of investment made by the oountry 
will be out down by the tax, we know; and we wish 
to disoover whether the volume of investment of the 
safer or of the riskier kind will be reduced in the 
greater proportion:-] . 

Perhaps some1Ddioations of the answer to this . 
question may be obtained if we take a more empirical 
view of the .matter. Let us suppose that a certain 
individual in the absence of the tax would have in
vested the sum of £3000 annually, during a specified 
period; and with half of this sum would have bought 
gilt-edged stock and with the other half stock of a 
given, fairly risky, nature. -After the income tax has 
been imposed he pays tax at the rate, say, of lOs. in 
the £, and now invests annually £2000, say. To look 
ouly at these two types of stock, Will he now make 
more than half or less than half of his total invest
ment in the more risl-y stock , 

Let us suppose that the yield on gilt-edged is 4. per 
cent, and the probable yield of the risky stock '7 pel' 
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cent (this being the modal yield in the probability 
schedule as conceived by him). Before the tax is 
imposed he expects, if he is fortunate, to get a 3 per 
cent higher yield on the risky than on the gilt-edged 
stock; but he knows at the same time that he runs 
a risk of loss, should luck be against the venture. 

vtiter the tax, the net yield to him of gilt-edged is 
2 per cent, that of the risky stock is 3i per cent. 
For bearing the same industrial risks as previously 
he only gets a net Ii per cent above the return on 
gilt-edged. The investor, reflecting on the smaller 
gain likely to accrue now, even though the risks of 
the situation are as great as before, may decide that 
the risk is no longer worth taking and concentrate 
his purchases either more largely or altogether on 
gilt-edged. . 
:; It is also possible, on the other hand, that the 
investor, feeling rather impoverished as a result of 
the income tax of lOs. in the £, will, in an effort to 

,increase his income, use a larger proportion of his 
. savings to purchase the risky shares. . 

The general belief, however, and it is a very 
widespread belief, is that the effect of the tax on 
the whole will be to make people concentrate their 
savings to a greater extent on investments of the 

: safer kinds. A number of witnesses giving evidence 
before the Colwyn Committee agreed that the effect 
of the British Income Tax was to reduce the willing
ness of investors to assume industrial risks, a view in 
which the Committee concurred.' 

Stamp expresses the belief that "A moderate 
residuum of the whole class of the service of risk-

, See Reporl, pp. 142-4, 160-61, 169; also Stamp, .. Taxation, 
Risk·taking and the Price Level", E_", Jt>Uf'IIIJl, 1928. 
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taking is discouraged by high taxation, perhaps to 
a greater. extent than any common discouragement 
that may be postulated of energy and production 
in general, and that it is probably this risk element 
in production which would be responsible for any 
reduced production that occura".' 

Meade says 't a high and progressive income tax 
will • . . reduce the incentive to spend money on 
capital development ".' :;:0 

And Robbins: "There seems little reason to 
doubt that high direct taxation does tend to damp 
down enterprise of the pioneering risk-taking type : 
and the effect of this on the general rate of investment 
may at times have even more far-reaching reper-
cussions ".' • 
an the face of 80 much unaDimity among the 

witnesses, although the effect of an income tax might 
possibly have been to increase the supply of uncer
tainty-bearing, we come to the conclusion that it will, 

, in fact (in 80 far as it resembles the British Income 
Tax), reduce itJ " 4. The. BUPP y of uncertainty-bearing will be 
reduced~ income tax. What of the dPIDand for 
uncertainty-bearing! One of the effects of the ~, ' 
~ have seen, will be to cut down the expenditure of 
the rich, substituting for it, through the transfer of 
income carried out by the Government, an increased 
consumption by the poorer eections of the community. 
The consumption of the rich which the tax eliminates, 
would have been of goods of a luxury and semi-

1 Art. .... pp.llOoU. 
• M_ .. A. I..........,... .. ~ A ....... _ ,....,. P. !39. 
• Robbim. .. The Lon«.- Budge& 1'Iob1 •• ", UD,A B.ai 

JI~ Rniooo, April 1938, P. 16i. 
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luxury nature. Now the manufacture of these goods 
is one demanding uncertainty-bearing: the market 
in them is imperfect and, very frequently, among 
the first to collapse at the onset of a slump when the 
rich curtail their luxury expenditure. There is less 
demand for goods of this kind after the imposition of 

:an income tax: the demand; for uncertainty-bearing 
coming from the industries that manufacture them 
will, therefore, also be reduced! 

In place of a demand for luxury goods, the incOlhe 
tax substitutes a demand for the articles of consump
tion of the poor, .food, clothing, house-room, etc. 
The market for these goods is much more dependable 
than that for luxury goods; and the industries 

. which produce them make smaller demands on their 
shareholders for a willingness to bear risks. 

JThus the demand made by the industry of the 
community for uncertainty-bearing will be reduced 
aS'a result of the income tax. IWe have previously 
seen that the supply of uncertainty-bearing pro
vided by investors will also have fallen. Both these 
movements act in the same dii-ection, towards a 
curtailment of the amount of uncertainty-bearing 
undertaken by the community. When the volume of 
risky enterprise is reduced in this way, the expecta
tion must be that a ~Iackening in the rate of industrial 
progress will result., Nor can we say that the in
dustrial inventions which would have been obtained 
from a greater development of the luxury industries 
- which will be among the industries most afrected 
- would have been useless as benefiting only the 
consumption of the rich; for in the process of pro-

1 See Redda .... y, .. Special Ohetaclea to Full Employment in • 
Wealthy Commllllity ", E_ie J08ntDl, 1931. 
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gress the 'luxuries of the rich- to-day, to-morrow 
become the necessaries of the poor, better housing, 
better clothes, electricity, etc. ("The resulting retard 
ing of technical ftnd inventire progress which is to be 
expected, is one of the ~ necessarily incurred in 
securing the social and ecQuomic betterment of the 
poor in a capitalistic'lommunity through the instru
mentality of the income ta.x:)-
"'f.. 5. Note on the depressed condition of the capital- ' 
p'roduoing industries of Great Britain after the Great 
War. 

The depressed condition of the heavy industries of 
Great Britain after 1918 and before 1935 has called 
forth much oomment. During the war the capaoity 
and labour force of the industries was greatly in
creased to meet the special needs of the manufacture 
of guns, ships and other war materials; and with a 
return to peace-time oonditions, unemployed plant 
and an unemployed labour force was to be expected. 
The main cause of this unemployment was un
doubtedly the transition from war. to peace. Yet it 
has passed rather unperceived that, among the many 
other causes, th~_high post-war !&t.es_~L~l).coIllB. Tax.. 
will haye played a part in accentuating the difficulties 
which the heavy industries were encountering._ 

.(i) The Income Tax outs down the annual volume 
of savings and investment. But investment takes 
the form of capital goods; and the output of the 
capital-producing industries, therefore, which are 
chiefly represented by the heavy industries, will be 
reduced by the tax • 

. (ii) The shares of the heavy industries are widely 
regarded as being specially loaded with risk. Through. 
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the greater Imwillingness of investors to assume risk
taking these industries"" must have fOlmd it more 
difficult 'to obtain capital, whether from the existing 
shareholders in the industries or by the flotation of 
new issues in the market. 

And (iii) the activities and share yields of the heavy 
industries are notoriously dependent on the course of 
the trade cycle. This fluctuation in share yield can 
be shown 1 to impose an additional burden of tax on 
the recipient of dividends and to make the shares less 
profitable to hold. 

Each of these causes must have played some part 
in making investment in the heavy industries less 
attractive in post-war Britain; and the first two in 
particular must have contributed to bring about the 
depressed state of the heavy industries of Great Britain 
before the rearmament programme pommenced in 
1935. • 

~ See Appendix. § 2. 



CHAPTER XVIII 

THlll BRITISH INCOME TAX: HOW SHOULD WE 
ALTER IT! 

II MANY of the children of the working-classes areim
perfectly Jed and clothed; they are housed in a way 
that promotes neither physical nor moral health; 
they receive a school education which, though in 
modern England it may not be very bad 80 far as 
it goes, yet goes only a little way; they have few 
opportunities of getting a broader view of life or an 
insight into the nature of the higher work of business, 
of science, or of art; they meet hard and exhaustive . 
toil early on the way, and for the greater part keep 
to it all -their lives. At last they go to the grave 
carrying with them undeveloped abilities and faculties; 
which, if they could have borne full fruit, would have 
added to the material wealth of the country - to say 
nothing of higher considerations - many times as 
much as would have covered the expense of provid
ing adequate opportunities for their deVelopment" 
(Marshall, TM Economicl oj Industry, 2nd edition, 
p.298) . 

.. For all men are by nature provided of notable 
multiplying glasses, through which, every little pay
ment appeareth a great grievance; but are destitute 
of those prospective glasses, .to see afar off the 
miseries that hang over them, and cannot without 
. such payments ~ avoyded" (Hobbes, ~, 
chap. 18). 
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SECTION I 

Judging a good tax system. Some remarks on 
Method 

Pl'.01 

1. When considering the equity of taxation, 
writers almost without exception point out that it 
is useless to consider the justice of any tax or tax 
system without taking into account the shlftillg and 
incidence of the taxes concerned. Yet, preliminary 
admonitions about taking incidence into account once 
passed, a writer, as he proceeds with his work on 
equity, usually lets all considerations of the incidence 
of taxes recede into the background and become 
virtually disregarded. To be sure, this achieves a 

,certain economy in the efiort of authorship: it allows 
the mind at one time to become engrossed with the 
efiects of taxes on prices and the flows of goods and 
services: and when this has been done, the mind, 
freed from these distinctively economic questions, 
conducts an ethical investigation into sacrifices of 
utility, what is just, what conduces to economic 
welfare and so on. But thisfSeparation of the two 
aspects of the tax problem, tlie incidence and equity 
aspects, with no final bringing of them together again, 
'has done much to render the theory of public finance 
sterile and void of useful resul~ 

To point the moral by referring to ORe of the most 
distinguished works in public finance, we may instance 
Edgeworth's "Pure Theory of Taxation", three 
essays published in the Economic Journal for 1897 
and reprinted in his Oollected Papers, vol. ii. The 
first two essays deal with the incidence of the various 
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taxes and the third with the distribution of taxation, 
-In considering how the tax burden ought to be dis
tributed, Edgeworth, espousing the theory of mini
mum sacrifice, arrives at the conclusion that a tax 
system ought to aim at bringing into existence c,Qm'
ple~ !lquality o~ income. But, he says, any attempt 
to"i>ut this aim into practice would be stultified by the 
insuperable difficulties which would be encountered. 
These are the familiar difficulties of contraction in 
output' of effort by the people who, under the scheme, 
would receive the same payment whether their own 
contribution to the national income were greater or 
smaller; and difficulties connected with increase of 
population - though the difficulties which Edge
worth envisaged in regard to population increase, do 
not hold good at the present day, and probably were 
not true either of the time when he was writing
and with infringement of the liberty of the individual. 

'The diffioulties of putting the principle he has 
arrived at "into practice - minimum sacrifice leading 
to equality of inoomes - seem to Edgeworth to bel 
insuperable. He recommends that the principle be 
pursued, so far as it is found pOBBible to "reconcile 
equality and security", such means'being adopted as 
.. the limitation of inheritances and the taxation of 
unearned increments, so far as these means are free 
from the dangers enumera~ Though this may 
make Edgeworth's theory consistent, it does not rob 
the criticism of its validity that the applicability of 
his theory to any existing set of circumstances, is 
obsoure and difficult to perceive.' In fact there is a 

•. ~ m. ii, Po 106. 
• ct. &liItm .... 1'ropNNi .. 7' ............. 7''-' """ I'rvt:Iit;e, Po 2SB. 

Ed!Ieworth himoe1f ... 'l",Ie a ...... of thia deficitmcy in hia method 
and aay. a' the 011_ of the -""" OIl ctistribll-' U The ~ 
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great need in discussions of the distribution of taxa
tion, for a more intimate marriage of the theory of 
distribution with the theory of incidence. 

2rA more realistic treatment of the problem of 
distn'bution and one which would take into account 
the incidence of existing taxes and of any others that 
might be suggested, would be as follows: 

\(a) To consider each one of a large number of 
ways of spreading a definite aggregate of taxation 
over the whole community, tracing the economic 
effects of each type of distribution. 
I (b) To consider the effects produced when this 

aggregate revenue is spent in each of a number of 
different ways. 
J And (c) to trace both these series of effects at 

each of a number of different levels of aggregate 
revenue and expenditur~ 

The instances considered under each head should 
be understood to be as numerous as it is conveniently 
possible to make them. 

If we were to consider (a) 7 types of tax distribu
tion, (b) 10 ways of spending the total sum collected, 
and did this for (c) each of 5 different levels of tax 
burden and State expenditure, this would give us 
in all 7 x 10 x 5 = 350 different plans to be discussed. 
The space and time at our disposal would make any 
such method of procedure a counsel of ·perfection ; 
but nevertheless it helps, if we keep in mi,d in each 
problem, this, the most appropriate method of pr~ 
cedure, as it seems to us, even when we· are not 
following it out. , 
of pure theory t deduction from reoeived firBt principles. attache. not 
only to the incidence of taxes ... but also-in a minor d~ doubt
I __ to the dtotribution of the fiacal bunlen among the t&xpayen" 
(op. oil. p. 1(0). 
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We say that the approach we mention seems, in 
our view of the matter, to be the most appropriate ; 
but we do not hold that it is to be considered as 
necessarily, or logically, the best approach, for no 
~ne method can be shown to be necessarily the best.
The determination of the optimum distribution of 
taxation and public expenditure, presents, funda
mentally, an ethical problem 1 and the person, e.g. the 
Hedonist or Utilitarian, who takes a different ethical 
view from that of the present author, is, of course, 
entirely within his rights in rejecting the method of 
approach which 'we have outlined, in favour of some 
other better adapted to his ethical outlook. 

3. The method of inquiry that we have outlined 
was vigorously championed by Barone, who himself 
made use of it. When considering a progressive 
co=unity, he said, going to the heart of the matter : 
" Let us suppose, by way of simplification, that we 
were able to experiment on, shall we say, a hundred 
social groups, identical in every respect, but differing 
only in this, that a given tax burden - equal in all 
of the hundred groups - has been distributed in each 
one of them in a different way from the others. We 
will have the experiment of 100 different ways of dis
tributing a given burden. Then, observing these groups 
after some time-after twenty years let us say-' there 
will be found in each of them a certain increase in' 
average income (with all its consequences on the dis
tribution of income), different from that in the others . 

.. Which type of distribution, among the hundred 
e .. ~perimented with, will we judge to be preferable! 
That in which the increase in average income in the 
twenty years had been greatest." 1 

1 E. &ron .. La 0,... .r-ieA&, 'fOI. iii, pp. 16D-80. 
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Although we may, and dfl, disagree with the con
clusion he reaches in the last sentence, still Barone's 
procedure of judging for himself which is the best or 
optimum type of tax distribution, by attemptiug to 
see, 80 far as possIDle, the difierent eiIects that can 
be produced in a given community, and then choosing 
that set of e:IIects which is most satisfying to his 
individual tastes and conscience, seems to us to be 
the best method attainable: and it is the method we 
have advocated in the preceding paragraph, although 
on a broader scale than that mentioned (here) by 
Barone, (for we consider [the. distnDution of public 
expenditure and the size of the tax burden as being 
variabl~ as well as the distribution of the tax 
burden/( 

The method we describe would, we think, be accept
able to the numerous and important group of economists 
who desire to make economics ·as objective as posslDle, 
and to avoid the use of vague and not exactly defined 
terms such as "economic welfare", "wealth" as 
defined by Professor Cannan; or" utili~" in the 
exact, but rather trivial and unreal seuse in which it 
is usually employed in public finance.l~conomic wei-I 
fare, for example, may depend on size -of national 
~me, distnDution of national income, size of popu
lation, working conditions, educational opportunitiesl 
public health and 80 on. But it is not posslDle to say 
definitely that a given improvement in anyone of 
these elements creates a greater increase in economic 
welfare than a given increase in another element; 
we do not know to what extent the difierent con
stituent elements ought to he weighted; and the con
cept economic welfare can never be rendered 8Ome-J 
thing objective about whose content everyone is 
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agreed;! . If we set forth the different constituent 
eleme~ in economic welfare, there is no possibility 
of being misunderstood; and then no judgment need 
be expressed as to the importance of one element as 
compared with another. Facts or events can be 
described in this objective way, without the occasion 
arising for expressing a value-judgment: or rather, if 
a value-judgment is perhaps eventually expressed (and 
it is as a rule useful that the author's own opinion as 
to what is desirable should appear at the end of his 
analysis), then it will be understood by all to be the 
personal opinion of, the author which is being ex
pressed, from which the reader who has followed, and 
who agrees with tlj,e analysis, will still be at liberty 
to dissent. It is an objective method of this kind, 
which separates out and leaves distinct each of the 
main elements, that we have advocated above: it 
deals with purely objective facts, and leaves any fin.al 
judgment about what ought or ought not to be done, 
to be taken by the individual for himself . 

• The method has another advantage. It was men
tioned earlier that the Hedonist, for example, is under 
no compulsion to recognise the method we have out
lined as 'being superior to some other which he may 
suggest. Yet, as will be perceived, this method has 
the advantage that it may be found acceptable by the 
Hedonist, the Utilitarian, or the Idealist say, whereas 
any method of deciding what is an optimum tax 
system, which. is explicitly dependent on the par
ticular lIystem of moral philosophy held by anyone 

I See 'Benham, "Eoonomio Welfare n I .Eoo-o-im. 1930, who baa 
point...t out t.be impli .... tiooa of this for pubUo &Dance, .. No"",, on t.be 
Pure Theory of PubUo Finan"" " •• _ ..... 19M, pp. C#-9. The 
point of view of t.be ten ia also th"t adopt...t hy Henry C. Simcmo, 
,..,..,..., 1_ ,. .......... (1938). 
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of these people, will in all likelihood be una~ceptable 
to the others. The objective method is more general 
than any other which can be put forward, and this 
in itself gives it some claim to pre-eminence. 

4. Having satisfied ourselves as to the status of 
the method described, of enabling the individual to 
choose which, for him, is the optimum tax system, 
it still remains to make the method usable in the 
problem. to hand, and to show how we may judge, 
after the fashion of one who watches an experiment, 
what appears to us to be the best height and structure 
of the British Income Tax. This is the matter really 
at issue. Now we cannot take 100 or 1000 com
munities identical with Great Britain to-day, and 
subject each one of them to different tax and expendi
ture systems over a period of years. All we can do 
is to consider what effects would be produced in our 
co=unity by each tax and expenditure structure, 
judging this as well as we are able from the theory 
of the incidence of the income tax given in this or 
other books, and from the theory of the incidence of 
other taxes given elsewhere. Again, partly through 
limitations of time, partly through the roughness and 
inexactness of our theory - our theory of the in
cidence of a general income tax is quantitative only 
in a rudimentary way - we are not able to consider 
profitably even a score of different types of tax and 
revenue structures. How many can we consider with 
profit! I The applicability and usefulness of our 

Aliethod appears to be more doubtful than ita theo
retical validity.1 

Still, by a certain short-cut we can use what 
amounts substantially to this same method. We can 
fix our attention on three or four main variables in 
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oUr community (which, in. this-· chapter, is Great 
BritalD. in 1938), and 'examine the reaction of any 
given alteration in the rate of structure $If the Income 
Tax on each of these variables, when the corresponding 
increase (or reduction) in public expenditure is taken 
into account. The variables on which attention ought. 
to be concentrated, it appears to us, can be picked 
out as being: 
- A. The distribution of the national income.-W tl 
must consider the eHect that a raising or lowering of 
the Income Tax will have on the distribution of the 
national income, apart from its total size. It has been 
pointed out, for example, that 60 per cent of the wage
earners in Great Britain earn less than £2 : lOs. per 
week.1 The difficulties of raising a family in any sort 
of decent fashion on so low a weekly income as this 
must be very considerable, and must leave both 
parents and children little opportunity of living what' 
may be referred to, in a general way, as "the good 
life ". The desirability or necessity of improving, by 
means of the Income Tax or otherwise, the income and 
status of workers at the lower end of the income 
scale, we take to be beyond dispute. 
"'B. The size of the country's population.-A problem 

which the future will have to face, and which, although 
it may for some years close its eyes to it, the present 
generation would itself be in the best position to 
tackle, is that of preventing an undue fall in the 
pOpulation of Great Britain; and the problem is one 
common to all countries of advanced civilisa.tion. U 
the present low rates of net reproduction I are 'allowed 

, Pi!Io .. , 1Ic>ridl ... J ....... Cupilul'-, pp. lS-ID. 
• ~ Hanod, .. Population and the Fn"""'''. Tfoe Polilical Qto<r-',. 

lll3tl. 

Q 
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. to exist for a generation - and much more so if they 
fall still further, or last for more than a generation
the consequences for Western countries and civilisa
tion will be dire. The position has been described 
and its consequences argued by others, in terms 
which seem to be irresistible and which We need not 
stop to debate here . 
...... C. The size of the national inoome.-As well as it 
being desira):>le to increase the share of a given size 
of national. income received by the workers, it is 
obviously desirable to increase the size of the national 
income itself. 

We will discuss the effect of raising or lowering 
the British Income Tax, and of altering the tax 
structure, on each of these three variables, A, Band 
C. This should enable the reader to select that tax 
structure which appeals to his tastes as the best 
attainable; and the one which we ourselves prefer 
will be described. 

The problem with which we. are dealing here, is 
certainly one that must be tackled continuously over 
the long period. It is to the long period, therefore, 
we look; and so as to be definite we will try to take 
into account a period of about thirty years' time. 

Before discussing the alterations which might with 
advantage be made in the British Income Tax, it 
seems appropriate to describe the tax as it exists at 
the present day. But first we will indicate a factor 
on which the size of the country's national income will 
itself depend, apart from any attempts to distribute 
it more equitably. 
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SECTION II 

Probable movements in poyulalion and national income, 
1938-70; and the structure of the British Income 
Tax in 1937-38. 

5. One of the chief influences on the budgetry 
situation d1!!ing the next .J;hirtUears of time will be 
the size of the national income durlilg this period, its ~ 
rate of growth, or perhaps of decline. The rate of . 
growth of the national income" will itself depend to a 
very large extent on the rate of technical advance in 
industry, on the continuance of ca~.i accumulation, 
and on the size of the country's po ation. 

AB to the technical advance, w .. may surmise in a 
~eneral way that improvement will be introduced at 
~ rate resembling that of the last two decades, or 
lomewhat more slowly.' Capital accumulation will 
~o continue to go on: and both these causes will 
)lay their part in ipcreasing productivity per head of 
;he industrial population and in increasing the size 
)f the national income. 

The population of Great Britain, as is well known, 
B expected to reach its peak about the year 1942, 
iVhen it will remain almost stationary for a short 
;Une, and then begin to decline. Here an important 
iactor in the situation has sometimes been over
looked I - it is that the size of the national income 
iepends not on the total size of the population, but 

• See "The Long.time Budget Prohlem". & memono.ncium by & 

!IOup OODOiatingof Mr. O. T. Falk, Mr. T. BtJogh, Mr.GeoftryCrowther. 
Mr. N. F. Hall and Mr. H. D. H .... d ........ TAo .r-iol. J ...... ll. 1938, 
II- 6112 • 

• Aa in the memorandum oil. by I!'aIli: and othen, which &abo into 
lCOOun~ total population (of EogIand aDd Waloo). 
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on the size of the occupied population, of which, total 
size of population may be a very poor indication. 
Occupied population would appear likely to vary 
much more closely in accordance with the size of the 
population group in the community of working age, 
those aged 15-64 years, sa:Y; than in accordance with 
the total size of population. Now, although Britain's 
total population will begin to decline shortly after 
1940, owing to the large number of young people in 
the population at the present day, the size of the 
group aged 15 to 64 will not decline until some years 
later; and when decline in the population of working 
age does begin, it will be at a slower rate than that 
of the total population .. 

The following :figures for the population of working 
age of England and Wales, are taken from the 
estimates of population made by Dr. Enid Charles.' 
Dr. Charles points out that the size of the country's 
population twenty or forty years after this, say, 
depends on a number of unknown factors, and this 
precludes the making of any quite definite forecasts : 
but, as she says, we can state fairly definitely certain 
limits within which the future size of population must 
lie .. She made a " first estimate" of what she calcu
lated to be the upper limit of the possible total size 
of population, and a " second estimate .. of the lower 
limit of its possible size. The actual total size of 
population at any time will be somewhere between 
these two estimates. The:figures we give are of the 
population of working age, 15-64 years, in her first 
and second estimates : 

, "The Effect of Preeent Trende in Fertility and Mort&Jjty upon 
the Future Population of England and Waleo and upon ita A¥,e Com
position", Royal Economic Society, Memorandum No. 65. 
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TABLE I 

SID or POPULATION or ENGLAND AND WALlIS, AGItD 

11>-64. YIWI8, 193f>.-70 

You PInt &tlmate. Second BMlrnate, ! 
mIlli ... 0111110'" I 

I 

1935 '27·9 27·9 I 

1940 28·7 28·8 ! 
I 1945 28·8 29-1 I I 1950 28·6 29-1 , 1955 28·2 28·5 I 
I 1960 27·6 27-7 
I 1965 26·9 ·26·5 

1970 25·8 I 24-6 

Dr. Charles's first estimate was made on the 
assumption of unchanged fertility and mortality rates 
at the levels of 1933; her second estimate on the 
assumption that these rates would continue to fall at 
the rate at which they had done in a certain period 
before 1933. It is quite interesting, that, although 
the total size of population in any year on the first 
estimate is always greater than the total size given 
by the second estimate, the size of population of 
working age on the first estimate is less in the period 
before 1965, than that of the second estimate. 

The figures show that the fall in the size of popula
tion of working age during the period 1940-70, will 
be between HH and 14'6 per cent. 

Not the entire population aged IS to M years 
actually does engage in industrial occupations; quite 
a large proportion of the Women in the population, 
for example, do not. The tendency to a fall in the 
size of the national income through decline in the 
numbera in the population of working age, can be 
counteracted partially or wholly, if a larger propor
portion of this population actually does follow in-
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dustrial pursuits. The greater equality of income 
among the population, which the Income Tax brings 
about, will itself help to stimulate this change; more 
sons and daughters of rich families will be induced 
to find remunerative employment. But the greatest 
assistance to be hoped for in this regard, could be 
brought about through the greater emancipation of 
women, if they followed industrial occupations on a 
larger scale than hitherto, and if the professions and 
industries were rendered more readily open to them. 
The stress of circumstances, when the time arrives, 
the need which is felt for labour when our population 
of working age begins to decline, will help to bring 
about woman's economic emancipation. 

Examining the figures we have given above, and 
taking this ~ p9SSibility into account, we conclude 
that the number of people in Great Britain who 
actually follow an industrial occupation will not 
greatly decline during the thirty-year period to which 
we look. The national income, therefore, will suffer 
no great contraction through the population factor; 
and the expansion in it from the other factors will 
continue to go on. The total national income during 
the period, we suggest, may be expected to continue 
to increase, though, towards the end of the period, 
at a rapidly diminishing rate. Or perhaps after 1960, 
when the fall in the size of the population of working 
age becomes more. rapid, the size of the national 
income will begin to decline. The national income of 
1970, however, would appear to be certain to be 
higher than that of 1940, taking a rate of increase in 
productivity per head through technical progress and 
capital accumulation of only i per cent per annum,' 

, Falk aDd othera regazd &Ilia .. • low eotimale. 1bi4. P. 692. 
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and a decline in the size of papulation which is 
actually engaged in industry (setting aside the possi
bilities of the further economic emancipation of 
women), of 14'6 per cent. 

@In describing the British Income Tax &8 it exiSts 
to-day (1937-38), it is easiest to start off from the 
case of an unmarried person whose income is entirely 
.. unearned", '.Il. is derived entirely from invest). 
ments. The other cases which arise can be reduced 
without difficulty to terms of this simplest case. 

The person whom we consider, pays no Income Tax 
on the first £100 which he receives. On the next £135 
of his income, i.ll. until his income amounts to £235, 
he pays tax at one-third of standard rate, viz. at 
Is. 8d. in the £. On each pound of income he receives 
above an income of £235, he pays tax at standard 
rate of 59. in the £, until his total incOme attains the 
height £2000. When his income exceedS £2000, he 
pays on each additional pound which he receives, 
standard rate of Income Tax pltu Sur-Tax. The rates 
of Sur-Tax at present are the following rates plus 
10 pel cent: 

.... perlal -.. "-
On inoome between £2000 and £2500 I 0 
On the DUt !500 to £3000 I 3 .. .. £1000 to £4000 II 0 .. .. £1000 .. £5000 · 3 0 .. .. £1000 .. £6000 · 3 6 .. .. £2000 .. £8000 · • 0 .. .. £2000 .. £10.000 I; 0 .. .. £5000 .. £15,000 : I 5 6 .. .. £5000 .. £:10,000 6 0 

£10,000 to £30.000 I 
6 6 .. .. .. .. £20.000 n £50,000 7 0 

On the balaDee over £50,000 · 7 6 
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Thus taking Income Tax and Sur-Tax together, 
we find that the total rate of tax for this unmarried 
person: whose income is " unearned" is as follows: 

First £100 
Next £135 

" £1765 
" £500 
" £500 
" £1000 

Marginal Rate of Tu 

Nil 
Is. 8d. per £ 
58. " 
68. 1·2<1. " 
68. 4·5d. " 
7 •. 2·4d. " etc. 

. 

And the marginal rate of tax payable by this un
married person whose income is entirely investment 
income, is shown by the curve ARSTU . . . in 
fliagram I, in which income is measured horizontally, 
and the marginal rate of tax vertically. 
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The person whom we are considering pays no 'In
come Tax on the first £100 of income he receives; and 
he is said to get a personal allowance of £100, fre
quently described as " the lower pe~oDal allowance ,~ 

If our taxpayee should be married, in addition to 
. his personal allowance of £100 he gets a U!!1e' 8 allowance 
of £so: lumping together his personal ~llowance and 
his wife's allowance, he is frequently spoken 9f as 
receiving "the higher personal allowance" Of £lW. 
The diagram above is still applicable in this case, 
showing the rate of his ta, liability, if we take the 
point 0 to represent not a zero income, but an income 
of £SO. 

In the same.w~y, for each child that he ~as, t~e. 
person gets a Child' 8 allowance of £60. This child' 
allowanoe means tliat if the £60 of his income con
cerned lies entirely within the range at which the 
marginal rate of tax is Is. Sd. in the £, Ite avoids a 
tax payment - 60 )( Is. Sd. - £5. If the £60 of income 
concerned lies entirely within the range in which the 
marginal rate of tax is standard rate, 5a. in the £, he 
avoids paying 60 )( 5s., that is, he avoids handing over 
£15 to the Government. 

Next; lat us consider a person who has an earned 
income and who makes his living by the exertion of 
personal eftort. The first deduction to which he is 
entitled - and this deduction in reckoning tax is to 
be made before deduction of "personal allowance" \ 
- is eamtd income relief of one-fifth 0( his earned 
income. That is, he deducts one-fifth of his income/", 
and treats the figure of so per cent of his income so 
obtained as if it were unearned income, subtracting 
from it tile various personal allowances to which he 
is entitled, and reckoning his tax payment on the 
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basis of the rates we have mentioned above.1 

The reckoning of tax assessment on 80 per cent of 
the income and not on the entire income itself, in the 
case of " earned" incomes, is known as the differentia-

'lion of the Income Tax in favour of "earned" as 
compared with "unearned" incomes. It is one of 
the means adopted of graduating the British Income 
Tax and was introduced by Mr. Asquith in his budget 
of 1907. 

To illustrate the above rules for computing income 
tax liability, we have worked out three examples in 
the Appendix. 

7. The above-mentioned allowances represent the 
position in regard to' the individual. A joint-stock 
company is assessed to tax at the standard rate of 5s. 

(in the £ on the whole of its profits: and at this stage 
it is immaterial to the Inland Revenue Department 
for the purposes of assessment, whether the profits 
are distributed as dividends to shareholders or allo
cated to reserve. When the company is distributing 
dividends it deducts Income Tax at standard rate from 
the payments it makes to shareholders, a dividend 
of 5 per cent, say, representing a net payment 'Of 
1 x 5 per cent, i.e. 31 per cent. The company may 
refer to its dividend as one of 31 per cent " free of 
tax ", or else as one of 5 per cent. 

If deduction of tax at standard rate in this way, 
imposes a larger tax payment on the recipient of 
dividends than that to which he would have been 
liable had he received the dividends without deduc
tion of tax, then he can claim, and will receive from 

1 Earned income relief is 8ubject to an allowable maximum of £300. 
This is the amount of relief on an earned income of £1500, any earned 
income above tbill figure being tao:able in exactly the ... me way ... 
unearned income. 
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the Inland Revenue Department .. repayment of the 
amount of tax by which he has been over-assessed. 
Again, the shareholder's liability to Sur-Taxis reckoned 
so that its amount is independent of whether deduc
tion of tax from dividends had been made at source 
or not. 

The main advantage of this method of collection 
is that income only comes into the hands of the 

vrecipients after tax on it has been,paid by the com
lany, which has no incentive to avoid payment
\evasion is greatly reduced. Seligman says that 
.. stoppage at source . . . is perhaps the chief cause 
of the great success of the English Income Tax ".1 

. The end result of the method is that a joint-stock 
company pays IfICOmIl Taz at tM standard rate on tM 
moneys it places kI reserve: and the individual recipi
ent of dividends makes a payment of Income Tax 
which depends only on the total income he receives, 
and which is neither increased nor diminished by the 
administrative device of deduction of tax at source. 

Now if we take the simplest case - the others 
follow a similar principle - of a company in which 
the only class of shareholders are ordinary share
holders; clearly in this case the ownership of the 
moneys which the company allocates to reserve is to 
be attributed to the individual shareholders in the 
company, the amount to be imputed to each being in 
proportion to his holding of shares. In so far as money 
allocated to reserve pays Income Tax at standard rate 
whether the individual shareholders of the company 
be rich or poor - since ownership of the moneys is 
really to be attributed to the individuals - the 

, Seligmaft, T10e 1_ f'-. 111\ editioa, p.118. See aloo SpaoldiDg. 
T10e 1_ T ... _ BrWia..." ... UaiW 8IaIoI. p.lI2II L 
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British Income Tax in this respect is· not a personal 
income tax. That this is so must be regretted in a 
tax whose aim and intention is to allocate the tax 
burden in proportion to the ability of the individual 
to bear it, as judged· by his total income and such 
circumstances as whether his income is earned or 
unearned, and the number of his family dependents ; 
but we will content ourselves with an expression of 
regret without suggesting any means for remedying 
this defect in the tax. 

SECTION. III 

How to alter the Income Tax 

8. A-the Income Tax as a means"towards assUr
ing the working classes a greater proportion of the 
national income. 

A single person whose income is entirely earned, 
pays no Income Tax until his income exceeds £125 
a year. If the person concerned be a married man 
whose income is earned and who has no children, he 
does not become liable to the tax until his income 
exceeds £240 a year; or, if he have a family of two, 
until it exceeds £375. Thns the Incom~ Tax itself 
cannot be said to press heavily on those in the lower 
ranges of income. We can definitely say, therefore, 
that there is no call for a reduction in the rates of 
Income Tax, or for an increase in personal allowances, 
or children's allowances, so far as end A of policy, 
the improvement of the position of the working classes, 
is concerned. . 

If we take a broader view of the problem and 
attempt to see the Income Tax in perspective, we will 
wish to view it, not 88 .. an individual item, but in 
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relation to the rest of the British tax system. Now, 
although they may pay little or nothing directly in 
Income Tax, the poorer classes in Great Britain do 
bear a considerable burden of taxes, but of indirect 
taxes. The Colwyn Report showed that in the fiscal 
yelU' 1925-26 a family consisting of two adults and 
three children, with an earned income of £100 a year, 
paid 12 per cent of its total income to the Government 
in food taxes, tobacco and beer taxes and entertain
ment duty. Similarly, a family with an income of 
£150 paid 12 per cent of its total income to the 
Government in indirect taxation. On the other hand, 
a family with an income of £500 a year paid only 
half that proportion in taxes of all kinds, 6 per cent. 
The figures given in the Colwyn Report are reproduced 
below, and the earlier figures in the series are illus
trated by the graph (diagram II). 

TABLE ll1 

TUE PERCENTAGE OP TAXATION PAID BY V ABIOUS SlZKS 
UP INCOllS, 192:>-26 

(The taxpayer is _umed to be married and han three 
ehildnm. Income wholly earned) 

YeuI, llllClOlM , Tntal BurdMi 01 Taxa .... _ ) 
• PHnoataa'e 01 lbl'UDW' 

t 
100 
100 
200 
000 

1,000 
2.000 
Ii,OOO 

10,000 
20,000 
00.000 

, R~ pp. !N-5. 

11·9 
11·6 
1(}2 
6-ll 

n-o 
IMl 
l!3·11 
31·11 
37-11 
f ... 
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. The figures we have quoted refer to the fiscal year 
1925-26. Since that date the burden of indirect taxes 
weighing on the poor has increased: a general system 
of tariff duties was established in 1932 and, in addi
tion, Government manipulation and quota schemes 
have raised the prices of bacon, beef and milk. The 

s 

.. 
DIAoBAJI n 

burden of taxation on a family with an income of 
£100 or £150 a year is now more than 12 per cent. 

Whether the tariff duties of 1932 should be re
moved, however, the average person would not be 
prepared to say from considerations of standard of 
living alone - the standard of employment, the 
bargaining power of Great Britain among the nations 
and other questions affecting policy would require to 
be debated first. Similarly the bacon, beef and milk 
schemes would require to be considered mainly from 
the point of view of strategy and an agricultural 
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policy for the country; and the pre~ent is not the place 
where this can appropriately be done. It must, there
fore, he the duties in force when the Colwyn Committee 
was writing its Report, to which we look. Let us see 
whether any case exists for their retention or reduction. 

The figures given in Table II certainly suggest that 
a first step needed 00 improve the circumstances of the 

TABLE 1111 

PERCENTAOE BURDEN or TUB VAIUOUS GROUPS or TAXES 

ON TjlREE SIZES or INCOME (INCOME ALL EARNED) 

Yearly Income 

£\00 £\00 £200 

Pereentage burden of Ineome Tax and 
Super-Tax . .. .. .. 

Peroentage burden of Death Duties • .. .. .. .. .. Food taxea · 2-7 201 1-6 .. .. Entertainment taxes 0·2 0·1 0·1 .. .. Tobacco taxes · 2-7 2-7 2·4 .. .. Aloohol taxes · 6'S 6·7 6-l 

Total percentage tax burden 11·9 11·6 10·2 

poorer sections of the community, may be to reduce 
the burden of indirect taxation to which they are 
liable. Table III analyses how the burden of this 
indirect'taxation is made up. Of the average income 
of £150 per annum, for example, food taxes absorb 
only 2-1 per cent, and the tax on entertainments only 
0-1 per cent. The burden or indirect taxation on the 
incomes of the poor, therefore, arises only to a com
paratively small extent from taxes on food or enter-
tainments. The main burden or indirect taxation 
arises from the taxes on alcoholio drinks and on 

• R.,.,." pp. "'-6. The _POndiDg 6garee lor 1\13446 are gi .... 
by U .. uIa K. Kicb, TAo "- qf BnIiao\ 00= P', 19l1O-19J6, 
P. !i •. 
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tobacco: and it would be difficult to make !,ut a case 
that would be accepted by a majority of people as 
showing that taxation of beer, whiskey and tobacco 
should be reduced. Other means must be sought for 
improving the conditions of the poor. 

The main instrument of improvement is, with little 
doubt, the group of social serviceS which had grown 
up slowly before the end of last century and which 
have expanded quickly since then. We will only 
pause to point out the advantages of these services: 
on the one hand they do much to remove some of the 
main fears from the shoulders of the working classes, 
the fears of unemployment, of sickness and old age : 
and on the other, they improve the health and educa
tion of the people of the country, enabling them to 
live fuller and more useful lives. Nor is there .any 
indication that the social services of Great Britain 
have yet arrived at a stage when further expansion 
in them would cease to be advantageous, if this could 
be financed in any way that was free from marked 
difficulties. Such a means, we believe, can be found: 
exte.nsions of these services could be financed out of 
revenue which the Government could obtain by higher 
rates of income taxation. By extending and develop
ing the social services, and at the same time imposing 
higher rates of Income Tax, the end could be achieved 
of securing a greater proportion of a national income 
of any given size to the poorer classes of the com
munity. Not only so, but the manner in which the 
standard of living of the poor was improved, by means 
of carefully selected social services, would be such as 
most people ·agree to be good and improving for those 
who benefit. 

It is true that to raise the rate of the Income Tax 
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in order to do this, would tend to reduce the size 
of the national income by cutting down capital forma
tioQ and risk-taking. . The changes in Income Tax 
ought, therefore, to be framed in such a way as to 
minimise losses to the national income from these 
sources; and we go on shortly to show the manner 
in which this might be done. 

9. B ->the use of the Income Tax to lessen the fall 
which is going to take place in the size of the country's 
population. . 

The present system of children's allowances in the 
Income Tax has been shown to be equivalent to giving 
a slJbsidy of £5 to a person whose income is suelt as 
to bring the relevant portion of his income wholly 
within the range at which tax liability amounts to 
Is. 8d. in the £, the range AB in diagram I (above) ; 
and a subsidy of £15 if the relevant portion of his 
income falls entirely in the range Be, in which liability 
is at 5s. in the £. A person whose income is too low 
for him to require to pay Income Tax gets 110 direct 
assistance by way of tax remission; but he may be 
considered to benefit indirectly from free education, 
and free' health and other services for his children, 
which are partly financed out of revenue collected 
by the Income Tax. 

At the present day the need of this country for 
children, mainly because of political reasons, is great. 
It can be said that a person who raises a healthy child 
is doing a good turn to the State. At the same time 
the fashion of the childless marriage, or the marriage 
with a single child. is becoming increasingly popular. 
In view of this, I would suggest the following as being 
a satisfactory guiding principle as regards children's 

. B 
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allowances in the Income Tax: if a oouple have three 
or four children, then their economic position ooght 
to be scarcely inferior on that account, to that of another 
couple who have the same income but no children. 

Indeed, some case could . be made out for the 
economic position of the couple with children-i.e. 
the income left to them after all expenses attendant 
on feeding, clothing and educating their children have 
been met - being as good as or better than that of a 
couple with the same gross income who have no 
children. But taking into account the danger that 
people might come to have children in order to make 
a money profit, it seems preferable to state the prin
ciple in the qualified form above, in the hope that 
this would suffice to meet the practical needs of the 
situation. 

Now the cost of raising a child to a person in the 
range in which income is taxable at Is. Sd. in the £, 
is much greater than £5 per year; and in the range 
where income is taxable at 5s. in the £, much greater 
than £15 per year. The money burden of children to 
their parents, causing a lowering of their standard of 
living, must in any age, and particularly in a hedon
istic age like the present, be a deterrent to people 
from having children. Hence, in accordance with 
our principle B, child allowances in the Income Tax 
ought to be made larger, perhaps three or four times 
their present height (though the reader may judge 
that, for his part, the consequent loss that this would 
entail under the principles A and C, would make such 
a change seem inadvisable). 

As the practical completion of this principle, at 
the lower end of the income scale at which people 
pay no Income Tax, a system of family allowances 
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ought to be adopted whereby they are paid for raising 
children. Free education, free boots, milk, clothes 
and medical attendance for school children, could be 
made part of such a scheme. 

The recommendations we make in regard to prin- • 
ciple B, like those in regard to principle A, will require, 
if decided upon, an increase in the rates of Income 
Tax and Sur-Tax, together with, perhaps, a small 
increase in Death Duties. . Before a Chancellor of the 
Exchequer could induce Parliament to accept any
thing like the necessary rises in taxation, he would 
have to persuade it that no unduly serious conse
quences would result. "But", the objection would 
be made to such a proposal, "if you raise Income 
Tax and Death Duties, then you reduce savings and 
cut down capital structure: you curtail the volume 
of risk-taking; you retard technical progress. The 
nation will fall behind in the race as compared with 
other nations. The standard of living of the poor, 
after a lapse of a number of years, instead of being 
higher as a result of your schemes, will be lower; and 
eventually, in the general worsening of the situation, 
population also would be reduced." These possi
bilities and objections must now be considered. 

10. C - how to use income-tax policy as a means • 
towards maintaining as far as possible the rate of 
growth in the size of the national income. 

It is true that the advantages to be gained under 
the two earlier principles have been at the expense 
of disadvantages to be borne, should they be decided 
upon, under our third principle. The higher rates of 
Income Tax and Sur-Tax required to finance the 
changes suggested would lead to a reduction in the 
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volume of savings of the country, and a reduction in 
th~ risk-taking by entrepreneurs, both of which would 
have an adverse effect on the size of the country's 
national income.' • 

But not all that can be said in favour of the 
changes suggested under the principles A and B haS 
yet been said. To realise the benefits described, the 
aggregate yield of the income taxes must be raised i 
and this higher yield must, because of the proposed 
increased children's allowances, be obtained "from a 
smaller amount of assessed income. A channel ot 
relief, however, remains open, perniitting us to reduce 
the loss, in a falling national income, which would 

,,result from a straightforward raising of the rates ~ 
Income Tax and Sur-Tax - we may manipulate the 
structure of the income taxes in such a way as to 
make the curtailment in the growth of the national 
income as small as possible. Instead of a simple rise in 
the rates of Income Tax and Sur-Tax, we may finance 
the alterations we . have suggested, by taxing income 
saved at one'rate and income spent at another and,. 
much higher rate. For instance, to mention a purely 
hypot~etical figure,. income saved !night be taxed at 
4s. in 'the £, inc<i~e spent at 7s. or 8s. in the £. 

This would help to induce people in all ranges of 
taxable income to save rather than to spend; since, 
under the scheme, the State would absorb a large 
proportion of any money that they spent on, goods 
designed for their own consumption, whereas if they 
built a new factory or installed new plant, i.e. saved 
their money and invested it, the Government would 

• Compensating factors from the .ide of improved heolth and educa
tion of worken might be brought in: but we leave them out of account 
80 as ro .tate the case agaiuot the changes we propcee at ito stronp. 
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be much more lenient in its demands. The standard 
of living of the rich, as represented by the consump
tion goods which they bought, would, on this scheme, 
be curtailed much more severely than it is by our 
present system of taxation. At the same time, as 
little bar as possible would be placed to the services 
they rendered to industry; for when they used their 
income to establish industrial projects, from which not 
they alone but the whole community would benefit, 
they would be taxed at a comparatively low rate. 

By taxing income saved at a low rate in com
parison to income consumed, we should hope and 
expect to maintain the total volume of investment 
at a satisfactory level, even though the change, 
raising a larger revenue from a smaller assessed total 
income, were equivalent to a stiffening in the rates 
of Income Tax. And if the total level of investment 
were sufficiently high, we should expect that the 
volume of risk-bearing undertaken by the community 
would also remain on a high enough level. The total 
volume of investment appears to be the index to 
which we should give most attention. 

We would desire to see a gradual introduction of 
the changes which we propose, spread over a period 
of ten or fifteen years say, and avoiding any sugges
tion of abrupt change. Also the reasons behind each 
step which was taken should be carefully explained 
to the public, and the gain in equity of the tax con
fidently asserted. The economic basis of the scheme 
appears to be sound; and the main further essential 
for its success would be to secure the conviction in 
the community generally of the justice of the re
modelled Income Tax and its power as an instrument 
of political and social betterment. 
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11. Fisher, Einaudi and Pigou advocate that 
income saved should be wholly exempt 'from income 
tax, which should be levied only on income consumed. 
The proposal we make, that income saved should be 
taxed, but at a lower rate than income spent, is for 
a system intermediate between the present system 
and the one which these authorities hold to be pre
ferable. That it is nearer to the preSent system than 
theirs, and would involve a less great and less sudden 
jump than would their proposal, must be accounted 
an advantage in it; for the evolution of the British 
fiscal system has qeen one of piecemeal change. 
Again, the solution we suggest is more general in its 
nature than that of taxing savings at a zero rate, 
which would represent one possible case falling under 
our scheme - and a case which might eventually be 
chosen, but if so, only after it had been approached 
gradually 'Via successive changes, each reduction in 
the rate of tax on income saved and the accompanying 
rise in the rate of tax on income consumed, being 
carefully examined as to its effects on investment and 
consumption and, through them, on the industrial 
situation generally, before deciding whether or not to 
proceed to a further alteration of these rates. There 
shOuld be perpetual and untrammelled experiment to 
discover the optimum tax system. The writers we 
have mentioned, on the other hand, 'commit them
selves to a zero rate of taxation on income saved. 
Perhaps they are led to do so by over-emphasis on the 
view that under a general tax on income, like that of 
Great Britain or the United States, saving is subjected 
to double taxation; but this, as we go on to suggest, 
is a rather misleading interpretation of what does take 
place. (See Chapter XIX infra.) 
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No doubt certain administrative difficulties would 
be encountered 1 in putting the scheme we propose 
into practice; but after the achievements in organ
isation of the totalitarian countries, particularly of 
Germany, it would be a severe comment on our demo
cratic countries to hold that an administrative change 
of this kind could not be introduced. 

12. To summarise, we have proposed the following 
changes: • 

(i) That the social services should be extended and, 
the revenue to do this obtained by raising the rates 
of Income Tax and Sur-Tax. 

(ii) That child allowances fn the British Income 
Tax should be increased to several times their present 
height, and this concession supplemented by a system 
of family allowances for the benefit of people in the 
lower-income ranges. 

(iii) That the system of income taxation ~ Great· 
Britain should be remodelled, so as to tax consumed 
income at a higher rate than income saved. 

SECTION IV 

Two possib16 objections to the proposals 

13. Any number of ends of policy in addition to 
the three mentioned above, may be brought forward ; 
and the greater the number of ends taken into account 
the more complete, but the less clear, will the treat
ment become. Which particular ends are esteemed 

• Rt>tIuding the pooaibility of constructing an inco ..... w.x from which 
... ~ 10M """mpt _ Pignu. A SltJdr ... l'tdolie F;-. p. 143 f. ; 
Irrina li"isher. u Inoome in Theory and Income ~tion in Practice ", B""""""'" 1937; and. simpli6<d llOOOun\ of this, .. A Prac\ical 
Scb<dule for an lnoome Tax"o TAo Tv N..,.; .... July 1937. 
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sufficiently importan,t to be selected for discussion, 
will depend on the system of valuations of the indi
vidual concerned. If we hav.e regard to more than 
the three ends of policy which we ,have mentioned, it 
will be found that the changes which we have recom
mended in the British system of public finance have 
other advantages and disadvantages which have not 
so far been taken into account. We wish to draw 
attention to t1vo disadvantages of the changes. The 
first relates to a possible state of w~r. • 

In t~e o.f war the higher the level of taxation 
existing at the co=encement of hostilities, the less 
&lope there is for addttional taxation for specifically 
warlike.yurposes. If the Income Tax at the beginning 
of the war is 6d. in the £, and is increased to Is., the 
tax yield will, if the administrative system is as 
efficient as that of Great Britain or the United States, 
almost double. But if the Income Tax were to be 
raised from 6s. to 8s. in the £, through" avoidance", 
i.e. the more intensive search and use of loopholes in 
.the law to escape tax payment, and through illegal 
evasion, the increase in yield of the taX- would be by 
less, perhaps much less, than ;13 per cent. A Govern
ment which co=ences a war with a high level of 
income and other taxes, will experience more difficulty 
in raising its tax revenue than one which starts off 
with a lower level of taxation. 

Great Britain; in this respect, was fortunately 
placed at the beginning of the Crimean War, the Boer 
War and the Great War: the rate of Income Tax at 
the beginning of each of these was low and the yield 
of the tax responded excellently to rise in rate, pro
viding a powerful instrument of war finance. This 
is seen very clearly in Table IV : 
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TABLE IV". 

HEIGHT AND YIXLD 01' fux BRmS* INCOMX TAX AT TUB • l}XOINNlNO AND END 01' THREK W AB8 

&laht or Ineome Tu Yield of Inoome Tu , 
(I) .t &KInnl;. and (I) at Betdonl;;_ and 

(U) at Bod 01 ar (II) at Bnd of ar 

.. 
Cri mean War (i) 7d. in £ (i) £8·3 milliODB 

(ii) la. 4d. in £ (ii) £16·0 .. 
• 

.Boe rWar (i) 6d. in £ (i) £180() .. 
(ii) 10. 3d. in £ (ii) £38,8 .. 

------ ---
Ore at War (i) Standard rate la. 2d. (i) • £41·2 .. 

in£ 
(ii) Standard ra~ 6s~ in £ (ii) £291·2 .. 

- - - ----

• 
Should another war occur, Britain will be less 

favourably situated in this respect than in the past. 
So also, we may refleet. Will the other countries con
cerned, for a rising level of taxation has been true 
of all countries since 1914; and this may rob our 
present high level of taxation of some of its danger. 
But not of all, for perhaps in the future only de~o
crotic countri~ will rely on the income tax as a main 
instrument of war finance. while totalitarian countries 
will have other means open to them. 

If we look at the problem in its economic aspect. 
clearly the necessity which confronts a country in time 
of war, is to place as large a proportion as possible oC 
its productive resourcea to the manufacture oC war-
like goods - the total resouroes of the community. 
we may safely assume. will be employed in time oC 
war in one fashion or another. ' 

The effect of an income tax is to transfer a larger 
proportion of the community's income to the poorer 
people, the transfer being partly direct, by transfer 
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of income (as in old-age pensions), partly indirect, by 
extension of the other social services (e.g. health 
services); and it is much more difficult fqr a govern
ment to bring about a reduction in the standard bf 
living of the masses of the people, by curtailing social 
services say, or in any other manner, than it is for 
it to reduce the standard of living of the small number 
of rich people. The economic problem involved in 
carrying on a war, therefore, is much more intractable 
if there is a high level of income tax in force at the 
beginning of the war, than if the rate of income tax 
had been low. Likewise the financial problem is more 
difficult, for there is "less slack in the tax system, 
which could have been taken up by faising the rates 
of income tax and of other taxes. 

A democratic country with a high rate of income 
tax, might resort, in the early stages of a war, if it " 
were able, to measures of inftation, while trying at 
the same time to keep money wage rates constant. 
This would reduce real wage rates of the workers and 
inflllte profits, which could be transferred to the 
Government by the existing (or better still, higher) 
rates of income tax, and by Government loans. A 
democratic country might be able to carry this out 
if its Government were "strong" and the country 
united in its view of the needs of the situation. For 
it to be able to do 50, the working classes of the 
country would have to be persuaded of the equity of 
the tax system and its efficiency as a means of pre
venting the rich from profiting at the expense of the 
other sections of thl community. 

14. We can now amend the conclusions we had 
reached before this in discussing the ends A, Band C, 
and say that if it is believed that there is a good 
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chance of the occurrence of war in the future, and if 
efforts at inducing general disarmament end in failure, 
then rearmament and not extensions in the social 
services will be the main need. The end A for the 
time being loses much of its importance. In that 
event the analysis we. had previously given will 
have established the alternative conclusion that higher 

. rates of Income Tax and Sur-Tax than those existing 
in 1937-38 in Great Britain, could be imposed to 
finance the rearmament; and that this could best be 
done under a system in which income spent was taxed 
more heavily than income saved. 

This would avoid the need to issue loans to rearm. 
The power to issue loans (home or foreign) should be 
held in reserve and at its full strength until the 
occasion for using it in war itself arose, if it did arise. 
Indeed, to foster instead of impair the ability to raise 
fresh loans, it might be of advantage to the country, 
while rearming, to payoff small quantities, even 
though they were only very small quantities, of the 
National Debt: the psychological impression that 
this left on potential subscribers to the Government's 
war loans might greatly repay the effort. The policy 
which it appears to us ought to be followed, in financ
ing rearmament, therefore, would be very different 
from that adopted by the British Government in 
the period after 1935. 

Furthermore, in the system we recommend, in 
which saving and expenditure are taxed at different 
rates, there would be a much closer scrutiny than at .. 
present into the income situation of the individual: 
and this during the war might enable some sort of 
conscription of wealth to be made and not of man
power only, as in the past. After the expiry of 
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hostilities, when the effort was being made to " get 
back to normalcy", the statistics of income in the 
hands of the Government might yield very useful 
results if it were desired to make a leVy on war 
wealth. 

15. Next, it may be that a policy of increasing the 
Government's total tax revenue - and this is the 
policy which we advocate - will make a further 
objective of policy more difficult to realise, that of 
stability of the economic system and its freedom from 
periods of great unemployment. 

Robbins says: "It is at least arguable that, in a 
free economy, the higher the proportion of the national 
income which goes as taxation, the greater is the 
probability of fluctuations in yield and the greater, 
therefore, the probability of disturbances in the 
running of the national economy arising from such 
fluctuations. It is all very well to say that with a 
properly planned budgetary system these disturb
ances need not arise. The fact is that even the best 
pf budgetary plans are likely to go wrong and that 
the larger the budget the more difficult it is to forecast 
what happens independently of the budget. The 
experience of the last few years in the United States 
and elsewhere seems to suggest that, once budgetary 
expenditure reaches a certain status in the national 
economy, it tends to supplant other forces as the 
pace-maker of the whole system: the independence 
of the free forces is suspended ".1 

Morgenstern state'1. forthrightly: "It has become 
apparent in the present world-economic crisis that one 
of the principal factors making for its protracted 

• RobbiDa ... The Long.term Budgetary Problem". Lb>ydI Bank 
MontlIly RtView. April 1938. p. 164. 
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duration lies in the extraordina.ry height of State 
budgets and social charges ",' But Morgenstern's 
expression of opinion is more definite than is justified 
by the present state of theorising on this problem. 

The argument lying behind these expressions of 
opinion is that in times of tra.de depression a given 
system of taxes yields a lower revenue to a Govern
ment.- The incomes of those dependent on it, e.g. 
old-age pensioners, builders of roads and naval vessels, 
teachers, etc., will, therefore, fall off to some extent; 
while the effort to partially rest6re their incomes to 
their former levels will lead to some increase in 'tne 
rates of taxes levied. At such a time the depression 
is deepened from the side of demand by the reduced 
incomes of the government dependents; and, if,the 
Government attempts to balance the budget by extra 
taxation, the depression is further deepened by the 
rising taxes making conditions more difficult for 
entrepreneurs. " 

Again, the greater the amount of its normal tax 
revenue and public expenditure, the more difficult 
and dangerous will be the expedients to which the 
Government will be pushed; for example if it decides 
to run eo budget deficit, this deficit will be the larger. 
In truth, during th~ nQ1;, and perhaps during the 
next two or three depressions, no one can feel per
fectly certain which policy a Government placed in 
these circumstances would be best to follow; it may 
require the occurrence of a number of trade cycles 
and depressions before economic theory on the topic 
and Government practice emerge successfully from 

1 O.lIorgenatorn. TAo L .... iM oJ Ecw_icl, P. 98. 
• During • tn.do d~..,....uon tho yield of .... incomo "'" falla 011 in 

a part.iouJuly ..- <kogroo. 
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the test of experiment. In the next depression there 
will be disagreement as to which policy ought to be 
followed, doubt as to which policy will be followed, 
and doubt as to the results that the policy selected 
will produce. When there is so much doubt concern
ing budgetary policy, and the quantities involved are 
very la;rge, the economy runs grave risks of meeting 
difficulty and frustration. Hence, the argument con
cludes, the greater the amount of revenue raised in 
taxation, and spent by a Government in its normal 
budget, the greater will be the difficulties which the 
co=unity experiences in trade fluctuations. 

As against this line of reasoning we mus17 take into 
account some arguments of Keynes, who believes 1 

that one of the causes of a trade depression is to be 
found during the period of the preceding boom, when 
the rich, out of their rising incomes, attempt to save 
more money than tha~ quantity for which, at the 
existing level of consumption, it is possible to find 
investment opporlunities. The larger the height of 
the direct taxation in the country, the greater will 
be the proporlion of the national income which finds 
its way into the pockets of the poor; and the attempt 
to over-save will be less strong, with smaller dangers 
of reaction towards a slump. This is the opposite 
view to that of Robbins and Morgenstern. 

Which of these two views of the matte. is, on 
balance, the more important, cannot be said categoric
ally. It may be that with the object of diminishing 
the intensity of trade fluctuations, a higher level of 
taxation will be an advantage; or it may be a dis
advantage. Even though, however, it were to be 
agreed that it is a disadvantage, the present author 

, The Gimeral T"-1J 0/ EmpIovmenI, 1_ aM Mrnuy, p. 321. 
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would still feel impelled to adv~te a secular rise in 
the height of income taxation in Great Britain, with 
the object of financing the social ends which have 
been mentioned.' 

• See aIoo the DOle OD hud£eIuy policy in the Inde eycIe, irljrrI. 
p. 307. 



IV 
ADDITIONAL PROBLEMS 



CHAPTER XIX 

THE THEORY OF DOUBLE' TAXATION OF SAVINGS 

1. tins theory was given its present form by John 
stuart Mill.l It seeks to show that in the case of a 
general income tax from which savings are not 
specifically exempted, savings are :taxed twice as 
compared with income spent, which is taxed once 
only: We quote the famous passage in which Mill 
sets out this view: . 

"Vnless savings are exempted :&om income tax, 
the contributors are twice taxed oli. what they save, 
and only once on' what they.spend:,' A person who 
spends all he receives pays 3 per' cent to the tax, and 
,no more; but ~ he saves part of the year's income 
and buys stock, then in addition to the 3 per c~nt 
which he has paid on the principal, he pays 3 per 
cent annually on the interest itself, which is equiva
lent to· an immediate payment of a second 3 per 
cent on the principal. So that while unproductive 
expenditure pays only 3 per cent, savings pay 6 per 
cent: or more correctly, 3 per cent on the whole, 
and another 3 per cent on the remaining 97." I 

Irving Fisher gives the theory an' interesting 
formulation lIy selecting the case of three brothers 
A, Band 0, each of whom has a di1ferent attitude 
to savings." A is a spendthrift; he spe!1ds his 

I Ita eo.rIier history Is m.-i by MacGregor, .. Taation of Savinga ", 
.1 .... ";""'1936. 

• J. S. Mill. pn".,;plMo/ PoliliMl~. odited Aahley. pp. 813-14-
• IrriDg Fisher. TAo N-. <i CopiIal """ 1_ p. !60. -
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money at the rate of £2000 a year and 80 his fortune 
lasts only six years. B adopts the conservative policy 
of spending only the interest on his money, ~ain
taming the capital intact. While C lets interest 
accumulate at 5 per cent on his fortune for fourteen 
years, and thereafter is able to derive from it a 
perpetual incoine of £1000 a year, instead of £500 a 
year as does B. 

If a flat rate tax of 10 per cent exists, of these 
three brothers, Fisher shows, A, the spendthrift, 
could compound for all his tax payments by making 
a payment of £157 at the time when he inherits the 
fortune. To compound similarly, B would have to 
pay £1000; and C, the most careful of the brothers, 
would require to o:fler a payment at the same date of 
£1714. Under such a system, says Fisher, savings 
are penalised. . 

Pigou also upholds the view set forth above. His 
treatm.ent is directly in the tradition of Mill; and, 
since the whole theory, and discussion of it, tends to 
revolve round subtleties and the meanings of words, 
we give the passage from his works : 

" An income tax ... di:flerentiates against saving, 
by striking savings both when they are made and 
also when they yield their fruits. Thus, a general 
permanent income tax at the rate of x per cent strikes 
the part of income that is spent at this rate. But, if 
£100 of income is put away for saving, it removes £Z 
from it at the moment, and, thereafter: removes also 
80me part of the fruits yielded by it. . . . Let us 
suppose that the saver's investment is a permanent 
one, 80 that the principal is never withdrawn. Then 
the secondary taxation amounts every year to x/IOOths 
of the fruit of the £(100 -x) that are actually turned 
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into the investment. The total efJective rate of tax 
per cent is, therefore, [x + x/100 (100 - x)]; that is, 
x(2 - x/l00). Thus, the effective rate on saved income 
is practically double thll rate on spent income when 
the tax is small." 1 

. 2. The theory which we have summarised, how
ever, would seem to be unsatisfactory. If we accept 
the proposition that money saved is taxed twice as 
compared with money spent on consumption goods, 
then, since taxation reduces a capital sum of £100, 
if it be spent on consumption goods, to £(100 - x), 
adopting Pigou's terminology, we should expect that 
in the case of money saved it would reduce the capital 
Bum to £(100 - 2z); or, in the more exact form, to 
£(100 - 2z +2;1/100). This W6 know it does ROt do. 
£100 on which i_ ~ has to be paid has the same 
capital value, whethet- the money t=eIl -is destined to be 
devoted to oomumption purposes or to· savings. If the 
money is to be devoted to consumption purposes, the 
net capital value of £100 to its owner will be £(100 -.z); 
and if the money is to be saved, the net capital 
value of £100 to its owner will likewise be £(100 - x). 

Thus the theory that money saved is double
ta.'Ced, ill unsatisfactory at this point. 

It is mainly on this ground that Guillebaud likewise 
dissents from the theory that savings are double-taxed. 
He puts it thus : 

.. If a man has saved £100 and placed it on deposit 
in his bank the value of his holding continues to be 
£100, irrespective of whether he pays no income tax 
at all, or-income tax at the rate of 2s. 6d. or 5s. in 
the £. The opposite view would lead to the absurd 
result that the investment of £100 is.,no longer worth 

• Pigo", A StWr ;" Prr6/ic ,~ P. 139. .. 
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• • £100 the day after It has been made, but some smaller 
sum." 1 

Ri~i has said (if we put "£" in his argument 
instead of " a loaf of bread" so as to bring out the 
meaning of the passage): when a new tax has beep. 
levied, " Nothing has a7Jered as regards the rates of 
exchange between £' s thaf;o are to be consumed and £' s 
that are to be saved: one £ which is to be consumed 
immediately, is always worth one £ w4Jch is to be 
saved " .• 

3. Can a more satisfactory view of the facts be 
advanced in place of the theory of double taxation 
of savings 1 A theory in the following terms would 
seem to be a preferable way of regarding the whole 
matter." 

Suppose an individual to earn £200, £100 of which 
he spends on consumption goods and the other £100 he 
saves. Let i per cent be the rate of interest he receives 
on the ,money he saves and invests: since he has got 
to pay income tax on the interest he receives on this 
money, let us refer to i per cent as being the gross 
rate of interest. The net capital value to the indi
vidual of the £.100 which he spends on consumption 
goods is £(100 - x). 

From what we have said in criticism of the theory of 
double taxation of savings, this also must be the net 
capital value to him of the £100 gross which he saves. 
It comes about in this fashion. The gr088 rate of 
interest is i per cent. But, since, of every £i that a 

1 Guillebaud, "Income Ta~ and the Double Taaation of SaviDgB ", 
E....."".;" JtnU"IIIIl, 1935, p. 488. 

• Ricci, "La taxation de 1'8pargne", .Reoue i'1-" Poliliqw, 
1927, p. 879. 

• Se:e Riooi, arl. cit.: and m...., particularly hia article .. L' impoota 
unica lui COD8UIDi DOD nee eri ". Giontak Ikgli K~illi. 1913. 
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person receives as interest on the I!l0ney he saves, the 
must pay z per cent, i.e. £iz/100, in the form of taxa
tion, the net rate of interest that hEl receives after the 
tax has been imposed, is (i - iz/100) per cent. Each 
year he will receive on the gross capital of £100, or 
net capital of £(100 - z) which he saves, a net revenue of 

£(100 - z) i (i -1~0) 1~0' 
A net revenue of this amount capitalised at the net 
rate of interest mentioned, will be (since we are simply 
reversing the last step in the reasoning) 

£(100 - z) • (1 - z/100) 100 
100 , (1 - z/100) 

-£(100-z). 

This view of the matter appears to be more free from 
misleading implication than the theory that saving 
is double-taxed. 

Again. difierent individuals in the community
whether this community be that of real life and 
graduated taxation, or else the hyPothetical com
munity that we envisage - will be required to pay 
income tax at difierent rates. Another individual, for 
example, may be required to pay tax at the rate of 
y per cent. The net value of a gross income of £100 
to him, whether ~e saves it or spends. it, will be 
£(100 - y): the net rate of interest on it, should he 
save it. is , (1 - y/100) per oent.· But this introduces 
no new complication into the ,theory •. 

•• The view of the facts stated can be illustrated 
by a diagram.> 

Still thinking in terms of the individual who 
• Biooi,."" oil., 0.....,., § 14. 
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obtains an increment of income of £200, and pays 
income tax on it at the rate of x per cent, let OA, AB 
in the iliagram each represent £100. Let CB, DA 
each = £X. Measuring time along the horizontal axis, 
let 01 equal one year, 12 equal another year, etc. 

The capital value of the £100 which the person 
consumes, is, after the tax, equal to AC . 

, 

..••••.•••••••••••••• -------. o· _.---------------------•• 

E 

o • 
Du.01lAll I 

If the gross rate of interest is 5 per cent, let DE 
be drawn parallel to the time axis and make EF equal 
to 5 per cent of OD and GF equal to x per cent of EF. 
(We are assuming simple interest to be paid on the 
capital sum; the. case where interest is reckoned at 
a compound rate needs only a small adjustment.) 

In the diagram the net capital value of the £100 
which is saved, is, after the tax, equal to OD (which 
is equal to AC). It is shown to be growing at the 
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gross rate given by the slope of DF, but at a ~et rate 
given by the slope of DG. ' 

At the end of the first year, the person, if he choose, 
may consume EG, the net interest on the. capital, 
Jeaving the capital value IE at that moment' of time, 
the same ILl! it had been to begin with; and the whole 
process can be repeated in the second, third and 
following years. This would be represented by plac
ing a succession of geometrical figures simila.r to the 
first, in order along the axis of time. (See diagram I 
in which one additional such figure is shown.) 

5. Pigou speaks of an income tax from which 
savings is not exempted, as differentiating against 
saving and in favour of spending.l He is envisaging 
a case such as that of a community in which a tax 
of 10 per cent is imposed, and in which prices and 
inc'omes remain unchanged. This reduces & gross 
income of £1000 to £900 if the money be spent: but 
if the money be savell it reduces the sum invested to 
£900, and ." addition reduces the interest on it from 
5 per cent, say, to 4·5 per cent. 

Yet even in this, the most definite instance that 
can be cited in favour of retaining the title" double 
taxation of savings n, the toorIOmic significance of what 
takes place is ol>scure; sufficiently vague and obscure 
indeed, as to render any title so definite as double 
taxation misleading in the definiteness of the pheno-
mena that it suggests. ' 

Let us consider the tax of 10 per cent just cited. 
As & result of it, an individual will cut down both 
the amount of his saving and the amount of his 
expenditure. He may cut down the amount of his 
saving more than the amount of his expenditure: or 

• Op. .... p.l.o. 
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the reverse may be the case. There is nothing in 
theory to suggest that either of these two alternatives 
is the more likely. As much as we can say, is that 
it has bllen the prevalent view that the supply curve 
of savings, over the relevant portion, slopes upward; 
so that the average individual will save less when 
there is a fall in the net rate of interest on his savings. 
There will be some individuals, it is true, who are in 
the opposite case from this: e.g. a person who is 
saving to purchase an annuity of given amount will 
now require to save a larger capitalslRn than he 
formerly would have done. But individuals of this 
kind, it is generally believed, will be the exception. 
Only, as we have said, theory does nothing to suggest 
whether for the average individual and for the com
munity as a whole, the contraction in the amount 
saved or in the amount spent on consumption goods 
will be the greater. If it were to be the case, that, 
when the tax is imposed the amount saved by the 
community as a whole, falls in a less proportion than 
the amount spent on consumption goods, would it 
still be considered desirable to retain the title" double 
taxation" of savings as compared with inco~e spent ~ 
One would, at any rate, use the title with less assur
ance, than if the reverse had been the case. 

6. Quite independently of the reasons given, a 
further set of reasons exist, quite different in nature, 
some of which in themselves might well be considered 
of sufficient importance for discarding the theory that 
saving is double-taxed:' This is because the theory 
of double taxation has a number of different aspects. 
The aspects of which we have just treated may be 
referred to as the\aCCOunting aspectJand some portions 
of the theory in its.~nomic aspect., Other portions 
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of what may be broadly termed the economic aspect 
of the theory, have been dealt with earlier in the text, 
where we consider the effect of the income tax on 
population, the volume of capital and som,e of the 
other main economic variables. 

But, in addition, the theory has what may be 
termed an\interpretative aspect and a moral aspectl 
The interpretative aspect of the theory, which is a 
logical or analytical aspect relating to the meaning 
of words, anllyses the nature of the capital, of the 
interest, and of the tax concerned, in such a way 
as to bring out the manner in which saving is or is 
not double-taxed. Some writers put forward a very 
elaborate interpretative scheme. Einaudi does this to 
show that saving is double-taxed: De Viti does it to 
show that saving is not double-taxed.' Criticism of 
the interpretative aspect of these theories need not be 
given here. The interpretative aspect of the view we 

. have put forward, emphasises that money saved is 
not taxed twice, but that what happens is that the 
money saved is taxed once, and that then the interest 
on it, which represents new wealth produced at subse
quent periods of time by means of the savings, is also 
taxed. . This view is illustrated by diagram I, which 
shows the nature of the process that takes place 
through time; it shows the amount o£ capital, the 
rate of gross interest and the rate of net interest, at 
each moment in time. 

7. Of the writers whose views we quoted, holding 
that saving is double-taxed, for example, Mill, Fisher 
and' Pigou agree that it is morally undesirable that 

l See Einaudi'a maiD writinp OD the IlUbieo'. " IDtomo .. OODC EU 2 
eli ....tJl ... impoaibile e eli un oiatema d' impoole.11I ndeliliD _ ..... 1iD ". 
11_ .... RteloA ' ....... &ioue4i """- 1911, IoIld "Ot&ima 
impoel&", oil.; IoIld De Viti de M_ Gpo cia., Book II. aMp. 10. 

I 
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savings should be taxed more heavily in this way, 
than money spent. 

J. S. Mill says, "No income tax is really just from 
w4ich savings are not exempted".' 

Fisher speaks of taxation of this kind being 
" inequitable taxation - double taxation to the saver 
and remission of taxes to the spendthrift".' 

Pigou says that an income tax from which saving 
is not exempted, is inferior from the standpoint of 
least sacrifice to one from which saving is exempted.· 

On the other hand, De Viti, who considers, from 
the point of view of analysis, that there is no double 
taxation, likewise considers that there is no moral 
problem of how to exempt savings from taxation. 

These and other examples which might be given 
of this coincidence of economic and moral viewpoint, 
suggest that the two strands of reasoning, the moral 
and the analytical, have not been held as separate 
from one anothy as would be desirable. Clearly, 
however, in yfar as the theory of double taxation 
of savings is a purely economic theory, it should be 
quite possible to take. the view that no double taxation 
eXists, and yet to affirm that savings o)lght to be less 
heavily taxed than under a certain given system of 
taxation; or, vice versa, to hold from the analytical 
point of view that double taxation of savings does 
exist, but that morally the situation is quite satis-

lOp. cU. p. 814. 
• Op. cU. p. 142. 

• Op. cU. p. 256. 

In the case of Einaudi'a work it is not the aim of this author to mow 
that savings oughl noI to be ·tazed. Einaudi employs the theory of 
double taxation of Baving. 88 a means to a general diecU8lli.on of the 
problem of taxation. See Faaiani, It Sulla teoria deU' esenzione del 
ri.parmio dall' impoata", M...",.;. UJla Beak AWJd<mia tUlk Sciniu 
di Torino, 1926, p. 1, footnote; and Benham, II Notes on the Pure 
Theory of Public Finance", E_ica, 1924, p. 446 f. 
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factory. The coincidence of the IlcOOnomic and moral 
judgment in most discUssions, suggests some confusion 
between the tw;o aspects. In itself, the title" double' 
taxation of savings" is far from being the purely 
neutral and scientific term which it is so needful to 
have in economic analysis. (The term suggests ethical 
consequences to the mind: 'and this in itself would be' 
an argument against its use.} 

8. The formulation alternative to accepting the 
theory that savings are double taxed, which we have 
given in the preceding pages, is due to Ricci; yet 
in the most recent article in which he sets forward 
his views on the matter, that writer leaves himself 
open to certain criticisms. 

In it, Ricci speaks as if the State aided in the 
creation of the new wealth produced by means of the 
savings, and therefore as of right claimed a share in 
such new wealth by way of the income tax.l He 
commences his analysis with an hypothetical case in 
which a railway is conducted by private enterprise 
and charges traders for the services it renders. Then' 
the railway is taken over by the State, which charges 
the same amount as before for the same services as 
before; but this time the charge is made by means 
of the income tax. This tends to introduce the 
implication that it is right that the State should 
levy such (tax, including a tax on the yield of 
savings. 

Argumentation of this kind is unnecessary, and 
when introduced can hardly help being misleading. 
It 'Would be desirable that all the relationships 
pointed out in economio analysis should be purely 
neutral and scientific; that is, they should be state-

I ..ttC. ..... ~ 1927. P. 8M. 
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ments of quantative relationships existing between 
different economic variables. 

The se~nd objection to Ricci's argument would 
relate to its' form, but' not to its substance: some
times moral aspects of the question are introduced 
in the middle of a piece of economic analysis. The 
effect on the mind of the reader is not clarifying. 

Both of these objections attach also to the dis
cussion of double taxation given by Guillebaud, who, 
after he has given the matter some consideration, 
states the conclusion that" to exempt savings from 
taxation would be to differentiate unfairly against the 
non-savers, whose burden of taxation would become 
correspondingly heavier ".' 

It might be argued in favour of Guillebaud's 
treatment that he has already, earlier in the article, 
dealt with the economic analysis of the problem; 
and that having thus examined the issue he now 
states his morai judgment upon it. To some extent 
this may be true and would afford some justification 

. of Guillebaud's treatment. Yet on the whole, I 
. think it would fall short of a complete justification. 
The aim of economic analysis, as Robbins points out, 
should be to show all the implications of each choice 

. of policy.· And it is only after he has expressed this 
moral judgment, that Guillebaud goes on to consider 
the effects of an income tax on total income and bn 
income spent respectively, on the rate of interest, 
and, by implication, on prices and on distribution. 
Logically, such analysis, designed to show some of 
the major results of the different possible lines of 

1 .Arl. oil. p. 490. 
• Of. Robbins, PM Nat,.,.. aM 8igniJiw_ oJ Economic 8einu. 

chap. vi, Section 6. 
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policy, should, I think, come be:t:.ore the expression 
pf the moral judgment on the question. This criticism 
may appear to J:>e hair-splitting. But in practice the 
admixture of economics and ethics, which is so 
frequent in the subject, is undoubtedly retarding the 
progress of the science of public finance. 

Guillebaud introduced a conception of the State 
similar to that held by Ricci, both authors in this 
point following De Viti. 

"The State", says Guillebaud, "through the 
exercise of its general function as a co-operating 
factor in the productive organisation of the com
munity, and through the expenditure of the revenue 
which it receives from the taxpayers, will increase 
the productivity of the capital accumulated by the 
action of the savers above what it would have been 
in the absence of ilie State. The State is accordingly 
entitled to a share in this additional income." 1 

This conception of the State in public finance is 
not a tenable one. Reasons for rejection of the 
concept need not be given here, beyond showing its 
unsuitability by a single example. Suppose that the 
State raises the rate of income tax in order to increase 
the pensions given to old people. No necessary 
increase in the productivity of the factors employed 
in production need result. A more purely scientific 
viflw of the State is needed than that advanced by 
De Viti, and accepted here by Ricci and Guillebaud. 

9. Finally some criticism may be attempted of 
Professor MacGregor's paper "Th~ Taxation of 
Savings". in particular as regards his interpretation 
of the argument of J. S. Mill. To quote from 
MacGregor's argument: 

1 .Art. oiL P. 489. 
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" Mill says that if a tax of R per cent is imposed 

on an income, part of which is going to be save9" the 
result will be that the taxpayer will ~educe both his 
expenditure and his savings by exactly R per cent. 
This assumption is essential to his argument. . . . 

"I do not understand why none of his critics 
have pointed out this obvioUs and quite disqualifying 
objection to his formula, which is thereby at once 
dissolved." 1 

After a perusal of the relevant portion of Mill's 
work, I am unable to agree that Mill either states or 
suggests that when a tax is imposed on income each 
person will cut down the amount of his saving and 
the amount of his consumption by the same per
centage. Nor does Mill's argument appear to me to 
rest on such an assumption, any more say, than 
Professor Pigou's does." . 

I think, in. this same regard, that Professor 
MacGregor is rather unfair to Ricci. In the article 
of Ricci's that MacGregor cites,' it is true that a long 
algebraic example is used in which each one of a 
large number of persons is assumed' to cut down his 
saving by 10 per cent and his consumption by 10 per 
cent, owing to the imposition of a tax. The reason for 
this, however, if I understand it rightly, is not because 
the assumption is necessary to the argument, but only 
because it simplifies the arithmetic. In the article, 
Ricci says, before proceeding to discuss an arithmetical 
example that had been given by Einaudi: . 

1 Arl. cit. p. 391: 
• Prof ....... Pigoo has replied in aimiIar lel'lllll to the criticism of 

MacGregor, E_ica, 1937. 
• MacGregor, art. cit. pp. 400-401. • Ricci, 1ike Mill', oays Mac· 

Gregor, ' believea that; aD income tu: will djmjnjab _vinga and expeodi· 
tore by the ... me _'-' 
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"Si Un nouvel impot gen<\ral sur les revenus de 
10 p. 100 survient, il frappe Titus en lui enlevant 
1,000 francs ou pains. Quelle repercussion exercera 
ce nouvel impot sur la distribution que fait Titus 
entre consommation et epargne? La question est 
importante et sera analysee tout it l'heure, mais ici, 
pour la discussion de l'exemple d'Einaudi, elle n'a pas 
d'interet."l 

Later he points out that: 
"Dans une etude que j'ai recemment publiee, j'ai 

montre comment, sous certaines conditions, une 
diminution dans' Ie taux d'interet peut induire un 
homo oeconomicus a augmenter son epargne." 2 

When we are dealing with a large number of 
people, however, he considers it probable that the 
imposition of a tax will lead to a fall in the amount 
of savings supplied and so cause a rise in the rate of 
interest. 

Moreover, in the earlier article,' in which Ricci 
had developed his views on double taxation more 
fully than he does in the later article, he makes no 
reference whatever to the assumption to which 
MacGregor refers. Ricci's investigation, therefore, 
appears to be more general in its scope than Professor 
MacGregor considers it. 

MacGregor, further criticising Mill, says: 
"Mill's formula leaves unanswered a serious 

inference from it. 
" That inference is that the Government must be 

getting more taxation than it requires. For, if the 
rate of taxation is R per cent, and this represents 

1 Art. cit., Revue, 1927. p. 878. 
2 Ibid. p. 881. (Author's own italics in both quotations.) 
3 Giornale, 1913. 

T 
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the cost of the public services, then R per cent of the 
expenditure, plus nearly twice that proportion of 
the savings, is more than R per cent of the whole 
mcome. 

"I see no escape from an impossible conclusion, 
so long as we adhere to what Mill and other sup
porters of his argument actually say." 1 

Agam I would be unable to agree that Mill any
where expresses this meaning. Rather, what he has 
in mind, it appears to me, is that the Government 
raises by taxation just as much money as its public 
expenditure requires; but that a larger portion of 
its revenue is traceable to moneys that have been 
saved than is traceable to moneys that have been 
spent (that is, in so far as its revenue is derived 
from a general income tax)~ Money earned at the 
present moment, say, and spent at the present 
moment, is only taxed once, viz. at the present 
moment; yet if this money had been saved, it would 
have yielded fruits which would have been taxed 
again at later dates. Thus in this sense money saved 
seems to bear more taxation than money spent. If 
this in fact be Mill's meaning, then he does not 
commit the confusion in thought to which Professor 
MacGregor alludes. 

Frequently in the course of his discussion 
MacGregor alternates between arguments that are 
economic in their nature and others that are moral. 
This alternation we have held, has an obscuring effect, 
and we have made a plea for the clear distinction 
betw~en arguments of these two kinds. . 

1 Arl. cil. p. 393. 



CHAPTE.R XX 

CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES AND THE INCOME TAX 

SBCTION I 

The economic e.ffectl oj taa:ation oj oo-opertJtive resenJ88 

1_ To l'D&in COJ;ltroversy at the present time in. 
relation to the taxation of co-operative societies, 
centres round whether or not the sums placed to 
reserve by these societies should be subject to Income 
Tax. Before 1933 such sums placed to reserve were' 
not taxed. In that year a Committee was appointed 
under the chairm8.!!ship of Mr. W. H. Raeburn to 
inquire into the matter and make what recommenda
tiona to the Government it thought suitable. The 
Committee recommended that moneys placed to 
reserve by co-operative societies should be taxed at 
the standard rate of Income Tax.~ and legislation was 
introduced into Parliament by the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, Mr. Neville Chamberlain, giving effect to 
this recommendation. 

9. First, let us consider the changes in the prices of 
the goods and the quantities of the goods they sell, 
that will be brought about by taxing co-operative 
reserves at standard rate.. Here it ia ~ enough to 
reason in realistio terms. and with regard not to a 
stationary community, but to a progressive one such 
as Great Britain in the twentieth century. The 
volume of retail trade and other trade in the com

The larger the reserve made 
lIIII 
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by any finn in this developing co=unity, the 
greater will be the rate of increase in the amount of 
its trade. 

The effect of subjecting the reserves of co-operative 
societies to taxation, will be that, in any year either 
smaller sums of money will be placed to reserve, or 
else less "divi" 1 will be paid to members, than 
would otherwise have been· the case. Or, more likely, 
the loss sustained through having to pay Income Tax 
on reserves, will lead to both smaller sums being 
placed to reserve by societies and smaller sums being 
paid out in " divi ". 

The lessened rate of accumulation by reserve will 
entail, after the lapse of a period of time, a smaller 
business organisation, a lesser volume of trade and a 
smaller number of members. The reduced rate of 
" divi" paid, will also lose the society members and 
custom. 

Alterations brought about by the new tax measure, 
in the prices which societies charge for their goods, 
are likely to be small. The policy followed by most 
societies, is to charge the same prices for their goods 
as are charged by the retail stores with which they 
compete. The prices in these concerns will not be 
affected by the tax change: neither, therefore, will 
prices in the stores of their competitors, the co-op era
tive societies. 

Trading will be carried out at an unaltered price 
level; but the volume of trade of the societies will 
contract with lapse of time. -This appears to be going 
to be the main result of the tax legislation. 

In districts where the volume of trade done by 

1 The refund to memben is referred to 88 If divi II to distinguish 
it from dividend payment.. on .bareo. 
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co-operative societies is an appreciable fraction of the 
whole, the effect on prices may be for a rise to take 
place in the short period, both for co-operative stores 
and for other retail shops. But if, stimulated by the 
higher level of profits, new capital flows into retail 
trading in these districts, the price rise will be wiped 
out both for the societies and the retailers. 

A closer view of the re\ail market would discover 
that often there is not complete price uniformity as 
between co-operative societies and retail stores. Some 
co-operative societies make it their policy, in order 
to increase their rates of" divi ", to sell price-main
tenance goods at the same prices as other shops, 
since they have to guarantee, to do this before they 
will be supplied by the makers; but goods with no 
fixed prices the co-operatives sell at a little dearer 
than others. Perhaps the margin between the prices 
charged by co-operatives and the prices charged by 
others, for goods whose prices are not stipulated by 
the makers, will widen in the future, as a result of 
the taxation of co-operative reserves. Raising prices in 
this way would help to keep both .. divi" and reserves 
nearer their old levels (or the levels they would have 
had, had no tax been imposed), even though' the 
societies carry a new tax burden. 

Other co-operative societies to-day, sell price main
tenance goods at their fixed prices and other goods 
at lower prices, although this is done at the expense 
of lower rates of .. divi ". The margin between these 
lower prices and the prices charged by outside sellers, 
will probably in some cases be gradually reduced as 
a result of the 1933 tax legislation. In this case also, 
small price increases in goods sold by co-operative 
societies will have resulted. 
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Each price increase, and each fall in rates of 
" divi ", will tend to lose the societies a certain amount 
of custom. A practical problem for the managements 
(and annual general meetings) of the societies, will be 
whether to make the adjustment to the new tax situa
tion by raising prices, or by reducing "divis", or 
by reducing allocations to reserve. No policy of price 
alteration can avoid the tax payment: 80 long as the 
societies place moneys to reserve, tax must be paid. 

SECTION II 

Is it just to ta:r; co-operative reserves ? 

3. The position of the societies in regard to Income 
Tax. 

The following table, which is convenient for refer
ence, sets out the position in regard to Income Tax, 
of co-operative societies as it had existed before 1933 : 
the table is one furnished by the Board of Inland 

. Revenue in their evidence before the Raeburn Com
mittee and reproduced in its Report. 

As it does not appear in the table, it is well to add 
that before (and after) 1933, dividends paid by co
operative societies to shareholders have been liable 
to Income Tax at rates depending on the liability of 
the individual shareholder concerned; i.e. there is no 
deduction of tax at source. 

The only change in the ·situation since 1933 has 
been, as we have explained, that money placed to 
reserve by the societies has been made liable to tax. 

4. The constitution of co-operative societies. 
The whole question of the equity of taxing co-
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operative BOcieties turns on the censtitution of these 
8OCieties. There are several kinds of co-operative 
80Ciety registered under the Industrial and Provident 

boon T.u: POSITION PRIOB TO TIIII LBoIllLATiON OP 1933 

~ .. - IlDIIIJ>oQ' 

&WukA 
Annual vall18 of pro-

perty owned and 
occupied · Pay. Ineome Tu: Pay. Income Tu: 

Rente from property 
owned and let to 
tenante · · .. .. .. .. .. .. 

&WukB 
Profite from the occu-

pation of land · .. .. .. .. .. .. 
&WukD 

Intereet on Govern-
ment Sloch • · hempt .. .. .. 

I Trading profite • · .. Pay. Income Tu: 
on - of 
bading profite 
over Schedule 
A • neDta 
DB business 

i property 01rl*i 
! ~posit intel'ee$ and 

other intereet re-
ceived in full withe . 
out deduetioa of tu: 
(e.,. intel'ee$ OIl I; 
pez cent War '-n) 

Dividenda and intel'ee$ 
.. Pay. Income Tu: 

011 in_a ( ... ,. 
eb--, debentures, 
mort@apl) · · .. .. .. .. 

"I Income from foIeiga 

I eocuriu.. or fonigo 
pc i_ · · .. .. .. •• , 
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Societies Acts, the two main being retail distributive 
societies and wholesale societies; but we will speak 
as if we were considering only retail societies, since 
the case of the wholesale societies is exactly similar. 

It appears that there also exist a number of 
societies registered under the Industrial and Provi
dent Societies Acts and known as co-operative 
societies, which have nothing ·in common with these 
societies, and ought not to have the same legal status. 
But we disregard these bogus co-operative societies in 
the treatment of this chapter.' 

A retail co-operative society is financed out of two 
separate types of capital, share capital and loan 
capital. In terms of the Act under which these 
societies are incorporated, no shareholder can hold 
more than 200 £1 shares in a society. Any person 
can obtain as many up to 200 shares (or up to some 
smaller number depending on the exact terms of the 
articles of incorporation), in a society, as he wishes 
to purchase. On these shares interest is paid at a 

. rate which is determined by the annual general meet-
ing of the members of the society. This rate varies 
in rough accordance with the .market rate of interest, 
or the rate obtainable on Government stocks. It 
hardly ever, even in a single instance, has risen above 
5 per cent. During the years 1930 and 1931 the 
average rate paid on share capital was 41 per cent: 
by 1935 the average rate had fallen to 3! per cent." 

In addition, a co-operative society has another 
type of capital, loan capital, represented by sums of 
money lent to it by members. This money may be a 

1 See Carr·S&unde .. , Sargant Florence and Pee .. (editon), e __ 
au ...... Co-operaIitm in (heal Britain, p. 468 • 

• J. A. Hough, Dividend on Co-t>pmJti .. PW'ilta8u, p. 183. 
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direct loan to the society by a member, or may take 
the form of the accumulation of a sum of undrawn 
" divis .. j or it may be a loan made to the society 
by a Co-operative Savings Bank. ,The rate of interest 
on loans of this type also varies in conformity with 
the market rate of interest. 

We can look on the society as paying for its loan 
capital, a rate of interest no higher than that at 
which the capital is to be got elsewhere when the 
same good security is offered. Hence the people 
who lend this loan capital to the society, get a rate 
of remuneration on it that does not depend at all on 
the size of the society's profits. These providers of 
loan capital will be indifferent whether the society's 
pr'bfits or its reserves be increased at any time, or be 
diminished: they receive the market rate of interest 
on their money, so to speak, whatever happens: and· 
payment to them is a finl.t charge on the society's 
assets in case of bankruptcy. Their position is similar 
to that of the holder of a mortgage or a debenture. 

5. Is it a surplus or a profit that the societies 
earn t 

Those who believe that co-operative societies are 
undertaxed - or were before 1933 - usually repre
sent the societies as earning profits, part of which 
they distribute to their members as cc divi ", placing 
the remainder to reserve. The societies themselves, 
stating the case against levying taxation on them, 
deny that they earn anything in the nature of a 
profit: what they earn, they maintain, is not a 
profit but a cc surplus ". The gains of the societies 
arise from the dealings of a number of members 
among themselves; and, they hold, a body of people 
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cannot make a profit out of themselves. Therefore 
such gains are not to be regarded as profits, but must 
be a surplus, the surplus of mutual trading. 

The analogy that the co-operatives. here seek to 
draw, is between, for example, what takes place when 
some members of a family render services to one 
another, but nevertheless (in the eyes of the Depart
ment of Inland Revenue) create nothing in the nature 
of a profit which is taxable .. Or, il' a dozen consumers 
join forces and buy a good; so that each gets his 
supply of it cheaper than he would do by individual 
purchase, then again (so far as the Department of 
Inland Revenue is concerned), nothing that is deemed 
to be profit arises. 

The contention that the excess of receipts over 
costs of co-operative societies, is a true surplus in 
the sense of this analogy, has given rise to a great 
deal of wrangling. The contention was accepted as 
valid by the Departmental Committee on Income Tax 
of 1905; but the Royal CommiSBion on Income Tax 

.. of 1920 rejected the notion, so far as the portion of 
the "surplus" placed to reserve was concerned
this part of the" surplus", the Commission held, was 
profit. Among economists Pigou 1 and the author of 
the chapter on the taxation of co-operative societies 
in the recent work edited by Carr-Saunders, Sargant 
Florence and Peers,' accept the idea of·a surplus as 
being valid: while Stamp,' Fay' and MacGregor' 

1 II Co~operative Societiee and Income Tax". ECOJIDfI&ic Jt:mt'7IIIl. 
1920. p. 157. 

• Op. <il. pp. 467-8. 
• &pori 0/ 1M Royal C .... misoion 011 1_ Taz (1920). Reservation 

on pp. 166-7. 
t U Co.opemton and the State tt, Ecmwmie Jmu'fttIl, 1933, p. 415. 
I .. Profit and Mutual Trading". E~ P"ryooe aM Projil. 

p. 190. 
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reject the notion of a co-operative 81ll'plus, holding 
that it really is a profit. 

A reservation. to the Repure of the Royal Com
mission of 1920, which is signed by Stamp and Sir 
William McLintock, says: "In our view the question 
whether the principle of ' mutuality' prevails to put 
the tangible results of human effort outside the 
category or working definition of ' profits' is one of 
degree .•.. 

"Where the aggregation of individuals serving 
each other is very large, and they are for the most 
part unknown to each other, commercial methods 
and tests must prevail, and the element of mutuality 
becomes less dominant and too diluted to justify 
lllone a plea for exemption from taxation. Moreover, 
the advantagee tend to become averaged out, and to 
have no definite relation to the individual intereet. 
Thus, the 'divi' on particular purchases has no 
necessary connection with the true 81ll'plus price 
charged thereon, and is only a rough adjustment to 
reach cost price over the trading as a whole.'" 

The factors which Stamp and McLintock point 
out here, it is true, make it difficult to accept the 
idea of the existence of a co-operative 81ll'plus of the 
same kind as arises when a few friends agree to the 
joint purchase of a commodity. The contrary idea, 
however, that what the co-operative societies earn is 
a profit, is hardly more tenable. In 80 Car as the 
co-operative profit is a return on capital, it is on a 
capital which has been accumulated out of co-opera
tive reserves made in the past; and even though he 
wished, the individual member would be unable to 
obtain any cash equivalent in exchange for his 

l~ciI. .. l" 
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" share" of the capital involved. To some extent, 
also, the "profit"· which the societies earn is a 
return on the good-will which they enjoy through the 
loyalty of their own members in purchasing from 
them. Thus, the resemblance of the co-operative 
surplus to the reward which the shareholder in a 
joint-stock company gets for exposing his capital to 
the risks of industry, is not very strong. 

We ourselves do not propose to take any definite 
side in this question of whether or not the excess of 
co-operative receipts over costs is a surplus or a 
profit :(.jVseems to partake of the nature both of a 
profit and of a surplu~. We find, however, that it 
is possible to prove satisfactorily that even if the 
co-operative " surplus" is regarded as being a profit:; 
still, moneys placed to reserve by the co-operative 
societies ought not to be taxed, if it is people's incomes 
which we wish to make liable to the Income Tax. 
To develop this line of argument, therefore, we will 
speak as if co-operative societies earn profits and not 
surpluses. 

It would still be open to those who believe that 
the co-operative surplus is a genuine surplus, and not 
a profit, to contend that concessions ought to be 
granted to the societies additional to those that follow 
from the argument which we will give - but that 
would be another chapter of reasoning. . 

6. Respects in which the member of a co-operative 
society resembles, and respects in which he difIers 
from, the shareholder in a joint-stock company. 

A natural comparison .to make is that between the 
co-operative society and a joint-stock company; and 
for simplicity let us compare the society with a joint-
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stock company in which there is only one class of 
shareholders, ordinary shareholders. The society and 
the company must each incur certain costs for 
materials and labour in the conduct of its business. 
If the company prospers, and its profits increase, the 
wages that the workmen receive (in a competitive 
labour market) will remain unchanged: the people 
who benefit will be the ordinary shareholders - they 
are the .. residuary legatees" to the whole series of 
transactions in which the joint-stock company is 
engaged, taking what is left of the total receipts after 
all costs necessary to the conduct of the business have 
been met. The whole of these profits need not be 
distributed in dividend payments to the ordinary 
ehareholders: usually, part of the profits will be dis
tributed and the remainder placed to reserve - but 
ownership of the reserve will really be vested in the 
ordinary shareholders, and moneys placed to reserve 
in the company will be imputable to each of them in 
proportion to his share-hplding in the company. 

In the case of the co-operative society, the residuary 
legatee can neither be the shareholder in the society 
nor the person who makes loans to it; for the reward 
of eacli of these is fixed independently of the amount 
of profit or surplus that the society makes. (See § 4.) 
The residuary legatee in the case of the society, there
fore - ill 80 far IJ8 t1ae analogy 1aolds good - will be the 
member of the society, who benefits or su1fers accord
ing as the profit of the society rises or falls. The 
member comes into possession of part of this profit 
when .. divi .. is paid. The remainder of it, after dis
tribution of .. divi ", is placed to reserve; and this, too, 
would be attributable to the ownership of the indi
vidual members of the society. Just as the extent of 
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an ordinary shareholder's ownership in the reserves 
of the company would be regarded as being in pro
portion to the amount of his holding of shares, so the 
extent of the ownership of a member in the moneys 
placed to reserve by a co-operative society, would be 
taken to be in proportion to his rate of purchasing 
goods from the society. To repeat, the total profit 
of a society is distributed between payment of" divi " 
and allocation to reserve: the individual member's 
ownership in both of these, would, taking this view, 
be regarded as being in proportion to his rate of 
purchasing. We know that his receipts of " divi " 
are proportioned to this amount. Ownership in the 
moneys placed to reserve would be imputed to the 
individual member on the same principle... 

At the same time, this view, which would regard 
the position of the member in a co-operative society 
as closely similar to that of the shareholder in a joint
stock company, is again not without its difficulties. 
A difIerence - perhaps a fundamental difference-. 
between the shareholder in a joint-stock company and 
'the member in a co-operative society, is that any' 
money which the society allocates to reserve has the 
effect of increasing the value of the shares of each 
shareholder in it: but there is no benefit of this kind 
to the member of a co-operative society. The society's 
allocation to reserve may enable the member to get 
slightly higher rates of "divi" on his purchases in 
the future: but also the purpose of the reserve is· 
generally regarded as being to increase the number of 
the people with whom the societies trade; in which 
case, as contrasted with the case of the joint-stock 
company, the benefits of tq" reserve, financially at 
least, do 7Wt go to the people making it. And, should 
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a member die, or cease to purchase goods_ from the 
society, neither he nor his heirs Will get any financial 
benefits from the money that had been placed towards 
the society's reserve, instead of being distributed to 
him. 

Despite the importance of these differences, we will 
speak as if we regard the position of the co-opera
tive member in relation to his society as being identical 
with that of the 'Shareholder in relation to the joint
stock company.; and we will impute ownership of 
a society's reserve to the members in it. This, like 
the view that oo-operati'V6 societies eam projitB and not 
BUrpZuses, wiU represent the position of the societies, or 
their members, in the least faoourable light, 80 far as 

.claims for tax eumption are COfICI!I'1I8d. We adopt 
this line of argument in order to find out the maximum 
amount of taxation to which the societies could, with 
any show of reason, be made liable. 

7. The British or any other Income Tax ought to 
be levied on a person's income; and for the sake of 
clearness we may add, on the real income in terms 
of goods and services which he receives. This prin
ciple would appear to us to be impossible to contro
vert, and on it the rest of our subseqtlent analysis is 
based. 

A person has an income of, say, £200 a year. Part 
of this he spends at a co-operative store which sells 
to him goods at the same prices, we will suppose, as 
they are to be had elsewhere. When he has spent 
his income of £200, the person has received value to 
the same amount. In addition, we will regard him as 
receiving from the oo-operative society, a payment 
of .. divi " equal to £10. This also he spends. His 
real income in all amOlints to £200 plus £10 - £210. 
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The last £10 we have agreed to regard as being in the 
nature of a profit. It is on an income of £210, there
fore, that the person ought to be assessed to Income 
Tax. Other things being equal, including the prices 
at which the societies sell goods, oo-operative " divis " 
ought to be taxed. 

8. Next, as to the moneys put to reserve by 
co-operative societies. We have agreed to regard~ 
profit that arises in the trading of a society as belong
ing to the members, and imputable to each member 
in proportion to his volume of purchases. Each 
person, then, should be assessed to Income Tax on the 
total amount of income (making in reckoning his tax 
assessment whatever family and other " allowances " 
are legally in force), which accrues to him within the 
year. Part of such income is represented by the 
portion of co-operative profits that is to be imputed 
to him. 

One portion of this profit imputable to him is 
" divi" that he actually receives. As we have just 
shown, he ought to be taxed on an income reckoned 
as including payments of" divi ". 

The other portion of the profit of the society 
imputable to him, takes the form of money placed 
by the society to reserve. The person ought, therefore 
- granted the premises of our argument - to be 
assessed to Income Tax at the rate legally appropriate 
to his particular circumstances, on a total size of 
income reckoned as including both "divi" and the 
sum of money placed to reserve in the society which 
is imputable to him. 

The formal rule that we obtain here can easily be 
given concrete content. It. was estimated by th& 
Board of Inland Revenue that the proportion of 
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co-operators, who,-in the incom~tax year 1919-20, 
"Were liable to payni.en~ or Income' Tax, was about 9 
'per cent.' Lilt \lB'take it thata tenth of all co-operators 
in the eO~l\try are ~day Jiable to payment of Income 
Tax., From, t~ i~ appears "to follow that a system oj 
t.ax4lion like ~ present, which taus moneys p~ to 
reserve by' co-operativs societies, inflids injustice on nine 
,tcnJhs oj all tile co-operalors in the ooutilry. , 
. On the other hand. the present Act 'exempts 

, '4 divis 'I 'from payment of. taxation, 'which, yve' ho~d, 
ought to be taxed. T}lUs ~ tenth of ~ co-ope;alors 
r~vs an undue measure (J/e:tet'IIptio'n t/w&ll1Jhtlle ,1Wfi:. 

liability of ~ivs .. divis" to Itrtx11nIl Ti.u:. " 
',.' 1'008 the error.in one direction;'.oyer-taxatioD. of co
-operative retierv~ roughlyobalance that- in the other 
~ctioa; W1~er:taxation &f

4
oo-operative <I.divis'" , 

-Or,1;o exprel!S tke same qlltStion mo~ exactly, Does. 
~ation of-tqe reserves pla"ce too' great' or too small 
an aggregateburden on the'Shoulders,of co-operators! 

The <iuestion, wl,len p,osit'ed,inthls form; is, how-, 
ever.1vcotnplete; and to aDSwer it would pot really 
be Ve.,. enlightenirig. This is so, J>ecause, while the 
,total inCome or prOfit of"~ral!ors is <equal to the 
total of Y dina .. , paid, 'O~I plus the total of sums 
'Placed' tQ. ~l"Ve, yet the co-operative soci!lties 
already pay,Incom6 :r-- ~ey.pay under schedules 
A and B . .(Se., abq,v(\ table.) And it may. be that 
the burdi>,n of inCome Tax which already for a long 
timQ has been, bo~e )lJlder "SChedules A. and 11 (the 
Dame of a schedule is' H1 itself irrele~nt). places' a ' 
sufficient aggregare burden on t4e sho~lders of c0-

operators coJlsidered as" group. ' , . . -
• Ro..,l c, ; .... _ 1_ 7'a 11M). A", .. "... ..." 1 .... ' 

.. 1M JI i __ fI/ Bril-. AppoDCliJ: No. !!II, P. 143. 
, • , ~.at .. u 
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Full materials for an answer to this broader 
question can be g{)t from information provided by 
the Board of Inland Revenue in its evidence before 
~he Raeburn Committee.' The figure& relate to 
co-operative accounts for the year.1930, which would 
be used to calculate Income Tax liability for the 
budget year 1931-32, Income Tax·liability being based 
on the trading results of the previous year. 

The facts are as follows: 
A tenth of all co-operators, as we have pointed 

out, are liable to Income Tax. 
The standard . rate of Income Tax for the year 

1931-32 (Second Fipance Act of that. year) was 5s. 
in the £, but in the early. stages of tax liabilitf .the 
rate was 28'. 6d.· in the £: Now it is safe to asSuine 
that of all the co-operatprs liable to Income Tax, the 
large majority would be liable • at the lower of these 
rates. Hence, we can calculate the aggregate burden 
of taxation to which co-operators ought to have been 
liable oD. the income they derived from their societies, 
as a little over 2s. 6d. in the '£ paid on one-tentJi of all 
the income which accrued to them from the soeieties ; 
or, which comes to t4e same thing, a tax levied on 
the entire income at a little over one-tenth of 28. 6<1., 
i.e. at a little more than 3d. in the £. 

Co-operators, therefore, will be able to claim with 
safety, that the aggregate tax burden of the societies 
should amount to a payment of very littl!, over 3d. 
in the £ on the' total -profits (money paid out in 
" divis" plus money placed to reserve) made by the 

• Mi1lulu 0/ Evidenu o/lM(lltuln",,) C"",,,,iIIu appoi7al«l /0 t:N{"irt 
i1l/o lAc P....u POIitiofl 0/ O~i .. 80cidiu i. roIaIiofI /0 1_ 
Taz, p. 11. • 

I It is the marginal rate of tax liability of -II individual tho, is 
of importance. ' 
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societies in that year. If we estimate the burden that 
ought to have been paid at 4d. in the £, this tax rate 
would correspond to a third of all the co-operators 
who are liable to Income Tax, paying at the rate 58. 
in the £, and the remaining two-thirds paying at the 
lower rate 28. 6d. in.the £; and it will, beyond doubt, 
over-estimate what the aggregate tax burden ought 
to be. We will reckon how much the burden at .a. 
in the £ would have amounted to, and compare it 
with the burden already borne by co-operators under 
schedules A and B : 

AU eo-operative aooieties -
profit for the year 1930 
(amount paid out in .. divis .. 
pluslum8 placed to reaerve) 

Add bac.I:: 
ExOO88 of amounts writtsn 
011 for depreciation over 
amount eatimatad to be 
allowable for Inoome Tax 
pnrposee, and other non
allowable' deductiona (in
cluding allooationa to re
aerve) made in arriving at 
profit • • . . £3,MO,OOO 

Income Tax, echedulea A and 
B, paid by aooietiea in the I 
year 1930 and deduetad in 

£24,«3,000 

4,000,000 arriving at lurplue. • i t60,OOO 
~--------+-------~ 

£28,«3,000 

Now the contention to which our theory has led 
110. has been that if we were willing to place a heavier 
burden on the shoulders of some co-operators and a 
lesse.r burden on the shoulders of others., than there 

02 
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would strictly be on a personal system of taxation, in 
such a way as to make the aggregate payment the 
same as it would be on this pers I system, then 
this aggregate w6iilu.,amount to a '. payment 
than 4d. in the £ o'L-all p:ofita mad~ by a ieties. 
An Income Tax of ~:'ih tbe' tle~l~d 0 , . t9fi.t; of 
£28,44~,000amounts tb-£474,000 ; l:ro.t thi'l Im"bst 
exactly the amOll,!;it 'w.\iich,j:o-operatorS"'\:ere alklNlj",
paying under sch~J\ifes~aii~" ~ before t,\reserve 
made by the sOCleties beea~eliable. t.o #pa.~ .... ,ent of 
Income Tax. Hence we ca~b«¥t'tkat " ",' ar~ an 
Income Ta:J; is concerned - if it reaU'!I\.is i . hi£k 
it is intended to /a:J; - co-operator8 and'thefo:-<IPerative 
societies had already been adequately taxed, and indeed 
probably a little overtaxed, before the legislation -of 1933 
was pas8ed. It follows that since 1933 the co-opera
tive societies must have been grossly overtaxed. 

In the first year of its existence the legislation 
passed by Mr. Chamberlain was retrospective; it was 
payable on the moneys placed to reserve by the societies 

• during the course of 1932, before they were aware 
that these sums would be liable to taxation. As a 
result of this, the amount of additional taxation to 
which the societies became liable in the financial year 
1933-34 was £1,092,000. The first reaction of the 
societies to the new legislation was to contract the 
sums which they placed to reserve; and in 1934-35 
the amount of taxation on reserves payable by them 
was £557,000. A policy of contraction of reserves, 
however, quickly passed out of favour; the gains 
which it brought in the short period were going to 
be at too great expense of long-run benefits; a~d 
reserves, after their first period of contraction, 
promptly moved back towards their former levels. 
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Thus for the fiscal year 193HIt and onwards, the 
amount payable by co-operative societies on sums 
allocate4 to reserve has been in the neighbourhood of 
£1,000,000 per annum.' 

9. The Raeburn Committee, like the Royal Com
nlission on the Income Tax of 1920, reached the con
clusion that sums placed to reserve by co-operative 
societies ought to be taxed at standard rate. On what 
grounds did it do 80 and wherein do its views difter 
from our own ! 

The main reason given by the Committee for its 
recommendation is this : 

.. A Society which is registered under the In
dustrial and Provident Societies Act is an incor
porated body, and it is clear from judgments of the 
Courts . . ; that an incorporated body is a legal entity 
apart from its members . 

.. We are ... faced with the fact that a separate 
legal entity - the Society - is interposed between the 
income .... and the members, and in our opinion the 
existence of that entity cannot, as we have already 
stated, be ignored. any more than the existence of 
an entity separate from the shareholdere in the ease 
of an incorporated company. Income Tax at the full 
rate has to be paid on the undistributed profits of a 
company irrespective of the individual liabilities of 
the shareholders, and there must be many companies 
in which a considerable body of the shareholdere are 
not individually liable at that rate." • 

This argument is not original to the Raeburn 
Committee: the Committee of 1905 and the Royal 

• Figa.- .. ppIied b1 -, aI c...op..aift U ..... 1Ad., ..... 
"'-<. 

• R.,..". oflAo( ..... ' C .... .,.. ,. w 1o ___ -1Ao Pr-rrI 
,....,..,. of Co p .1i.s..;oIi .............. l_ r-,1933. pp.8-a. 
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Commission of 1920 had used it: but the Raeburn 
Committee places more emphasis on it and gives 
more weight to this argument in arriving at its final 
conclusions than do the others. Of the view given 
by the Committee we would express some criticisms : 

(i) If a company of which a number of the share
holders are poor, places money to reserve, these 
reserves are taxed at standard rate. A portion of the 
reserve is to be imputed to the poor shareholders. 
To tax their money at standard rate is to inflict an. 
injustice on the poorer shareholders; and to alter the 
system of co-operative taxation so as to make it 
approximate in nature to that of the other" poor" 
companies, is not to increase, but to diminish, the 
amount of justice in the present tax system. 

(ii) The real thing involved, the Raeburn Com
mittee states in this emphatic fashion, is the corpora
tion - it is a " separate legal entity". To look at the 
"separate legal entity" in this way; without con
sideration of the personal and social facts lying behind 

. it, is to run the danger of abandoning reason. It is 
often affirmed, and rightly affirmed, by jurists, that 
"the purpose of the law is to introduce order and 
justice into social relations". An argument which 
holds that some corporations are treated in a certain 
way, and that therefore all corporations ought to be 
so treated, is not likely to lead to much advancement 
in the state of the law. 'l'he human and social facts 
covered by the word" corporation" are in each case 
so very different: they have little more than the 
name in common. What is the common nature of a 
joint-stock company, a trade union, a university and 
a public charity, Certain characteristics they alI 
have in common. But it is not necessarily the case 
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that a legal rule appropriate to the trade Union will 
fitly apply to the joint-stock company and the uni
versity as well. To act on the assumption that it 
must, would make a chaos of the law. Yet this is 
what the principal argument of the Raeburn Com-
mittee amounts to. . 

And (iii) in a reservation, signed by seven members, 
made to the Report of the Royal Commission on the 
Income Tax of 1920, it was pointed out that: 

.. If there were in the United Kingdom, as there 
is in the United States of America, a corporation tax 
levied specially on corporations as such, it would, no 
doubt, be proper that a co-operative society should, 
as a separate legal entity, be made liable to that tax. 
But the Income Tax is not a corporation tax. It is 
a tax upon the incomes or profits of individuals, and 
though for convenience it is assessed in the first 
instance upon corporations in which they hold in· 
terests, the amount of it is always adjusted to the 
income not of the corporation, but of the individual 
shareholders." 1 

Indeed, to argue, as does the Raeburn Committee, 
that a co-operative society is a corporation, and 
therefore ought to be taxed in the same way as a 
joint-stock cpmpany, is to misconceive the entire 
nature of the British Income Tax. 

10. The situation in regard to the taxation of 
co-operative societies as it existed before 1933, has 
been shown in the table which we gave earlier. About 
this situation the Royal Commission of 1920 had said : 

.. There is a curious anomaly in this position. . . • 
}t is .•. that if a Co-operative Society invests its 
surplus funds in War Loan, for example, the resultant 

• IIqorI. po III&. 
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income is exempted from tax, but if it invests those 
funds in acquiring property the society is liable to 
pay tax either on the basis of the rents received, or 
on the annual value of the premises if they are 
occupied by the society. 

". . . there appears to be no sound reason for 
d.iHerentiating between reserves invested in stocks 
and shares and reserves invested in property, and we 
reco=end that the income derived from invested 
reserves should, irrespective of the particular mode 
of investment, be subject to tax. 

"We reco=end, in effect, that a society should 
be treated exactly as a limited liability company 
trading in similar circumstances and under similar 
conditions." 1 

Our earlier discussion is sufficient to show that the 
attitude of the Commission represents a giving up of 
the effort to proportion the Income Tax tothe income 
of the people concerned. The incomes of co-operators 
were already being sufficiently taxed, and perhaps a 
little overtaxed, in the burdens they bore under 
schedules A and B. 

If, for the Sake of symmetry, the income derived 
by the societies from stocks and shares is to be tax¢, 
as well as that derived from land and property (which 
is already taxed under schedules A and B), then all 
of these SOl,lrCe8 of income ought to be made taxable 
at a rate less than the standard rate, and the aggregate 
payment should not exceed that already made under 
schedules A and B. Taxation of the societies' reserves 
we have shown to be sheer over-taxation. 

1 Rtporl, pp. 119 and 121. (Part of the passage in the Rtporl .. 
i ..... H ...... --I \ 



~PENDIX 

1. PUBLIO works in a depression and the Income Tax. 

The theory which we developed in PN't III had reference 
only to the case of a stationary or oontinuously progressive oom
munity. In the real world, as everybody knows, progress in a 
community is not along a smooth curve, but takes place by fita 
of intensive economio activity followed by periods of industrial 
Blackness and of severe unemployment, particularly in the in
vestment goods industries. Which policy, both monetary and 
fiaoa\, oould most appropriately be pursued by a Government 
in order to alleviate the distress of unemployment and poverty 
during depressions, and also to prevent the political damage 
which they may cause, is one of the major problems con
fronting economists at the present day; and a large amount of 
researoh is, very properly, being direoted to this question. 

The preaent author haa nothing that is new to say on this 
topio; but he should like to denote his adherence to the manner 
of thinking of Keynes, Harrod, Mrs. Hicks and others. These 
writers advocate, aa measures to combat the manifold evils 
of a period of trade depression, a Bystem of consumers' Buh
sidies BUch aa payments of unemployment benefit or dole, 
partly finanoed by borrowing; and, a much more important 
instrument on which to rely, a policy of publio works. This 
would create primary as well aa secondary employment, 
whereas the dole payments would only create secondary 
employment, since the original payment of the money dis
tributed in dole is not in return for any work done. Again. 
public works give the community a concrete return for the 
money which it is spending. 

The financing of the works should be carried out by Ways 
and Means advances, Treasury bills and stock of longer dated 

• maturities, in BUch a proportion as to fortify, so far as possible, 
the liquidity of the country's banking system and enable it 
to combat the deflationary tendencies of the depreeaion. 

307 
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A case bas also been made out, which to many must seem 
entirely convincing, for the establishment of a Government 
Office for the, Planning of Public Works, whose function it 
would be to determine which public works could most appro
priately be postponed from periods of good trade to periods 
in which the volume of employment was declining.' 

Responsibility for redeeming the loans raised during the 
depression to finance the schemes of public works and con
sumers' subsidies, would probably fall mainly on the income 
taxes. This redemption could be carried out by maintaining 
the Income Tax and Sur-Tax at a sufficiently high and un
changed level throughout the course of the trade cycle, so 
that the budget surpluses of good years would make up for 
the deficits of the bad. Or, perhaps, during a depression, if 
investment prospects were believed to be improving and the 
schedule of the marginal efficiency of capital to be fairly 
elastic, the height of these income taxes might, with ad
vantage, be lowered, with a view to leaving the rich with 
larger money balances and encouraging the recovery of 
investment. 

But, as Harrod has pointed out,. the chief requisite in 
the next depression must be to provide the public works out 
of borrowing, even though the loans so raised may never be 
IQ.ore than partially repaid. 

2. H an income tax is progressive, a person whose income 
fluctuates pays a higher rate of taxation than that correspond
ing to his average size of income. a 

Let us suppose that a certain individual's average income 
is £X per year, but that in some years his income is greater 
than £X, in others less. The successive amounts by which 
his income falls short of its average, £X, are, let us say, £a. 
£a., .... ; and the successive amounts by which it exceeds 
its average, £{J" £{J .. •••• 

, Hanod. n. Tratk Cyck. pp. 196·201; and Ursula K. Hicks. 
op. cit. pp. 229-30 • 

• Op. cit. pp. 215-23. • 
• See Alunan. "Uncertainty-bearing and the Income Tax ". Er.o-

nomic Jqul7llll. 1929. 
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Since £:.: is the average income, therefore !.a = !.fJ. 
We consider first the case represented in diagram I in 

which the income tax is proportional, heing impoeed at a 
Oat rate of, say, 10 per cent: _ ...... .. "" 

o • .. I • 

Du. ..... 1 

In the years when the person's income falls helow £:.: he 
will pay an amount of income tax less than he would have 
done had his income remained at a steady level of £:.:. The 
total amount of taxation which he ~pes in such years is 
!.a . 10/100, £'8. On the other hand in the years when his 
income exceeds its average figure, he will pay to the Exchequer 
more than he would have done had his income been steady. 
The amount extra which he pays in such years will he in all 
!'p.10/l00, £'8. But !.a-!.fJ. Hence it will he just as if 
on the average the pereon paid income tax on an income of 
£:.:. (We disregard the inftuence of time discount, which 
would not seem to he important here.) 

If the income tax is progressive in amount, being higher 
on each additional increment of income which is eamed, then 
the curve of marginal rate of the tax will he upwud-sloping, 
as in diagram IL Let the rate of tax which corresponds to 
the person's average aiae of income he R, which is eqnal to 
P ?II in diagram ll. When his income falls helow its average 

• aiae. £z. he will ~pe payment of income tax on the amount 
by which it is deficient. If we adopt the same terminology 
in regard to the meanings of .'s and {fa as before, then the 
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total amount of tax payment which the person will avoid 
making in these years when his income falls below its average, 
will be a payment on a total amount l:a, £'s of income. The 

........... 
RATE Of TAX 

.. ---- p ------

L ___________ ~~-------------.~'~. 
0' ts IN". 

DaoB.&ll U 

rate of tax payable on each unit of this income is at a rate 
less than R. The total tax payment that the person avoids, 
therefore, will be less than Rl:a, £' s. 
_ In the years in which his income exceeds its average 

ol-~r-------~.----~H~~C~-----T----~W~':: 
DIAoB.&ll ill 

amount, he will make a tax payment on an additioll81 amount. 
of income eqna1 in all to l:fJ. The rate at which tax is paid 
on every unit of such amount is greater than R. His total 
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tax payment on such amount of income, therefore, is greater 
than Rl:,B, £'s. 

Hence the amount of tax payment which the person makes 
in these years when his income exceeds ita average size is 
greater than the amount of tax payment which he escapes 
in the years when his income falls below ita average size. 
That is, under a progressive income tax, a person whose 
income fiuotuates, pays inoome tax at a higher average rate 
than he would have done had his income been of constant 
size. . 

The British Income Tax (including Sur-Tax) is graduated 
in steps, somewhat after the fashion of diagram III. Clearly 
it a person's income which is of average size OH, fiuctuates 
sufficiently to take it, in some years, into the range CD, above 
that within which his average size of income lies, then his 
average tax payment will be greater than that for an income 
which is equal to OH in size and which is constant from one 
year to another.' 

3. The severity of a progressive income tax increases when 
a rise ocours in the general price leve!.· 

Let us suppose that a rise ocours in the price level of a 
certain community; and oonsider the case of an individual 
whose inoome inoreases by the same percentage as the prioe 
level, both increasing, say, by 15 percent. The scale of income 
tax, we suppose, is progressive, as represented in diagram IV. 
If the individual's money income inoreases from OA to OB, 
which is 15 per cent higher, then it can be seen from the 
diagram that the total proportion of his income which he 
pays in tax is greater than before.' His gross real income is 
the same as before, but his net real income is less. This 
effect is aooentuated, the more strongly progressive is the 
marginal rate of tax to which he is liable. 

• .. Under the lIOIIIe for 1926-16 UI iIloome of UOOO Uld £10,000 ill 
two ou_ ... yeen Pl'..V1I £138 _ ill tu thaD UI iIlcome for ee.ch 
yeu of £7000" (Col...,.. RqorC, S 349). 

• See ViIler, .. Taxation Uld ChaDgoo ill Price I.e ... ", JOVWIIl of 
PoIitioof of_" 1923: &lid Kambe, .. l'ri<s &lid Inj_ ill Tua
tion ", Kro/O U.'''';'' 6-'<: Rm-, 1927. 

• U T (I) ia the to&aI inoome tu p.yable by a penon ... h ..... inoome 
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It follows that a person whose money income increases, 
but by less than the rise in the general price level, will sufier 
both on account of the rise in prices which reduces his gross 
real income and the higher rate of income tax to which he 
becomes subject, which operates to further reduce his net 

M.U.CItUL RATI. 
OF IIrroCOMI. T .... 

o ~----------~A~.--------~M~~ 

DIAolWol IV 

real income. Or, again, in order that a person who is subject 
to income tax at an increasing marginal rate should enjoy a 
higher real income when the price level rises, it will be necessary 
thiLt the increase in his money income should exceed to some 
extent, the rise in the price level. 

4. Examples of calculation of liability to British Income 
Tax (illustrating the rules given in Chapter XVIII, § 6). 

The following are bllB6d on the rates of tax in force for tbe 
Income Tax year 1937-38, ending April 5, 1938: 

is I, then when his ineome risee, he paya • higher percentage of it in 
taxation 

.... 
if da) 0 

<11 > 

ifdT T 
dl > I· • (I) 

Aod it ean be .hOWD geometricaUy that •• umcient condition for 
this is that dT /dl .hoold be monotonic and> o. 
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(II Single man. Income £250, wholly." earned" : 
Grosa income. £250 
Earned income re-

lief (I/o) . £DO 
Personal allowance 100 

150 
Liability (on "taxable 

income ") £100 @ la. Sd. in £=£8 6 8 

(2) Married man. Income £DOO, wholly" unearned" : 
Grosa income. £DOO 
Personal allowance £100 
Wife', allowance. 80 

180 

£320 II Taxable income n • 

Liability at reduced rate .. standard rate 
£130 @ lao Sd. in £-£11 0 0 
£180 @ De. in £ = 46 0 0 

£D7 10 0 

(3) Married man with two children, Income £1700 "earned" 
plus £200 .. unearned .. : 

Grosa earned income . £1700 
Earned income relief 

(muimum) 300 

£1400 
Unearned income 200 

£1600 
Personal allowance £100 
Wife', allowance. 80 
Child allowances (2) 120 

" Tuable inoome" • £1300 
Liability at reduoed rate £135 @ 1a. Sd. in £-£11 5 0 

.. standard rate £1165 @ 5a. in £ - 291 5 0 

£302 10 0 

It may be mentioned that further reliefs, additional to 
thcee mentioned in the ten, are allowable, in respect of 
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rleperuJ.em relative (allowance £25) and - to widows and 
widowers only -lwu8ekeepe1' (allowance £50). Reliefs are 
also allowed for life-assurance premiums paid on policies on 
the life of the taxpayer or his wife. 

A further measure of relief is allowed to persons of sixty
five years of age or more whose incomes do not exceed £500 
per year, inasmuch as all their inCl)me is assessed in the same 
way as " earned income", even although part or the whole 
of it may be " unearned ". 
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